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Articles

King Alfred and the Latin Manuscripts of
Gregory's Regula Pastora/is
by

Richard W. Clement
Univer ity of Chicago

King Alfred' translation of Pope Gregory the Great's Uber Regulae Pas1oralis has long been recogni zed by st udent of Anglo-Saxon literature as one
of the earliest and greate t monuments of Old English pro e. Alfred 's first
translation, common ly referred to as the Pas1oral Care, has been the focu of
much cholarly attention by hi storians, philologists, and literary critics. Hi storian have eized upon the work more for Alfred' two prefaces and what
they tell u of Ninth-century England th an for the tran lation itse lf, but noncthele the mode of trans lati on is not without it s biographical and historical
implication . Philologists on the other hand have concerned themselves more
directly with the translation as a le ngthy coherent repre entation of Early West
axon . The tran lation, even though often paraphra ed , i exceptionally clo e
to it original, and this close relationship provides crucial evidence in the Latin
text for t he philologist considering the OE text. Literary critics, in comparing
Alfred's translation to Gregory's original, have been le than unanimous in
t heir estimate of Alfred' competency a a tran later, especially in this fir t
attempt. Judgements have ranged from uncritical prai se to damning condemnat ion, but in the main critics have been omewhat uneasy in coming to any
hard conclu ions because of a number of di sturbing differences in the Latin
original and Alfred' tran la t ion. The unpalatable conclusion (at least to traditional critics) is th at the Pas/oral Car e i a novice's valiant, but often bumbling
attempt at tran lating what is really a simple Latin text. Thi conclusion, however, i based on the faulty as umption that the printed edition of Gregory'
Regula repre ent the Lat in text as Alfred translated it. Actually Alfred 's Latin
MS belong to a recen ion which has never appeared in print, and when the OE
tran slation is compared to this Latin recensional ver ion, many of the di turbing difference di appear . Alfred's translation doe indeed contain errors, but
these are errors of his recensional original. We may fault the King for not distinguishing the e error (e.g., in the attribution of biblical book ), but we
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cannot fault him for d irectly translati ng what he found in hi Latin text. Thu
iL i e entia l that the historian , phi lologist, or literary cri tic considering the
relationship of Alfred 's Pastoral Care 10 Gregory's Regula under 1and the texmal trad ition of the Latin text and its recensional version in England.
The printed edi t ions of the Regula a re based on continental MSS that
represent neither the o riginal Gregorian edition nor the later rece nsional version of the Englis h SS.' AU of the many sc holars who have exam ined the OE
text in the ligh t of it Latin or iginal have relied on ly on the printed Latin edi tion . 2 C . D. Jeffery has been the only scholar to state the ca e for investigating
the English MSS: " ... it i inherently unlikel y that Conti nental editions like
Westhoff's or Migne's wou ld represent the English manu cripts of the Regula
. .. in every part icu lar, and that none of Alfred's pecu liarities are actually due
to readings pecu lar to these manuscripts [of Anglo-Saxon provenance]. It is
strictly preposterou s to as ess hi kill as a tra n lator before we know ju t what
he wa translating, or at least before anybody has read the Engl ish manuscripts
carefully with the Old English ver ion in m ind ." 1
T he MSS of A nglo-Saxon p rovenance follow:
A Worcester, Cathedral Library, Add. 3, . vii , fragme nt (Gneu 771 ,
CLA 264);
B Pa ris, Bibliotheque Na tionale, lat. 956 1, s. viii (Gneuss 894, CLA
590);
C Kassel, Landesbibliothek, Theol. Fol. 32, . vi ii' (Gneuss 833, CLA
1138);
D Lond on, Bri ti h Library, Couon O tho A .i, and Oxford, Bodleian
Library, Arch. Selden B.26, fol. 34, . viii ', fragment; this is an a bridged
version' (Gneuss 346, CLA 188 + 229);
E Oxford, Bodlei an Library, Laud Mi c. 263, . viii ex; technically this is
not of English origin, but it was writlen by Insular scribes at Mainz
(CLA 1400);
F Oxford, St. John's College 28 , . x 2 ; Canterbury: I. Augu stine's?
(Gneuss 684);
C Oxford, Bodlei a n Library , Bodley 708, s. x ex; Canterbury: Ch ri I
Church and Exeter (Gneu 590);
H G lasgow, Univer ity Library, Hunterian 431, s. x/ xi; Worcester (Gneuss
26 1);
I Cambridge, Co rpu Chr isti College 361, s. xi; Malmesbury (Gneuss
99);
J Sal isbury, Ca thedra l Library 157 , . xi; Salisbury? (Gneuss 742); and
K Oxford, Bodleian Library, Bodley 783, s. xi / xii; Exeter (Gneu s 598).
ln addition , I have consu lted the oldest and mo t authoritative continental
M
T Troyes, Bibliotheque Mun icipale 504, c. 590; Rome (CLA 838) . Th is
MS actua ll y contains two nearly contemporary ed ition : T' and T'.

Richard W. Clement
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T', the original version o f c. 590, comains a num ber of errors. These
were corrected certa inly ometime before G regory' death in 604 to
form the T' version, probably under the Pope's supervision. ot only
were a number of error corrected, but mo I of the Old Latin quotations were regularized against the Vulgate. Fina ll y there are a number
of add it ions to the text that must be au thorial, but it i impo ible to be
sure that they a re G regory's. ach of the two editions is the archetype
of a distinct recension.
Although I have exam ined all of the e MSS in thi preliminary in vestigation , I have only examined F, l , and Tin detail. In first collating / and T. I
fou nd 759 differences, mo tly of orthography, word order, or emant ic preference. There arc, however, 11 9 significant variants (i.e., variants that may be
reAected in the OE tran lation) in /, 61 of which agree with the correspo nd ing
readings in Alfred's translation of t he Regula in MS , Oxford, Bod leia n
Library, Hatton 20 (A.O. 890- 7). The MS closest in date 10 A lfred' lifetime,
F, wa collated at the e ame points at which/ differed from T: on ly 107 read•
ings in F were avai lab le for comparison because of a mis ing quire, and ou t of
these 107, 76 agreed wi th Hatton 20. l a nd F together agree with Hatton 20
against T in 45 in tances. Thus, neither / nor F alone represent the text of
Alfred ' Latin MS, but each ha independent correspondences with read ing in
the OE translation . / has 16 va ri ant read ings that correspond to the OE, but
are not found in F; F ha 31 " tandard" (i.e., equiva lent to
read ing that
corre pond to the OE, but are not found in /.
Twenty of the most ignificant of these varian t (between T, /, and f) have
been traced through all 12 MSS and each ha been considered in terms of the
vernacular translation in Hatton 20. (Although variant JV .2 [below] occur 34
time , it i treated as a ingle variant , even though in the collation each ind ividual occurrence was counted. Thus, the 20 variants considered below were
counted a 53 variant in 1he collation.) Each of the 6 OE MSS of the Pastoral
Care has also been consul ted to note any OE variants or glosses which might
shed further light upon the Insu lar MSS of the Regula. 7 The 20 variants have
been grouped into fo ur categories: (I) Corrections, (II) Additions and Deletions, (Ill ) Substitu tions, and (IV) Structural Changes. Each varia nt is fir t
con idered in derai l in term of the initial collalion of T, I, and F, and then in a
summarizing table in terms of the o ther MSS under con id erat ion.

n

I.

Correc1io11s
A noted above, two au th oria l ed ition of the Regula arc extant in T: an
earlier uncorrected edition T ' and a later corrected ed itio n T' . These two Gregorian editions have been dist inguished below becau e Alfred' Latin MS wa
clearly a T1 text. T' i considered before T' because there can be no doubt as
to its readings: the T 2 text has been wrinen over rhe T ' text. In many in tance
ir is possible 10 read the underlying T' tex t, but in others t he text has been
obliterated beyond recovery. In those instances in which the T ' text i illegible, I
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have resorted 10 the later recensional MSS for evidence a 10 probable T '
read ings .
I. T' (PL 16.A.2-4) reads "hinc [the following 12 word over era ure]
quoq ue scriptum est propheta laqu eus ru inae hinc rursum de acerdotibus
dominu per nem o quippe ampliu in ecclesia .. . "; T 1 is illegible, but the reading of / a nd F easi ly fit s the space of the era ure. T' regularize the quotation
so as to agree with the Vu lgate version of Hosea 9 :8.
I + F "Hine rursum dominu s per prophetam dicit Cau a ruinae popu li
acerdote ma li ."
Ha11on 20 (31, 8-9)• "Be 11a:m Dryhten cw a:11 eft 11urh /l o ne witgan : YHe
preo 1as bi ol> folces hryre . " 9 The OE clear! co rrespond 10 the T ' read ing of /
and F.
2. T' (PL 16.C.10) (the follow ing over era ure] "fugi1 iterum in montem
ip e o lu . "The original reading of T 1 is illegible, but here a lso the reading of /
a nd F ea ily fi ts in the erased sect ion .
I + F "Quo cog ni to Jesus fu git et abscondit se" is a varia nt O ld Latin quotati on o f Joh . 6: 15 ; T' is the correct Vu lgate reading.
Hatton 20 (33 , 15) ''Da se Ha:land 11a:t ongeat , Ila becierde he hie 7
gehydde hiene ." 10 The O E corres ponds to the T 1 text of I and F.
3. T' + F (Pl I 8.A.6-15) " Neque enim rex Baby loniae tune reus de elaiione exsti lit cum ad elationi uerba peruenit quippe qui ore prophetico et ante
cum ab elatione tacuit sente nti a m reprobationi s aduiuit culpam namque perpetratae superbiae ia m a nte deter eraL qui omnipolentem deum quern e offendi se reperit cuncti s sub se gent ibu s praedicau it sed post haec succes u uae
pote tatis eli;uatus dum mag na se feci sse gauderet cu ncti prius in cogitatione
se praetulit et post ad hue tum idus dixit . .. ." T' reads [after an illegib le eraure of 4 o r 5 \eue r ) "rex babylo niaehd succe s u suae potestati eleuatus dum
magna se fecisse gauderet cunctis prius in cogitat ione se praet u lit et po I ad
hue tumidus di xit . .. . " Th is read ing i nearly the same a in /. T' at the point
indicated by the superscript hd cont inues in the bottom margin "tune reus .. .
scd post haec hs ." The hs indi cates the reader is 10 return 10 the main text.
/ "Vnde rex babiloniae successu suae potestatis eleua tus dum magna e
fec i e gaudc ret cu net is incogit a tionc se praeferens apud se tacit us dixit. "
Hatton 20 (39 , 13- 16) " Hwa::t sc Babylonia cyning wa:: suille upahafen on
his mode for his anwalde 7 for his gelimpe, l>a he f regnode l>a: miclan weorces
7 fa::ge rne e 11a:: rre ceastre, 7 hine ollhof innan hi s ge11ohte eallum oorum
mon num, 7 suigende he cwa: d on his mode." The O E corre ponds to the
honer T' passage as represented in /.
-1 . T' F (PL 18. B.3-6) [over an erasu re in T ] "quae uideli cet uox illius
irae uindicta m a pcrie pen ulit quam occulta elatio accendit nam districtus iude
priu [1he next five word added interlinearly in the hand of T') inu isibiliter
uide1 quod po tea pu bli ce feriendo reprehend it." T ' is illegi ble, but once agai n
1he reading of / Iii 1he pace of the era ure very well.

Richard W. Clemen,
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I "Quam tamen tacitae elationis uocem occultus iudex non tacitus audiuit
quia hunc regem " protinus fe riendo reprehend it. "
Hatton 20 (39, I 8-20) "Ha su igendan stefne suiOe hraOe se diegla Dema
gehirde, 7 him suiOe undeogollice geondwyrde mid <'Jam witum <'l e he hit uiOe
hra:dlice wra:c." The OE correspond to the T' pa sage a represented in / .
5. T'+F (PL 19.A.l - 2) "simon iohannis amas me." T 1 clearly reads
"petre" instead of "simon iohannis" (Joh. 21 :17).
/ "pet re a mas me."
Hatton 20 (43, 3) "Petrus lufastu me." The OE corre ponds 10 the T 1 reading of /.
6." T' (PL 30.D.5) "hinc per malachiam dicitur .... " T' clearly reads
"zachatiam." Malachai is the correct attribution (Mal. 2:7).
I "Hine per Zachariam dicitur .... "
Hatton 20 (9 I, I 6) "Eft wa:s gecuedan Ourh Zacharias . ... " Again th e
OE clearly corresponds to the T ' reading represented in / .
Although in severa l instances T' readings a re obscured by T 2 corrections,
varian ts 1.3, 1.5, and 1.6 clearly demonstrate the clo e textual affinity of
undoubted T' readings and corresponding readings in I. All of the above 6
variants illustrate the very clo e relationship of the OE translation of Hatton
20 to the recensional T' text as represented in /. Alfred 's Latin MS , although
not textually identica l to /, was certainly a remarkably pure and uncontaminated repre entat ive of the T' text (as F, closer to Afred' lifetime than /, i
not). In the following table I have laid out the rece n iona l T' I T' rela tion hi p
of all the Insular MSS in terms of the 6 variants considered above .
Variant

T'

T'

CEFGHIJ
Hatton 20

BK

2

BCEFG H IJ
Hatton 20

K

3

BCG H 1JJ
Hauan 20

EFH 2 K

4

BCEGH 1 IJ
Hatlon 20

FH 2 K

5

EG IJ 1K 1
Hauon 20

BC'FHJ 2 K2

6

FGHIJ 1
Hatton 20

BCEJ 2 K

Neither

c•"

MSS G, /, and J ' best represent the T' text , and of course Hatton 20 is a translation of the T 1 tex t. On ly K' is a pu re T' text.
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Addi1io11s and Dele1io11s
The variants in this section and in the two following section are the product s of cribal manipulation and error produced in the copying and recopying
of the text during the th ree intervening centuries from the time when Gregory'
original copy (T') was produced to the time when Alfred's now lost M was
copied. Of cour e we cannot know when that MS wa copied: we only know
when it was trans lated. It eems likely, however , in light or the number and
variety of departure from the T 1 archetype , tha t there are at least several
stage of copying between T' and Alfred's MS.
I. T + F(PL 19.C.3- 4) " . .. proximorum negligit quasi . . .. "
I " ... proximorum negligit c11ram qua i ... .""
Ha11on 20 (45, 13) " . .. agiemeleasiall urra niehstena Marfa . . .. ' The
OE 6earfa i equiva lent to curam in /.
2." (PL 24.A . l ) " non offeret panes domino deo suo ." Thi is a correct
quotation or (Vulgate) Lev. 21 :17.
I "non offerer pane deo uo."
Halton 20 (65, 1- 2) "ne offrode hi Gode nanne hlaf. " The OE Gode corresponds 10 the Latin deo of /, not to the domino deo or the PL or the Vulgate.
3.' 6 (PL 28. D .4) ''blandimema mundi respecto intimo 1errore despiciat. "
/ " Blandimenta mundi respecto imimo 1imor dei terrore despiciat. "
Ha11on 20 (83 , 5- 6) " . . . ac ge/jence he /lone inncundan ege Codes. " The
OE Codes corresponds 10 the dei of / .
4. T + F(PL 36.B. 13) "facti sumus paruuli in medio uestrum ." This is a
correct quotation of (Vulgate) I Thess. 2:7 .
/ "facti umus sicu/ paruuli in medio ue trum. "
Hatton 20 ( I 17, 3-4) "We sint gewordene sue/ce Iyt linga betueox eow."
The OE uelce corresponds 10 the sic111 of / .
5. T (PL 57 .C.3) "quatenus et illos uictrix ratio fran geret. "
I F " Haec dicit quatenus .
Hanon 20 (205, 16) "Forllon he /lu s cure/l .. . . " The OE he . .. curell
based on Haec dicir in / and F.
6. T (PL 58.A .8) "u t et illorum culpas increpatio dura detegeret. "
I + F "Haec dicil Ul et illorum .. .. "
Hatton 20 (207, 21) "Forlla:m hesprrec .. . . " The OE hesprrec corresponds 10 the Haec dici1 of/ and F.
7. T + F (PL 83.C.3) "quatenus et illi discam cibo earn is inordinate non
appetere."
I "Haec ail qua tinu [ ic) .. . . "
Hatton 20 (319, 7) "Forlla:m he lla:t curell . . . . " Again , the OE he . ..
cua:ll corresponds to the a tin Haec ail of /.
8. T(PL 103.D.4) "sed ad id quod hone tum et." This is a correct quotation from (V ulgate) I Cor. 7:35 .
I + F "sed ad id quod hone tum e I prouoco. "

Richard W. Clement
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HatLon 20 (401, 15- 16) "le eow secgge hwret eow arwyrolicost is to
beganne." The OE secgge plainly correspond to the p rouoco o f I and F.
The following tab le traces these 8 later recensional additions and subtraction through a ll of the Insular MSS. A we might expect, the earliest MSS
show fewer deviations from the original archetypal text.

Variant

Hatton 20

Other (PL)

I

GIJ

BCEFHKT

Lacuna

IT
IT
E

2

CEG IJK

BH

3

I

BCEGHJK

4

GIJK

BCFHT

5

FH'I

BCGH 1JKT

E

6

FG 2 H 2 JJ

BCG 1 H 1 KT

E

7

HI

BEFGJKT

C

8

EFGHIJ

BKT

C

I corre ponds to Hatton 20, and thus Alfred's Latin MS, in a ll 8 instances (bu t
thi s is 10 be expected as a collation of / and T formed the basis for the selection
of the variants); G and J agree with Hauon 20 in 5 in tance .
Ill.

S11bstit11tio11s
1. 17 (PL 28 .A . I 3-14) "importunita pu/vereae cogitation is obscuret."
I "importunitas pollutae cogitationis obscuret. "
Ha tton 20 (79, 19) "Oa:t mod aoi trige eforhwierfeda gewuna gemalicnesse." The OE forhwierfeda is closer to the pol/utae of/, than to the pulvereae of the PL.
2. T(PL 42.8.7) "et rursus per moderatam cordis intentio."
I + F "et rursus per inmoderatam cordis in tentio ."
Hatton 20 (14 1, 7-8) "ore I innegeoonc sie gebunden orere heortan for
Orere ungemetgunge ores ymbehogan 6ara uterra oinga."" The OE ungemetgunge clearly corresponds to the inmoderatam of I and F.
3. T (PL 80.C.12) "tune enim genimina in se mutabilitati arefaciunt."
l + F "Tune enim llimina .. .. "
Ha11on 20 (307, 20- 308, ! ) "Sona aseariao oa twigu oa:re hwurfulnesse." 19
The OE twigu corresponds 10 the uimina of I and F.
4. T (PL 88.D.3) "per quemdam sapientem dominus."
I + F "per salomo11em dominus."
Hatton 20 (343 , 6) "Dryhten gecy6de ourh Salomon." The OE corresponds
to / and Fin identifying Solomon.
The following table traces these 4 later recen ional ubstitutions through
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all the Insular MSS. Again we see that the earlier MSS contain comparatively
fewer deviations from the archetypal norm of T (T 1 and T2 are not distingui hed in the variant of ections II , Ill, and IV : they are identical). Variant 4
appear to have en tered the recension quite early, while variant 3 seems more
recent.

Variant

I

Hauon 20
CGHIJ

Other (Pl)

Other

2

CFG H 2 IJK 2

BH ' K 1T

3

FGHIJ 1

BEJ2K 1T

4

BEFGHIJ

KT

Lacuna

FT

BEK

E
K''"

C
C

MSS F, G, H 2 , I, and 1 1 agree with Hatt on 20, and are thu most like Alfred's
Latin S.

I V.

Structural Changes

1. 21 In PL the following pa age appears at the beginning of Chapter 11 : 22
"Solertcr ergo e qui que ll)etiatur ne locum regiminis assumere audeat. .. "
(Pl 23.D.2- 5).
In /, however, this same passage is placed at the end of Chapter 10.
In Hatton 20 th is passage is also placed a t the end of Chapter 10, thu
corresponding to / : (63, 18- 21) "Ac pinsige relc mon hiene elfne georne . ... "
2. Rubric , in the form of a table of content , are most common, a in T,
but in a ingle instance, in !, the identical rubrics arc not in a table but precede
each chapter. The OE tran lation in Hatton 20 is imilarly structured with each
rubric preceding each chapter; thus the OE is most closely associated with the
tructure as found in / . (F i unu ual in having both a table and chapter
rubrics, but the chapter rubric appear only in Book Ill.)
The fo llowing table traces these 2 later recensi onal structural variant
through a ll the In ular manu cripts.
Variant

2

Hat ton 20

Lacuna

Begins " H ine
etenim . . . "

Begins "Solerter
ergo ... "

No chapter
divisions

BGH'IJ

EH 1K (Pl)

C"

Rubrics"
w/ chapters

Table

None

GJKT

BCEH

F*
(* F ha both.)

- --

FT

Richard W. Clement
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Only I agree with Hatton 20 in both of the e tructura l variants.

The Insular MSS and the Gregorian Arche1ypes
As noted above, Tcontain two contemporary edition of Gregory' work :
T', an earlier uncorrected version (which is certainly Gregory's), and T 1 , a
later corrected and revised version (which may po si bly represent Gregory's
final intentions) . The eleven MSS under review in most case how ome degree
of contamination between the two major recen ion which descend from the
archetypes T 1 and T'. A i a fragmen1 in which no significan t variant appear.
8, the o lde t intact Insula r M , reflect both ver ions fairly equally. C generally folJows T •, but in one in tance the reading is T' and in another a T' reading ha been added in a later hand . Di a fragmen t of an abridged ver ion. £
and Fequally reflect both recensions. G i a T' text. H generally follows 1he T '
recen ion, but in one instance contains a T' reading; T 1 readings have twice
been altered in a later hand 10 T 1 readings. l is a T' text. Ji a T ' text, but in
two in tance was later altered to T'. K, the late t and certainly post-Conque l
MS, is the only T' text, though in one instance a reading has been altered from
T' . The following table summari zes the e recen ional relationships.

First
(

0

dition (> 800Jo)•

Second Edition(> 800/o)

GIH 1J 1
K (Pl)
based on 1he 6 variants of Section I.)

Mixed
BCEFH 2 J2

Traditionally Augu line of Canterbury is thought 10 have brought a copy
of the Regula wi1h him to England . Indeed i1 would have been most unusual
had Gregory not given hi missionary and future archbishop a copy of hi very
popular handbook on episcopal conduct. Although at this stage in the investigation it i not pos ible to identify this probable In ular archetype as either a
T ' or a T' text, we may till draw ome useful conclusions from the preceding
analy i of the corpus of Insular MSS. AIJ the textually pure extant T 1 MSS
date from the Tenth and Eleventh Centurie . The only two complete (or nearly
so) pre-Viking MSS (8 and C) are both of a mixed nature, and it i thu difficult to hypothesize the dominance of either recen ion in Bri tain before c. 800.
Clearly, though, Alfred's La1in MS was a pure T ' text. Un fortun atel y all
traces of his MS' probable Insular recen ional descent have disappeared, but it
is still pos ible that it may have had a continental origin . The T' text was not
well regarded on the continent (after all it i a defective ver ion which perpetuates a number of errors) and it i un likely (though certain ly not impossible)
that someone such a Archbishop Fulk of Reims would have ent Alfred a T'
text. It eems more likely that the T' recen ional ver ion, perhaps exemplified
in one particular ancient copy, may have been regarded in Alfred' time and
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thereafter a Augustine' ; Alfred tell u in hi verse preface LO the Pa roral
Care that "Agustinus ofer sal tne sa: ... brohte" the Regula to England (9,
8). Regardless of which recensional ver ion Augustine brought, the veneration

of the T' version as Augustine's version may explain its success in spite of its
manifest error , e pecially during the period of the Benedictine revival when
churchmen wou ld have certainly recognized its flaws . Significantly the latest
MS, K, dated 10 c. 1100, is the only pure T' text. This MS most probably reflects the orman substitution of the much more common and correc t continental T 2 text for the In ular T' text (although certain ly the T 1 recension was
not confined 10 Brita in) . Every recensional correction in these MSS in a po !Conquest hand changes T 1 readings to T'. Thus although the recensional history of the Regula i omewhat clouded before c. 800, by the time of Alfred's
translation a strong T ' recension, extant in a number of later wicnes es, was
flourishing. With the Conquest, however, came the dominance of the P recension in both the copying of new T' codices and in the altering of old T 1 MSS.

The La1er Rece11sio11al Tradi1ion in Britain
As the text of the Regula was copied and recopied, a number of errors and
changes were incorporated into the text which , as we have see n, are reflected in
the OE translation. These errors and changes are exemplified in Sections JI,
111, and IV above. A i a fragment that contains no variants. 8 contains only
two later recensional variants ( 140/o -2 out of the 14 variants considered
above). C contains only three later recensional variants (330/o-3 out of 10
[only 10 due to a lacuna]) . Dis a fragment of an abridgement.£ contains only
three later recensional variants (330/o-3 out of 10 [on ly IO due to a lacuna]). F
contains even later recensional variants (700/o-7 out of 10 [only 10 due to a
lacuna]). G contains nine later recensional variant (640/o-9 out of 14); one T
reading was later changed to a later recensional reading (710/o). H contains five
later recensional variants (360Jo - 5 out of 14); four T read ing were ubsequently changed 10 later recensional readings (640/o). All of the/ readings a re
of the later recen ional tradition (1000/o-14 out of 14). 2 ) J contains ten later
recensional variants (7 10/o- 10 out of 14) ; one of these varian t was later
changed to agree with T(640/o). K contain only two later recensional variants
(140/o-2 out of 14); one Treading was subsequently altered to a later recensional read ing (21 OJo). Thu MS F, G ', I, and J' contain text , in term of the
later recen iona l variants, which are most like Alfred's Latin S. The following table ummarizes these later recensional relationships.
Variant reflected in
Hauon 20 (> 700Jo)*

Variants not reflected
in Hatton 20 (> 700/o) •

Mixed

FG ' IJ '

BK

CEG 1 HJ2

(• based on the 14 variant of Sections 11 , Ill , and IV .)
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The MSS containing the fewest later recensional variants are once again the
earliest (B ) and the latest (K). It is on ly nacural that the MS closest in date to
the archetype would show the leas t deviation from it, but that the MS furthest
in date shou ld be equally free from deviation is rema rkable. K 's exemplar may
have been an exceptionally pure and ancient Insular codex, certainly purer
tha n B. However, as K is a T' text produced after the Co nquest, it eems much
more likely that it lack of la ter recensional varia nts reflects the contine ntal
origin of its exemplar. It does not belong 10 our In u lar T ' recension. Again ,
the MSS that show the greatest textual affinity to Alfred's MS date from the
Tenth and Eleventh Centurie . Here we ee something of a parallel with the
T' I T' recensiona l history co nsidered above. The earlier MSS exhibit less
dev iation from the archetype, bu t by Alfred's time a nd during the following
cen tu ry we see several recensional branche , one of which is reflected in the OE
tra n lat ion. Again, with the coming of the Conquest a nd the su bsequent im position of the T' text, the Insu lar T' recen ion al variants disappear in new
Insular copie . K is an example of j ust such a T' copy which replaced the
Anglo-Saxon T' text.
Finally, there are three notable errors within thi corpus of varian ts: I, 6;
111 , 2; and Ill , 3. Significantly, all are reflected in t he O E translation of Hatton
20 and in MSS F, G, H ', I , and J ' . A we have seen, these a re the same MSS
which a re closest to Alfred's Latin
S in lerms of 1he later recensional
va riants. Of thee MSS , G, J, and J 1 are also 1he most consistent T 1 texts .
Obviously, none of these MSS perfectly represen1s the tex1 of Alfred's
Latin MS, but each contributes a portion of the text of that now lost MS . A
full -scale colJation of T, F, G, H, I, J, and possibly some continental MSS is
now required, and from this it will be possible, by electing those varia nts
which agree with the OE translation 10 reconstruct the Latin text that Alfred
used. Until then, tudents of Alfred 's 1ranslation hould be aware of 1he lim ited text ua l releva nce of the printed edi tions (which represent the corrected T'
text and none of the Insu lar variants). They hould look in tead to G, !, and J,
as these Latin MSS mo t closely corre pond to the La lin MS from wh ich
Alfred tran Jared his Pas roral Care.

NOTES
J. P. Migne, ed. , Patrologiae Cursus Completus, Series Latino, vol. 77 (Pari ,
1862) is actually a reprint of the Benedictine edition completed ty the scholars of Saint
Maur in 1705 as part of Gregory's opera om11io. The base MS for this text is Troye ,
Bibliot heque Municipale 504 (although the editors often silently emend and substitute
alternate read ings). According to E. A. Lowe, "There are numerous alterat ions, corrections over era ure, and marginal inse rtions - all by a co ntemporary hand -which suggest that our manu script repre.~ents the author' revision or a preliminary edi tion or his
work; the corrected version is closer 10 the text as we have it today" (Codices Latini
Antiquiores, Vl.83 [Oxford , 19531). In pite of Lowe's suggestion that the revisions are
I.
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Gregory's own work (or perhaps [my own view) , in the main, the work of one of his
secretaries), there is Little firm evidence upo n which to base uch a conclu ion. {See my
forthcoming "Two Contemporary Gregorian Editions of Pope Gregory the Great's
Reg11la Pasroralis in Troyes MS 504," Scriptorium, 39, no. I 11985).) A numbe r of variant
readings from MSS pre ervcd in Britain are given in the notes 10 the Benedictine edition
wh ich derive from Thomas James' Vindiciae Gregorianae, seu restitutus i11111m1eris
paene locis Gregorius M. , ex variis manuscriptis . .. collatis (Geneva, 1625). Ja mes
included tho e variant MS readings which to him were plausible, but not those judged to
be MS "errors." Similarly, Jeremy Stephen ' B. Gregorii Magni E. picopi Romani, De
Cura Pasrorali Uber vere aureus: Accurate e111e11da1us er restitutus e Vet. MSS. cum
Romana editione collar is, ab eximiis aliquo/ Academiae Oxoniensis Theologis (London,
1629), based on James' collation project of 16!0 (as was James' Vindiciae), al o inclu des
a number of rcccnsional readings from a number of unspecified Oxford MSS, but again
no readings which were "error " are included . Only the Benedictine edition (and its
numerous derivative reprints and edition ) and Stephens' edition give any genuine variant which in omc in tance are closer 10 the version which Alfred translated, but
neither the Ins ular MS tradition nor Alfred's iranslation is ment ioned in the apparatus
of these editions. For the textual histo ry of the Regula in its printed form and for a complete description of each of the 89 edition , see my forthcoming "Catalogue of the
Printed Editions of Pope Gregory the Great's Uber Regulae Pastora/is." Westhofl's edition ( 1846; 2nd ed . 1860) has often been used in Germany. Like the Benedictine edition,
it is based on one or more continenta l MSS. o variant readings are given.
2. E.g., A. Dewitz, Un tersuchungen Ober Alfreds des Grossen wesrsiichsische Obersen.1mg der "Cura Pastora/is" Gregors 1111d ihr Verhiilmis wm Originate. Di ss. Breslau
1889, used Mignc; G. Wack, Ober das Verhiillnis vo11 Konig Aelfreds Obersetzrmg der
"Cura Pas/oralis" wm Origi11al. Di . Greir wald 1889, used Westhoff; J .E. Wulfing,
Die Symax in den Werken Alfreds des Grossen (Bonn 1894, 190 1), u ed Westhoff;
S , Potter, "The Old English Pastoral Care," Tra11sac1ions of rhe Philological Society
(London, 1947), pp. 114- 25, used Mignc; W. H. Brown, Jr. , "Method and Style in the
O ld Engli h Pastoral Care," Jo11mal of E11g/ish and Germanic Philology 68 (1969),
666-84, used Mi gne; and J. Bately, "King Alfred and the Old English Translation of
Orosius," Anglia 88 (1970), 433-60, used Migne.
3, C. D. Jeffery , "The Latin Texts Underlying the Old English Gregory 's Dialogues
and Pastoral Care," Noles and Q11erie , .S. 27 (1980), 487-8.
4. I am indebted to Profes or Helmut Gneuss for providing me with the references to
these MSS fro m hi now published "A P reliminary List of Manu cript Written or
Owned in England up to 1100," Anglo-Saxon England 9 (1981), 1-60. The Gneus
numbers refer to this list.
5. Unfortunately, Cotton Otho A. i i almost entirely illegible bccau c o f the fire of
173 1 at A hburnham Hou e, but a a single su rvivi ng leaf, Arch. elden B.26, fol. 34, is
a conden sation of part of Chapter 11 (PL 24.D .5 "Ex horum ... obscurant" 25 .A.7;
25,8.4 "A lbuginem . .. caecatur" 25.8.7; 25 .C. I "lugem . . . dominatur" 25.C.2;
26.A.5 "lm petiginem .. . dilatatur" 26.A .7; 26. 8 . 12 "Ponderosus .. . demonstremus"
26.C.9) the entire work may we ll have been abridged or alternatively may have consisted
of a number of extract . Arch. Selden B.26, fol. 34 is a skillfu l abridgement of the original ; this passage, at least , is not a disconnected se ries of extracts. Although nothing is
added, care has been taken , it h that which has been deleted .
6. I intend 10 treat all of these MSS in detail as part of a dual-language edition of the
Latin Regula a nd its O Iran lation which Dorothy Ho rgan and I are preparing.
7. King Alfred's OE translation, the Pastoral Care, survives in six codices:
Oxford, Bodleian Library, Hatton 20 (4113) , 890-7 A.O. (Ker 324);
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London, Briti h Li brary, Colton Tiberius B.xi + Kasel, Landesbibliothek , Anhang
19, 890-7 A.O. (Ker 195);
Cambri dge, Corpus Christi College 12, s. x' (Ker 30) ;
Cambridge, Trinity College R.5.22 (7 17), fo ls. 72- 158, s. x/xi (Ker 7);
London, Briti h Library, Cotton Otho B. ii + Otho B.x , fol . 61 , 63, 64, . x/xi (Ker
175);
Cambridge, Un iversity Library li.2 .4 , s. xi (3 rd quarter) (Ker 19). References are 10
. R. Ker, Ca ralogue of Mam,scripts Containing Anglo-Saxon (Oxford , 1957) .
8. References arc to H . Sweet, King Alfred's Wesr-Saxon Version of Gregory 's Pastoral Care EETS OS 43 , 50 (London, 187 1).
9. The interlinear gloss of ruina for hryre appears in CCCC 12, and the marginal gloss
"causa se ruine populi sacerdo1es mali" is opposite 1he OE passage . As 1he 1ex1 of the
marginal gloss indicates, the glossa1or was working from a T 1 text.
10. CCCC 12 contains two inte rl inea r glosses: Jui;it fo r becierde, and abscondit for
gehydde. Abscondit is a T 1 readin g.
11. The phrase "hunc regem" is unique 10 / ; 8 , C, £, G, and J all read "hanc."
12. There is a lacu na in F.
13 . C' follows neither trad itio n as no na me is given, bu t C' has been corrected 10 1he
T' reading.
14. In/, curam is in superscript . G and J both read curam, but in each instanc:e it is in
the main 1ext an d not superscript.
15. There is a lacuna in F, and T has lost its original quire 3, or 8 fo lia, P L 21.C.930.A. I.
16. See note 15.
17. Sec note 15.
18. CCCC 12 contains t he interlinear gloss or imoderaram for 1111ge111e1g1111ge.
19. CCCC 12 contain the interlinear gloss of 11imi11a fo r twigu.
20. K ' reads germina, a do many continental MSS (a nd We 1hofl's ed it ion).
21. See note 15. MSS EH 'K also begin C hapter 11 al this point .
22. Many continental MSS (and Wes thoff's edi1ion) begin Chapte r 11 at "Si enim fortassis ... ," 6 sentences before PL or 7 before /.
23 . T here are no chapter divisions in Book I.
24. MSC is unique amo ng the MSS unde r con ideration in that it is made up of only
lwo books: Bk . I of C = Bk s. I and II , and Bk . II of C = Bk s. 111 a nd IV . C shares this
feature with lvrea , Bibliotheca Capitolare I (s. ii/ viii; CLA 300). The PL chapter
rubrics are distinc1 from those in any of the MSS und er considera tion .
25. As the selection of the variant s is based on a collation of / and T, the resu lt are
distorted in favor or /.
26. In the edition which Doro thy Horgan and I a re preparing, all of the MSS will be
con idcred in detail a nd represented in the apparatus. We have not yet determined
which MSS will fo rm the group from which A lfred's Latin text will be reconstructed .
We may yet discover 1hat For H cou ld be closer to Hanon 20 than G, I, or J. There i
also the possibili ty that 1he King's MS was not or Insu lar origin but was brough t to him
from 1he continent by one or hi foreign scholars. I have examined many or the contine ntal MSS, but before choosing a fin al group or M S, the examination of the on hem
French MSS , of which I have seen few o far , will be necessary. h is likely that a ny
co ntinental MS which someone like Grim bald may have brought to the King wo uld have
it origin in that region.

Can We Speak of an Islamic Middle Ages?
A Conceptual Problem Examined Through Literature '
by
Julie Scott Meisami
Univer ity of California, Berkeley

In hi introduction to The Arabs and Medieval Europe Norman Daniel,
after rejecting the "traditional" Gibbon ian definit ion of the 1iddlc Age as "the
age between a fixed classica l civilizat ion a nd the modern world which inherit
it" in favor of a view which affirms the unbroken continuity of European hi tory, conclude that "for all non-European people ... the concept of a
Midd le Age ha no relevance, at least for their internal hi tory. Any releva nce
it ha must be in relat ion to Europe" (3). Simi larl y, in the area of literature,
Robert Rehder in a review article tate categorically that "Medieval i an
European term that ha no meaning when used wi th reference to I lamic or
Per ian culture," a nd goe on to ob erve tha t "The notions of the Dark Age
and the Midd le Age derive" from Petrarch's conception of a "m iddle period"
in European hi tory between the time of the adoption of Chri tianity and hi
own age, a nd that "There are no corre ponding imilarities in Islamic history. "
The concept o f "med ieval man", he concludes, "is a fict ion", and ca nnot be
invoked in discussi ons of I lamic culture or literature (111 - 12).
Daniel' objection i made from the per pective of 1he writer o f historypecifically rab history, which (from t he Arab viewpoint) ees no "Middle
Age", but "only an age of glory followed by a slow deterioration" culminating
in Weste rn colo nial ism (2); while Rehder is concerned (and ju tifiably o) with
the indi cr imin ate appl ication of Western critical terms a nd co ncepts to nonWe tern li teratures. Yet these author them el ve have difficult y in abiding by
uch tricture ; Daniel ' tudy points out the existence of sha red va lue and
attitudes and of parallel aspect of development in Chri Lian and Islamic civilization from the 8th to the 14th centuries, a nd he him elf ob erve • "We shall
be mi ta ken if we assu me th at there were as many cultural difference between
eighth-centu ry C hri tian a nd the early Mu lims as we a re accu tomed to uppose" ( 10); and Rehder comment throughout hi e say on the fert ile ground
for compari on, in terms of tructural a nd tyli tic features, which exist between
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Per ian and European poetry.' Such ob ervation uggest that "med ieval
man", though he may be a construct (as, indeed, all crit ical term are ultimately), wou ld carcely eem 10 be a fiction and that his habitat i more wideranging than has sometimes been as urned.
Although Western hi toriography ha moved toward a redefinition of the
European Middle ge less in term of a "midd le period" between two normatively defined period which precede and follow (designated a Cla ical and
Modern) and more on the basis oft.he internal dynamic of the period it elf, in
general uch efforts have cont inued 10 tress the primacy and uniqueness of the
Western experience; while hiswriographer of the iddle Ea I till find themselves disturbed by the concept of "middleness" implied by the exp re sion
" Middle Age ". More recently, however, the once wide pread tendency LO view
th e civilizations of medieval Europe and of the contemporaneous age of Isla m
a i lated, unrelated and fundamentally di imi lar- a tendency whic h arose
largely from considera tion of the Western experience as both no rma ti ve and
exclu ive, and from the belief tha t the emergence of modern Western ociety
can be "explained" by what happened in medieval Europe and th at the devclopme111 of non-We tern ociet ies represent an aberration from the norm 1 ha gradually given way 10 the real izat ion 1ha1 it i earce ly appropriate to set
off med ieva l Europe from the re I of the world by boundarie approximating
modern political ones , boundarie which are {retrospectively at lea 1) a sumed
10 con tilll te cu lt ural line of demarcation a well. As Hodgson has poin ted out ,
If we arrange ocieties merely according to their
tock of cultural notions, in titutions, and techniques, then a great many dividing lines among
pre-Modern civi lized ocietie make ome en e,
and no dividing line within the a tern Hemisphere
makes final ense. It has been effectively argued,
on the basis of the cu ltu ral tech nique and reources 10 be found there, that all the land from
Gaul to I ran, from at lea t ancient classica l time
onward, have formed but a ing le cu ltural world.
(I :30-31)
o counteract a 100 broad a um ption of unity wh ich d isregards real d ifferences,• as, ell as the equally broad assumption f the ineradicable "ot herness"
of the two civilization , it is necessary to establish criteria for periodiza tion
which rely less on ·trict geographical or chronological difference or on cultural "givens", and which will serve both 10 characterize the varying trad itions
within the larger area and 10 elucidate the parallels which exist throughout the
region. Thi essay presents, albeit briefly, ome of tho e element which may
be aid 10 characterize medieval culture in its broader sense, first by pointing
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to ome genera l parallel in hi torical and cu ltural development, and then by
focu ing on a specific literary manife tat ion of this parallelism: the emergence
in Chri tian Europe and Is lamic Persia, at rough ly the ame period, of chat
perhaps most characteri tically medieva l of literary genres, the courtly
romance of chivalry and love.
Inane ay addressing the question, "W ha l Were the Middle A ges?", R. .
ullivan defines the period a beginning "with the coming together of a particular el of force in a parti cular geographical area. The forces that met on chi
oil were 1hree: a enescent classical civilization, a vigorous religious movement, and a barbarian people." ullivan continue , "The meeting of the e
three forces at a moment in history wa a unique event, occurring no place el e
on the face of the earth," and state that this encounter produced "a new pat 1ern of cu lture, a new civilization, confined to a specific geographical area"
(190) . l1 i of interest IO note, however , 1ha1 at nearly the same point in time (to
be precise, about the mid -7th century), in an area lying between the ea tern
edge of the Roman Empire and the western border of its rival , Sassanian Iran,
a parallel encounter wa taking place, a the A rab , posse sors of an essentially
tribal culture and bearer of a new and universalist religious me age, began
the erie of conquest which over the pan o f a century extended their hegemony from Tran oxiana and Sind in 1he East to the Iberian Peninsu la in the
We t. The years following these conque ts (roughly , the mid-8th to the late 9th
century) con 1i1ute the fo rmative period of I lam ic civilization, which - no le
1han chat of Chri tian Europe - established it elf as the inheriwr of the classical tradition which preceded it, although (in contrast to Europe) it drew heavily on that of Iran a well a on those of Rome and Byzantium . i This formative
period cu lminated in the High Caliphate of the Abbasids, epi!Omized by the
brilliant court of 1he famed Harun al-Rashid (786- 809) .
Harun al- Ra hid and harlemagne were co mcmpora rie ; and the Abba id
renai ance shares many features with the Carolingian, although the sophi tica tion of 1he Baghdad court and the cultural and literary florescence of the
High Caliphate find no parallel in Europe.• Walter Ullmann ha commented
on 1he ymbolic importance, for hristianity, of bapti m, through which the
individual i "reborn" by virtue of hi incorporation into the Church (14 ff.); 10
chi , a Hodg on ob ervc , corre ponded the individual Mu slim ' act of i /0111,
the per onal ubmi ion to God from whi ch the reli gion take it name , which
must equally have cau ed the communi ty of bel iever to fee l themselves "new
men" required to interpret the pa tin the light of this communal rebirth {I :72).
The "u nipolarity" characteristic of a society bel ieved to be "divinely founded"
(a oppo ed IO the " natural ociety" of the tribe), and whose doctrinal princi ples were pronounced univer al, led, in Lslam a in Chri 1ian Europe , 10 1he
influential role played by ecclesiastics in government. ' Devotion to t he tudy of
cri pture and other religious ma1erials {in Islam, propheci 1radi1ion). 1he
effort 10 make law accord with religiou principles, the " acraliza1ion'" of the
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language of criplUre, the language in which God ha spoken, led to the harne ing of other discipline , including the study of literature, to doctrinal end ;
in thi re pect, the " Romanization" of early Chri tendom , with its base in
Latinitas, found a parallel in the "Arabizat ion" of the territorie annexed by
the early conque t , based on <A rabiyah. • (It hould be noted parenthetically,
however, that the achievement of Arabic ecular literature during thi period
were unmatched by anything in contemporary Europe.) Both civi lization felt
a pre ing need to define principles of rulershi p and of secular administration,
a need which led Europe to the model of Roman law, the Arab to Iranian
rreati e on statecraft, and wh ich was manife ted in a proliferation of "mirror
for prince " in both ocierie .• Both, finally, embarked on vigorous movement of compilation and rransJa tion of ancient work which erved a variety
of need , together with the production of florilegia , canonical collections of
law , literary anthologies, and encyclopedic works of general knowledge . 10
The in itiative for th i cu ltu ra l dynamism came primarily, in borh regions,
fro m the rulers, although ecclesiastical su ppo rt also furthered the growth of
un iver itie and other centers of learning, often in rivalry with the secu lar
learning which flouri hed at court. With the dis ipation, in the I Jamie world,
of caliphal authority, the increasing fragmentation of what had never, in any
ca e, been a ecurely centralized or un ified empire, the triumph of religiou
o rthodoxy in Baghdad, and the ri e of local princedom in the outlying
regio ns the center of cultu ral dynamism shifted eastwards, to Per ia . There,
intellectual development was characterized both by a continuity of cientific
and philosophical activity in Arabic, and by the ri e of neo- Per ian vernacular
literature; both were encouraged by local dynastic such as tho e of the
amanids in the orth- ast , the Ghaznavid in the Ea t, and the eljuk in the
We t of Iran . 11
The trad itional tendency to fragment I Jamie history by divi ding ir along
lingui tic or ethnic lines has in general obscured the important a peers of continuity existing between diver e periods and in diverse region . cholars and
poets alike migrated to those center which provided patronage; and uch center witnessed the ri e of Persian (and, later, of Turki h) as an important literary language , exi ting along ide Arabic while erving (on man y occa ion at
least) different ends. The development of Persian may be compared to the ri e
of the vernaculars in Europe, which for a long while co-exi ted with Latin, the
language of religion and cholarship. It is in Persia, in the I llh and 12th centuries, that a second period of cultural and literary florescence rivalling that of
the High Caliphate occurs; and it is in thi period that we ob erve the rise of
the courtly verse romance , a genre known only to Persian and harking back to
pre- Isla mic Iranian ources. Examination of th i genre reveal deep affinities
not only in thought and outlook , bu t in matters of style as well , wi th its European coun terpart; and it i to a di scuss ion of orne of the e affini ties (as well as
of some difference ) that 1 now turn .
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In The Making of the Middle Ages R. W. Southern, finding in the change
from epic to romance an expre ion of more general cu ltural change, observes:
The contra I is not merely a literary one, though it
is in literature that it can be mo I clear ly seen. It is
a reflection of a more general change of attitude
which found expre sion in many different ways.
Brieflly, we find le ta lk of life a an exercise in
endurance , and of death in a hopeless cau e; and
we hear more of life a a eeking and a journeying.
Men begin to order their experience more co nsciously in accordance with a plan; they think of
them elve le a ta1ionary object of attack by
spiritual foe , and more as pi lgrims and seeke r
(221 - 2).
outhern' remark ri ng true for Islam ic Persian li terature a well; fo r the rise
of romance in Iran appears a the litera ry reflection of changing a11itude
wh ich (as in I 2th-centu ry Europe) may be seen to include an increa ed emphai on the individual and on the importance of elf-knowledge (in religion a
well as in literature), along with a cor re pondi ng interest in personal relationhip ; an increa ing number of occupationa l choice open to the individual ,
neces itating a discussion of conflicting code of conduct; and the evolution of
a phi losophical conception of the universe and of nature a a whole, and of
man a microco mic embod iment of that larger order (a concept of much
grea ter antiqu ity in I lam -due to its recept iveness to both Hellenistic and
Iran ian trad ition -than in Christian ity) . 12 Col in Morris has com mented on the
decline, in Europe, of reliance on trad itiona l a uthority a nd a growing fee ling
that "i t wa neces ary for men to take the initiat ive in o lving problems for
which they were given no real gui dance in their texts" (58); it is this problemolving effort which motivates the individua l quest undertaken by the protagonists of romance, which, as it emerged in the courtly ·ociety of the High
Middle Ages, "offered a literary form in which lo work out the implica tion of
indiv iduality" (H anning 3).
Eugene Vinaver contrasts romance, which demands that the reader "u e hi
rca oning facully ... and cu ltivate the 'thematic' mode ... which is above
all a questioning one" (15) wi th epic, which he ee as being concerned more
wit h action than with motive (11) . The change from an empha i on heroic ,
externalized value 10 more internalized ones- between a concept of man as
driven by hi fate and one of man as eeker of hi own mea ni ng and that of the
world around him - occur almost simu ltaneously in both Ea t and West, in
the mid- I Ith centu ry , and reaches it. peak at the same time in both (the late
12th century) with the courtly romances of Chretien de Troye and Nizami of
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Ganjah. In the mid-I Ith century, wha t Peter Dronke has termed "the fir t
medieval ver e romance", Ruodlieb, wa compo ed by a Latin poet in southern
Germany; but this "unique moment of poetic creat ion" (Poeric lndividualiry
35) was paralleled bv the compo ition, around 1054, of the first major Persian
ver e romance, Vi LI Ramin, wriuen a1 1he coun of 1he Seljuk go ernor of
I fahan by Fa kh r a l-Dln Gurgiinl." A pan from their obvious differences,
which a ri e chiefly from the domination of religious value in 1he Latin work
a nd coun ly in 1he Persian, the two poems how ufficient si mi larity- in their
depanure from the heroic ethos of epic and chanson de gesre (of which both
a re, from their respective viewpoints, highly critical), in their empha i on
love, and in the effort of both poet to convey a broad pecl rum of human
experience-lo land as milestone in t heir re pective traditions, point ing fo rward 10 wha t i 10 come. They also sha re importa nt 1ylis1ic fea tu re which
become characteri tic of la ter European a nd Per ian ro mance alike: the use of
dialogue and mono logue to establish and individual ize character and 10 preem an array of va ried per pecti ve , and the a mplifi cation of their symbolic
narrative with bo th reali tic and fama tic details which func tion 10 illuminate
the deeper meani ng of the action . Moreover, alt hough Gurgii.n1's romance is
more markedly court ly tha n is Ruodlieb, it is no le morally o riented ." The
importance of uch shared elements, e peciall y in ter ms of the demands which
they mak e upon the reader, offsets differences which are e sentially regional
rat her iha n generic; while the nea rly simulta neous a ppea rance of the two
works wou ld eem 10 point beyond mere coincidence to the existence of clo e
para llel tendencies in the development of medieval European a nd I Ja mie
civilization.
In general, the empha is in romance is on word rather than on deed, on the
exploration, through d i cou r e a nd dialogue, o f complex moral i ue . A
Vinaver points out, the romance writer see hi ta k as the revelation of the
meaning implicit in hi material (u uall y a trad itiona l source or ource which
he adapts or reworks) : "Wha t a good ro mance writer is expected to do .. . is
to reveal the meaning of the tory .. . add ing to it uch embell ishing though t
a he con ider a ppropriate ... [so a to] rai e hi work 10 a level of d istinction whi ch no straightforward narra tion could ever reach " (I 7). This auitude,
fa milia r among Eu ropean writers of romance, i exp rc ed by Gurganf in hi
prologue to Vis LI Ramin, his adaptation of a work of Panhian origi n. Observing that it Pahlav i original i , in his own time, poorly under 100d , he add
that even those who can till read the tale do not understa nd its meaningits macna, or sen; but if an expert were 10 render it in a more elegant form,
embelli hing it with appropriate concei ts, it wou ld be een 10 po e great
significance.
When a work ha meter and rh yme it is beuer
when it i a rranged haphazardly, particularly when
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one may find therein good entiments [macani]
which , when one reads them , will one day stand
one in good tead . However dainty and weet a
tale may be, it becomes refurbished by meter and
rhyme .
There hould be numerous entiments and expres ions ca11ered here and there in the t0ry, like
a royal pea rl et in gold , hining out from it midst
like tar . Then the nobles and intelligentsia may
read it to learn many entiment from it , whilst the
poulace and ordinary folk merely read it for the
ake of the story.
discour e shou ld be uch that
when it is ue from the poet' mouth it hould
travel the wide world , not merely tay at home,
declaimed by none but it author!
Now tho e authoritie of the pa t composed
the tale of V[ and Ramin ; they used all their art
to compo e in Per ian, for they were ma ters of
Persian.
Th u they compo ed a t0ry with stra nge expression in it from every language. They took no
pain over entiment and proverb , nor embellished it with these two . If a scholar were to apply
him elf to it, it would become pretty as a trea ure
full of gems; for thi i a famou story , whose incident contain numberle marvels . (18)
Gurgani' in i tence that the function of style is 10 reveal meaning recall , in
tu rn , Chretien's bele conjoi11111re, interpreted by Vinaver a "the art of composirion in the etymological en e of the term" which transforms "a mere tale of
adventure into a romance", and "which o nly a learned man can practise properly" (37).
Thi "meani ng" is, by and large, an ethical one. The ethical dimension of
romance is empha sized by Chretien' Persia n contemporary, izaml, who, in
the prologue 10 his masterpiece the Ha/I Paykar (Seven Beauries) praise di course a "the treasure-keeper of the unknown" which "knows stories yet
un hea rd and reads books yet unwritten," and as en it value a both record
and exemplar of human onduct.
Look round: of all that God ha made,
what el e, ave di course, does not fade?
trive, from the worlds of mineral ,
plam, animal, and ra tional,
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To learn what in creation lives
that to eternity su rvives?
He who his own elf truly knows,
triumphant over this life goes.
Who know not his design must die;
but who can read it, lives for aye.

(Haft Paykar 36-7) "
The purpose of discour e-of poetry- is, clearly, to provide man with knowledge of his own nature and of his place in the cosmos; it is the progress toward
thi self-knowledge (or the failure LO auain it) which is a central concern of
Persian romance, as of We tern .
The "marriage of mauer and meaning, of narrative and commentary''
which Vinaver view as constitut ing the stylistic basis of romance i expres ed
st ructu rally in the alternation of narrative action with pas ages of monologue
or dialogue which sta nd in the relation of "interlinear commentary" to the narrative text (23-8). The pattern established is as much a hallmark of Persian
romance as of European . Con idering Fenice's "interior monologue" (a he
ponder the meaning of Cliges' statement , on his departure for King Arthur's
court, that he is "altogether her '') as "one of the fir t on record", Vinaver
observes that " othing like it is to be found in the literature of medieval
Europe before the middle of the twelfth century" (27). Something very like it ,
however, is found in Vis II Ramin some hundred year earlier, for example in
the cene in which V[s debates "in her heart " whether to respond to Ramin'
love (103). Chretien's characterist ic technique of constructing hi Lory o that
it "develops si multaneously on two levels: that of feeling and that of action ,
one con tantly motivating the other, even when by reali stic tandard no uch
motivation is required" (Vinaver 26) i equa lly characteristic of Gurgani and
izamI, a nd reache a high point in the latter's Klwsraw u Shirln; it refl ect ,
not an interest in "character portrayal" or "p ychological realism" in a modern
novelistic sense, but the desire to make the work structurally complete, to
interpret the action of the narrative and provide a commentary that will illuminate the issues embodied in the actions of the characters. 16
This brings us to the problem of the protagonist in romance; for while
writer on medieval European literature seen in the stylist ic feature mentioned
above an indication of a new interest in the individual, expres ed through their
efforts to depict the "inner man", we are assured by G. E. von Grunebaum that
medieval Islamic writer consciously avoided the presentation of "heroic"
figures in their work , primarily because their religion "feels that man , being
prone to vanity, self-adulation, and many another misconception of him elf,
should restrain this temptation to pride and arrogance and shy away from giving space in literature to the unobject ive, the transitory-in short -to the
individual" ("The Hero" 87) . 17 This assumption i curiously at odds with
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von Grunebaum's own understanding or the definition or the hero (in the context or the ympo ium 10 which his essay was add re ed) as "the entity through
which the author as spoke man for him elf or for the communi ty convey
whatever wi dam, warning, or propaganda he ha made it hi task to convey"
(85) . ii is, indeed, in 1hi en e that the protagonist or romance function ; and
just as his acts and emotions are exemplary of conflicting attitudes and value
and of the ambiguities of the human condi tion, o he him elf becomes an
exemplum or a human type, while at the same time embodying the conviction
that, in the last analy i , only the individual can come to terms with these
ambiguitie through the acquisition of self-know ledge.
Moreover, the romance protagoni t is frequently omewhat le s than
"heroic" (to u e the term in its epic sense). As Morton Bloomfield (in an e say
contributed to the same ympo ium as that of van Grunebaum) ob erve , "The
ab ence of a true charismatic hero who is valiant and noble is a characteristic
of mo t of the literature of 1he later Middle Ages in We tern Europe" (33) .
Pointing to the genera l u picion of heroi m in this period - a su picion which
had it ource (in pan at least) in the di tru l of worldly ucce s which characterized late medieval Chri tianity, and which "tended to downgrade earth ly
fame and ii accompanying heroi m" (42)- Bloomfield di cusses the diminution of heroism in romance through such devices as the presentation of multiple protagonists, the introduction of non-aristocratic heroes, and so on. The
combined fa cination with and suspicion of earth ly achievement described by
Bloomfield i hared by the writers of Persian romance (al o inheriwr of a
vigorou epic tradition), and their works are populated by a similar variety of
questionably "heroic" pro1agoni I who e experiences reflect the complexi1ie
of conflicting codes of ethics (public and private) and the questions which confront individual who e journeys in search of resolution to these conflict may
end in success or in failure. Far from denying relevance lO the individual, or fee ling embarra smem at his presentation in literature, I lamic writer (like their
European counterparts) focu on the interrelationsh ips of individual character
as a mean of pre enting the moral issues which confront the individual.
Colin Morris ha emphasized the importance, in the romances of Chretien,
of "the tre laid on the voluntary aCLions of the heroe ," which he relate to
"the central significance for Chretien of the hero's earch for his tru e elP'
(133- 8). The knowledge which the romance hero eek relate 10 the undertanding of his own nature and of hi place in the moral and natural universe;
this quest for knowledge itSelf carries with it the implication of human perfectability, and thus an assumption of a mea ure of va lue inhering in the individual. At the ba is of this a umption lie not merely the growing concern with
the nature of individuality, but that under landing of the relation between
man and nature which i expre ed in the medieval notion o f man a microcosm, a notion closely a sociated with the ana logica l habit of thought common
to both the European and the I lamic tradi tions. Vinaver describe this mode
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of 1hough1, wide pread in bmh theology and lirerature, as "ba ed on the belief
1hat 1he univer e formed an ordered struc1ure of such a kind 1hat 1he pa1tern of
the whole wa reproduced in 1he pattern of the pans, and that inferences from
one ca tegory of phenomena to the other were therefore valid methods of approach for the understanding of ei ther" (100}; while Manzalaoui calls altention
to the conti nui ty, throughou 1 the Middle Ages, of the "belief ... in 'co rrespondence ' be1ween three entities, the indi vi dual man, or 'microco m', t he
uni verse, or 'macrocosm', and the s1a1e, or "body politic" (160). 18 Nowhere is
the sys tem of cosmic co rre pondences more rich ly adumbrated than in the
ymboli m of izam1's Hafr Paykar; but in gene ral it may be said tha1 the protagonist of romance-the microcos m who ca rries wi thin himself all the potential of the macrocosmic uni verse - succeeds or fai ls in the understanding of
the principles which link his being with those ordering the univer e in which he
exi t in proportion as he succeeds or fails in hi comprehen ion of the foremo t of the e o rdering princ iples: tha t of love.
In both tradi1 ion , love is a fundamen ta l issue, the common mean 1hrough
which other is ue are made ma nifes1. Over and a bove ii personal dimen ion
a "an alternative [fo r the romance protagonist) to an identity defined by
forces ou tside him selr' (H an ning 3) which most frequentl y produces a ten ion ,
if not an ou trigh1 conflict , between pri vate a nd publ ic desi res, it i perceived by
medieva l poe1s in its broader sense as that force which mai n rains harmony a nd
order in the uni verse. Ni zami's lenglhy prai se of love, in hi s prologue to
Khu raw LI Shirin, concludes wi th an affirmarion o f th is conceprion of love:
All e ence toward o ne another move;
thi movement 1he phi losopher call Love.
If you bur contempla te wi1h Reason's eye:
'ti Love mai nta in the world's rabi lity.
And if 1he heavens of Love devoid hould be,
the eart h would never find prosperi1y.
(KhL1sraw LI Shlrin 26)
or Per ian ethical phi losophers love is 1he grea1est of natural vi rtues; its analogue, in human socie1 y, is justice." The interconnecti o n of love and ju rice is
a pervas ive 1heme throughou t Persian romance; the practice of the latter i
contingent upon knowledge of the fo rmer. Thu s, for example, the adulterou
lovers V[s and Ram111- in marked contrast to their European counterparts,
lseut and Tri tan - ultimately triumph , accede 10 the throne, and enjoy a long
and prosperous reign ; through a rriving at true elf-knowledge 1hrough the
experience of love , they are able to transfer , a it were, the erhica l burden of
thi knowledge 10 the larger context of government. Conversely, 1he king
Mawbad, Vis's aging husband , who cannot distinguish love from concupiscence
a nd who e actions become increas ingly unju t (to t he point that he loses 1he
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support of both populace and nobles), proves him elf unfit for kingship, and is
ymbol ically gored LO death by a wild boar on the morn that he is to do bau le
with Ramin for Vis and the kingdom. Similarly, in Khusra w u Shlrin (which is
de cribed by iziim[ as a "ta le of pa sion ", havasnamah, rather than a "love
tory" [Khu raw u hlrln 24)), the king' obsessive love for h1rln how it elf
to be primarily the desire fo r physical possession, while hi vaci llation in delaying marriage rn her (while denying him elf none of the pleasures of other
women) reflect his vaci llation as a ruler; thus Khusraw's failure as a lover both
figures a nd anticipates hi ultimate failure as a king, and his final tragic end.
Legitimacy and the qualifications of the ideal ruler were topic di cu ed
throughout the medieval world ; their somewhat contrasting treatment in Perian and European romance (by means of the theme of love) may reflect
broader contrasts along the lines of what Hodgson ha descri bed a the distinction between the" 'comractuali tic' pattern of determining legitimacy in social
organization" characteristic of medieval Islam as compared 10 Occidenta l
"corpora tivism", where "for every office there wa one predetermined 'legitimate" holder and a ny other wa 'illegitima te' ... no mauer how long and how
firm ly he had been e tablished" (2:338 , 342 ff.) ln Tristan, while Mark's moral
characte r may be quc tioned (a well as the va lues of the courtly society he
repre em ), hi legit imacy is not; whereas Mawbad can be challenged and
deposed becau e of hi unjust conduct. Niziimi' Haf1 Pay kar- which constitute (on one level at least) an allegorica l " mi rror for princes"- depicts the
progre of the pri n e, Bahram, who, in the cour c of establishing the legitimacy of hi claim to kingship on both material and moral grounds, passes
through a variety of tests to arrive finally at an under tanding of the true
nature of j u tice, embod ied in the principle of rule by law rather than by wil l.
Thro ughout th is progres , he i guided by the illuminating powe r of love,
embodied in a va riety of figures (chiefly female) whom he encounters on the
co urse of this spiritual journey.
T he de tructive po tential of human love and the need to achieve equilibrium between its clai ms and other obligations (which often proves to be a n
impossible ta k) is another issue addressed by both European and Per ia n
wri ters of roma nce. Mark , Maw bad, Khu sraw-all of whom equate love with
po sc ion- a re capab le of acts of injustice towards those they love; and this
capacity for injustice is tran slated to the larger social phere, as it i a l o in the
case of Riim[n and of Bahram before they have learned t he true nature of Jove.
T he a nt i- ocial a pect of obsessi ve love suggested in the Tristan romance i
treated by both hretien and izamf: in £rec, for example, Erec' ab orpt ion
in the delight of marriage crea te an imbalance between private and public
du 1ie which must be redressed; while in Nizamf' Lay /7 u Majnitn, Majnun'
ob e sive love for hi cou sin Layli become an end in its elf, leading rn his madness and rn the death or destrucLion of most of the tale's principal . ajnun, like
Tristan , fai l to achieve a balance; and the reuniting of the lovers in Paradise
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following their dea th does not validate thi obsessive love a ny more tha n the
in terl acing trees in the Tris/an of Beroul : both point 10 the problematical
nature o f the moral conflict involved, for the love which can only thrive by
turning its back on soc iety is doomed to failure.
The development of romance in Persia and the West a t rough ly the ame
period in hi tory provides a useful model for t he exa mination of parallels between the two culture . o doubt o ther models as well - literary a nd nonliterary- might be found to provide further support for the view that, fa r from
being rigidly divided a long geograph ica l, political, or religious line , the
"medieval world" extended over a broad area and encom pas ed a variety of
peoples who hared many a ttitudes and preconceptions which they cho e to
expres in stri kingly simi lar way . A d iscussion of later event , in the 13th century a nd after, which cau ed the Islamic and Christian traditions to grow in
different and divergen t direction is clearly beyond the scope of this brief
e say, 20 as i a nother topic which I have deliberately avoided here, that of
specific contacts between the two trad itions ." With apologies fo r the obvious
oversi mplifications involved- with respect to which I invoke Kri steller's ob ervation that "the very attem pt to com pa re large period and broad trad ition
will force u to emphasize the general pattern that characteri ze them in th eir
entirety" (11 0)-1 hope to have hown that the const ruct of " medieval man"
must be based on a wider ampling than hi to rians and literary scholar of East
or We t have generall y been wi ll ing to allow , and t ha t he is found in a variety
of locale , compari on between which can only en ric h our under tanding of
the dynam ics of medieval cul ture as a whole.

NOTES
1. The present e ay is a sl ightly amplified version of a paper originally delivered at the
joinl Meeti ng of the Medieval Academy of America/Medieval A sociation of the
Pacific, University of Cal ifornia, Berkeley, April I983.
2. Daniel's ob ervation might well be extended to include the enti re period between the
8th and the 15th centurie : while Rehder's 1a1ement that 'Th e European poetry from
Petrarca (1304-1374) to Waller (1608- 1687) is that which is closest 10 the poeiry of
Hafiz [a Persian lyric poet of the 14th ccmury) and pe rhap the most intere ting 10 compare wit h it" (98) simi larly need to be extended backward to encompass medieval
European poetry from the 12th centu ry onwards. Correspondingly, I see lillle value
(given the current state of the art) in comparing Hafiz with Mallarme (cf. Rehder
97-99). or izami with Goethe (a done by H. Ri ner), until the es entially medieval
character of the Persian poets' style ha been recognized and elucida1ed .
3. For a discussion of uch view in Western and Eastern historiography, see Sullivan,
"The Middle Age , "e pecially 6- 8, and Hodg on I :34-9, 2:329 ff; cf. also Daniel 2- 3.
and ullivan, "What Were the Middle Ages? " 188- 94. Goitein defines "the medieval
civilization of the Middle Ea t" as imermediore, "because it is intermediate in time between Hellenism an d Renaissance, intermediate in character be1ween the largely secular
culture of the later Roman period and 1he thoroughly clerical world of Medieval Europe,
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and imermediate in space between Europe and Africa on the one hand, and India and
China on the other hand, thus forming, for the first time in history, a strong cultural
link between all parts of the ancient world" (59-60); while Hodgson observes: "The
peculiar notion of some modern Western writers, that before the sixteenth cemury other
societies, such as the lslamicate, were 'isolated' and were brought into the 'mainstream'
of hi tory only by such events as the Portugue e invasion of the Indian Ocean, is of
course ridiculous: if there was a 'mainstream', it was the Portuguese who were coming
into it, not the Muslims; the Muslims were already there" (2:331).
4. On regional differences in medieval Europe and the plurality of traditions, see Kristeller 86-7, 107-10.
S. For the view that Islam was more receptive 10 the Hellenistic heritage (which was
transmiued by way of Iran as well as from the West) than were the Germanic peoples of
Europe, see Goitein 60-67. Useful (though greatly oversimplified) charts of parallel
developmems East and West may be found in Farmer; see also the abundant charts in
Hodgson.
6. For a discussion of some of the causes of this difference (particularly with respect to
literature and science) see Goitein 55 ff.; cf. a.lso Daniel 20-22.
7. Cf. Ullmann 16- 17 er passim, and the valuable discussion of the political role of the
<11/amii' under the Abba ids by Cahen. Cahen' comparison of Christian and Muslim
ecclesiology is of particular relevance; he observes, " It is customarily stated that there is
no Muslim clergy, no Muslim church. In poim of dogma that is a mailer of course, since
Islam knows no sacrament which would by its nature confer upon those who receive it
more light than upon other men 10 guide them toward Truth and Salvation. But socially
this makes little difference if there exist nonetheless men who have won spiritually and
materially the power of a church .. . . concretely every demand for an Islamization of
institutions implied the claim of further influence for the <u/am6"' (137-8).
8. See Ullmann 45-6, and Fiick 1-2 et passim; cf. also Goitein 64 ff.
9. Cf. Ullmann 26; on the Islamic tradit ion of mirror literature and its sources, see
Lambton, especially 419-20, and Manzalaoui, passim.
10. See Ullmann 28, and Hodgson I :291 -8.
11 . See the discussions of Arabic and early Persian literarure in Iran by Danner and
Lazard. There was, as well, a corresponding shift Westwards 10 the Islamic Maghrib
(Spain and orth Africa); the development of Arabic-based literary and intellectual
activity in this region is, however, beyond the cope of this essay. Hodgson 2:293-328
discusses literary and scholarly activity in Persia and the Islamic West; his literary judgements, however, should be viewed with caution.
12. For a general discus ion of such changing attitudes, see Southern, Morris, and
Chenu; on romance, ee Hanning, especially 1-16. On theo ries of macrocosm and
microcosm, see Chenu, especially 29-33, and Conger; see also as r 96-104, and Manzalaoui 160.
13 . Dronke's emphasis on the uniqueness of Ruodlieb is somewhat surprising in view
of his earlier characterization of Vis u Ramin (with which he became acquaimcd through
the French translation of Henri Masse and Sir Oliver Wardrop's English rendering of
the Georgian version, the Visramiani) as "the fullest articulation of amour courtois in
the Jslam.ic world of which I know" (Medieval Larin I :22; sec I :21-6 for Dronke's discussion of the poem). On Vis u Rom1n and parallels with European romance, see also
Gallais. Earlier Persian romances (such as <Ayyuqrs Varqah u Ou/shah, composed at
the Ghaznavid court around 1020) are closer 10 the epic in both their tyle and their
emphasis on heroic prowess.
14. The ethical import of Vis u Ram1n, and particularly the interrelationship between
love and justice which is a cemral theme of the poem, is discussed more fully in my
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forthco ming es ay, "Medieva l Per ian Court ly Poetry: Allegories of Love and J u tice,"
to be publi hed in a volume of studies ed ited by Profes or Jame T . Monroe. Sec al o
Gallai , especially 213-23.
15. All tran lat ion from the works of izami cited in this paper are my own. The
ethical significance of the Haft Paykar (and of Nizami's romances in general) has been
traditionally underestimated , and the court ly context downplayed; Hodg on's comments (2:302-3) refl ect the prevailing opinion of scholar uch as Riller and Ryp ka. See
the discussion of the Haft Pay kar in my forthcoming essay "Allegorical Gardens in the
Persian Poetic Tradition: Nezami, Rumi, Ha. fez," International Journal of Middle East
Studies 17 (1985) 229- 60.
16. In my con ideration of "character" in roma nce I a ttempt to teer a middle course
between Vinaver, who implies (30-32) that 1he charac ter exi t olely a ve hicles fo r
larger issues, and Hanning, whose emphasis on the "centralit y of the individual" might
lead the unwary 10 interpre1 such a conce rn for "individualism" in a modern ense. In
fact 1here appears 10 be a wide range of perm i sible variation with respect to the degree
of ab traction or individuali1.ation wi1h which romance characters are treated; all, however, refl ect the typically medieval concern to express "the fit relation hip between .
1he general truth and thei r physical, particu lar counterparts" (A llen 8).
17. Although von Grunebaum's essay deals specifically with Arabic pro c, he himself
takes pains to stress the general applicab ility of his remark to med ieval Islamic litera ture as a whole. Moreover. he deliberately excludes from his considerations those
prose works which would appear most relevant to a discussion of protagonis1s (if not of
heroes) whose advent ure are both exemplary and associated with the acq uisition of
elf-knowledge -the popu lar epic (s1rah) in prose, 1he rhymed prose maqomah or picaresque novella, and works such as the 1001 Nig hts-on Lhe basis of 1heir genre o r 1heir
"dcba ed" language (84-6); thus it is scarcely surprising that he i left wi1h linle ma1erial
to work with.
I 8. On analogy in genera l, sec especially Chenu, passim. Analogy as an organizing
principle in literature is discu sed extensively by Allen, who observe , "In the large t
sen e, analogical thinking imply presumes 1hat full explanation of any given subject i
accompli hed in 1erms of an ordered array of parallel narratives and figure and propoit ion , each resonating in terms of all the other , and all proper ly dea.h with and analyzed by a conscious elaboration of one-to-one parallel " (73). Allen's statement might
well serve as a definition of romance tructure. Analogy is 1he basis for the so-called
"decorati ve" imagery of Nizami; for example, his likening, in Khusraw u Sh1r1n, of
Khu raw to the sun and Shirin to 1he moon (an emblem not only of beau1y bu1 of bo1h
phy ical and spiritual illumi nation), or in Layli II Majnim of the mad lover Maj nirn
(whose obses ive love is sterile) to a desert and Layli to a garden who e beauty and
potential fertility are ultimat ely blighted by that love, are not examples of evocatio n of
"mood" or of the "pa1he1ic fallacy•· (cf. Ritter, passim), but represent the poet's in i tence on the reality of the corre pondences perceived between macrocosm (nature) and
microcosm (individual man) .
19. Thi relationship is perhaps best articulated by asir al- Din Tit i: "Me n need each
other ... and 1he perfection and completi on of each one lies with ot her individual of
his pecies. Moreover, necessity demands a reque t for aid, for no ind ividual can reach
perfection in isola1ion . .. . This being so, 1here is an inescapable need fo r a ynthe i ,
which will render all indjviduals, co-operating toget her, comparab le to the organs of
one individual. gai n, since Man has been created with a na tu ral direc1ion 1owards perfe 1ion, he ha a nat ural yearning for the synth esis in question. This yearning for 1he
ynthe i i called Love. We have already alluded to the preference (that may be hown)
10 Lo"e above Justice. The reason for thi idea is tha t Justice requi re artificial union ,
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whereas Love req uires natural union .... Thus, il is obvious that the need for Justice
(which is the mo t perfect or human virtues) in preserving the order or the species, arises
from the loss of Love; for if Love were to accrue between individuals, there would be no
necessity for equity and impartiality" (195 - 6). The characteristic preoccu pation with
justice (in contrast to the interest in the relationship of love and prowess) seen in Persian
romance may reflect what Hodgson ident ifies as an important contrast between the
Christian and I lamic tradition : the for mer is characterized, as he see it, by "the
demand for personal responsiveness 10 redemptive love in a corrupted world," the Ian er
by "the demand for personal responsibility for the moral ordering of the natural world"
(2:337).
20. On the importance of the 13th century for European history, ee Sullivan, "The
Mid dle Ages," 13 ff. The problem of comparison between the European and I Iamic cultures at arious period in time is discu sed extensively by Hodgson, passim. especially
2:329-85.
2 1. While it is clear that abu ndant contact existed between the d iverse traditions of
the medieval world, the demonstration of pecific and documentable influences is a wellnigh impo sible, and probably fruitless, task. A G. E. von Gruneba um has observed (in
a somewhat different context), " In postul ating Ea tern influences to account for a phenomenon of Western cu lture in the (medieval] period ... it is frequently not sufficiently thought out what it mean that, 10 a very la rge extent, medieval Orient and
medieval Occident aro c from the same roots .... The interaction between East and
West in the Middle Ages wi ll never be correctly diagnosed or correctly assessed and
apprai cd unless their fundamental cultural unity is realized and taken into consideration" ("Avicenna's Risfila" 238). Given both their common heritage and their hared
preoccupations, it is scarcely su rprising to see similarities a nd parallels in literature and
though t between the medieval Ea t and West.
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Deception and Distance in Beroul's
Tristan : a Reconsideration
by
Norri J . Lacy
University of Kan as

Some years ago, I suggested that the irony and the pervasive equivocations
that haracterize the text of Beroul's Tristan have the effect of precluding, on
the narrator' part, an implicit ethical endor ement of the character . Although
that is still my view, I went on, perhaps too incautiously, to question Beroul'
narrative reliability. 1 Considering the importance of uch matters for our
understanding of Beroul's art, it i not inappropriate to reconsider this problem . In fact , I think it reasonable now to begin with the assertion that, although
hi work i full of ambiguities, ironies, and tricks, Beroul' narrator never
deceive his readers. The reliability of ign and persons within his work but not that of the narrator himself-is open to question. We may not be able
10 tru t hi characters, but we can trust him. If the definition of narrative postures in the Tristan is more difficult than it may appear at first reading, one
explanation is that the irony located within the n·arrative i trong enough to
contaminate our perception of the narration. A re-examination of the subject
will require a di cussion of both theme and technique, or distance created
within the text and of distance-or the lack of it- eparating the narrator from
hi text and reader.
As a point of departure, we may profitably choose the subject of deceit,
which erve Beroul both as a major theme and as a structuring device, and
which also provides a prime source of irony within the romance. Of course, to
say that Beroul' Tristan is based on the notion of deception is LO say nothing
that is not patently obvious. The lovers' succes in conducting an adulterou
relation hip obviou ly depends on their success in concealing it from Mark and
in convincing him that his periodic suspicion are without foundation; for
them, it i a practi cal neces ity.
However, the theme of deception goes much further than the motivation
imposed on Tristan and Isolde by their love and their relationship to lark.
Fir t of all, they clearly take an almo t malicious pleasure in deceit for it own
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ake-a point to which I shall return . Second, and more important, the very
world of this romance i constructed a round the illu ory nature of igns, that
i , of appearance and phenomena. In Beroul, phenomena are illusion, and
there is a systematic dislocation or result from preparation, or reality from
appearance. Through all this, the narrator manages to bring us into complicity
with him and cause us to view the story...'.but not it teller-with detachment
and keptici m. He create distance, but it is not the kind of distance that
should make us question him; it is ra ther a method by which Berou l brings into
sharper focus the elaborate web of deception woven by his character .
If Tristan and I olde find it necessary to mislead Mark and take con iderable pleasure in doing so in a most playful manner, they are al o exceedingly
resourceful in finding the mo t effective way to do so. Specifically, while they
often deceive him , they apparently savor the particular irony of doing it without actually lying to him. Instead, they manipulate event. in uch a way that
truth constitutes excu lpation, in uch a way that truth functions as falsehood.
When Mark is hiding in the tree, Isolde can say, quite truthfully, that she
ha never loved anyone except the man who had her virginity (vs . 20-25). 2
The statement is correct, but its referent is ambiguous . Mark, as a result, is
touched by her apparent fide lity to him and conscience-stricken by hi doubt .
Later, in the masterly scene or Isolde's judgment, much the ame thing happens, as she can wear, again truthfully , that only Mark and the leprou beggar
who carried her aero s the ford (and who is of cour e Tri tan in disguise) have
ever been between her legs {vs . 4195-4216). In that ection, she repeatedly
empha ize the beggar more than Mark, in a sort of inside joke he shares with
the reader, and also an illu tration of her desire to play this game to the hilt.
Her rather malicious playfulness (which eem 10 include various sexual
innuendoes; ee v . 3961 ff.) is matched fully by Tristan's, when, in chatting
with Mark, he point s out that he , Tristan, has been an outcast for three year
and that he caught his leprosy from a lady whose beauty was comparable to
Isolde's and who e hu band was a leper. In this short scene, Tristan manages
to refer obliquely to hi love for Isolde {a disease that ha indeed removed him
from society for three years) and to insult Mark without Mark's realizing it.
In these episodes, as I ugge ted, the referent is ambiguou {that is, the
signs are indeterminate, at least to the character in question), although in the
case of the equivocal oath, the lovers have to manipulate the events in such a
way as to create tha1 ambiguity. When Tristan invents the story of hi mistress
and her leper husband , 1he referent is clearly Mark himself, but Mark {no
more percep1ive than usual) mi e the point. Mark' problems are of his own
making , for he clearly wants to see thing a particular way, whether because of
love for both Isolde and Tristan, or fo r the sake of social and political stability, or from imple vanity. The importance of Mark for our read ing of the
work is considerable. He is often the narrator's "reflector" {the character
through who e eyes and mind event are filtered), and yet he is in many instances
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the only character who does not ee the truth . This situation-a cen ter or consciousness who consi tently lacks lucidity - is remarkable, and Beroul exploits
it fuUy . Once the King's frame of reference is based on the erroneous interpretation of signs, then the lovers have only to provide him with an opportunity.
Either ambiguity or imple prevarication will allow him to in!erpret events and
ign according to his preferences; and hi conclu ions are rarely correct.
In the forest, phenomena are consistently misinterpreted . Mark, even more
gullible here than usual, is easily convinced of the lovers' innocenc-e when he
finds them sleeping, separated only by the ultimate Freudian symbol, a naked
sword (see my "Irony and Distance," p. 24). The king chooses to see the sword
a a sign of innocence rather than a symbol of guilt. Significantly, when he
leave his own sword, glove, and ring with them to indicate his trust, they
im mediately interpret it as a sign of his doubt and anger; apparently they, no
less than Mark, can be deceived without great difficulty; they too are given to
mi in terpretation .
One of the crucial epi ode (for the lovers' future and for our interpretation) involve the waning of the love potion. Critics traditionally suggest that
in Thomas, the potion is a symbol of a nascent love, whereas in Beroul's version primitive it is the literal cause. In addition, we know that it has a specific
time limit; when that limit passes and Beroul announces its expiration to u ,
the power of the potion wanes, and the lovers suddenly see matter in a new
light. But in fact, the waning of the spell's power does not work as we might
expect, for they clearly do not stop loving each other. Un less we are wary here,
we are likely to be the ones deceived in this episode, because the author tells us
that Tristan se repent (v . 2160). Moreover, there i undeniably a change in the
direction of the narrative, but it i hardly the one we may anticipate. The waning of the potion bring the couple some insight and regret, but it does not end
their love. In fact, not only do they continue to love each other, but they do
not even regret their love, only its unfortunate physical, social, political, and
(e pecially) economic effects (see vss . 216 1 ff.).
But if Tristan and Isolde continue to love each other, they at least find in
the potion a rea on for that love. As Mark has misconstrued the meaning or a
symbol (the sword), they al o take the symbol of their love (the potion) to be
it cause. It i instead an alibi for their love, an explanation which they can
provide to them elve and the readers (many of whom have accepted it), but
clearly, it is not the cause, since the waning of its power does not end their
love. Beroul does not mi interpret events and mi slead the reader- but the
lovers do, whether intentionally or not. Instead of lying to us, the narrator
very explici tly teUs the truth; we mu t imply be very carefu l reader . The
potion's waning produce decided changes, but one of them is not the di sappearance of their love.
In certain epi odes, even those not specifica lly constructed on deceptions,
there is nonetheless a narrative di location of some sort, in which a narrative
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preparation either produces an unexpected re.suit or produces an expected
re ult in unanticipated fa hion . This is a kind of ub- yscem related 10 the
misinterpretation of lies as truth, of one truth as another, of symbo lism a its
opposite.
In one cene, that of the flour pread on the floor by Frocin (v . 643 ff.),
no doubt, no misreading of signs, is possible, even by Mark. The lovers' sin is
entirely obviou here , and even they make no effort 10 deny it. Yet the trap et
by the dwarf is only indirectly or accidentally their undoing; Tristan evades the
trap by (literally) jumping into Isolde's bed , thereby leaving no footpr ints.
Had the episode ended there, the flour would have served as evidence of innocence ra ther than guilt. It i instead the blood from hi wound that give them
away, as it drips both on the bed and into the flour . The dwarfs intent is
accompli hed, but not by the mean he intend : the narrative di rection of the
episode is deflected from its anticipated trajectory, and the irony of their being
caught while actually evading the trap set for them i no Jes triking than their
success, in other episodes, in escapi ng detection entirely.
Related episodes occur el ewhere. There is, for example, the scene in which
the hateful dwarf is finally killed by Ma rk, but not for the reasons we might
ex pect. Frocin's resentment of Tristan might serve as adequate motivation for
Mark , when the latter wishes to believe only the best of his wife and nephew.
Yet, the kill ing is motivated otherwise: the King learns that Frocin ha revealed
the fact that he (Mark) has orelles de cheval (vs. 1334). The King's rather
strange trait , unnoted unti l now, i unrelated to the rest of the story, and it is
of no narrative consequence. Moreover , Mark appears not even to be shamed
by the revelation . When he learn s of it, he laughs, kills the dwarf without
pream ble (v . 1347) , and immed iately forget the incident.
A natural corollary o f this illusory universe is a certain flexibility and
upplenes (at times incon istency) of narrative method . In thi regard , Berou l
is systematically unsyst ematic. Not only does his method exclude his reader
from his targets for deceit, but it may often call for him 10 have us prepared
far beuer than hi s characters. He often takes his reader into hi confidence,
a nd even here his technique is extraordinarily supple. Either logic or the narrative direction of the work may seem to point toward particular developments ,
and then something else - often the opposite- happens. Sometime , however,
an osten ible deception is shown 10 be no deception at all, but rather a method
used by Berou l to inform and prepare hi s reader for the truth . Before Tristan
leaps from the chapel , Beroul com ments , with a verbal "wink" at his reader,
tha t no one cou ld urvive such a jump (see v . 921-24). He announce th i
impossibility wi th an obvious irony that is fu lly as informati ve (in convincing
us of the oppo ite) a would have been a direct tatement. By as uring u that
Tri tan will not jump, he informs us that he will.
In many instances, the narrator announces events in advance, but in the
flour cene he wait to tell abou t the wound (vs. 3585) until that information i
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needed . A a re ult, what appear momenta rily 10 be succes ror Tri tan turn
out to be failu re (though, again, not for the reasons the dwarf anticipated).
But Beroul is not misleading us; he is simply reordering narrative co enhance
its effect, and that is far from unreliability. Simi larly, when the love potion's
power wanes, he does not deceive us; he simply withholds information about
the survival or their love until the unrolding or t he story reveals it co u . A rurther example of this technique is given in the preparation for the equivoca l
oath; Isolde ends specific in tructions to Tristan, and we know where he is 10
go and how he is 10 be attired. But the specific mean by which they will ave
I o lde are not divulged; we must wait for Lhe dramatizing of those events to
learn ju I what ha been planned ( ee vs . 3294 ff.) .
Despite the amb iguity or words and relationships in Beroul's lite rary world,
the na rrator himselr is remarkably unambiguou . Orten , the authoria l haping
of our response is quite open. The narrator is rarely hesitant si mply 10
announce the "truth ": he cha racteri zes Brangien as a "tricherresse" (vs. 5 I 9),
he condemns the dwarf's stupidity (1309), he expresses rear for the lovers and
condemn tho e who a re oppo ed to them, he frequent ly announce what is 10
happen later (see vs. 1310), and he speculates about the result if situations had
been different (e.g., 1808-09: ir Iso lde had been naked, disa ter wou ld have
befallen them) , etc. ln some of the e cases, Beroul intervenes to comment in
his own narrative voice; at other times, it is not a direct intervention, but
rather a matter-or-fact, impersonal piece or information. The latter is of
course a very effective method or authoria l commentary, preci ely because it
doe not require overt in trusion.
In this regard, the felons (the lovers' enemies at court) provide an excellent
illustration of Beroul's technique. He creates, indeed posits, a universe where,
despite their truthfolness, the "felons" are "felons" for no reason other than
that the narrator says so, and where Tristan and Isolde are 10 be admi red as
well a pitied, imply because the narrator woul d have it o. This is not irony
or unreliable narration: there is no revealing disparity between textual presuppositions and narrative presentation. Beroul neither expres ly mi lead u
nor compromise his narrator's reliability . We may - indeed , must - have
eriou reservat ions about Tristan and Isolde' narrative reliability a nd even
about Mark's, but not about Beroul's relationship with his reader.
The " felon ," who are judged accord ing to their motives rather than their
actions, are condemned for telling the truth; Tristan and Isolde consistent ly
lie, cheat, deceive, and relish it all, a nd they enjoy the narrator' favo r.
Beroul's method (which creates thoroughly unreliable and devious characters
who nonetheles manage to elicit the sympathy of mo t reader ) under tandably po es certain interpretive difficulties.
Under the circumstances, reader response Lo th is work-by either medieval
or modern readers-is likely to be very complex, personal, and inconsistent.' In
fact, the complexity or that response i.s related not to an ambiguous presentation
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of story by Beroul, nor even to a work which is ethically ambiguous, but rather
LO a situation where an apparent ethical ambigui ty may disguise the fact that
the ethical dimensions of the text, while contrary to traditional morality, are
quite explicit and absolute. Tristan and Isolde arc right, the "felons" are
wrong, and the method by which both those facts are established is simple
authorial fiat.
There is a con iderable difference between a narrator who intervenes on
occasion to comment on his characters (informing us, for example, that those
who tell the truth are evil) and one who constructs a fictional universe where,
regard less of their actions, their evil is simply posited, as one of the givens of
the work. In the former instance, we are likely lo question the narrator's reliability, for there is a (potential) conflict between the ethos of the work and narrative views. But when the narrator's views are simply stipulated, as part of the
fabric of the work, hi s presentation can be entirely consistent with the text's
ethos, even though lhe latter may well run counter to our own beliefs (or to
those of the time and ociety in which it was written). And in that instance,
readers who reject the narrator's view are rejecting the most basic premises of
the work itself; this may be a natural and human reaction (if we di approve of
ympathy for sinners), but it is not a literary one, deriving from and determined
by the text.
A potential problem for BerouJ's reader, thus, is a confu ion between
ambiguity or irony that is a narrative property of the work and that which i
part of a narrative method. Beroul is almost a textbook case in the consideration of such problems, all the more because of his humor and what Donald
Stone called the "fabliau" atmosphere that reigns within thfa romance about
adultery and treason.•
There is no lack of distance in the work, but it needs to be defined with
care. Distance can exi t on ei ther side of a text; that is, between narrator and
text or between text and reader. In Beroul's Tristan, it is the latter: irony,
which arises (as Booth reminds us') out of "any grotesque disparity between
word and word or word and deed ," abounds within this text, and the resultant
di Lance may well combat , to a degree, reader identification with the characters. On the other ide of the text, however, there is no corresponding distance.
The narrator expresse hi ympathy with hi s hero and heroine, he condemns
their enemies, and I find no reason to challenge either posture.
Problems of interpretation occur if we do not distinguish clearly enough
between author (or, as Booth and others would have it, "implied author") and
narrator. This is a distinction that is always theoretically present, but in many
texts the practical consequences of it are minimal. With Beroul, it is essential.
We may assume (or not) that the historical Beroul would not condone the
contraveni ng of morality and feudal relationships, but his narrator clearly
doe , and he does it, moreover, not merely by intervening periodically LO state
his endorsement of his heroes' behavior, but by constructing a literary univer e
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in which the approval of that behavior is implicit, consistent , and not open
to question .
These mailers are neither imple nor inconseq uent ia l, for they raise serious
problem co ncerning ethical criticism and narrative voice (specifically, the
separation of authorial and narratorial view ). Wha t Beroul, a twelfth-century
writer (or writer ) may have thought of Tri tan and I o lde, we can not know .
Wh at hi narrator thinks, on the other hand, is quite apparent. He offers an
unambiguou endorsement of their actions, and the reader who disagrees a nd
find Berou l unreliable may well be ubstitutin g his own pre uppo itions for
those of the narrator.

NOTES
I.
pecificaUy, I wro1e: " If 1hc author and reader are comple1ely ympathetic 10
Tri tan and I olde-Lha1 is, if we accep1 Beroul as a reliab le narrator, as one who
intend to be taken seriously- then we must reconcile the presentation of 1heir behavior
with the e1hical tenet of 1he period ." See my " Irony and Distance in Beroul's Tris/an,"
FR, 45, Special I ue, o. 3 (Fall , 1971), 28.
2. All references 10 Beroul's work are given parenthetically in my 1ex1 and are taken
from Beroul, l e Roman de Trislan, ed. Ernest Muret (Pari : Champion, 1962).
3. Although it is my conten1ion 1ha1 1he phenomena discussed in thi e say are part of
Beroul's design, it is clear 1ha1 1hc audience's role goes beyond a percep1ion of 1ho e
phenomena to an active participation in 1hem; accordingly, one mighl profitably treat
the ques1ions of deception a nd di s1ancc from tl1 e point of view of reader-respo nse critici m, 10 examine what Iser calls "the realiza1ion accomplished by 1he reader." See Wolfgang I er, The Implied Reader: Pal/ems in Communication in Prose Ficlion from
Bunyan 10 Beckel/ (Bahimore: The Johns Hopk ins Univ. Pre , 1974) , p. 274.
4. The character of the work is percep1ively descri bed by Stone as" ... the very real
world of fab liau psychology where ruse, di gui e, and overt pleasure in vengeance are
the fundamental elements of the action ." See " Reali m and the Real Berou l," l'Espri1
Cre01eur, 5, o . 4 (Winter 1965), 227.
5. The Rhe1oric of Fic1ion (Chicago: Uni versity of Chicago Press, 1961), p. 316.
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The Fiction of the "Livre"
rn Robert de Boron' Merlin*
by
Stephen Madd ux
Universi1 y of Dallas

Robert de Boro n, thought to have been re pon ible for changi ng C hret ien'

groat in10 a Chri tian relic and hi s tale of Perceval into a cycle, was also an innovator when it came LO the con ven tion of the booki sh source for hi story. Marie
de France a nd Chretien both were careful 10 supply their poems with some kind
of external authority, which was often book-like, if not in fact alway a written
text. Chretien twice refer to actua l book ; Marie de France's source were presumably all oral, but she treats them as though they were written , that is, deserving the sam e trea tment as the venerable text o f an tiquity. Robert, however, goes
far beyond sim ply justifying his story by reference to an external , booki h
authority; he actu ally bring hi source within the fiction itself, and shows it being created. Other writers of Arthurian romance wiU take up this same device.'
Curious ly, though th e de vice may have been intended to rei n force the
credibility of the story by acrually showing us how its source came to be, it has
in fac t a rather different effect. Before, the source authenticated the roma nce;
now the romance tries to prove the rel iability of the ource, with a re ulting
lo of credibility for both sides. However that may be, in Robert's stories the
"book" has taken on a new importance. o longer a mere so urce book , from
which th e ro mancer draw o nly what he find s interesting or useful, and whi h
he is free LO elaborate upon, to rearran ge, even to a lter as he sees fit, Robert's
booki h authority is hardly to be di tinguished from the account ba ed upon
it ; the /ivre-source is as it were coterminous with its modern derivative. Given
thi near identity of st0ry and source, one might well imagi ne that the fictional
book behind Robert's history of the Grail is a key to understanding the literary
project as a whole.
In outline, that project is clear enough (however obscure it is in some of it
detail ). At ome po int (not nece arily at the out et) , Robert apparently decided
to create a three- part work , the culmination of which was to be a remaniement
of C hretien' tory of Perceval. Thi s conclu ion he may or may not have
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wriuen 2 ; but he did compo e the first two members of the cycle. Boch can be
understood as allempts to explain two of the mo t baffling my terie of the
Come du Graaf. The first "branch," the Roman de f'esroire dou Graaf or the
Joseph d'Arimalhie,' leaves no question that the Grail , dubiou ly Chri Lian in
the earlier romance, i a relic of the Pa ion, indeed the greate t relic of them
al l. The econd branch, the Merlin,• goes a long way toward clarifying how the
Grai l found its way to Britain and what it relation hip i 10 the knightly world
of Arthur's court. In Chretien's romance, Grail and Arthur belonged to two
epa rate spheres, with only Perceva l pa ing back and forth between them . In
Robert's scheme, the cwo seem much more closely related; they are both parts
of a single divine plan, and both look forward to their con ummation in a
knightly figure who will also be a guardian of the Grail.
In thu "explaining" the Conte du Graaf, of cour e, Robert transforms the
tale unerly. He has placed in the foreground what in Chretien's romance was
background at be t; he has brought in materials quite foreign to Chretien's
work. He has increased the scope of the tale, combining within a si ngle narrative cheme widely varying time and places (the early Christian East, the
Arthurian We t) and eemingly contrary literary categories (chronicle and
romance, Christian legend and Celtic). What had been a single tale ha become
something more like a world history . And this history, moreover, comprehensive and various though it is, has a ve ry clear orientation (another difference
from Chretien). From the first, everything points towards an accomplishment
that wi ll take place near the end of the entire story.
Both the unity of the cycle and its fo rward momentum depend to a very
large degree on what would have been the middle branch of the completed trilogy, the Merlin. This second romance recounts the founding of Arthur' kingdom and the stages that led up to it; recalls the origins of the Grail and explain
how the Grail community has been tran planted from the Ea t to Britain ,
where it exi.sts in hiding; makes clear the unity of both through the device of
the Three Table (The Table of the Last Supper, the Table of the Grail, and the
Round Table); and looks forward to the future accompli shment of both the
Grai l community and the Arthurian society in a ingle figure. To say that the
Merlin unifies and gives direction to the whole is to ay that the eer Merlin
doe o; never have hero and Lory been more completely one. Merlin unites in
his own person the opposites that are contained within the cycle a a whole. He
know all, or nearly all, about the Grail, yet he belongs fully to the Arthurian
world; he i an in trumen t of God, but he operates in and on the secular world ,
and in his origins he is demonic. Hi mind embraces the entire cycle, for he
knows both past and present (by his demonic heritage) and fu tu re (by divine
gift). But he doe not imply know the future; he prepares for it by di po ing
the present in view of it. Very little happen , after hi arrival in Britain, that he
doe not initiate; and nothing ta ke place to which he does not give a meaning
by orienting it towards the future.
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The forward orientation of the cycle is of course already implicit in the

Joseph. There we learn the Grai l will have three guardian : first Joseph, then
his brother-in-law Bron, and finally, at some unspecified time in the future, the
as yet unborn· offspring of Bron's son, Alei n; we also learn that this ultimate
gua rdian will fill the empty seat at the Grail Table, image of the one at the table
of the Last Supper deserted by Judas. Likewise at the end of this romance
Joseph's Grail commu nity is swept by an irresistible westward impu lse: individual and group , and la Uy the Grail it elf, pass into the Wes t, to await
there the 1iers hom whose coming has been prophesied. However, although
concern for the future does make itself felt in the Joseph, it does o mainly at
the conclusion of the romance; in the Merlin, in contrast, it is everywhere and
involves everything. either the prophet himself, nor any other character, event,
or achievement described in the tory, is significant simply in itself, that i ,
imply in its pre ent existence; everything i there to prepare for the next stage.
It is difficu lt not to think of thi future-oriented hi tory as evolu tionary:
what comes first erve what comes after, and what comes after is inevitably
bigger and better. From the relatively small sca le of its early-Christian beginnings, the tory opens out into the West, into Christend om, into the ideal
knighlly society represented by Arthur's kingdom . The completed cycle wou ld
thu have been a pseudo-hi torical glorification of chivalry, because not on ly
erlin's trivings, but also the more distan t apostolic marvels of the story of
Jo eph, are all in preparation for the heyday of the Round Table. That earli e t, religiou phase, like everything that come after it, wou ld have existed in
func tion of the final, fully developed phase of Arthurian plendor. To be sure,
the religious is higher than the secu la r, whatever order it comes in; but the
society of Arthur is not entirely secula r. It is divinely willed, and those who
work toe tabl i h and to further it have God's special bles ing. That kingdom,
or rather its flowering in the prodomes united at the Round Table, will in tu rn
reach it ummit in a knight greater than all the rest, who will include the
guardianship of the Grail among his honor , as though to make clear the religious ignificance of the Arthurian chival ric enterpri e.'
Such a view of the cycle underscores even more strongly the cen tra l role
Merlin play , for it is he who bring the story into it Arthurian phase. Without Merlin, there could be no Arthur, and no consummation of chivalry. Not
simply a bridge in a passive way, Merlin is ra ther the driving force (under God)
that insures that the entire history reaches its goal. In one other way as well he
serves the story: he make sure it gets recorded. He not only orchestrates what
happen ; he has it written down by the priest Blaise, his mother's confe or
that he has drafted into his service. He i thu the "source" for hi own story in
two different senses, as it s prime mover and as its "au thori ty." Further, ju t as
Merlin's awarenes and even in a sen e his activity seem to extend o ut ward to
embrace the entire cycle, so doe this book he dictates appear to contain, not
just hi own adventures, but the whole history of the Grail, from the time of
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Christ to the time of its final guard ian . Called the livre dou Graaf, it is lhe ultimate source, we are apparently meant to believe, not only for Robert' cycle,
but for the entire Arthurian mauer (23.24-26, 52- 55):
Et t'oevre sera toz jorz mai s, tant com le iecle
durra, retraite et volantiers o'ie ... . Et aiches bien
que onques nule vie de genz ne fu plus volentier oi'e
de fols ne de aiges que sera cele dou roi qui avra
non Anu et des gcnz qui a ce ten regneront.
Given that the story of the Grail i one, with a ingle historical dynami m
sweeping through it and drawing it together , it is fitting that the "Book of the
Grail" should be one, and due to a single author. It is also fitting that that
author shou ld be Merlin , the central figure of the story who in ure it unity
and direction. Both as an actor and as an historian, the Welsh eer provides the
complex adventure of the Grail with en e and tructure. •
Satisfying a uch a conception i , however, it overlook certain thing .
First of all, the passages referring to the livre are full of obscurities. It is not
completely certain that Merlin and Blaise' book, though it is called the Livre
dou Grail, covers the entire cycle in detail. Robert does not ay explicitly, in
the Merlin it elf, that it will reach as far a the final adventure of the Grail. 7 It
doe , apparently, tell the beginning, what corre ponds to the Joseph, for
Merlin fir t recounts to Blai e the early adventure of the Grail before starting
in on his own story. But his account of the life of Joseph i incomplete at one
crucial point: he does not relate {because he doe not know?) the ecret words
Je u poke to Jo eph at the time he made to him the gi ft of the Grail. Another
book, in the po e sion of the Grail gua rdian , contains the mi ing pa age.
That book or document will be joined to Blai e' , and the two will form a
ingle book {16. 108- 14):
Lors si assembleras ton livre au lor, si sera bone
chose provee de ma poine et de la toue, i en avront
merci, 'a els plest, et proieront ostre Seingnor
por nos . Et quant Ii dui livre eront assamble, 'en
i avra .I. biau, et Ii dui seront une mei me chose,
for tant que je ne pui pas dire ne retraire, ne
droiz n'est, !es privee parole de Joseph et de
Jhesu Crist.
The po ible meanings of the pa sage seem to be: {I) Mer lin a nd Blaise's book
contains essential ly all that is in the Joseph, save for the secret words which it
needs in order to be complete; (2) the later book is essentially limited to an
account of Merlin's activities. It re umes the story of Jo eph for the ake of
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convenience, but in itself recounts only the second stage of the entire history.
It needs the fir t half, Joseph's book, in order to be complete. Thus, when in a
later pa sage Merlin refers to Blaise' production as the Livres dou Graaf
(23 .63 - 64), it i only by a kind of anticipation. That is what it will become
when it is joined to the other equally necessary part of the story.
Making ense of the e references to a book or book i extremely problematical for two reasons. Fir t, the texts as we have them are less than completely
reliable. The Merlin we possess, except for the initial 504 lines, on ly in a prose
redaction . The Joseph we have in verse, but only in one copy; it is too much to
hope that it has not suffered from cribal alteration. Second, Robert is anything but consistent in the use of his terms. Different names may be attached to
the same ubject, different objects designated by the same name, and at time
one u pect the object thus confusingly referred to are not even stable in
them elves but can expand and contract and flow into each other.• It is not
a ltogether impossible that the Livre dou Graaf should at one time be the work
of /es granz clers (Joseph, 934), at another Joseph's handiwork (Joseph, 3418),
at another the re ult of Blaise's effort , and it might be worse than u eless to try
to di tinguish and clarify the relationships of the different book and cribe
that Robert mentions at one time and another.
everthele , the following eems fairly certain. Merlin' and Blaise'
book , even if it doe contain much or all of the whole story, is placed in some
kind of oppo ition to another book, the Livre Joseph, if only because of one
pa age it doe not contain. On it own, it is incomplete, and the cycle as a
whole rest upon two different authoritie , two written traditions, "un livre de
Jo eph emanant des gardiens du Graal, un livre de Merlin emanant du prophi:te
lui -meme , execute par Blai e." 10 Strange a it may seem in o wise a prophet, it
i even possible that , like the book he dictate , Merlin him elf doe not know
thee august sec ret (16. I I l- 14):
Et quant Ii dui livre seront assamble, 'en i avra .I .
biau, et Ii dui eront une mei me chose, fors tant
que je ne puis pas dire ne retraire, ne droiz n'est,
les privee parole de Joseph et du Jhesu Cri t. 11
Merlin' book does not cover everything pertinent to the cycle, and perhap
even his knowledge is not coexten ive with it. Whether or not Merlin know
the ecret world , however, the simple fact that his book does not contain them
is perhap ignificant enough.
Significant of what, however? The books form a unity, appear even largely
to overlap ( ince the Merlin recapitulates the Joseph), and yet they remain distinct, with the later book decidedly inferior to the earlier in that it lacks a
ingle, all-important passage. What Blaise produces may have more pages than
the book preserved by Joseph's succes ors, but in one e ential regard it is in
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fact less comprehensive. Given this limi tation, and given the close link, almost
the identity, between what Merlin dictates and what he does, might one suspect
that Merlin' role in the cycle, like his book, is less central than at first appeared?
Indeed, the issue of erl in 's book cannot ultimately be sett led apart from a
consideration of Merlin himself (and o f Merlin). Actor, branch, and source
rai e questions about each other and may throw light on each other. More pecifically, in order to under tand be1ter how Merlin' book i related to
Joseph' , it will be nece sary to examine the seer himself in compari on with
the original Grail guardian, and the romance dealing with hi activities in compariso n with the first branch of the cycle.
uch an examination confirm the suspicion that Merlini not quite "up to"
the ecret of the Grail and works on a different level from that of Jo eph and
hi di ciples. For Robert, Merlin is just a unquestionably God's ervant as
Joseph wa . Fathered by a demon , he i re cued from the control of evil by the
power of Baptism and the holiness of his mother's life. Thank to hi s demonic
heritage, he knows the pa t a nd pre ent ; thanks lO a heavenly gift, he know
the future; both powers he makes use of in his efforts 10 bring into being the
divinely-willed ociety of Arthur. He ha no other function than to serve a the
instrument of a divine plan; and he never fails in hi vocation . His one que tionable deed , the aid he gives Uther in gaining access to Ygerne, i omething
he mu t apparently atone for (73. 16-19), and yet apparently that too wa a
necessary tep in the bringing into existence of Arthur's kingdom .
everthele , Merlin never completely hakes his un avory origin . He is
not a conventional holy man , and indeed there i omething downright di turbing about him . The aintly Blai e, cau tiou and sensi ble man that he i ,
take a good deal of convincing before he decides Merlin really is on the right
side and de erves his help. Blaise is only the first of many who need 10 be convinced. Indeed, the ce nt ral part of the story i given over to a de cription of
how Merlin wins the trust o f the people that count. Merlin predict a much to
Blai e on the eve of their departu re for Britain:
Et je ferai et dirai tant que je erai Ii plu creuz
horn qui onques fu st creuz en terre fors Dieu.
(23. 11 - 12)
Up to and inclu ding the feat of transporting the great tone from Ireland
to Salisbury (which immediately precede the establ i hment of the Round
Table), Merlin is obliged to prove himself. To the very end of the romance he
is never accepted by ome, and even for those who trust and love him , and
a cept him a a divine me enger, he remains mysteriou and unpredictable. 12
How unlik e Joseph , whose probity i never que tioned by anyone, and who
live alm ost from the very fir t in the greate t possible proximity with God.
Thanks to the Grail, J oseph has direct acce s to heaven ; he can even hold
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conversations with the Persons of the Trinity whenever he wants to. Merlin
never seems to do anything of the sort. We never see him in prayer, and his
knowledge of the future is the result of a preternatural gift rather than direct
communication with God.
A a ervant of God , then, Merlin seems at one remove from his Ma ter,
when we compare him with Joseph - this in spite of occa ional biblical echoe
in the romance." Merlin i a prophet, and so re emble ome Old Testament
figure ; he i also a failed Antichrist, and so resem bles Jesus Christ. Bu t the
very fact that he is a near Antichri t takes away the religious signiJicance of the
resemblances: they are rather the remaining traces of his diabolical origin . If
intimacy with God is a goal of sorts in the cycle as a whole-and so much i
made of it in the first romance that one would think that it hould be - then
Merlin marks a step backwards. He is not the sai nt Joseph was; and it i
curious, at the very least, that we never sec him or hear of him making contact
with the Grail community. He knows about it; he may even know everything
one can about it. And yet he never, as far as we know, become a member of
it. Perhaps, like Blaise, he need to earn admittance by his labors on behalf of
the third guardian of the Grai l (see 16.86- 88, 104- 111 ).
One cou ld object to thi devalorization of Merlin by pointing to the very
triking parallel between the two romance , as proof that the second branch
of the cycle is clearly meant to mirror the first and that what happen in it i
therefore at least as important as what has gone before. Both romances revolve
around single figures , who are important for the same rea on: they function as
point of contact between God and the world , indeed as the chief means by
which he acts upon history. Realizing their importance, both heroes at ome
point begin telltng their own stories lo others o that they can be handed down
to po terity. Structurally, too, the romances are similar. An introdu ctory ection ha the Harrowing of Hell a the principal theme"; it i followed by a
hort narrative part in which the hero has not yet come to the fore,'' and then
finally by the main part of the story. Such parallels imply, one might think ,
that Merlin i at least on a level wi th Joseph, if not indeed greater, in view of
the later stage of history in which he is active and the wider influence he has on
the cour e of men's lives. They also seem to imply the es ential continuity of
the story: the econd romance builds upon the first, using the same structures
in a ne, and larger context.
The parallels are striking and unquestionably intentional. But they are far
from proving that the Merlin builds upon the Joseph in the above en e.
Indeed, if anything they imply discontinuity as much as conti nu ity, and the
distinction of the two heroe as much as thei r harmony. Consider, in particular , the way in which the two romances begin. The first open with a homiletic
introduction dealing with Christ's mission to re cue humanity from Hell,
where it had been impri oned ince the Fall of Adam and Eve. Thi ermon ic
prelude is followed by a brief account of the preaching and Passion of Christ.
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Both aspects of the Savior's activity refer back to the freeing of mankind from
the power of the Devil- for the preaching deals exclu ively with the acraments of Baptism and Penance, whose purpo e is to deliver souls (repeated ly if
nece ary) from the clutches of Satan, and Christ's death i th e redemptive act
which makes pos ible the original deliverance (Baptism, the Harrowing of
Hell) and all subsequent ones (Penance). The prologue and the hort life of
Christ thus form a unit , afte r which the tory moves on to other things: to
Joseph and hi special relationship with God. Like the Old Te tament prophets
in Hell, Joseph is impri soned by the enemie of God and at length miraculously delivered. With Jo eph, however, we seem to have gonen beyond the
idea of deliverance from moral evi l. From the point where he begins to play a
central role, there is virtually no mention of Baptism, and tranger still none of
Penance. One gathers that Jo eph and his di ciples are so far advanced in the
Chri tian life that fall ing again into the devil's power i for them hardly conceivable. They represent as it were a new kind of Chri tian who is definitively God's.
Surprisingly, we find o ur elves, at the start of the Merlin, back where
everyth ing began, in Hell. St ill reeling from the shock of having had thei r captives freed, th e devils now take coun el a to how they can regain their lost
dominion over mankind. (They are particula rly worried about penance, which
makes it possible for sinners to escape from them agai n and again.) In order to
rever e the effects of the Redemption, they conceive of a super-weapo n,
Merlin, the offspring of a human woman and one of themselve , who thank 10
his supernatural knowledge will be able LO lead men astray . The plan misfires,
of course, because Merlin i hi mself redeemed and goes on to become an indispensable in trument in the realization of God's plan. T he parallelism of the
two openings, however, impl ies not that the Merlin takes up where the Joseph
leave off, but that it returns to the same starting point and begin the tory
anew . In spite of all the progress implied by the Joseph (Christ's Passion and
death, the Harrowing of Hell, Joseph's deliverance and hi s fo und ing of a
community of perfecti) , the Merlin start back before the Redemption as it
were (or so it would be if the devil s had thei r way). The business of another
supernatural deliverance mu t be gone through before 1he devil' on can take
up hi s divinely appointed task Oust as Joseph must be freed before he can
found the community of the Grail).
The parallels between the two romances, then, do not weaken the impression that Merlin, though involved wi th the same enterprise, is different from
and not on the same level as the fir t guardian of the Grail. What they imply in
terms of the tructu re of the cycle is that the Merlin constirutes not so much a
conti nuation of the Joseph as a break with it, or if you like a new beginning.
Other aspects of the two romances imply that the second branch represent
some kind of break or contrast with the first (and so me of the e, perhap all of
them when taken together, may imply a cenain inferio ri ty of the second with
regard to the first) . To begin with, a time lag occurs between the end of the
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first romance and the beginning of the econd. 16 Robert' chronology i anything but preci e, and he makes no effort to distinguish ea rl y Chri tian times
from Arlhurian; presumably, two generations are ufficient to get from one
end of the cycle to the other (Alein, Joseph' nephew, is the father of "Perceval''). In pite of this compre ion of epoch , however, some kind of tem poral gap eparate the Merlin from the Joseph. We arc no longer in the iage
of primitive hri tianity; the faith must have had time to establish it elf in
some places and develop, in order to produce a man like Blaise. Even more
palpable is the hift in geographical locale. The initial action of the Merlin
take place in the Eat, but not in Joseph' East (i.e., Jeru alem and it environ ). As the Merlin proceed , and the hero make his way 10 the we tern
lands, the difference in geographical center becomes all the more striking.
Joseph's di sciples make the same journey a Merlin, but that i only at the end
of the Estoire dou Graal; the romance as a whole i firmly anchored in the
Holy Land, and the command 10 the disciples 10 leave their home in the wilderne mu t come 10 them as something of a surprise. Merlin belongs, from the
very fir 1, to the We t; he i wedded to the fortunes of the British kings, and hi
childhood in the East 1s a mere prelude.
With the break in chronology and the difference in geographical center,
another ignificant contra t re ult from the different sou rce Robert used for
hi two romance . The Joseph belongs to the world of New Te tament legend
and apocryphal romance. It i a world partly mythical, fir t becau e of it
attachment to the Gospel events themselves, with their univer al religiou ignificance , and econd becau e of the place it gives to the marvelous and the
fantastic. The Merlin ha its marvel , but its chief source i the p eudo-hi tory
of Geoffrey of Monmouth (or Wace) . o mailer that Robert may have given
the material a new orientation; no mailer that erlin has a determining role
throughout; the content of Robert's second romance is st ill largely the record
of the reigns of a few British kings. Thu , whereas the Jo eph partly inhabit a
mythical world of Chri tian legend, the Merlin i intimately bound up with
omething more like ordinary history .
This difference of narrative type or intere t would be of le importance,
were it not connected to another which i perhaps the mo t important difference of all between the two romances (I have touched on it briefly already in
speak ing of the forward-looking character of the cycle). The Merlin is not a
mere chronicle, of cour e; it purpose is not simply to record what has happened, but 10 how the direction of things and the goal toward which they tend .
As noted above, the Merlin is radically oriented towards the future. othing in
the story ex:i ts for its own sake. Everything leads up to Arthur, and Arthur in
him elf, together with hi Table and his knights, points ahead to a future fulfill ment . Hi tory i thus important not as history (the record of the past), but as
perparation. The great mover of the tory is likewise of no importance in
him elf. He exists only to point the way and to make sure that everything is
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properly disposed for the far-off event. (Merlin' "transparence" to the future
may explain in part why he is such an elusive figure.)
The Joseph, in contrast, concentrates on it own present. There are a few
hints of what i to come, particularly in the very la t part of the tory. Apart
from that section, however, and a few allu ion in Christ's word to Jo eph , 17
thi romance, like most romances, is simply concerned with what is going on.
And no wonder: the things that are happening, the hero' deeds, suffering ,
rewards, are quite compelling on their own. Thus, along with the difference in
hero, geography, and time period, the two romances can also be contrasted
with regard to their temporal orientation: the Joseph stick largely 10 the pre •
ent, while the Merlin looks forward to the future. Furthermore, even at the
end of the earlier romance, as we begin to get some glimmering about the
future Lage of the cycle, we do not for all that lo e intere tin the adventures
of the first guardian of the Grail. On the contrary, as he recedes into the past,
the story continue 10 in ist upon his importance - now not a pre ent , but precisely a part . The variou disciples who are sent off into the Wet are first carefully instructed in the detail of Jo eph' tory, which they are meant to preserve
faithfully as they wait for the arrival of the tiers hom. Thu , while Merlin's principal task is con truction of the future, that of the Grail emi saries and guardian i the patient and faithful preservation of the past. Hi s sphere of action is
the public world; what they do, in the Merlin, is carried on in retreat from the
world, and it is not really action at all , but almo t a kind of contemplation .
Of cour e, the story of Joseph (which is the account of the fir t contacts of
the Grail with human being , and the formation of a "Grail community'1 i
only one part of Joseph's legacy. There are other thing as well he handed on
for preservation (or "contemplation"): the Grail itself, the table of the Grail
and the ervice that i performed there, the mystical experience of "empli ement de cuer, " various moral and doctrina l instructions, and the assurance of
God's protection. What it all adds up 10, in my opinion , is thi : Joseph bequeathed 10 hi followers what he himself was the fir t of humankind (in
Robert' fabulou account) to experience - a life of extraordinary proximity to
God, the condition of which is the disciple's complete devotion , and the
reward for which is divine favor and guidance and the frequent experience of
mystical fu lfillment. The Grai l, which continue in the midst of the tran planted
community, is the sign and vehicle of this singular commerce between God and
man . That commerce it elf i the true ub tance of Jo eph' heritage, the "grace"
of the Grail which he was the first to enjoy and which he has pa ed on 10 other :
and one could say that the miraculou ve el, the tory of Joseph , the secret at
the heart of that tory, and the book that contains them, all of which are
pre erved by the servants of the Grail in Britain, are different way of referring
to the life of mystical perfection that Jo eph handed on to his followers.
Along ome uch lines, I believe, one can best under tand what the Grail
guardian and his associate have as their mi ion to pre erve. The point here,
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however, is not o much to determine the content of what they have been
enLrusted with , as more si mply to emphasize how greatly their task of safeguarding what they have received differs from Merlin's mission of bringing
in to being what does not yet exist. It not only differs; it i also, in the Merlin,
much le vi ible. The Grail society is in retreat, biding its time, and turned in
on its own ecrecy. The tory allude to it only from time to time, since it is
mainly interested in the ou ter world and the co nstruction of a larger Chri tian
soc iety. But the allu ion suffice 10 remind us that another c.enter exists - it is
pre cot by its absence as it were-which i of a completely different nature
from Merlin' phcre. They make it clear that the preoccupations of Merlin
and the Merlin are not the whole story of the Grail.
ow, if Merli n and his romance are "li mited" in thi s way, i it not reasonable to a ume Lhe ame of the book he dic tates? Like the prophet who is its
source, it would be concerned primarily wi th the establishment of Arthur'
kingdom and would not touch directly on the innermost matters of the Grail.
The di tinction I a m tryi ng to make here is not so much one of material detail
as of principal concern . How much Blaisc's book tells of Joseph's story and the
early day of the Grail i secondary; what I am suggesting is rather than this
text, attached as it is to the seer who is o closely as ociated with the Arthurian
enterpri e, does not contain the heart nf the mystery of Joseph a nd the Grail.
But if there i uch a di stinction or even opposition between the Joseph a nd
the Merlin, between the Grail communit y on the one hand and the prophet a nd
his secreta ry on the other, and between the two books either group produces,
what a re we to make of it? There is no continuous, uninterrupted narrative
flow fro m one romance to the ot her; the ecret Grail society is not Arthur's
kingdom ; Jo eph is very different from Merlin . Still , in Robert's cycle the two
members of each pair would have formed a unity when joined together. Having distinguished , how do we now unite? The evol utionary view, which implies
continuou development and continual improvement, is no longer satisfactory. It is beuer to say that the entire history has two eparate starting points,
an d two line of development, which remain separate throughou t -t here will
be no amalgamation of Round Table and Grai l Table-but which share a
single point of convergence '•: the tiers hom, who will be a man of two world ,
fi nal guardian of the Grail and a great one among Arthur's knights.
And how will the two realms be related in him? Would the prophe ied hero
firs t co mplete the company of the Grail Table and make good his claim to the
guardianship of the ho ly object, then return to Arthur's court and yet greater
glory a the first of the kn ights of the Round Table? Or would he, like Chretien's Perceva l, begin by making a name for himself in the secular phere, and
only then penetrate into the more mys teriou rea lm of the Grail king, thereby
add ing a higher religiou excellence to his outstanding knightly achievement ?
It is, of cour e, impossible to say. Nevertheless, the two romances that we
know to be by Ro bert sugge t the following disposition to me. The two realm
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are separate and not quite equa l, or let u say they represent very different
orders of greatnes . The kingdom Merlin succeeds in euing up is a Christian
one-perhaps the ideal Christian one. The Round Table, which in Wace served
to consecrate knightly plendor, has here become somet hing like the apotheosis of Christian knighthood. Those who are granted the honor of a place at this
table-they are "des plus prodeshomme" of the realm (49.30- 31) - are filled
uddenly with an intense brotherly love (49.63-65). It is the more human, but
till fair ly profound, equivalent of the "emplissement de cuer" granted to those
seated at Jo eph's Grail Table. And all of th is ideal political order has been
willed by God and it development directed by him through the agency of
Merlin. The mystery of the Grail communi ty, on the other hand , i les pectacular, especially in the Merlin where it i all but invi ible; nevertheless it
repre ent an ideal of Ch ristianity which is incomparably higher , ince it conj ts in a life of intimate union with God . We modern may find the fraterna l
feeling that wells the breasts of Arthur's knights more attractive than the
eemingly more individuali tic "em plissement de cuer" enjoyed by the adepts
of the Grail, but there is no reason to suppose that Robert, for all his glorification of the knightly order, would have valued things in quite the ame way. In
the Joseph itself, he paint the rewards earned by Jo eph and his disciples o
glowingly, that it seems unlikely the o ne enjoyed by the knights of the Round
Table could come clo e. 19
Bes ide being higher, the mystery of the Grail commu ni ty rests upon a
firmer basis. A already noted , the earthl y kingdom of Arthur is entirely
oriented towards the future. In appearance larger, more massive, more substantial, it is in reality more ephemeral: it doe not yet have in hand it raison
d'etre, the Grail knight. The G rai l community already has the grace of the
Grail. True, the followers of J oseph are also waiting to be completed by the
arrival of their final leader. But they do not seem to be oriented towards the
future in so radical a way a Art hur's knights. After aJJ, they will have omething more to give the tiers hom when he arrive than an empty sea t; they will
be able to offer him as well the story of Joseph, the "secret words" attached to
the Grail, and the experience of "em plis ement de cuer." They will provide a
con ummation for him , as much as or more than he does for them. o if
Alein's son, when he arrives on the scene, proves to be the gloriou umming
up of Arthur's knightly plendor, its culmination and its raison d'etre, the
ame is not likely to be true of his role in the world of the Grail. Keeper of the
holy ve el and master of the human ociety grouped around it , he will nevertheles receive more than he give . He cannot "surpa " the Grail; he cannot
even surpass its first guardian, in the way he will urpass aU the other knight
of the Round Table. At best he will equa l Jo eph, havi ng made him elf worthy
of the same grace.
Such, at any rate, i what eems to me a very likely projection of the re t of
the cycle, ba ed upon the two pans we know . In the scheme of the complete
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trilogy, there would be two kingdoms, two phere , both willed by God and
impinging upon each other at certain points, but o therwi e eparate: one
outer, public, and in the proce of being constructed, the o th er inner, hidden,
and given over 10 its task of preservation; the fir t a realm of knightly excellence, good ruler , and ordinary Christian virt ue, the second one o f retreat,
contemplation, and my tica l perfection. Both fi nd their completion in the tiers
hom, but they do not fuse in him; eve n here there would be a d istinct ion of
different order . Ultimately, one would have to ay that the Arthurian realm i
ubordinate to that of the Grail , but only in the ense that, plcndid as Arthur's
C hri tian chiva lry is, it s accom plishments a re intrinsically le va luable th a n
the li fe of my tical union made po ib le by the Grail. Neverthele s, it values
are not ab o rbed into tho e of the Grail commun ity, just as, contrariwise, the
Grail doe not come 10 Bri tain imply to glorify Arthurian knighthood. Chiva lry i glorified by it (re mote) a ociation with the Grail; perhaps the Grail
even makes chivalry, in its perfect form, po sib le; but in the end neither Grail
nor Arthur exi t purely for the sake of the other.
Thu s, in his complete cycle, Robert mi ght well have left a considerab le
degree of a utonom y 10 tho e independent worlds he found in the Conte du
Graaf (Chretien's "G rail axis" and "Arthurian axi ," a Rupert Picken has
called them 20 ). The chief difference between the two representa tions might be
t hat, in C hretien , the Arthuria n rea lm is ironically viewed , and bears the
weigh t of a consid era ble negative judgmen t, wherea in Robert it ha been elevated to the statu o f a d ivinely willed society. Highl y as he va lue the Arthu rian order, however, Robert place his world of the Grail more highly till; it is
more inwa rd , more difficult of acces , and symbo lic of a higher achievement
(or a higher grace). Something sim ilar could perhap be aid of the fictional
ource for Robert' tory, which i rea lly, in spite of its single ti tle, con ti tuted
of two separate authorities that never quite merge. The book of Merlin and
Blai e i the venerable and authoritative account of the ri e, and perhap the
con ummation , of the Arthurian kingdom; the sto ri es it tells, Merl in prophesies, will bring great profit and will be gladly heard by wise a nd fooli h alike
(16.39-41 , 23.52- 55). Bu t the complete livre du Graaf contain omething else
in addition , which i yet more wonderful than any talc of Arthur, more valuab le, a nd more elu sive: the secret words which accompan ied the o rigina l gift
of the Grail.
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pp. 206-7 , for whom the book dic1a1ed 10 Blaise contains past, present, and future .
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Jo cph him elf. He writes them down and give them 10 Bron before the lauer leaves for
the We t (Joseph, 3411-20). (There is al o a leucr from heaven given to Pelnls, another
disciple, which may have a similar content; Joseph, 3107- 12, 2 132.) Bron has presumably preserved this document throughout 1he year of waiting for the tiers hom . Were
the secrelS incorpora1ed at ome point into a larger account telling the whole life of
J o. eph (for which, again. J o cph would have been the so urce - ee 3013 - 38 , 3295-96,
3319-26)? That account, to, hich Robert gives the title Estoiredou Graal (2684, 3487,
3493) i presumably what in the Merlin is called "le [livre) Joseph Cl le Bron" (16. 10
5- 06).
9. An outstanding example of this phenomenon occur in lines 932-36 of the Joseph.
The narrator refer lO hi source a :
... le grant livre ...
Ou les e toire sum e cri1e
Par les granz clers fei1cs ct di1cs.
La sum Ii grant secrci e crit
Qu'en numme le Graal et dit.
Are the ecrct really called the Grail (936)? Is the "grant li vre" called the Grail? Is
Robert imply trying 10 say that the book containing th e ecret is known as the Book of
the Grail?
10. Micha, "Livre," p. 324.
11. Why is Merlin unable to tell the secrets? Micha ("Livre," p. 324) suppo e that it is
because 10 do so would be a sacrilege ("ne droiz n'es1'') and refers (p . 324 n. I) 10 lines
929- 36. in which Robert speaks in very similar terms about the idea of revealing the
ecret of the Grail:
Ge n'ose comer ne reiraire
e je ne le pourroie feire,
eis c je feire le voloie,
e je le grant livre n'avoie . . .
01e, however, 1ha1 Robert couches hi inabilit y 10 di close the secrets in hypothetical
terms (if "o e," in pi1e of ilS mood, i to be taken as coordinate wit h "pou rroie").
Robert does have the book, and does perhaps "comer." (For anot her passage where
Merlin seem to dimini h the authority of the book he dictate , ee 16.95- 101.)
12.
ee Micha, Etude. pp. 178-90.
13 . See Zum1hor, p. 139; Micha, Etude, pp. 180- 83.
14. Joseph, 1- 148; Merlin, lines 1-184 (pp. 1- 7), 1.1 - 93 (pp. 18-23). See Zumthor,
pp. 153- 54 .
15 . In the Joseph, this section deal wiLh Lhe preachi ng a nd final days of Christ; in Lhe
Merlin, it tell of how the prophet came 10 be born.
16. I Robert referring 10 a break such a thi one between the two romances when he
peak a t the end of the Joseph of a "dessevrance" (35 14)?
I . There are many prophecies in Chri t's words to Jo eph, but mo I of them have 10
do with either event that will occur in the Joseph itse lf o r the future renown of the
hero.
I .
f. Micha, Emde, p. 28, for who m the third part of the cycle is "la convergence de

deux svsteme de valeur ."
19. Compare the brevity of the pa sage in the Merlin on this experience (49.60-65)
wi th tho e in the Joseph on "empli ssement de cuer" (917-20, 2564-69, 2604--2622,
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265 - 2670) . Is the former much more 1han Roben's way of de cribing the compognonnage 1ha1 doubtle s existed among Arthur's knights?
20. Rupert T. Picken , Th e Welsh Knight: Poradoxicality in Chretien's Come de/
Groot (Lexington : French Forum Publishers, 1977), pp. 50- 54 .

Gawain's "Anti-Feminism" Reconsidered
by
S. L lark and Julian . Wasserman
Rice Uni ver ity and Loyola nivcr ity

In Sir Gawain and the Green Knig/11, the protagonist survi cs the return
blow for which he had contracted with the Green Knight but finds to hi di smay that he ha unwiuingly failed a more ign ificam te t. A the awarene s
come lO Gawain that the Green Knight and hi Yuletide host hare one identi ty, that it wa upon Bercilak's instructio ns that his wife auempted to educe
him, and 1ha1 Morgan la Fee had, in effect, master-minded the whole plan,
Gawain react with burst s of anger which, when analyzed, speak not on ly to
the Pearl-Poet' kill at characterizat ion but also 10 the manner in which the
poet feel revelation i given to man. The see-saw dialogue in which the Green
Knight and Gawain engage, much lik e the o rigina l agreement fo r the exchange
of blow and th e sub equent commerce of hunting covenants, places empha i
on sequentia lity, on one thing or event being countered by another, as well as
on the more oven theme of testing, and what ha been often overlooked i the
fact that Gawain himself consistentl y reacts sequentially, throughout th e tale
a nd particularly in the fina l confrontat ion with the Green Knight, that is,
accord ing to the amount of knowledge he possesses, which is, of course, precious li1t le at the out et of the challenge and not all that much more by the time
he ubmit 10 the ret urn blow. Bercilak, of course, respond 10 Gawain's statements and actions, but his reactions are tempered by hi greate r knowledge
a nd , a uch , do not ex hibit the ra hness of Gawain's re ponses. The resu lt is
that one see Berci lak making the initial offer , with Gawain either eagerly,
though1le sly econding them becau e he does not know that t hey entail , or,
having fu lfilled hi s obl igation a far a he can ee them, reacting irately to hi
uddcn awarcncs of fai lings which he did not ant icipate. And yet the Gawain
at the end of th e poem i a vi ibly cha tened man, tripped of hi anger and
fully aware not o nl y of his own inadequacies but al o of the nature of his test ,
de pite the fact that hi own coun cannot comprehend the ignificance of the
visible sign of his spiritual journey. It is precise ly that process from ignorance
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to knowledge , from wrath to orrow, a nd from Gawain' awareness of the part
to his cognizance of the whole, that takes place in the Green Chapel, but
it i by no mean an immed iate proce , a Gawain's uccessive reactions
demonstrate.
T hroughout th e romance Gawain consistently make statements based on
hi own limited knowledge, to wh ich others more know ledgeable make corre t ions, a nd th e Green Chapel scene hard ly differs in thi re pect from the cenes
which have preceded it. Gawain erupt in a erie of tirades at learning of the
te t an d of hi failure, and the G reen Knight proceeds to co rrect him . Each
emenda tio n leads the Arthurian knight a litt le clo er to the rea l significance of
the test which he, as a representa ti ve of perfec t knighthood, undertook , ate t
upon which the very fate of Arthur's cou rt hangs a nd a te t particularly engi neered to that end. The Green C ha pel tirad the m el e reveal an intere ting
pattern, a Gawain co me progressively closer to an awareness that i the
o urce of hi s failure. Thus, before the Green Kni gh t goe into the explanation
of the interming led covenant , Gawain is merel y outraged a t hi opponent,
who ha nicked him , in effect, in the cat of pride, the neck . fter the Green
Kn ight' explanation, Gawain transfer hi anger to the green gi rdle, u ing it a
a focu for hi rage, o that it is sa id 10 be "pe fa l syng" (1.2378) ' even before
the wearer i pronounced "fa lce" (I .2382). Finally, when the Green Kni ght
mild ly poin ts out that Gawain ha indeed "confessed so clene , bek no wen of py
my se "( I .2391), Gawain directl y co nt rad icts the idea that he ha pent his in,
by expend ing hi venom , by flying into an even greate r rage, a t which point he
de livers what has been called a "stock an ti -femini t tirade."'
This last outburst di ipate into a reque t fo r the Green Knight' identity,
and it i at thi point in the narrative , when Berc ilak reveal hi name and
Morgan' machinations, that many reader have balked , either brandi ng the
motivation for Gawain's testing as lame and contrived, or fee ling inad equatel y
prepared for the unexpected and rapid de11011111e111. The fact that Morgan la
Fee i uddenl y introduced a con trolling evem , with the poem' other character reduced to the role of pawns, appears to disconcert critic , who con tend
either tha t th is aspect of the poem i not well-made' o r that organ's ro le ha
not been fu lly under tood.' While we heartily agree , ith the opini on that
Mo rgan's importance has not been adequately fathomed , it would appea r that
the abrupt revela tion of Morgan's "mY3 t" ( 1.2446) is hardly unsa tisfyi ng, bu t
rather repre ents a techni que characteristic of t he Pearl-Poet, whereby the
controlli ng deit y-a nd recall tha t Morgan i "pc godde" (1.2542)-i rarely
t he focus of the poet but rather directs evems from a dista nce. The que tion i ,
after all, one of dominance, a nd organ dominates the poem' in that he control the action, in much the same manner a God exe rci es power over the
character in the Pearl- Poet's ot her poems: Purity, Patience, and Pearl. In
fact, one hould note that, for exam ple, in Pearl the jeweler spends as much
time dealing with Christ's intermediary, the Pearl-Maiden , a Gawain does in
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dealing with Morgan's intermediaries. Yet , despite the mediation , there is
never any que tion in all four poems as to the controlling deity.
In Purify there is no doubt whatsoever as to the author of the destruction
of the many sinful and the salvation of the few pure men , all hough God intervenes directly in the narrative only once in each biblical exemplum. Similarly,
Pearl' Lamb is only viewed d irectly at that poem's closing, at the point at
which the Pearl-Maiden's effort to acquaint the jeweler with her celestial existence reach a standstill, because he continue to view heavenly reality in terms
of earth ly appearance. Only then is the jeweler accorded the actual vision of
Christ in the ew Jeru alem, the intent of which is 10 enlighten him . Even then
he still clings to worldly preconception to the degree that his revelation is
necessarily sequential and not simultaneous, proceeding by fits and starts, so
that at the end of the poem he is, on the one hand, barred from Heaven but, on
the other hand , given the message of Christ's consolation. Pa1ience's process
of revelation and the recognition of Divine manipulation is perhaps most like
that of Sir Gawain and lhe Green Knigh1, however, in that it is by no means an
in tance of imultaneous enlightenment, whereby Jonah suddenly fathoms
God's analogy of hi withered "wodbynde" and the spared city of Nineveh.
Ra ther, Jonah's inst ruction carties him from the ship to the whale 10 the
bower, as he is shown first that he must trust in Divine mercy a much as he
reli es upon Divine vengeance. In each case Jonah acts unwittingly and is sub equently corrected and chastized by God , whom he is bound to represent but
whose nature he does not fathom, much as Sir Gawain is repeated ly corrected
and bettered by Morgan's minions as he attempts 10 play a game whose rule
he does not understa nd . Thus, Gawain's wrathful outbursts against womenamong others- may be seen to be analogous to the angry tirade that erves as
Jonah's reaction to God's correction, for, as Jay Schleusener points out:
The point [of 11 . 78-80, 93-96) is not 1ha1 Jonah
has accidentally fallen into profound irreverence,
but simply that he does not know what he is saying. We know the meaning of these line because
we have a history that encompasses the figure and
its fulfillment ; God knows because the plan is His;
yet Jonah, who knows almost nothing at all, i the
man who mu st act. There is nothing shocking
here, only the irony of human ignorance bent to
the hape of hi tory. •
In fact, the Pearl-Poet consistently describes si tuations in which humans are
either enlightened by the Divine prior to the events that will test them (Noah
before his protection in the ark, Lot before the destruction of Sodom) or left in
the dark throughout the test, like Pearl's jeweler, Jonah, and Gawain, by the
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deities which assay their worth before they tell them how they have been
tested. In Pearl and Parience, a well as in Sir Gawain and the Green Knight,
the heroe are lead by trial and error to a clea rer understanding of their mort a l
ituation , and it i by no mea ns a pain less proce , ince each protagoni t
react with anger or incredulity at comprehe nding the sepa ra te part of the
total ity of the Di vine me age . Pearl's jeweler verball y pars with a representati ve of a deity he ca nnot understand and eventually auempt to bolt aero
the stream to join the Pearl-Maiden , at which point God, who ha accorded
him his vision , cut that vision hon. J onah, on hi part , sulk an d reproachc
the Being "l>at ere all made" (1. 123) 7 and " l>at bigged vche ne" (1 . 124) before
he is given the con o ling me sage of "pacience" which th e audience received at
the outset of the poem . In Gawain' ca e one ca n see the ame principle at
work : a Gawain i gradua lly given the bi t and piece of the puzzle that explain 1he power that mot iva te hi tri a ls, he rage - in tage - at the fac t tha t
he can control neither hi si tu a tion nor him elf. The seq uen 1ia l revela tion process calls forth reactions wh ich, in turn , elic it the next tep in Gawain ' progre toward understand ing hi test.
Thus, wh ile one clearly ees the equen1iali1y of the proce whereby the
Green Kn ight gradually enlighten Gawain concerning 1he test and hi own
shared ident ity, to which Gawain react with anger. it would appear that
Gawain' wrathful "a nti-femini st" tirade i j u t a int egra ll y linked 10
Bercila k's udden and ub equen t reve lation concerning Morga n' con1rollin g
hand in the affair .• An u nderstanding of 1he role of Morga n might indeed
illum inate the purpose of the "anti -feminist" tirade, which ha been viewed
either a an off-track diatribe that ha noth ing 10 do with 1he tale or a valid
emotional outburst tha t in ome way reflects Gawai n's tate of mind . 9 Gawain ,
then , i held 10 be "driven off ou rse by the prevailing winds of anti-femini sm" 10
o r to have commiued a lapse of courtesy. '' However, the o ut bu r t bea r clo er
examinat ion, for it would appea r 1hat crit ics ha e fundamenta ll y mi unde rtood the function of the 1irade.
The "anti-femini t" 1irade that precedes the revelation of Morgan's role
contains fo ur exempla and i centered around a erie of men that move from
Pa rad i e into 1he Old Testa ment time period:
I haf o iorned sad ly; sele yqw bytyde,
And he 3elde hit yow 3are j>a t 3arkkcz al men kc
And comaundez me to j>at cortays, your com lych
fere,
Boj>e j>at on and j>a t o j>er, myn honoured ladycz.
at j>u hor knY3t wy1h hor kest ha n koynt ly
bigyled .
Bot hit i no fcrl y j>a3 a fo le madde ,
And 1>ur3 wyle of wymmen be wonen to or3 e,
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For so watz Adam in erde with one bygyled,
And Salamon with fele ere, and amson
eft one Da lyda dalt hym hy wyrde-and Dauyth ):,crafter
Wat z blended with Bar a bc, ):,at much bale poled.
ow pe e were wrathed wyth her wyle , hit were
a wynne huge
To luf horn we!, and leue hem not, a leude pat
cou pe.
For pes were forne pe freest, pat fol3ed alle pe
ele
xcellently of alle py e 01>er, nder heunenryche
at mu ed;
nd alle pay were biwyled
With wymmen pat pay v ed.
pa3 I be now bigyled,
Me pink me burde be excu ed.'
(2409- 2428)
Like the poem' opening tanzas, which take the reader from the a hes of Troy
through a serie of ecular exempla 10 the founding of Britain, and ub equently to the llouri hing of the Arthurian court, the "a nti-femini I" exempla
hare evcral characteri tics which ervc not only 10 unify them but al o to ugge t a negative apprai a l not f the women cited but, in tead, those males
Ii tcd by Gawain a being undone "pu r3 wylcs of wymmen" (1.2145). One
hou ld first no te the type of auitudc toward women which i implied when
both the secular hi 1orical exempla and the biblical exempla are considered
together, ince in the latter case one i prese nted with erie of males who wield
con iderable power, due either to apt management or phy ical trength , while
in the former in tance one i shown a group of men who become rich in power
and land. The bib lica l exemplary heroes' falls are exp lici t , and Gawain pinpoint what he feel 10 be the agents of the e fall , whereas the ecular heroe
of the poem' opening tanza are hown, it would first appear, as they rise lo
power. Yet the ecular exempla show only the ri e on the Wheel of Fortune
a nd conceal the implicit fall of tho e same heroes, many of, ho e affairs are
be mirched by activities not unrelated 10 those for which Gawain call th e
biblical wonhie 10 ta k. A medieval audience well knew, Aenea dallied
with Dido , Romulu s engineered the rape of the abine women, and, most
important of all, the conflict at Troy wa touched off by the theft of Helen . 12
However , the Pearl-Poet's point would not seem to be that man y regrettab le
event in biblical or ecu la r hi tory were touched off by a fateful association
with a woman-or wi1h "fcle ere" (1.24 17) for that matter-but rather ome1hing el e entirely. Fir t of all, the generally negative tone of the "anti-feminist"
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pa age, as well as the impl icit fall of the cities and countrie of the poem'
first sta nza , pea k directly lO Gawai n's fall and, mo t important ly, to the
imp lic it, ub equent fall of that society whi h Gawain repre ents. Camelot,
too. will fall, and it will fall a a re ult of treac hery and a chain of events that
cannot help but hearken back to the prophetic lin detailing the destruction of
a mighty city:
ipen pe sege and pe as aut watz sesed at Troye,
l>c bor3 britlened and brem to brondez and a kez,
pe tu lk pat pe tramme of treso un per , ro3t
Wat z tried for hi tricherie, pc trewest on erthe.
( 1- 4)
Came lot, like Troy, will fall, and it will fall, moreover , for the ame rea on
tha t all the other exemplary men and cit ies fa ll and a re succeeded by o ther men
and citie , and just as Gawain is brought low by his very pride and reputation.
In likenin g him elf to four men undone by women, Gawain effect a significant linkage that has not been fully exp lored . In o doing, he characteristically
blame the object for the pain ca u ed to the ubject, rather than eeing gui ll
not in the perceived but rather in the perceiver. An act of disp lacement occurs,
and Gawa in ets the blame on omeone or something else. One i , however,
prepared for ju t such an action, for Gawain ha acted in such a manner previous to thi point in the narrative. In this light, one might briefly con ider the
Green Knight 's celebrated feigned blows and Ga, ajn' reaction to them, for
this will tell con idcrable about Gawain's technique of di placing anger.
Gawain' anger a the Green Knight goe through hi feint i nece ary not
only to build up the tension so e ent ial lO the dra matic import of the scene,
but also to establi h a contra 1 10 the Green Knight's calm willingne 10 "bide
pc . . . bur" ( 1.290) , a willingne which look back to the poet' advice lO his
audience in Patience, when he Late :
pen i better to abyde pc bur vmbe-stounde ,
pen ay prow forth my pro, pa3 me bynk ylle.
(Patience, 11. 7-8)
Gawain, however, not only i unable to "abyde pe bur" bu t a l o proceed to
vent hi "pro" at the sligh test provocation. The very ource of Gawain's anger
proves telling in thi s re peel and help explain his reaction in the cene with the
Green Knight , during the de livery of th e blow, as well a during the ub equent
revelation of Morgan's ro le. s Gawain await the Green Knight's blow he i
intent o n controlling him elf, and hi s flin ching and ub equent anger at tha t
action . peak 10 the fact th at he is actually angry at him elf, due to his very failure to control his own ituation. In fact, it seems not at all unreasonab le 10
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sugge t that Gawain is probab ly angrier al himself than he is at the Green
Knight at the moment , and 1hi pave the way for a similar act of di placed
anger when it comes lO the subsequent "anti-feminist" tirade. Gawain is actually angry at him elf, but he places 1he blame on women, despite the fact that it
i no more a woman's-or women's-fault that he succumb to temptation
than it is the Green Knight's faull that Gawain flinched.
'And alle ay were biwyled
With wymmen l>at pay vsed.
paJ 1 be now bigyled,
Me pink me burde be excused.'
(2425 - 2428)
In the play on "v e," 14 which can co nnote "u e," "having dealing with," or
"practicing a virtue," the P earl-Poet subtl y reveal Gawain to be a man who
abuses, rather than uses, beauty- in the Augu tinian sense. St. Augustine is
quick 10 point out that a beautiful object is neither good nor evi l in itself but is
perceived as good or evi l by man and is, accordingly, either used a a conduit
to Divine love or abused. 15 Thus, enjoyment of a woman's beauty can be
under tood in 1he in bono or in molo sen e. ' 6 What Gawain fail to ee but
what the audience cannot help but recognize is that Gawain places guilt on
women for a Faull th at lies in himself. 17 Since medieval writers readily conceived of fema le -and males-not necessarily a actualitie but rather as
repre entatives of at1itudes or embodiments of temptation or virtues, it would
appear that _1he Pearl-Poet chooses a list of so-called evil women not because
he hate women, but because he recognizes that he can juxtapose symbolicall y
in molo women 10 the women in the poem who are to be seen in in bono terms.
For thi reason, the subsequent revelation of Morgan's controlling hand gains
added significance , si nce it in a very real sense balances the examples of women
who, through t reachery , worked 10 destroy illust rious men . While Morgan can
be aid to practice deceit, it is important lO remember that Morgan's elaborate
ru e i de igned not to undermine Arthur's court, but rather
... to a say pe surqu idre, 3if hit so1h were
pat rennes of gre1e renou n of pe Rounde Table;
Ho wayned me pis wonder your wyuez 10 reue,
For 10 haf greued Gaynour and gart hir to dy3e
With glopnyng of pat iJke gome pat go tlych
speked
With hi hede in his honde bifore pc hYJe table.
(2457-2462)
When one recalls the narra tor's earlier statement that Gawain "watz funden
faultlez in hi fyue wyttez" (1.2193) that his opponent wa the Devil, it would
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appear not only LhaL Gawain' "wyLLez" are directly responsible for his mi perceptio ns concerning the nature of hi s test, but al o that Morgan' intent to take
away the court's "wyttez" is not at all Lo be viewed negative ly, since the court'
perception are imilarly flawed, a is clearly demonstrated by the laughing
reacLion LO the "token" (l.2509) brough t back by Gawain afLer his encounter
with the man who tesLS CameloL' "surquidre" (l .24570 and who earlier mockingly inquired : "Where is now you r sourquydrye?" (1.31 !) . Camelot, through
Gawain , has been te ted , and the court has been found wanting for reason of
Lhat very debilitating pride and reputati on. As to the de ire to d rive Guenevire
10 her deaLh through fear of "pat ilke gome pal gostlych peked" (l .246 1),
one is tempted to rea on that the queen's death would indeed spare the Arthurian court the type of fall suffered by the four biblical heroe whom Gawain
had previously cited, ince Guenevire' traditional deception of Arthur i much
more in keeping with the lik es of Delilah, etc., than with Morgan' ruse concerning Arthur's nephew . In fact, alt hough the outcome of the deception i
imilar in the cases of Gawain and the biblical heroe , the motivation behind
Lhe decepLion is different in Gawain's case. Adam, Solomon, amson, and
David have all been deceived by evil women who hope Lo bring abouL their
downfall, while Gawain has been traduced for his own good and has actually
been tested by someone who hope he'll pa the te t. 11
What one ee then, i Gawain making a tirade at the point aL which he
rea lize that he is wrong in his assessment of the situation, a tirade in which he
places the blame on someone else, and critic have traditionally focused on the
so-called "anti-femini t" elemen ts of the outburst, without looking at Lhe sudden revelation of Morgan's name, which comes immediately afterward and
function s a a Lype of corrective to Gawain's mi conceptions. Moreover,
Morgan's juxtaposition to Guenevire in Bercilak's revealing speech ugge t
that Guenevire - and not Bercilak's wife-is in a very real en e the fifth evil
woman in the serie listed by Gawain, linked by her actions (known to the poet
and the aud ience) to Eve, Delilah , Bath heba, and olomon' many queens,
and thaL , if there is a fifth exam ple of a man deceived by an evil woman, that
man must clearly be Arthur . Morgan' traditional association with cha tity
tests 19 bears out this assumptio n, for the chastity test devised by Morgan for
Gawain will be replicated in the case of Lancelot and Guenevire, and Lancelot
wi ll not fare nearly a wel l as did Gawain. That Guenevire is to be seen as the
implicit fifth woman in the serie i upported, in addition, by the poet' evident fondne for cries of five, 20 and it should be noted that to medieval poets
implicit quantification i equally as important as explicit numbering. If
Gawain-and by extension the Arthurian court and it king - is fifth in the
series of deceived heroes, then the agent of that deception i the evil which
woman in the in malo sense repre em , and the woman who brings men to
harm i not Morgan, who after all torturou ly brings Gawain 10 good, but
rather Guenevire , for with her comes the downfall of Camelot.
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Moreover, th is juxtaposition between Morgan, the woman in bona who
tests in her attempt to avert danger , and Guenevire, who "test " a man' abilities in love-making, to the doom of the court of which she is queen, is borne
out by other image complexe in t he poem, o ne of the most important of which
is established in the arming of Sir Gawain, where the Virgin Mary' image i
depicted on the inside of Gawain's shield, while Solomon's emblem, th e pentangle, adorn the exterior (1.625). When one recall Solomon's ominous presence in the list of men undone by women in malo, one sees, first of all , that in
choo ing the pentangle Gawain has opted lO present a face to the world that
hardly bodes good . Moreover, the pentangle's linkage to Solomon may be seen
a a reflection of Gawain' own faith in tokens, in magic, and in the literal
charm which gua rantees afety and succe . Throughout the poem Gawain
reveals a consistent tru st in Literalness and a related lack of faith in things he
can not ee . Faced with omething which everyone in the court enses is su pernatural , that is, the G reen Knight, Gawain op t for the magical to u tain him ,
a he don a hield boas ting Solomon's emblem . It is not merely t ha t Gawain
does not recognize tha t hi s test i more than a phy ica l trial , but a lso that he
e sentially lacks faith. Hi s own faith, ymbolized by the Virgin, hould in fact
su rain him in the face of thi test, but he is unsure and therefore gilds the lily,
in effect, by hid ing behind the seal of Solomon. The poet, of cour e, a tt empt
to imbue the pagan symbol with Christian signi ficance, in his enumera tion of
the beneficial ignificance of the five-pointed "endeles knot " (1.630), but the
fact remain that -to Gawain - it is a much a "token" a i the green girdle,
that bit of lace that Gawain lets ta ke over where his own faith leaves off.
Gawain si mply doe not recognize that hi faith in the Virgin i indeed enough;
if he tru ts in her , she can effect his deliverance. To uppon thi s interpretat ion ,
it hou ld be no ted that Gawain rides through the forest, miserable and wi thout
succour, on ly until he cast his mind back to the Virgin , at which point hi
prayer for a place to hear ma is immed ia tely granted ( 11. 753ff.) . oreover,
a if to show that the Virgin is indeed the operational fo rce for good , one notes
that whi le Solomon' ign does not ave Gawain , the Virgin in fact does:
G ret peri le bitwene hem tod,
if Mare of hir kny3t mynne .
( 1768-1769)
Thus, in bona woman, in her avata rs of the Virgin and Morga n, effect
Gawain's protectio n and eventually his enlightenment, wh ile in malo women
tempt him .
That there are certain ly two aspects of the feminine at work in Sir Gawain
and the Green Knight ha long been recognized, but these a pects have tradi tionally been seen lO be centered in the obviou jux tapo ition between Morgan
a nd Berci lak 's wife in terms of age and appearance." Wha t cri tic have failed
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to recognize is the po sibility that the whole poem may revolve around a basic
contrast between women , but rather in terms of good and evil, and that thi
contrast between women, a nd tha t 1hi contrast may be couched in varying
term and ituations, a ll of which bear upon the judgment of Gawain , not only
in the sense that he is judged , but al o in the manner in which he makes judgment . Th roughout the poem Gawain is consistentl y confronted wi th choice
to be made alo ng the same li nes a a deci ion i to be made between woman in
bono and woman in malo, and even between the options o f using or abusing a
given objec t, 22 and his choi ces invariably reflect a lack of re 1raint, a potentially debi litating predilection fo r da nger, and the litera l. The most obvious of
the e choice i made, of course, when the Arthurian knight meets Berci lak'
wife and the wizened beldame, a nd seei ng surface beauty, elects lo fo llow the
former, rather than cleavi ng to lhe la tter, which er the tage for hi s subsequent
failure. But even earlier in the narrative one sees the proiagoni t faced with a
choice of behavior as he confront a man, a virtual enigma, who enter a ho tile
court, bearing an axe in one hand and a holly bough in the other. Gawain, as inclined to trife a i his ru ler," a nd equa lly quick to anger," re pond to the
offer of the exchange of blow with a characteri tic and literal choice of the obviou weapon , the axe, bu t is unaware that there i , in fact , an implicit choice, in
that the Green Knigh t come in peace and on ly desires "a strok for an oper"
( 1.287) a nd offers him as a "gyft" ( 1.288) "pis ax" ( 1.288) . The Green Knight
makes the point that he on ly bears with him the holly ("pis braunch"- 1.265)
and the axe ("pys giserne rych" - 1.288), having left his hauberk, helmet, shield
and peer at home, and yet Gawain chooses the most warlike a lternative-even
though his opponent is not fully a rmed- as is to be expected , since the Pear/Poet' intent i 10 how how the natu re of the subject necessarily clouds the
perception of the object. And yet, such mistakes appear to be a necessary part of
the evolution of Gawain, ince it eem th at he, like the jeweler in Pearl and
Jonah in Pa1ience, i only able to learn by trial and error and only then in tage .
Revelation does not come to him as to Saul on the road to Dama cus, but rather
in equential steps that allow him opportu nity 10 react and a time for his reactions to be emended . He learn s in the process that he has been gu ilty of confusing one a peel of woman for the other a nd that pride inevitably catche o ne
short . Yet, in the standard Campbelli an twist, " Gawain returns to a cou rt that
i a hotblooded a nd prideful as wa he on his departure, a nd that ha no comprehen ion that it is to be brought down , just as the proud row of kingdom
and men in the poem' secu lar and biblical exempla were toppled.
Camelot at the end of the poem is still a court preoccupied with it fame, peopled by knights and ladies who work hard to maintain their reputation of being
pe most kyd kny31e vnder kryste seluen,
And pe lovelokke t la dies pat euer lif haden.
(51-52)
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Similarly, Arthur s1rives to maintain the honor of being "lie comJoke t kyng pat
pe court haldes" (1.53). And it is indeed this concern with fame or reputation
which bears upon Gawain's inability to pass Morgan's te t. In thi ligh1 , it
proves u efu l to recall some salient fearures of the Pearl-Poet's characterizations of the protagonist of his poem s. Jonah in particular i a pridefu l, willful
man , not unlike Gawain. It is not merely that both Jonah and Gawain laugh
unwitt ingly a t time when events a re impendingly grave, 26 but also tha1 both
are led into 1he sin of pride out of a concern for "profe ional" reputation . In
the episode of the "wod-bynde" in Patience, Jonah fears that the inevi tes'
repentance will nece sarily void the doom which he has spelled out for them
and will , hence, damage his reputation as a prophet. In Sir Gawain and the
Green Knight, the concern for "professional" reputation runs high , with the
re ult 1ha1 the Green Knight's first challenge ('" wher is . . . lie gouernour of
pi s gyng?' "- 11 .224-25) call into que tion the matter of profe ion al competency in terms of Arthur and his kingship, as well as the chivalric capabilities
of the "berdlez chylder" (1.280) assembled at Camelot. Subsequently, during
the temptation cene , Bercilak' lady will likewise prey upon Gawain's ego,
taking him to task for his courtli ness and his attitude toward ladies. The irony
i 1ha1 Jonah is not a very good prophet, Arthur is not a very good king, and
Gawain, whose reputation is based on his attitude toward ladies, does not in
fact understand women : he fa[ls 10 recognize that woman can lead astray but
can also lead LO wisdom . The romance thus becomes a tale about choosing the
proper woman, and the four men in Gawain' "anti-femini t" tirade, a well a
Gawain and his liege, did not choose the correct woman.
Since Sir Gawain and the Green Knighr begins and ends with an hi Lorica l
overview, one must assume that the poem exhibits an essential concern with
man's on-going actions on earth and specifically with the fate of Arthur's court
and its reprc entatives. In order to render any final judgment concerning the
fate of the society at Camelot and its relationship to the history which frames
it, one must of neces ity come to a judgment concerning Morgan and her
co-co nspirators. Morgan's design is, as the Green Knight states, primarily
directed in term of triking out at Camelot' pride and at it queen. Since the
first quality is obviously a flaw, the person with whom it is linked , that is ,
Guenevire, muse also be viewed negatively, and in fact Guenevire is traditionally associated with the fall of Camelot, a fall which places Camelot d irectl y in
line as the next fa llen city in the series of cities which opens and closes the
poem. In e ence, then , the fate of Camelot actually rest not on Guenevire,
but rather by the end of the poem on the court's reaction to the enlightenment
which Gawain has brought back to the cou rt , a mes age which i clearly ignored
and made light of, si nce the cou rt iers laugh at Gawain and turn his sign of
" cha me" ( 1.2504) into one of "reno u11" (1.2519) . The incomprehen ion signal
that the inevitable fall must take place. Yet, the Pearl-Poet prepares his audi en e for 1he fa ll fro m 1he poem's ou tset, since the ta le is cast in the past tense,
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and from the very introduction LO the tory one i never allowed 10 forget 1ha1
the choice of Guenevire and worldline prevailed, and that Camelm has
indeed fallen.
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hark back in theme 10 the turbulence of 1hc past or seen a battle engaged in his very
court (I I. 90-106).
24. The formula "wex as wro1h as wyndc" ( 1. 319) i employed 10 allude 10 Arthur in
thi poem, and when one considers this in light of J onah's reaction in Patience (" He wex
as wroth as the wyndc 1owarde ourc orde"- 1. 4 10), it would appear tha t Arthur's
quic k ri ing anger is o minous.
25 . A clo c examination of the Green Knight's challenge i impo rtant bccau c
Gawain' fai lure 10 comprehend the choices offered 10 him provides an imponant clue
10 his character. Gawain, like ma ny of 1hc poem' critics, fai ls 10 understand that the
challenge i one 10 exchange blows, a nd 1ha1 the "ax" is merely a reward or token given
10 the man who deal it and is no t necessarily the instrumem through which it i delivered . The challenge, 1a1cd for 1hc fi r I time in 11 . 285-290, indicates that the axe, the
gi f1 for trik ing the blm , is 10 behandled "as hym tykes," which implies cho ice or vol ition . The Green Knight promises only "to delc him an oper," pre umably in kind. Wh en
Gawain accep1s 1hc challenge, 1he Green Knight pecifically in i I upon re 1a1ing 1hc
te rms of the agrecmcn1, , hich point out its nature as a test or ridd le to be olvcd ( 11 .
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37 - 3 5). The choice of weapon i no lo nger im plicit but i clearly explicit ("wyth what
weppen so pou wilt" - 1. 384). In other words, Gawain could have chosen the holly
bob, symbol of peace, and truc k the blow, but he did not.
25 . Joseph Campbell , The Hero With a Thousand Faces, Bollingen cries, 17 (P ri ncet0n: Princeton University P ress, 1972), p. 36, notes: "The return and reint egration with
ociety, which is indi pen able to Lhe co nti nuous circulation of spiritual energy into the
world, and which, from the tandpoint of the com munity, is the justification of the long
retreat, the hero may find the most difficult req uirement of all ."
26. J o na h laughed as he lay in his bower, totally unaware that the "wod-byndc" would
be withered on the morrow (Patience, I. 461). Simi larly, Gawa in laugh nervously
through the poem, bu t onl)• when o thers have laughed their knowing laughs first; he
clearly wi hes 10 be in on the joke, as it were. T he result is that Gawain, as though infected
by Lhe barrage of mirth at Bercilak' castle- which is often at his own expen e. ah hough
he doe not realize it - laughs gleefull y ( I. 1079) when he learn that he is only two miles
from the ite of his expected doom.

Adam's Dream: Fortune and the T ragedy of
the Chester 'Drapers Playe'
by
George Ovitt, Jr.
Drexel Univer ity

I.
In glossing a passage from his transla tion of Boethius's De consolalione philo ophiae, C haucer provides a definition of tragedy which would have been familiar to any fourteenth-century reader and which, perhaps, still seem adequate
to the twentieth-century reader: "What oth er thyng bywaylen the cryinges of tragedye but oonly the dedes of Fortune, that wit h unwar strook overturneth the
realmes of greet nobleye? (Glose. Tragedye is to seyn a dite of a prosperite for a
tyme, that endeth in wrecchidnesse.)" ' The substance of this gloss is repeated in
the 'Prologue' to the "Monk' Tale": "Tragedie is to seyn a certeyo torie, / As
olde bookes ma ken us memorie, / of hym that stood in greet prosperi tee, / And
is yfa llen om of heigh degree / Into my erie, and endeth wrecchedly." 2
Though t he genealogy of Fortune can be traced back into Roman myt hology and beyond, 3 the immediate source for the characteriza tion of this godde for the Middle Ages wa this pas age from Boethius:
Swich i my trengthe, and this pley I pley continuely . I tome the whirlynge wheel wi th the turnynge ercle; I a m glad to chaungen the loweste to
the heye te, and the heyeste to the loweste. Worth
up yif thow wolt, so it be by this !awe, that thow
ne holden at that 1 do the wroong, though thow
descende adown whan the resoun of my pley axe th
it (sed ea lege ne 111iq11e cum ludicri mei ratio
posce1, desendere iniuriam pules ... ) 4
Thi view, wi th it empha is on the trans i1 ory nature of all human aspiration
and accomplishment, and with its emphasis on the capriciou ness of a fate that
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de troy precisely lhose impulse which fo rm the contours of any worldly life,
has been taken by mo t modern writers to be a n apt de cription of medieval
tragedy, and it did, indeed, inform the creation of a va t literature de casibus
virorum illustriwn du ring th e Middle Age a nd Renaissance.• Those modern
cholar who have denied the possibi lity of hristian tragedy have al o noted
the element o f fatednes , and the apparent uspension of free will, implied by
the existence of Fortune and her emblematic wheel. 6
A complexi ty, however, hides within the seem ingly traig htforward definition of traged y fo und in Chaucer's trans la tion a nd gloss of Boet hius, a complexity which makes it misleading to reduce the med ieval genre to the imple
equation of world ly good fortu ne with an inevitable, and capricious, fall. The
purpose of thi e ay i to establish the exi tence of a type of medieval tragedy
which does not invoke an intrusive a nd irre isti ble Fortune but which in tead
discovers the source of tragic action within the context of free ly cho en human
action . In pre enting thi a rgu ment , I should lik e fir t of all to clarify what it
was that the goddess Fortune ignified in the Middle Ages and then to offer, in
the form of a reading a nd interpretat ion of a particular dramatic text, what I
take to be a n especially effective example of a tragedy of character written in
the fourteent h century. The connect io n between the e two purpo e is Fortuna
her elf: her function and the exten t of her power are ea ily misunder tood,
a nd the clarification of what he represen ted makes it possi ble to under tand
the way in which medieval traged y reconci led the undeniab le force of providence with individual moral freed om.
2.
Fir t of all, the whole notion o f an autonomou Fortune wa deeply disturbing to a medieval theology and world-view which had alway insisted on
the freedom of the individual wil l. Begi nn ing in the th ird and fourth ce nturies
with the writing of Origen, Augu tine, Prosper of Aquitaine , H ilary of
Poiters, Jerome and ot her , and e pecially within the co ntext of the debate
over the teach ing of Pelagius, medieva l theology fought a long and bi tt er war
against any idea of predestination or any embod iment of fa te. 7 In the thi rteenth and fourteenth cent uries, the re ista nce to theological a rgume nts which
were con trued as denying th e autonomy of the ind ividual wa ex tended to
natural science as well, a nd in the proposition con demned at the University of
Paris in 1277 one may find eve ral bea ring precisely on thi question of individual freedom of action.• The ancient , from whom the medieval We t derived
it notion of Fortune, saw this demi -goddes as a purely negative force, a force
responsible for the fl eeting bles ings of material wealth and worldly fame .
True goodne and enduring vi rtue were een, as in the clear formulation of
Ari stotle' Politics, as products of the will , "for no one i ju t or temperate by
or through chance."'
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The history of lhe ri e of Fonune from Aristoile 10 Pliny and Plutarch ,
from ab. 1rac1 cmbodimem of the unpredictability of fame t cult figure and
principle of mo ra l j udgment, ha been taken by some cholars lO by ymptomatic of the "failure of nerve" characteristic of late Greek and late Roman
culture . 10 The ennui and feelin gs of help lessnes brought on by poli ti al and
econom ic di aster cau ed fir t Greek and then Roman writers to ascribe lO
Fortuna an inordinate amount of power , and, the argumem goes, this enhanced
principle of chance was absorbed into the Latin We t lO become, eventually,
the supreme a rbi ter of Lragic fate . Though this view ha a strong intu itive
ap peal, it does not do just ice to the fact thal mos t early Chri tian writer allegorized Fonune in to the moral limbo reserved for 1he ot her tenaciou pagan
deities. 11 Indeed , a more imponant, and more influcnlial poim of view was
developed by Augu 1ine: "Our will s are ours ," he wrote, "and it is our wills
that affecl all tha1 we do by willing .... But the power of achievement comes
from God . For if there was only the will without 1he power of realization, that
will wou ld have been thwarted by a more powerful will. " 12 Divine providence,
a nd not Fortune, in ures that moral deci ions will be meaningful because o nly
providence can create both I he rea on and the power to act morally- wh ich is
to ay, according to a definitive and transcendent purpo e. An "inferior deity" as Augu tine ca ll Fortuna-make a mockery of the moral world by removing
choice; theo logian from Augu stine to Aquinas would agree with th is point
of view .
The denial , however, of either Fortune' exi ten e o r of her efficacy by
theo log ian did not cause either th e goddess or the id ea she repre entcd 10 di sappear from li terary descri pt io ns of a certain kind of worldly career, as the
exi ten e f Chauce r's "Monk' Ta lc" and Boccaccio' De ca ibus virorum
illustrium a mp ly confirm . The reconci liation of theological free will wi th literary and iconographic representation s of Fortune can be accompli hed if one
see that , for medieval writer working in the Boethian tradition , Fortune is an
instrument of providence, and, rather than being the cause of tragedy - as
ome modern cho lar have upposed" -she is mere ly repre entat ive of the
moral dec ision to place one's faith in the mutable world rather than in the
immutable love of God." ortune is 1101 an aut0nomou ca u e of tragedy in
late medieval literature; instead he is the caretaker of those so uls whose moral
choice have condemned them to the kind of fall her wheel represents. As I
hope to show in conjunction with lhe tory of Cain a presented in the Chester
"Draper P laye, " tragedy in at lea t ome medieval 1ex1 i embedded in a free ly
cho en rela tion hip to the true ordering of the world; the Wheel of ortune
repre ents the effect of an indi vidual ' incorrect evaluation of this true ordering rather than a universa l and irresistible dest iny .
The comedic olut ion to the problem of Fortune - that is, to the hristian
tragedy of immersion in the illu si ons of earthly li fe-may be fo und (a mong
o ther place) in the ending of Boethius's De conso/arione and of Chaucer'
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other tragedy, Troilus and Criseyde. This solution is discovered in the ame
way in both texts- through a spiritua l awakening that has as its principal consequence the revelation that, for the philosopher as for the Chri tian , it i the
decision to abandon the world that puts one out ide the influence of the capriciousness repre ented by Fortune." The example of Troilu demon trate the
extent to which Fortune's power originates in the assent and adoration of those
who willingly place them elves in her power: "Swich is this world! forthi I thu
diffyne, " Pandarus tells Troilus, " e trust no wight to fynden in Fortune / Ay
propretee; hire yiftes ben commune."" The ephemeral nature of Fortune's gift
is preci ely the les on that Philosophy teaches Boethius in book two of the De
consolatione; indeed, as is well known, Boethius' text provide the surest explanation of Troilu 's laughter ("And in hymself he lough right at the wo / Of hem
that wepten for hi deth ... "). Boethiu writes: "But if the soul, in full
awareness of virtue, is freed from this earthly prison and goe to heaven, doe it
not disregard all earthly concern and, in the enjoyment of heaven , find its
satisfaction in being eparated from earthly things?" 16 Boethius also makes it
clear that no one i naturally enslaved by Fortune and that each human being
choo e his or her own destiny: "For who can force any law upon a person, except upon the body, or upon wealth , which is even less than the body? Can you
impose upon a free spirit (num quidquam Iibro imperabis animo)? Can you ever
take from a mind fixed in firm reason its state of equilibrium?""
Divine providence doe not preclude free choice of the will - th is is
Boethius' central argument and it may be found deeply ingrained in medieval
thought generally - and a inner owes his suffering to incorrect valuation of
heavenly and earthly things rather than to a Fortune who i her elf ubject to
the same providence. Troilus's laughter, which i , of cour e, not the laughter
of disdain but of awakening, 11 i echoed by an aUegorized Reason in one of the
source which, after Boethius, had the most profound influence on
Chaucer-the Roman de la Rose:
The man who fears Fortune is not brave, for whoever knows both her strength and his own cannot
be overthrown by her unles he cooperates .. . .
Be careful, then; do not accept from Fortune
either honor or assistance. Let her go on turning
her wheel - the wheel she turn cea ele ly, the
wheel in who e mid I he si ts, blindfolded-and,
after she has deceived some with wealth and dignity, others with poverty, he take back all that
she ha given, a it pleases her. He must be a great
foo l to find in anything either delight or grief
because he cou ld certain ly defend himself through
the power of his will alone. At the same Lime,
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Fortune is said by many to be divine-exalted to
the skies - but this is mi staken; there is no rea on
to give her a heavenly home, for her dwelling is
perilous and not blessed. ••
Reason under tand Fortune to be a blind force that merely cooperates in the
overthrow of those who, through an irrational al!achment to this world's pleasu res and pains, have, in effect, caused their own downfall. 20 What i tragic is
not the world's mutability- what Chaucer ca lled in his poem "Fortune,"
"This ... ever re teles travayle" - but the spiritual blindness and weaknes of
those who fail to recognize thi mutability and to cling, instead , to the source
of stabilit y and order. For her pan, Fortune merely occupies the center of a
clo ed moral ystem, one whose gifts , once accepted, must not only be returned but paid for with uffering. Morally, Fortune evokes a harsh conception of human life, for it is irrelevant what one decides to do once one has
chosen to take the circular ride offered on the cupidinous wheel-the only
choice i the initial one, a nd it is binding. Once the inner chooses Fortune's
gifts it is inevitable that he will be hurled around, and off, Fortune' wheel.
Such a binary depiction of the possibilities of moral life is Augustinian both in
it absolutenes and it clarity: one says ye to the deceptive gifts of this world,
10 cupidity, or one says no. In either ca e, the life that follows is created by a
decision that i mo lded by the burden of the flesh and a corrupted nature. In
literary term , the depiction of the tragedy of Fortune likewise assumes a fixed
panern, and examples of thi genre typically reproduce the form of rise and
fall captured in the iconography of Fortune' Wheel. Thus, for example, the
tragedie of the "Monk's Tale"-with notable exc,e ptions-depict in formulaic
terms the ascent and inevitable destruction of those individuals who cling to
Fortune's illusive gifts. In far more graphic term , the fourteenth-century
Alliterative Morte D'A rthur depicts, through the vehicle of Arthur' dream of
Fortune's Wheel, the mechanism whereby a once-just king is overthrown by
hi corrupted will and hi acceptance of the benefits offered by perilous Fortune. 21 However , in both these text , and in others as well, the action of Fortune i the consequence of the tragic choice of incorrect values; Fortune herself
merely confi rm s the fact that those who foo li shly step onto her wheel (in Jean
de Meun' terms) must expect to be hurled off.
The confirmation of the indiv idu a l's responsi bility for his or her own fate is
suitably climaxed in the course of Dante's Inferno, when Dante has Virgil
affirm the value of Fortune's function within the moral order of the world
(Inferno 1. vss. 91-96):
Thi is he who i o reviled by the very men who
hould give her praise, laying on her wrongful
blame and ill repute. But he i blest and does not
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hear it. Happy with the other primal creatures, she
turns her wheel and rejoice in her bliss. 22
"[S]he that holds the world 's wealt h in her cl utche "("che i ben del mondo ha si
tra branche," vs . 69) is, in truth, the " mini ter and guide" ("ministra educe,"
vs. 78) whose necessa ry function is the maintenance of a mutability "beyond
the prevention of human wit s" (vs. 8 1). Dante i using here the lessons of
Boethius in order to how that what appears to be an unmerited and irrat ional
misfortune i a meaningful part of a world orde r that can only be partial ly
comprehended by man." On thi point, Dan te is clear : "alli splendor mondani / ordino" (v . 77-78)-God has ordained Fortune' work for the plendor of the world, not for its deba ement.
By the end of the fourteenth century Fortune is een a a divine intermediary who e continua l undermining of human elf-confidence connects the disparate worlds of d ivine being and earthly becoming. Thu too are the limit of
de ca ibus tragedy drawn : it i the corruption of the will that causes the Monk 's
protagonist to fall, not the ma lice of Fortune. Indeed, to equate medieva l
tragedy with the figure of Fortune and wi th the imple image of rise and fall
ymbolized by her wheel i a reductio n analogous to the equation of Greek
tragedy with the Aristotelian notion of peripe1eia-nei1her concept can , by
itself, explain the source or mean ing of a particular kind of willingly cho en
human life. That medieval tragedy of a more comp lex kind exi ted can be
understood once the Boethian idea of the corrupted human will and the
Augu tinian division between love of God and misd irected love of the world
are brought to bear on tho e text which take a their subject the motivation
for tragedy a well a its consequences. The remainder of this es ay cons iders a
single representative tragedy - the story of the Creation and the murder of
Abel as reconst ructed in the Chesler cycle-in order 10 confirm the argument
that the depiction of individual choice ra ther than the capriciousness of Fortune inform s a type of medieval tragedy which lies beyond the cope of the
de casibus tradition .

3.
The econd pageant of the Chesler cycle consists of two themat ically organized parts of approximately equal length. The first pan , extend ing to line 384,
depict the creation of the world, the creation of man, and the temptation and
fall of Adam and Eve. The second pan of the play, extending from lines 425 to
704, is the story of the mu rder of Abel , and it is structurally linked to the Creation by the peeches of the four angels who were ent to God to guard the
gates of paradise (Genesi 3:24) . Another linking device, and one which provide the play with thematic unity, is Adam's d ream (11. 137-140) and the
explication of this dream (11. 437-472). The playwright makes this transitional
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device a sou rce nol only of tructural unity but the foundation for the creation
of a tragic tone.
The Creation i depicted in the Che ter play as the impo ilion of divine
order on chaos and th e void-a depiction very much in keeping with the accepted cosmology of the fourteenth century as pre ented in commentaries on
Gene i and on Peter Lombard' Sentences.''
Now heaven and earth i made through mee.
The earth i voyde ond ly I see;
therefore light for more lee
through my might I will liever. (I I . 5-8) "
The fir t tep in the establishment of the play' tragic tone is the presentation
of the condi tions of the prelapsarian earth. A Augustine remarked in De Genesi
ad lilleram, the perfection of the world before the fall wa guaranteed by th e
perfection of its cau e; all things, emanating from Divine Love, partake of
that love which is their source and cause. 26 The fa t of creation's plentitude
("Heaven and earth ys wrought all within / and all that needes to be therin"
11. 101 - 102) is enough to in ure that the resu lts are "all of the bet. " (1. 100)
A in Genesi (2:20) , Adam share in thi o rder lhrough the power of naming
"beastes and fow le ," and he is therefore depicted as both the goa l of the world
and its caretak er. These prelap arian conditions of harmony, inhe rent di vi nity, sha red creation , and meaningful purpose provide the contex l within wh ich
the two destabilizing in of the Chester" reation" are pre ented.
To this point, the Chester depiction of the Creation adheres closely not
only to traditional theological depictions of this event but al o to other dramatic representations of it. The ver ion of N-Town (Ludus oventriae) ha
"Deu " ummarize the act ions of each day of creation in a line or two, presumabl y becau e the real foc us of th is version is the exchanges which occur between Adam, Eve , and the "Serpen ."" The York and Wakefield-Towneley
ver ion are far more detailed than -Town and pre ent e entially the same
summary of the creation as Che ter. 21
The Che ter "Creation" is unique, however, in introducing into the midst
of the prelapsarian vi sion of unity between God and man the sugge tion of an
impending fall. In Chester, Adam leep a God creates Eve, and when he
awakens , he feels a momentary confusion:
A lorde, where have I longe bine?
For ythence I leple much have I seenewonder that withouten weene
hereafter halbe wiste. (I I. 137-140)
The playwrigh t uses the suggestion o f Gene i 2:21 in order to link the Creation tory with the tory of th e ini tia l transgre sions that will unravel lhe
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primal order. Adam , as we learn in 11. 449ff. , sees in his dream the cour e of
salvat ion history ; he ees his own fall and it consequence, and yet, given the
fact chat he is created without knowledge of good and evil ("De ligno autem
cientiae boni et mali ne comedas," as Genesi 2: 17 expresses the prohibition
against the fruit of the knowledge of good and evil), Adam is powerless to
understand what he has seen until the commi sion of sin ha given him the
knowledge that innocence could not give." In the second pan of the play,
Adam , who is now heir to an imperfect world, understands his earlie r vision
and the cour e of events that he him sel f ha set into motion . The dream of
Adam, therefore, links a play about order and tragic possibility to a play that
actualizes thi po sibility; the fulcrum on which the drama turns is the dream,
for when Adam experience th is intimation of tragedy he is accorded an in ight
into his own fate that he is nonetheless incapable of understanding . Adam is
not thrown from the wheel of fortune; his error is not si mply that he is human
and therefore de tined by original sin to fall-hi , after all, i the primal sin.
Adam's tragedy is that described by Philosophy in Boethiu 's De consolatione
and by Reason in the Roman de la Rose: he opts fo r worldly prerogatives, for
knowledge and the power it promises, and thereby condem ns hi progeny to a
tragic yearning for the same 1hings. 30 Thus the creation in Chester is balanced
no1 only by a fall bu1 by an anti -creat ion as well- by the murder of Abel.
Adam, who may or may not see the exac1 fates of Cain and Abel in his
dream , a1 least knows enough to realize that 1here i a movement of events chat
ca nnot be averted once knowledge subverts obedience. Thus he speaks to hi
ons of hi s dream :
Whyle that I Jepte in that place
my go t 10 heaven banished wa ;
for to see I ther had grace
thinges 1hat shall befall. (11. 441-444)
Unlike Troilus' awakened a nd enlightened "gost," Adam's oul-journey brings a
baleful worldly knowledge rather than a heavenly joy. And in compari on 10 the
dream of fortune presented in the Morre Ar1hure-a dream in which King
Arthur , on hi way to figh t a war that will de.stroy him, ees the literal fi gure of
Fomme and her Wheel-Adam's d ream remains elusive and inexplicit:
To make you ware of comberouse case
and lett your doinge from trespas e,
sonne, I will te ll before your face but I will not tell al l. (11 . 445 - 448)
The ambiguity of thi pa sage provides a heightened sense of the dramatic
possibilities inherent in the moment. I Adam saying that he will tell his sons of
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sin and its punishment, thereby attempting to prevent them from doing evil; or
doe he mean to say that in telling them some things (but not all) he will all ow
them to trespass, or not 10 trespass , of their own free will? I think that the
playwright is using the ambiguity of line 448, and the dream of Adam in general, in order to stress the freedom of action accorded to Adam , to Cain, and
to Abel. Everyone viewing the play knows what choices Adam and Ca.in will
make; what they cannot know, what no one can know, is the extent to which
the individual choices that comprise salvation history are free ly made. In the
de casibus tradition it is divine judgment and the fateful rhythm of human
aspiration and failure that reigns supreme. In traged y of a more complex sort,
it is individual choice that is the central de terminant of an individual's fate. In
cultures where a ense of individual helplessness comes to dominate the worldview, the ascendency of fortune or fate indicates the extent to which the
human will is subord inated to external forces. What the history of Fortuna
indicates is that, in the course of the Middle Ages, her power as an embodiment of the capriciousness of human destiny gradually waned , to be replaced
by a greater emphasis on individual freedom of choice. In the case of the
Chester "Creation," I think that the playwright has Adam avoid any revelation
of what he knows of the future so that Cain and Abel can act free ly. Like the
prelap arian Adam, Cain ha been made aware of the possibi lity of transgression but has been denied the exact knowledge of providential history which
would negate his freedom 10 act. This circumscribed freedom exact ly defines
the theology of Boethian tragedy and the limited powers bequeathed to Fortuna by late medieval writers. The fall of mankind, or of a particular man , is
the consequence of a freely willed act - thi s was a basic principle of medieval
thought from the time of Augustine and is repeated by the majority of theologians throughout the Middle Ages - and role of Fortuna is merely 10 confirm
the consequences of this act.
The conflict of ind ividual will with historical destiny is clearly een in
the character of Cain as created by the au thor of the Chester "Creation ."
In Towneley and in York, Cain is too single-mindedly brutal 10 be a tragic
figure; he is more like a force of destruction than a human being who chooses
to commit a horrible act. ln Chester, Cain's motives are explored and his violence i hown to be the unwi hed for by-product of a set of circumstances he
feels that he cannot control. Like Adam before him, Cain's tragic flaw is pride,
a pride that cannot understa nd the nature of the created world order nor hi
own place in that order. Here, for example, is Cain's blasphemous address
to God:
l hope thou wilt white mee this
a nd end mee more of world ly blisse;
ells forsooth thou doest amisse
and thou bee in my debt. (11. 549- 552)
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Cain's pride sets things upside-down by causing him to deny the ordering hierarchy which hold the universe together; to ask God for more "worldly bl i e"
i , indeed, a sin that goes one step beyond the tragic choice of the ephemeral
over the eternal made by such figures as Arthur (in the Alliterative Morte
Arthure) and the medieval Alexander (briefly recounted in the Monk 's Tale,
more fully in Vincent of Beauvais), for what Cain's demand implie i a verion of the "world upside-down" in that he claim that the eternal is subject to
the ephemeral.
Furthermore, Cain is gui lty of more than pride. He i guilty also of envy,
and it is this particular in that lead him to select Abel as the object of his
violence:
Hi [Abel 's) sacrifice I see God takes,
and my refuses and forsakes.
My emblant for sha me shakes
for envy of this thinge . (11. 573-576)
Where pride is the sin that displace the created order of the world, envy is the
sin of elf-destruction, an inverted pride that aims to reduce other rather than
to exalt oneself. A layman ' handbook, contemporary with the Chester play ,
describe envy in this way:
0 who an thou that has enuye of other mens hele?
Spare hym, or elks at hardeste spare thi- elf, for
truly thou mayste not bothe have enuy and lyue. "
Adam' pride violate the cosmic order; Cain's envy violate the human order
and the hierarchica l ordering of nature . Cain wishes for a sovereignty over
Abel that he cannot achieve within the moral realm , so he creates another
order for himself, an order of violence, the ultimate perver ion of God's world
created in love, and, as every medieval man would know, without envy."
In Genesis, God has told Cain that he hall "rule over" Abel because that is
the proper relationship of elder sibling to younger. This natural condition i
made a ource of the tragedy presented in the Chester 'Creation' play:
But Cayne [God says). thou shalt have all thy will,
thy talent yf thou wilt fulfill.
Synne of hit will thee spill
and make thee evell to speede.
Thy brother buxone aye halbe
and fully under thy postee;
the luste thereof pertaynes to thee.
Advyse thee of thy deede. ( 11. 585-592)
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Here is the core of Cain's tragedy and the clearest statement of the paradox of
a human will both free to act and bound to failure. Undercutting the autonomy of the idea of fortune, God begins his address to Cain by affirming Cain's
freedom of choice, but this suggestion is tempered by the la I line which, with
their invocation of a singu lar "deede," remind Cain of the meaning of divine
providence: one i free to act (a Lady Philosophy tells Boethius), but this freedom does not prevent God from seeing the whole shape of individual and
human history. Cain seems to understand t hi s -and I think th i understanding
is critical to enhancing the play' tragic tone- for his answer to God, "A, well,
well, ys yt soe?", makes it clear tha1 all that remain i the working out of what
mu t be.
Yet, we mu ta k, i it o? Hasn'1 Cain- if he i • a I suspect, accepting hi s
fate- really mi under wod? "The lu te thereof pertayne to thee": what one
does is one's own choice, not the automatic consequence of fortune, and Cain
i free, at lea t in God's eyes, to decide how he will use his power over Abel.
The empha i in God' peech to Cain is on the latter' natu ral authority over hi
brother; Cain's victim, lacking both social and dramatic tatus, i truly helpless.
UlLimately Abel is to be acrificed to his brother' lack of under landing, as is
clear in Cain' next peech:
God hath challenged mee nowe hea re
for thee, and tha1 in fowle manere;
and 1ha1 halt 1hou abye ful l deare
or that thou wende away. (I I. 605-608)
God, in reminding Cain 1hat Abel i in his (Cain's) power ("fully under thy
po tee"), i not challenging Cain, nor testing him , but simply stat ing a fact.
Cain not only mi under tand the meaning of "po tee, " he mi under rand the
cond ition of order that bind God 10 man, man to the world , and men to one
another.
Yet God has also left something out, for he has not told Cain that in addition to thi natural hierarchy of relation that govern the way a brother trea1 a
brother, there is another hierarchy a moral hierarchy, one that dates from,
and owe it genesis to, the sin of Adam. Cain thinks that his sovereignty over
Abel is total, yet God's acceptance of Abel's offering demonstrates t ha t, in the
world of moral relationships, Abel is superior to hi brother. Cain choo e to
rea ert hi "postee" through the on ly means his fallen will allows. Murder, the
ultimate expre ion of authority, invert the creation, and in thi in tance too,
the Chester "Crea tion" moves beyond the kind of tragic action de cribed by
the de casibus tradition a pre ented in Chaucer and Boccaccio. In tragedies of
fortu ne, the primary effect of the hero's fall is per onal-Samp on i betrayed,
or Cre u falls-rather than socia l, and this fact is exemplified in the iconography of the Wheel with it daz:ed and proud "illu triou men" experien in g the
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vertigo of fate. But the fates of Adam and Cain are filled with social meaning;
Adam's tragedy distorts the relationship between God and man and God and
nature, while Cain' tragedy destroys the natural authority that bind one
human being to another.
The murder, once committed, is compounded by Cain's despair of grace,
the unpardonable sin of "wanhope" which makes absolute, and therefore fully
tragic, hi damnation:
... my inne soc horryble i
and I have donne oe muche amysse,
that unworthy I am iwysse
forgevenes to attayne. ( 11 . 641 - 644)
No sin i too great to negate God's mercy except, paradoxically, the sin of
believing that one's evi l i greater than God's goodness. Thus does Cain leap
into an abyss of self-de truction from which he cannot emerge; thu is he
"dam pned without grace" beyond the world of men. Unlike the hero of a de casibus tragedy, Cain seem to fall off the edge of the world rather than off the top
of a wheel. The linear recreation of salva tion history that give the Che rer
plays their overall structure explici tly denies the kind of circularity and formal
repetitivene s of the de casibus tradition . The classical tradition out of which
the figure of Forruna grew utilized the concept of circularity to prove a point
about the futility of worldly ambition and even of worldly action . When the
Judaeo-Christian tradition "invented" linear time, it invested actions with a
significance created from the fact that history- both personal and collectivewas goi ng "somewhere" by progressing through a unique erie of events rather
than around a familiar cycle of fixed patterns.JJ Though Cain's actions are a
part of salvation history, they are actions done "o nce and for all," irrevocably,
and they are causally binding on all tho e others who come to bear the moral
and phy ical mark he leaves on thi hi story. Whether the Ches/er "Creation" is
read by it elf or as a pan of the history of salvation as recounted in the Corpus
Chri ti plays generally, it portrait of a freely cho en tragic destiny - that i , it
portrayal of Cain' rejection of his position in the creation-is unusual.
ls Cain an exam ple of an "illu trious" man brought to ruin by the inexorable
rhythm of Fortune? The paradigm of the Wheel of Fortune hardly seems to fit
t he case of the Chesler Cain. Unlike the heroes of Chaucer's "Monk' Tale" or
Boccaccio's De casibus, Cain never "ri e ,"nor does he fall simply on account
of his having chosen the elu ive gifts of Fortune. Unlike a figu re like Arthur,
who doe experience the awful caprice of Forrune, Cain is wholly responsible
for hi s own fate, and, furthermore, he receives no promise of re urrection.
While the Cain portrayed in the other extant cycles is a brutal victim of Adam's
crime, the playwright of Chesrer has used Adam' dream and its ambiguous
reading to call attention to the extent to which Cain is allowed to choose his
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own fate. Likewise, Cain has for his foe God him elf, and his murder of Abel
i a much a reflection of his anger at God as his envy and hatred of Abel.
Above all else, Cain is not a victim of fortune but a victimizer. The Canterbury
pilgrims forced the Monk to cease his tediou tale because it presented so hopeless a picture of the human condi tion (" . . . it is a greet disease, / Whereas
men han been in greet welthe and ese, / To heeren of hire sodeyn fal , alla !,"
is the Knight's comment). Cain's tragedy. while it warn of the dangers of pride
and envy, confirms the existence of free will and individual choice, and preents a Boet hi an tragedy of incorrect val ues rather than of hopele s fate.
Cain's story is not one of the "hundred" left lyi ng in the Monk's cell , and it is
for this rea on that it expands our en e of the po sibil ity of medieval tragedy.
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Belief, Justification, and KnowledgeSome Late-Medieval Epistemic Concerns
by
Ivan Boh
The Ohio State University

/111roduc1ion
IL has become a co mmonplace in contemporary analytic philo ophy 10
offer a comexrna l definition of knowledge in terms of the following tatemem
of necessa ry and ufficient condit ion :
a know tha t p if and only if
(i) a believes th a t p
(ii) p i the case
(iii) a i ju tined in believing that p

An enorm ou amount of literarnre on various a peels of this sta tement ha
been produced and the di cussion continues. •
The epi"stemic/ doxastic logic, as we understand it today, arose primarily a a
react ion 10 the eminal work by Jaakko Himikka, Kno wledge and Belief' Thi
branch of logic may be characterized as a formal or quasi-formal theory of verb
of propositiona l allitudes uch as 'know ', 'believe ', 'i convinced', and the like.
Until very recent ly it has been thought that epistemic logic - together with
another special branch, dcontic logic- had no precedent in t he hi tory of
ideas. However, it has been noted during the past six or eight years by srndents
of obscure medieval texts ent itled De scire et dubitare a well a of everal
other genres of logica l writings ' that these texts seem to be concerned in a
qua i-formal way precisely with the verb of propositional attiLUde . Fu rthermore, ome coun terexample u ed by medievals were s trikingly imi lar to the
ounter examples used by modern epistemologi ts and logician again I the
variou formu lation of the tatement of nece sary and sufficient condition
for 'a knows that p'.
My presen t di cu ion i based primarily on the following ource : William
Heytesbury, Descireet dubitare; Cajetan ofThiene, Exposit ion of Heyte bury·
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De cire er dubirare; Peter of Mantua , De scire er dubirare; Ralph Strode,
Consequenrie, John Wyclif, Logica, ch. 2 1 and Logice Conrinuario, ch. 3 and
ch. 13 ; Alexander Sermoneta, Commen tary of Strode's onsequenrie; Paul of
Pergula, Dubia on Strode's Consequenrie; Antoniu Frachantianus' Questiones on Strode's Consequenrie; Cajetan of Thiene, Clarificarion of Strode'
Consequentie; Paul of Venice, De scire et dubirare and hi Logica parva, ch. 3;
and Blanchellu Menghus' commentary on Paul of Venice. Mo t of the
author flouri hed in the econd ha lf of the 14th century and in the first half of
the 15th century. Except for Paul of Venice, De scire er dubirare, cri ticall y
edited and with tran la tion by Pa tricia C lark under the title On Knowing and
Being Uncerrain in 1978, these texts were printed only a incunabu la in the last
two decade of the 15th century.•
Plan of Presenrarion
My paper i divided into five section . In the fir t I present va riou di tinelion between scire which apparently were qu ite current at least from the time
of William Heytesbury (d. 1372/73) through the 15th century. In the econd I
pre enl a recon truction of everal late-medieva l elementary epistemic these .
In the third section I point to those medieval di cu ion of epi temic and
doxa tic principle which anticipate Hintikka's consideration of the so-called
KK-thesis. In the fourth 1 di scuss a Genier- like counter exa mple to a popularly
accepted broad en e of scire and a lso poim out lhc use of Peter of Mantua
(d. 1399) made of this coun ter example. In the fifth and last section I anempt
lo how how epi temi logic, like the sy llogistic theory earlier, was absorbed by
the genera l theory of consequen rie.'
ecrion One
In what appear to be a ripe stage of development of medieval logic we find
in Cajetan of Thiene (1387-1465) a d isti nction of four en es of 'to know'
(scire) . The e and other distinction eem to have circulated before and after
Cajetan' time in variou form and were u ed for variou purpo es.
(I) Scire communirer: 'to know is to believe firmly,
without hesitation, together with the fact that
it i so'. 6

Using 'B. p' as an a bbrevia tio n for 'a believes weak ly that p' (or perhaps for 'a
conjecture that p', or for 'a is inclined to believe that p'), 'B:P' for 'a believes
strongly that p' (or for 'a bel ieves firm ly without hesitation that p ', or fo r 'a i
convinced that p'), 'S. p' for 'a know that p' (u ing uper cripls S 1, S 2 , etc. , lO
reflect the variou enses of scire) we cou ld proceed 10 repre em the definition
given by medievals in more familiar, sc hematic form . Thus, the definition expre sed in emence ( I) just given can be rendered as
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This definition amounts 10 the claim that knowledge is tru e belief. 7 Cajecan
says 1ha1 knowledge in this sense is "a mental grasp (notitia) of a nythi ng, without a danger that the opposite be the case". And he adds tha t it is in this sense
that contingent proposi tions are known, e.g., 1ha1 Rome is a large city, or th at
the pope is a priest.• One can view this firs t sense of scire to be closely related
to the definition given mu ch earlier by William of Hey1esbury,• in who e De
cire et dubitare we fi nd the fo llowing passage: "H ence, speak ing about knowing in the broad en e, 'to know' i nothing else than to gra p tru th without
hesitation that it is so, and in add it ion that it is so in fact". 10 On th e urface,
the two fo rmu lations seem to specify the same necessary conditions for knowl edge: fi rm belief and tru th . However, we hould foll ow the wording of H ey1esbury more literally a nd take serious ly his locut ion 'to grasp tru th'. For 'to
believe p' and 'to believe that p is true' may not always be taken to be synonymous, the rea on being that 'to know that p ' and 'co know that pi true'which they are invoked to help defi ne-a lso a re not always taken to be synonymou . ' ' For a per on not knowing Latin ma y conceivably know that Socrates
is running without knowing that 'Socra tes currit ' is true. Furthermore, there
were many views o n the question of what is a proposi tion and what are the
object of knowl edge. ' ' T hu s we hould perhap schematize Heyte bury's definition by DJ• 1 SaP: = :B; I'p' & p, discuss the releva nt diffe rences between 'p'
and 'T'p", and only then answer the question whether the two defin ition really
a mount to one and the ame claim.
The next sense of 'know ing' given by Cajetan of Thiene i
(2) Scire proprie: 'a mental grasp of anything true,
and neces ary without a danger tha t the opposi te be the case'. 13
Schematically,

Here, as well as in the next two defin itions the phrase 'a men ta l grasp' is
used , instead of'a believes' or 'a believes without hesitation', which was used in
conjunction with scire comm1111i1er, a nd one may well que tion the wi do m of
our tra nscript ion in terms of th e most general doxastic altitude represe nted by
'BaP'- Initially, one mi ght be tempted to sugge t that 'havi ng a mental grasp' is
si mpl y making expl icit the genera l presuppo it ion which seems to be left out in
most contexts , na mel y, that in order to kn ow th a t p in any ense , one mu st
understand (imelligere, comprehendere, percipere, etc. ) p. For some pu rpo e ,
fo r example, in their exa mination of iterated modalitie " it was ee n to be
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essential to include '/.p' (a understands p, or a grasps p) together with further
claims that a believes p or that a knows p, etc. And if we were not allowing any
elliptical way of speaking-omitting what i automatically taken for granted or
what i too obvious to be stated-we should recon truct the fir t definition a
DJ', S1afJ.' = :laP & B;p & p. Now the second definition, on that model, hould
be rendered as D/1S2af]: = :laf] & Op. However, there seems to be no good
reason for insisting on the explicit statement of the general presupposition here.
More importantly, it seems that this would obliterate the distinction between
understanding the ense of a proposition and knowing that it is so as it claims, or
knowing that what it claims is necessarily so. It seems to be not unreasonable to
uggest that in these context having 'a mental grasp' means the same as 'to
believe' or 'to accept'. 1 $ Furthermore, I venture to offer one plausible reason why
Cajetan did not use 'believe' in these contexts, and it is this: While it is quite
natural for me to say that I believe that Rome is a large city (or any other contingent proposition) if I am ever able to say that I know that Rome is a large city
(that is, in the ca e thi proposition happens to be true), it is less natural to say
that I mu t believe that 2 + 3 =5 in order ever to be able to ay that I know that
2 + 3=5. In the latter case the very 'mental grasp' of the object "implies", or is
tantamount to , a concomitant belief or conviction that it is o.
In D/1 , the proposition known must be in some ense a necessary and not a
contingent truth. Of course, this still leaves room for distinctions between various kinds of necessity, but the drawing of these distinctions is a job for metaphysics and natural philosophy. 16 Hi own illu tration of a necessary p is the
"common principle", 'Of any thing, being or not being is predicated, but of no
thing both', 17 i.e., the logical principle of excluded middle, ( Vx) (Fx v -Fx) &
-(:Ix) (Fx& -Fx).

The next en e of knowing is
(3) Scire magis proprie: 'a mental grasp of any
thing by means of a demonstration , be it
demonsrrario-quia or demonsrrario-proprer
quid, be it univer al or parti cular'. 11

Schematically,
DJ,

S'.p:

= : B.p & p & J.p.

J aP is used here as an abbreviation for 'a has a demon tration, weak or
strong, for p available', or simply as an abbreviation for 'a is justified in believing that p '. Also, p itself may or may not be neces ary, si nce it is possible to
demonstrate a contingent fact as well as a necessary theorem of logic, arithmetic, or same quantitative science. We may call this the weak ju tified-truebelief doctrine.
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The la t en e of knowing recognized by Cajetan in th i particular classification is
(4) Scire propriissime: 'a mental grasp of anything
acquired by the most powe rful demo nstration,
which i · in some way different from a quiademonstrat io n'. 19
Schematically,

DJ,

S',,p:

= :B,,p & p J :J],

i.e. , the demonsrratio propter quid is availa ble. Th is is a demon tration not
only that pis the case, but also why it must be th e case; i.e. , it lays ou t reasons
or cau e of p . 'J :J]' i u ed a an abbreviat io n fo r 'a has a tric t demonstration
fo r p available'. Although problemat ic, th is sense of ju tification could
perhaps be rendered by the foUowing equivalence:
J:J]""' (:!Q1, ... , q,Jf((f 1 & ... & q,J & (Q1, ... , Qnf-P) &
(B 0 q 1 & ... & B 0 q.)J.

We may call this the strong justified-true-belief docrrine. 20
Secrion Two
Tha t the most important law of ba ic epi temic/ doxastic relations were in
fact known by med ieval cou ld be hown by appea l to variou text . I wan t LO
stre here tha t the e laws were not presented en bloc in a deductively organized way; but, on the other hand, they were not si mply principles which we
mu ta ume to have been in the back o f their minds in order that we may a nachronistically reconst ruct their system. My cla im is that these laws were in fact
tated, as needed and where needed, in the medieval analy es of natural la nguage and its epi temic/ doxastic uses. J la bel these principles as £ -principles
an d number t hem for po ible reference.
" ... the con equent will not be known by you becau e it
not believed by you" . 21
Directly from the text we have, of course, - 8 ,,p - -S 0 p, but ince any y tern of con equence contai ns the tran po itio n ru le, (p - q) - (-q - -p) and
converse ly, we get E 1 in a ingle s tep.
Tha t credere i implied by (any defin it ion of) scire is stated by Peter of
Mantua independently o f his defin it ion of scire in the following passage which
ha to do o ten ibly wi th the question o f composite a nd d ivided en e o f proposi tions: "You know that no man is an ass [S, (Vx) (Man, - -Ass.)), therefore
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each man you know not 10 be an a s [( V x) (Man,- S 0 - Ass,J]. From which it
follows that each man you believe not to be an ass [( Vx) (Man, -B.-Ass,J]." 22
We have already seen in Section One Heyte bury's and Cajetan's statement
or necessary and sufficient cond itions fo r scire communiter dictum. The e and
other definitions" imply that to know communiter presupposes a belief, or a
firm belief, or a belief without he itat ion, or a belief that omething i true,
and so we may add to our list of epistemic principles

and

In Peter of Mantua we find an explicit statement that "noth ing is known
unlc s it is true"'' and thus a foundation for the the i

or possibly for

since it is not clear whether he i u ing here 'true' as 'what i the case' or a a
emantic predicate as applicable to proposi tions.
Another passage from Peter of Mantua brings in the idea that if I can be
said to know a propo ition , I mu st have some ort of justification . It is the
kind of que tion which may have stim ulated formulation of definitions such
as DJ1 or Df4• However, the context from which it i taken and the example
used suggest that it concerns it elr with knowledge of contingent propositions.
What it says is that a firm belief of a proposition which happen 10 be true doe
not yet con titute knowledge, and that omething el e i needed. Peter writes:
You believe firmly without hesitation 1ha1 Socrate
is running; and Socrates i running; therefore you
know that Socrates is running . This con equence
is clearly valid from the definition of what 10 know
mean . And yet you do not know that Socrates is
running, because you have no evidence on the basis
of which you know that Socrates is running, therefore you do not know that Socrate i running."
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We can gather that in view of this case (B;p & p)-SaP is to be rejected and
therefore that one could never set up Df1 as a viable definiLion of knowledge
even of contingent propositions. At least one more necessary condit ion has 10
be fulfilled . We might state this nece ary condition a a further epistemic
thesis

or perhaps as

reading 'EaP' as 'a has appropriate evidence for p', and 'J aP' as 'a has a justification, but not neces arily any demon tration or proof, available for p'.
A we a lready saw in the preceding section, medieva l generally presupposed, but in ome contexts insisted, that the epistemic or the doxastic ubject
consider p, or under tand p, before he cou ld be said "to know" that p or before
he is obliged to reply top in any way in an obligario. Thu s we find in Alexander
ermoneta' criLical exposition of Strode the clarification that "the Master
[i.e., Strode) mu t be under tood in the light of two suppositions which he had
made explicitly, one of which i this, 'The antecedent is known, therefore it is
understood' i evident". 26 Thus, a thesis not known to our epi temic logic i
clearly endorsed by medievals, i.e.,

and its tran po ed ver ion

Furthermore, one shou ld not forget that one of the twent y-four consequencerules of Strode govern propositions logically determined by the epistemic
operator / (intellecrum). This is, of cour e, Rule 23: " If the antecedent is
under tood by you, then the consequent is al o under tood by you". " Like
many other rules of this et, thi s one too is most likely stated elliptically; we
shou ld probably have '/ 0 (p - q)' rather than imply 'p- q' in the schematic
representation of the rule

Several other epistemic/ doxast ic concepts, e.g. , a considers p, a perceive p
(but this perception is not to be confu ed with sen ory perception!) are in
vogue and they play an important role in the realm of higher order and iterated
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modalities. Reading through this incunabu lar literature, one realizes that
medieval semantics wa in a certain sense much richer than our own, and any
symbolic logical machinery which we have available will have 10 be improved
upon 10 reflect the kinds of problems which were rai ed by the late- medieval
philosophers and logicians.

Section Three
I can touch on ly very briefly the topic of higher-order epistemic modalities
and, in particular, the specific iteration which occurs in our own time in the
KK-t hesis propo ed by Jaakko Hintikka in his Kno wledge and Belief 28 The
KK-the is states that if an epistemic subject a knows that p, then he knows 1ha1
he knows that p. Using S (sugge 1ed by scire) instead of K as the logical functor, the thesis may be stated as a furthe r epi temic principle

E,o

SaP - SaSuP .

One might say that this i the weak versio n of the the is. The strong version
would be a bicondi tional ,
£ 11

S,,p "'

s.saP.

i.e., a knows that p if and only if a knows that he knows 1ha1 p.
Per hap ome existentialists, too, or at least J .-P. Sartre among them, 29
may be seen as endorsing this thesis; however, if they indeed do so, their primary epistemic concept would be 'being conscious or rather than 'knows', and
the corresponding iteration thesis wou ld be stated a
E 11

a is consciou of O if and only if a i con cious
of being conscious of 0.

The thesis has been, and continues to be, hotly debated in our present-day
philosophy. But it has also been proposed, discu ssed, endor ed, a well as
questioned in late medieval phi losophy. Thu , William Heytesbury endor es,
among other , the following principle involving iterated modalitie :

i.e., If a know that panda consider whether he perceive p then a perceive
that he perceives p. He offers an ind irect proof for this thesis and also deduces
from it the thesis
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arguing by way of example that "you perceive that you perceive with certainty
a nd without hesitation that the king is in London , therefore you perceive that
you know that the king is in London". 30
Peter of Mantua considers S 0 SaP and the like to be well-formed expressions, just as SaP, PaP, etc., are, but he does not yet offer any epistemic princip les of iteration; the principles that he does offer a re all of the sort we encountered in the preceding section; which are principle that direct ly follow
from hi definitions of scire, credere, dubitare, considerare, intel/igere, and
other basic epi temic/ doxastic co ncept . 30
We do find, however, a n actual endorsement of the (weak version of) KKthesi , E 10, in the Questiones in Consequentia Strodi by Antoniu s Frachanti anus Vicentinus. And Cajeta n of Thiene in his Questiones in Consequentiis
Rudo/phi Strodi not only states the the is but also attempt to provide a proof
for it.l l

Section Four
The lo nger passage of Peter of Mantua quoted above suggests that there is
some epistem ic basis for believing, or fo r accept ing , that p; but that i not
in troduced 10 u a a special condition a yet. Perhaps there i a good reason
for Peter's not giving the basi or the evidence-condition as yet, since he has an
ax to grind. What he wants to do is to show that DJ, as stated above is not
sat i factory. He does that especially vividly by presenting the following case:
Let it be assumed that Plato is next to you and you
know him to be running, bu t you mi stakenl y
believe that he is Socrates, so that you firmly
believe th at Socrates is running. However, let it be
o tha t Socrate i in fact running in Rome; however, you do not know this. 32
This case certain ly re embles the GetLier problem 33 of 1963 and it purpo e a re the same . Both attempted to offer a counter example to the claim that
if a (strongly) believes that p and pis the case (or that 'p' is true), then a knows
that p. nd both succeeded in howing that while the truth- and the beliefcond ition might be necessa ry, it does not seem to be sufficient for a' knowing
that p. What eem to be lacking is a justification or evidence-condition. Or,
per hap , we are hesitant to ay that a knows that p because we suspect that the
evidence for the knowledge claim is ort-of misplaced . Our observation of the
ind ivid ual here (who i not Socrates) who i running is in no way relevant to
the fact tha t Socrates is running (in Rome). We have the feeling that DJ 1 of
knowing should be di carded and that we hould insist on some tronger definition, e.g., a definition of scire communiter of contingents such as
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or perhaps

Our ca e does not meet the third condition, that of being justified in believing
that p or that of having evidence fo r p . Thus, Peter's counter example i rather
fata l to D/ 1 .
One mighl think that Peter would be satisfied with the force of his counter
example, stimulating as it is the propo11e111 of D/1 to construct a more adequate definition (such a D/J, D/6) of knowledge. Certainly, in our times,
"Gettier' ounter example" served as a timulu for such further elaboration .
However, Peter wa in fact making a much stronger use of hi counter
example ; he use it as a standard reductio ad absurdum proof that the definition of 'S.p' is logically incoherent, on the ground that it implie a contradiction. For he cominues the passage cited above as follows:
Given thi , you both know that Socrates is running and also not know that Socrates is running,
and thu , by the sa me evidence what is known i
unknown to yo u. ''
To Peter, th is conclusion is elf-contradictory and entails the falsity of D/1 by
the general principle p-(q & -q)- -p, i.e., if something entail a selfcontradiction, it must itself be logically fal e or incoherent.
Peter obviously think that known and doubtful are logically incompatible.
That he was entitled to do so can be shown by observing the usual definition of
'doubtfu l propo ition':
:-S.p & -S 0 -p

or

D/8

D.p:

= :-S 0 T'p ' & -S 0 F'p'.

Meeting the two ver ions of definition for 'D.p' again brings me to the
ob ervation that the medieval authors were remarkably ensitive 10 various
knowledge ituations and our accounts of them. A very important difference
was drawn between 'knowi ng a proposition' and 'knowing a proposition to be
true' (as well as the parallel di tinction between 'knowing a con equence' and
'knowing a consequence to be ound'). Given such a distinction , Cajetan can
allow that there i ome proposition which i known by you and yet you cannot
know it to be true,' 6 e.g., 'Thi proposition is not known by anyone 10 be
true', -it itseir being pointed out. These distinction are vitaJ not only in dealing
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wirh self-referential propo itions or propositions which in some way reflecr
upon themselves, bur a re also useful in accommodating knowledge and belief
on !he srrength or a worthy autho ri ty; for in this la tter ca ewe might not even
adequately understand a propositi on and thus nor know it (see above rhe principles Es - I ,,p- - S,,p and £ 7 S ,,p- I aP), and yet know it to be true, or
believe it to be tru e, relying on the trength of an au thori ty).

Section Five
Among rhe famou s twenty-four consequence-rules of Ralph Strode we find
nine which belong to the classica l proposi tional logic, fo ur which belong to the
theory of obligationes, ix wh ich belong to aleth ic modal logic, two which
belong to as yet undeveloped logic or quality, a nd t hree which belong to epistemic/ doxa tic logic. These are Ru le 13, 14, and 23 on the Ii tor Strode and
are identified by rho e numbers by com mentator (Alexander Sermoneta,
Paulus Pergulensis, Cajetan of Thiene, Frachantianus Vicent inu , and posib ly o th ers) .
Rule 23 has already been sta ted , Rules 13 and 14 are stated as follows:
R 11

'If the antecedent is known , the conseq uent
is al o known.' 37

R 14

'If the consequent is doubtfu l, the antecedent
i also doubtful or known to be fal se.'J•

The rules are stated ell iptically and, as they stand , cannot be admitted as
va lid. Bu t Strode him elf in his own discussio n of these rule , and certainly hi
commentator emphatically insi led that there shou ld be a valid amendment 10
the a ntecedents of these ru les, i.e., that the epistemic subject a should not on ly
start wi th a consequence but that the consequence shou ld be known by hi m to
be sound. Thu s, Rule 13 , for example, shou ld read :
If a con equ ence is sound and known by you to be
o und , then , if the antecedent is known by you ,
the consequen t is also known by you , i.e.,

and co rrespondingly to 14th rule,
(p - q) & s.(p - q)

I= (D.p-S . F'p 'JJ

To accommodate counter examples, a st ill more refined definition is offered
by Cajetan of Thiene in his commentary on Strode:
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' If a consequence is sound, affirmalive, indicated
by (denotata a) 'if (si), 'lhus' (ergo) or 'therefore'
(igitur), and is ignificam from the compo ition of
its 1erms, is known to be sound and understood ;
and its antecedent is known ; and it is well known
that from truth nothing false follows ; and it is not
repugnant to the consequent that it be known; then the consequent is also known. ls
Conclusion

There can be no doubt that there exi red an int eresting medieval predece sor of our own epi temic logic developed only three decade ago. Just like in
other areas of logic we have here a case not of a continuation of development
but of a total break and, after four cemurie , a re-invention. And just like in
o ther areas of logic, so here in the epi temic realm the re-discovery and appreciation by the 201h century hislorians of logic wenl one step behind th e development of the appropriate formal tool by modern logician . We eem to
become interested in old texts when we recognize something familiar in them
and eventually realize that the old logico-philosophical worries are not completely alien to our own. Indeed with ome effort and sensitivity we may come
to rea lize that we can learn a lot from our medieval predece sor . •

•Various bits of this paper were read at the annual meeting of the Rocky Mountain
Medieval and Renaissance Association in Tempe, Arizona , March 16- 17, 1984, and at
the 19th International Congress on Medieval Studies in Kalamazoo, Michigan, May
10- 13, 1984. I would like to express thanks to my colleagues, Stewart Shapiro, Charles
Kielkopf, Steven Boer, and Tamar Rudavsky for their help in crystallizing various
points. Equal thanks are due 10 Professo rs E. J. Ashworth, Alan Perreiah and Mary
Sirridge. I also profited a great deal from the poignant questions and comments at a
discu sion by Arthur Falk, Lawrence Yost. and Paul Ram ey.

NOTES
I. Cf., for example, Wolfgang Lenzen, Recem Work in Epistemic Logic, Acta Philosophica Fe1111ica, vol. 30, i sue I. North-Holland Publishi ng Co., 197 . One might also
consult more specific stud ies, which discu s the problem of knowledge, uch as Keith
Lehrer, Knowledge, Oxford , Clarendon Press, 1974; or anthologies, such as G. Pappa
(ed.), Justificatio11 and Knowledge: New Swdies i11 Epistemology, Dordrecht,
D . Reidel , 1978.
2. Cornell University Press, 1962.
3. I have in mind here primarily the treatment s of officiating words (1ermi11i officiales)
of the probationes 1ermi11orum doctrine, certain port.ions of treatises on composite and
divided sense, some passages in treatises de supposi1io11ibus termi11orum, cveral ru le
of con equences, and ome passages in the treatment of modal syllogisms. f. I. Boh,
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"Element of Epistemic Logic in Later iddlc Ages", forthcoming in the Philosophe
Medievaux, 1985 .
4. In my transcription I keep the Latin spelling as it is, except for capitalizing names
and places.
5. Cf. P. Boehner, Medieval Logic. A11 O111line of Its Developments from 1250 to
c. 1400. Chicago, The University of Chicago Press, 195 1. A. oody, Tnah and Consequence in Mediaeval logic. Amsterdam, onh-Holland Publ. , 1953. I. Boh , "A Study
in Burleigh : Tractatus de regulis generalibus consequenliarum", No ire Dame Journal of
Formal logic, vol. 3 (1962), 83-101; al o "An Examination of Some Proof in
Burleigh' Propo itional Logic", The New Scholasticism, vol. 38 (1964), 44- 60. Cf. also
Walter Burley, De Purirate Artis logicae Tractatus longior, with a Revi ed Edition of
the Tractatus Brevior (P. Boehner , ed.) , Franciscan Institute Publ., Text Series 0 9,
Franciscan Institute, St. Bonaventure, . Y., 1955; and H. Hubien (ed.), loannis Buridani Tractatu de Consequentiis, Philosophes Medievaux, t. 16, Lou vain & Paris, Publication Universitaire , 1976.
6. Cf. Expositio tractatus Hentisberi de scire el dubitare per famosum doctorem Gae101111111 compi/ata, which is printed as pan of Chapter Three of the Regule solvendi
sophismata, Venice, Bonetu Locatell us, 1494 (fol. 16"A- 2QrA), immediately following
the text by Heytcsbury (fol. I2•A-16•A). The various senses of scire are distinguished
by Cajetan in the very beginning of hi s exposition: "Scire multis modis dicitur : communiter, proprie, magi proprie, et propriissi me ... Scire commun itcr sic definitur: Scire
est firmiter credere absque hesi1a1ione cum hoc quod ila sit ex parte rei. " (!6•A)
7. One might recall, Plato had rejected this view a inadequate in his Theaetetus when
proposed as the first a ttempt 10 an wer the question: What is knowledge?
8. "Communiter quidem sumitur pro cuiuscunque veri not itia sine formidine de opposito, cuiusmodi sciuntur contingentia, ut quod Roma est magna civitas, vel quod papa
est sacerdos". ( 16vA)
9. By "much earlier" I do not mean, of course, much earli er in the text but chronologically, given that Heytesb ury died in 1373 / 4 and that Cajetan of Thiene lived from 1387
to 1465. All references here to Heytesbury are from Regule solvendi sophismata preclarissimi Magistri Guilielmi Hentisberi, Yenetiis, per Bonetum Locatellum Bergomensem, sumptibus nobilis viri Octaviani Scoti Modoetiensis, 1494, exto Kalendas
iunia , - a very influential work, which starts with the following treati e of great logical
and philo ophical interest (or chapters): (I) De sensu composiro el di viso Hemisberi,
without commentary (fol. 2r A-4'B); (2) De i11sol11bilib11s, with a commentary by Cajetan of Thiene (fol. 4• A-14• A) ; (3) De scire el d11bitare, with a commentary by Cajetan
of Thiene (fol. 12•A-2QrA); and (4) De relativis, with a commentary by Cajetan of
Thiene (fol. 2QrA-23"A). An excellent study of the f\rst of the e, in its historica l context,
was recent ly made by orman Kretzmann, ''Se,rsus Compositus, Sensus Divis11s, and
Pro positional Attitude ", Medioevo - Rivista di Sroria de/la Filosofia Medie vale 7
(1981), pp. 195-229. Professor Kretzmann also graciou ly made available to me a
revi ed draft , as yet unpublished, of an Engli sh translation of thi tract, for which I am
ve ry grateful, ince epistemic/ doxa tic words figure prominent ly in the Eighth Mode of
that work. A translation and a critical study of Heytesbury's second treat ise was published by Paul Spade, William Heytesbury : On "!11s01!1ble" Se111ences, Medieval ources
in Tran lation 21, Pontifical Institute of Medieval Studies, Toronto, 1979. On the tran mission of Oxford logic to Italy o ne shou ld read William J . Courtenay, "The Early
tages in the Introduction of Oxford Logic into Ita ly", in E,rglish logic in Italy in 1he
141h and 15th Ce,rluries, (Ed. by Alonzo Maieril), Bibliopolis, apoli , 1982.
10. Heytcsbury, De scire et dubitare: "Unde communiter loquendo de scire sicm
communiter sciunt ur contingentia, scire non est a liud quam sine hcsitatione apprehendere
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veritatem, ide t, credere si ne he itatione quod ita sit et cum hoc quod ita sit ex parte
rei". (13•8)
11 . For example, A lexander Sermoncta (d. 1486) discussing Strode's 14th general rule
of con eq uence, makes the following remark: "Aliud est cire propositionem et aliud
cire earn e se veram. Si enim aliqua propo itio esset vera non intellccta et auctoritate
preceptoris firmiter crcderem esse veram, tu ne ego sc irem ill am esse veram; ct tamen
no n scirem illam, quia non intelligerem illam". He adds that it makes a big difference in
obligmiones 10 concede a proposition and to concede it as true: "Premitt itur secundo
quod aliud est concedere propo itionem et ali ud est concedere illam esse veram. In casu
enim priori non concederem illam proposiLioncm eo quod non e t intellecta; concederem tamen illam esse veram". Cf. Excelle111issimi arrium et medicine doctris Magistri
A lexandri Sermonete in consequentiis Strodi comme111ariol11m, Venetiis, 1488 fol. bSVB.
There is a helpfu l stud y of more general nature on Sermoneta and the historical context
of his intellectual activi Lies by Edward . Dukes in the form of a Ph .D. dissertation at
Columbia Uni versity, N.Y. , 1973, unde r the title, Alexander Sermoneta's Commentaries on Heytesbury and Strode: A Co111rib111ion 10 Late Medieval Logic in England
and Italy. Thi work also contains some very important biograph ical data.
12. Cf. uchelmans, Gabriel, Theories of lire Proposirion: Ancie111 and Medieval
Conceptions of the Bearers of Truth and Falsity, North-Holland Linguistic cries 8,
Amsterdam & Lo ndon, 1973; cf. also uchelman's sequel to this work under the tit le
L01e-Scholas1ic and Humanisr Theories of tire Proposition, Verha ndelingen der Koninklijke ederland e Akademie van Wetenschappen, Afd. Letterku nde, Nieuwe Reeks,
Deel 103. orth-Holland Pub!. Co., Amsterdam/ Oxford/ ew York, 1980; cf. also
E . J enni fer A hworth, Language and Logic in the Post-Medieval Period, Dordrecht/
Boston, D. Reidel, 1974. One shou ld also study N. Kretz.mann's "Medi eval Logician on
the Meaning of the Propositio", Journal of Plrilosoplry 61 ( 1970), pp. 767-787, as well
as the contributio n by Mark Sullivan, "W hat Was True or False in the Old Logic?",
ibid., pp. 788-800. Cf. also the remarkable work which consists of in-dep1h hi storicophilo ophic studies of medieval topics by A. Maieru, Terminologia logica de/la tarda
scolastica, Roma , 1972 . A special aspect of the problem of what precisely is or can be an
object of know ledge is discussed by E. A. Moody, "A Quodlibetal Que tion of Robert
Holk ot, O.P ., On the P roblem of the Objects of Knowledge and of Belier", Speculum
39 (1964), pp. 53-74.
13. Cajetan, Exposit/a: "Scire proprie e I cuiuslibet veri et necessarii noritia sineformidi11e ad oppo itum ". (12vA)
14. Cf. I. Bo h, "Epis temic and Alethic It eration in ater Medieval Logic", Plrilosophia aturalis 21 (1984), os. 2/3.
15 . Some authors, such as R. C hisholm and K. Lehrer in fact prefer to use 'S accepts
Ir' in their for mula1ion of olutio n 10 the Gettier problem. Cf. K. Lehrer, "The Gettier
Problem and the Analy is of Knowledge", in G. Pappas (ed.), Justification and Knowledge, D. Reidel, 1979, p. 65.
16. One might read with profit J. Wyclirs L ogica, ch. 8 and especiall y his Logicae
Co111in11a1io, chs. 11 and 12. Cf. Wyclirs Collected Latin Works, vols. I, II , and Ill
(M . Dziewicki, ed.), I 93, 1896.
17. Caje1a n, Exposirio: "Et hoc modo ponuntur principia communia; ut de quolibet
dici tur es e vel none e, el de nullo eoru m". ( 16•A)
18. Cajetan, Exposit/a: "Scd cire magi proprie dictum dicitur cuiuscunqu e notitia
per demo nstrationem acquisita, sivc fuerit quia sivc p ropter quid, univer ali aut particularis". (ibid.) Cf. E. Serene, " Demonstra1ive Science", in Cambridge H istory of
Later Medieval Philo ophy (
Kret zmann, et al., eds.), Cambridge/ London/ New
York, 1982, pp. 486- 517.
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19. Cajetan , Exposi1io : "Scire a utem propriisime umptum est cuiu cunque no1111a per
demon 1ra1io nem potissimam acquisita, que qualiter a demon tratione quio di tinguatur". He add : "Et u1rum omni demonstrati o propter quid sit potissima dcmonstratio ex primo PosIerionm1 ct co ll igendum" . (J6•A)
20. See Wolfgang Lenzen, "Zum Problem des Fundamentalismus aus der Perspektive
der epistemischen Logik" (Grazer Ph ilosophische SIudie11 22 (1984), pp . 13-25) for this
and two other definitions of ·1;p·. In the name of accuracy I hould point out that
Lenzen' Of l utilizes in the last part of the formula '0(o,p)'(which i hi abbreviation of
'a isl davon iibcrzeugt, dass 'p') where we have merely '8 0 p' (a believes that p).
Although Peter, like Gaetano , does recognize at other places the tronger idea, 'a
believes firmly and without hesitation', which would be closer to the idea of a's being
convinced that p, he does not use that precise phrase in the present con1cx1 and o 'B 0 p'
rather than 'B;p' wa u ed.
21 . Cajetan of Thicne, QuesIio11es in Co11seq11emias Strodi: "Consequens non crit
scit um a te quia none I creditum a te". (f5VB). The fact that in the con1ex1 the consequent is not believed for the simple reason that it is not understood does not undermine
in any way Cajetan' the i 1hai if a proposition be kno1 n, it mu I be at least believed .
22. Peter o f Mantua, logica, Venetiis, Simon Bevilaqua, I .xii, 1942, De scire eI dubi/are (h3''- k3•) . The tran lat ion into natural English is a bit awkward, but there eem 10
be no mooth way 10 pre erve for an £ proposition the logical di stinction between the
composite and the divided en e brought about by epistemic and doxastic functors uch
as scire and credere which is reflected in the formula 'S0 (Vx) (F x- - GxJ' and (Vx)
(Fx- S 0 - Gx), The formulas are, or course, not equivalcm, just as the two
statements, • cio quod qui libet homo non est asin us' (se11s11s composi/11s or de dicI0
sen e) and 'Quemlibet hominem cio non esse asinum' (serrsus divisus or de re sense),
were not equivalent fo r medievals. Many puzzJcs cen te red around these I wo sen es of
proposition, a can be illustra ted by this passage from the Logica of Peter of Mantua :
"Item sequitur quod aliquid credis e ·se asinum et idem credis non e e asinum. Quia,
ponatur quod a liquis homo appareat tibi asin u , et bene scias tu quod null u homo e t
a inus . Et a rguitur ic. Tu cis quod quilibet homo non est asinu , igitur q11e111 libeI
homi11e111 scis 11011 esse osirrus; ex quo co11seq11emer sequitur quad que111/ibe1 ho111i11e111
credis non esse asinum, et tamen a liquem hominem credis esse asinum; qu i sit Socrates;

igitur aliquem hominem credi esse a inum et eundem credis non esse asinum". (i5•A)
While Peter is using this fallacio us reasoning as a case to refute, the inference expres ed
in the underlined passage is 1101 que tioned by him a t all.
23. The definitions in question that J have in mind are all definitions of knowing co11tinge11t events.
24. Thi principle is embedded in the fo llowing pa age from his Tractatus de cire el
d11biIare : "It em arguitur contra illud quod dicitllr rem e se vel rem scire, et non propo itionem ut propositio est. Quia sequitur quod tam propositio falsa citur quam propositio vera; quia propositio fa lse 1am cogno citur aut tam cognisci pote I per complexa quc
unt propo itione quam propo itio vcra. Con cquens falsum, quia nihil citur ni i
verum". (Logica i ''A)
25. "Ponat ur quod Plato sit coram te quern scias currere; et credas quod ipsc sit
Socrates, sic quod credas firmitcr Socratcm currcre. Scd currat Socrate Rome, le nescientc. Tune tu sc is Socratcm currere et non ci Socra1em currerc. lgitur per idem
scitum e t 1ibi dubium. Patel consequemia et maior; qui a 111 credisfirmiter absque hesiIaIio11e quad SocraIe curral, el Socrares currit, igiI11r 111 scias SocraIe111 currere. PaIeI
co11seq11e111ia ex di/fi11i1io11e ei11s quod es, scire. £ 1 1a111e11 11011 scis SocraIe111 currere,
quio 11111/0 e I evide11Iio per quam scis Socralem c11rrere. l gilllr 11011 scis Socrarem currere". (Logica i7')
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26. In Collsequelltias Strodi Comme111ariolum: "Dua tamen preminit Magister (i.e.,
1rodus) suppositiones. Prima c I una talis: Antecedens es1 ci1um, ergo
intellectum .. .. Secunda suppo itio: Ista propositio est bona, 'Tu ci hoc con cquens
equi ex antecedente intellecto ate, ergo icut hoc con equen principaliter significat scis
significare ive hoc consequen es1 in1ellecLUm ate. Patel, quia aliter s1are1 quod cire
a liquid quod non est intcllec1um a 1e sequi ex intell eclo a 1e; quod el impos ibile."
(b •B)
27 . "Si antecedens e I intellect um a 1c, ergo et consequens e I intellect um ate". Consequemie Strodi were printed with or wi1hou1 commentarie many tim es, yet no cri1ical
edition has appeared yet in print . There is a usefu l modern edition of 1he first part
included in Lorenzo Pozzi, Le Consequentiae 11el/a Logica Medievale, Collana di "Te Ii
c Saggi''9, Liviana Editrice, Padova I978. Pozzi's book al o contains, in addition to 1he
analytic 1udy of medieval logic-litera1ure on the subject (pp. 1- 132) ignificant excerpts
from the wri1ings of Abelard the Great , Robert Ki lwardby, William Ockham , Pseudo.
Scot, Walter Burleigh, John Buridan , Albert of Saxony, Richard Ferrybridge, Peter of
Mantua, as well as Ralph Strode. There is, however, a doc1oral di scnation con1aining
an edition and English 1ransla1ion of 1hc complete Consequelltie Strodi, i.e., the general
as well as the special rules of con equences, available through Univcr iry Microfilm .
This dissenation i by Seaton W. Knighl, All EditiOll alld Trallslatioll of the "Tractatus
de Consequemiis" by Ralph Strode, Fourteenth-Century Logician and Friend of
Geoffrey Chaucer, Un iversi1y of California, Berkeley, 1973 .
28 . Cf. Knowledge and Belief· An !111roduc1ion to the Logic of the Two otiOllS, Cornell University Pres, Ithaca, . Y., 1962: esp. ch. 5, "Knowing 1ha1 One Knows",
pp. 103- 125 .
29. Cf. Arthur Danto, Jeall•Paul artre, Modern Ma ter Serie , ew York , The
Viking Press, 1975, pp. 38-81.
30. Cf. Regute: "Sequitur enim: 'Tu ci quod rex est Londoni , igitur cenitudinali1er
et ab que he i1a1ione apprehendis seu percipi quod rex es1 Londoni s'. equitur: 'Tu
apprehendis eu percipis absque hesi1a1ione quod rex e t Londonis et con idera utrum
percipias te sic perci pere vel non; igitur percipi 1e ic percipere". (13'8)
31. I cite a pa age simply to illus1ra1e 1ha1 Peter con idered iterated modalitie to be
perfectly legitimate, even if they pre ent problems of their own: "Ad octavum conccditur quod in casu tli dubitas te scire Socra1em currere ct negatur ista con equem ia: Tu
ci Socratem currere et consideras sufficienter an Socrates curra1; igilur percipis certi1udi11aliter te scire Socratem currere. Siem non equitur: Tu dubitas Socratem currere et
consideras sufficienrer 111ru111 dubires Socra1cm currere, igitu r percipis certi111dinalirer re
du birare Socra1em currere . ec per casdem evide ntias omnino dubitas an scis Socratem
currerc, et scis vet dubiras re dubitare vet sdre Socratem currere." (Logica kI•B)
32. Cf. Frachantianus, Q11es1io11es ill Consequentias Srrodi: "Tu cis sic esse vel sic,
ergo tu ci te cire sic esse vet sic". (17•A); and Caje1an of Thiene, Expositio: "Et argui1ur sic. Tu scis ic esse vel sic, ergo tu percipis ic esse vel sic ct con ideras utrum percipis
ic e se vel sic, ergo tu pcrcipis te percipere sic esse vc l sic. Patel consequentia, quia ex
eisdem evidentiis quibus percipis sic esse vcl ic percipi 1e perciperc sic es e vel ic. x
quo sequitur ullerius, quod tu scis 1c sci rc ice e vel sic." (17•A)
33 . See 11. 24, lhe first part which is not ilalicized and which provided the cuing. We
mighl memion here that a very similar case is entertained by Cajetanus in hi
Exposirio . . . . De scire et dubitare: "Contra descri ptioncm datam de circ communi1er
dicto instatur. El pono quod P lato sit coram 1c, quern cias currcrc ct credas quod si1
Sones i1a quod credas Sortcm currerc. Sit tamen one Rome, te nesciente, et curral.
Tune patet , quod tu credi firrniter ab que hesi1a1ione Sortem currere, e1 i1a est quod
Sones currit, et 1amen tu non sci ortcm currere, quia nullas habe evidcmia propter
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quas sic scias. Habe enim evidentias de Platonc curreme coram te, que non faciunt ad
hoc quod tu cias Sortem cu rrere," (I 6v 8)
34. E. L. Genie r, " ls Justified True Belief Knowledge?" Analysis 23 (1963), pp. 121123.
35. Cf. II . 24 .
36. Thus, we find the following cntence a the very opening of Hey1esbury De scire et
d11bi1are : ". . . ihil scitur ab aliquo quod cidem est dubiu m". We could reprc ent thi
as D0 p - -S 0 p; i.e., if pis doubtful to a, then it cannot be the case that a knows p.
Just a Jill ie further down, Heyte bury makes a tipul ation : "Primo supponatur quod
quelibet propositio de qua considera Laliquis qua m ille nescit esse vcram, nee cit essc
fa! am , it dubia eidem". ( 12'A) Thi lauer enLiL lcs us 10 a more complete defi ni tio n,
i.e ., D 0 p- (-S 0 p & - S 0 -p), or bcuer, D 0 p - (-S 0 rp • & -S0 Fp'). We arc still
not explicitly given enough information whethe r the converse implication also hold .
However, from the subsequent discu ion of problem one can see that (-S 0 p & -Sp)
- D 0 p, or (-S 0 rp • & - S0 F}- D 0 p, and that o ur definitional equivalences are
indeed ju tilied. Thus, Heytesbury himself a fe, paragraph below allows the followin g
argu ment : "Et atguitur ic: Quia tu cis illud esse unam propositionem qua m non sci
essc veram nee sci cs c fa l am , igitur ista et tibi dubia" . (13'A) Occasionally, 'D 0 p'
seem 10 be equated si mply with - S 0 Tp'.
37. Con eque111ie trodi: "Si anreceden e I ciLu m, ergo con equens e L citum".
( f. n. 26 above)
3 . Con equentie Strodi: " i con equcn e I dubium , ergo et antcccden est dubium
vel ci LUm c e fa! um". (Cf. 11 . 26 above)
39. Questiones: " i aliqua consequentia e L bona affirmativa denoLata a ly i, ergo, vel
igitur, et significans ex compo it ione suorum tcrminorum, scita esse bona et intellecta, ct
eius antccedens est citum, ct bcnc ci tu r quod ex vcro non cquitu r fa! um, nee repu1a1
conscquen ciri , con equens etiam e I citum; quc (rcgula] ic limitata e I vcra". (f5v)

Latin and Vernacular in Fourteenth- and
Fifteenth-Century Italy*
by
Paul O ska r Kristeller
Columbia University

The su bject of th is essay concerns Dante o nly indirectly and in part. Nevertheless I hope to be able, amo ng ot her things, to ex plai n Dante's historical
position and hi influence on the Ita lian Renai sance. I cannot avoid partially
repeating what I wrote in o me of my previous stud ies, es pecially in my early
article on the Italian prose language. 1 Some of my prior obse rvations, which
see med new to me a t the time, have since been widely accepted; but some new
ources a nd literature have been a dded in the meantime , 2 and on some points I
have changed my opinion or paid attention to new point s of view. The subject
i too broad and complex for one essay. But while many stud ies may pertain to
my topic, no com prehensive reference works or bibliographies could erve as a
firm ba i o r stani ng point. 1 I must, therefo re, select and emphasize a few
fact , not all of which are genera ll y known, and refer occasiona lly to
manuscript or rare edi tions.
It is not ea y to formulate and divide our subject in a clear way . We must
deal no1 o nl y with the d ifference between Latin and vernacular, but al o between medieval and huma ni t Latin, between Tu can a nd the other Italian dialect , between poetry and pro e, and between the va rious literary genre of
poetry and e pecially o f pro e. A survey of the enti re literary product ion o f
llaly in the fo urteent h and fifteenth centuries is impo sible; even many peciali t have a very imperfect idea of its true extent. I shall merely emphasize a few
particu lar aspects: the mutual influ ence of llalian and Latin literat ure upo n
each other; the imultaneous use o f both languages by the same authors and
fo r the ame literary genres; and the influence of Dante, a well as of Pet ra rch
a nd Boccaccio, on the literature and cu ltu re of the late fourteenth and of the
fifteenth century, includ ing Lalin humani m .
I hould lik e to start from a ba ic fact which nowadays is not widely recognized: the literary culture of the various countries of Western and Central
Eu rope from the Middle Ages to abou t 1800 was bilingual and fo und it
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expres ion simultaneously in Latin and in the respective vernacular languages.
The number of books and pamphlets wrinen and published in Latin down 10
1600 or even 10 1700 wa greater than that of the vernacular writings of the
same period, and the number of works written in Latin after the end of cla ical antiquity was many times larger than the total volume of ancient Latin
literature to 600 A.O . -including early Christian and specialized literaturethat has come down 10 us. From the high Middle Ages, the vernacular literature has steadily increased in volume and quality, and Latin has gradually
declined in importance. From the period of Romanticism , thi development
has often been treated as if political or ideological contra ts were involved and
as if Latin were an artificia l language that was doomed from the beginning.
Such treatment ignores the fact that every literary language is artificial when
compared to the spoken language and that the methods and conclusions of
modern linguistics based on the spoken language cannot be immediately transferred to literary languages. As long as it is possible to write and publish in
Latin a well in the vernacular (I myself have occasionally published in Latin) ,
the choice of the language depends on the linguistic abilities of the author , on
the public of listeners and reader which he or he wishe to address, and on
the literary genre and models which he or he is trying to follow . Vernacular
literature begins alm ost invariably with poetry and narrative prose and
becomes only much later an instrument of learned prose. Latin literature and especially Latin learned prose-wa written in the Middle Ages by and for
clerics, and later for an international public of profes or , student and learned
profe ionals. Latin was the language of in !ruction of most universitie and
advanced chools down 10 the eighteenth century. Vernacular literature, on the
other hand, was written for listeners and readers who had literary and intellectual interest , but no academic learning: for princes and noblemen , merchants
and artisans, ladies and nun . Thus we can easily under tand why many
authors, including Dante and Milton, wrote in both languages.
The history of the vernacular in Italy differ in everal re peel from that in
the other European countrie . The literary u e of the vernacular begins much
later than in England and Germany, France and Spain. Almost nothing urvives from the twelfth century, and fairly litt le remain from the thirteenth . II
is only from the fourteenth century on that the vernacular literature of Italy
quickly came to equal and even surpass that of the other countrie in volume
and importance and soon 10 exercise a strong influence upon them . At the
same time, Latin literature flourished in Italy and wa equal to vernacular literature in volume and influence, though perhaps not in literary quality .
The late beginning of vernacu lar literature in Italy ha probably more than
one reason. The language spoken in Italy wa much closer to medieval Latin
than anywhere else, and a Latin text recited in local pronunciation could al o
be understood by the ordinary people. If in Italy in the fourteenth and in part
during the thirteenth centuries a distinction is made between li1teraliter (per
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leuera) and vulgariter (per volgare)' and if the documents speak of a latino
volgare, chi reflect the icuation of an earlier pe riod in which both languages
we re perceived merely as two forms of one and the same language, and in
which the vernacular was used for oral discourse, whereas La tin wa a a matter of course preferred for written use . When Latin wa often called la grammatica, ' this mean s that Latin was admi red for the unifor m and firm struc1 ure
of its vocabulary and grammar, a view that was still held by Dame in his De
vulgari eloquentia. Another factor was the ear ly development of French a nd
Provenc;al literature which was often imitated in Italy, and from the thirteenth
and early founeenth centuries we have example of Italian author who wrote
in Provenc;al or in French or in a hybrid language that was half French and
half Ita lian. 6 Moreover , there were in Italy as elsewhere many different dialects, and it took several centuries until the language of Tuscany was recognized as a common literary language for all of Italy. In the thirteen th a nd ea rly
fourteenth centuries, the Tuscan dialect still had other dialects as its rivals . The
Sicilian dia lect which had been the language of the earlie t poets (a language
often Tu canized by later copyists) was occasionally u ed by Northern Italians
as a prose language;' and the Bolognese dia lect, which wa the second poet ic
language, appea red a early as the thirteenth century in form letters and form
speeches and in rhetorical treatises, and in the early fourteenth century in the
commentary of Jacopo della Lana on Dame.•
T he later predominance of the Tuscan dialect was based not only on its
phonetic beauty and on its closeness to Latin, both in vocabulary and grammar, but above all on it rich and important literary production which extended
from the late th irteenth to the late fifteenth centuries and which included,
beside Dante, Petrarch and Boccaccio, a vast body of writings in both verse
and prose. This is no doubt a matter of 1alcnt (Florence was and still i a city
blessed by 1he Muses); but we must al o consider the fac1 that Florence, in con trast to Bologna, had until the midd le of the founeenth century no univer i1y
with an old Latin tradition, on ly a large upper and midd le cla which had
trong intellec1ual interest and was eager to read, or to hear reci1ed , poetry
and prose literature written in i1 own vernacu lar.
The ma terpiece of Dante, Petrarch and Boccaccio were soo n diffu ed outide of Tu cany; thi s wa favo red by Dan te' and Petrarch's exile and by Boccaccio' travel . Beginning with the fourteenth century, many other T u can
works in verse and prose were a lso read and imitated outside of Tu cany. T he
Tu ca n poetic language was adopted in many cases as early as the Trecento;
also in the vernacular prose writings by no n-Tuscan authors, the local dialect
of the author wa often adapted to Tuscan usage. Starting with Sannazaro and
Bembo, all major non-Tu can writer wrote in Tuscan .' Tuscan language and
literature of the fourteenth century ("il buon secolo della lingua") was taken as
a model, and the Tuscan of the fifteenth century which had undergone ome
changes was rejected. 10 The codification of early Tuscan corresponds to the
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codificalion or cla ical Latin (both annazaro and Bembo were humanists and
Latin poets), and it wa completed in the i teenth century by the Accademia
Fiorentina and the Accademia della Cru ca. The result was a phonetic, orthographica l and grammatica l regulation of the Italian literary language and a
stabilization of its vocabula ry, as it had not exi ted before, and a legitimation
of this language for all form of li terature, including learned literature. Thu s
the vernacular attained an eq ual tatu with Latin. The complete di appearance of Latin a a li terary language, and especially a a learned language ,
occurred at a much later da te. Romanticism and nationali m played a role in
thi development; it is on ly recently that we have come 10 understand that we
have lo t, a a con equence, an international learned language that had erved
for centuries as a means of easy commu nication between philo opher , cienti t and cholar of different countries.
Tuscan poet ry began with the dolce stil nuovo and with Dante. The stilnovistic lyrica l poems a nd Dante's Commedia spread quickly all over Italy ,
were read and interpreted throughou t the peninsula , and were widely imitated
in their form and language. l n st udying thi ubject , we hould not overlook
the clo e link s of thi vernacular poe try with the Latin culture of it age. Guido
Cavalcanti's canzone Donna mi prega i a difficu lt a it i becau e it pre upposes the philo ophical and med ical literature of its time. We have a Latin
phi lo ophical treati se, wriuen by a phi lo opher an d phy ician who taught at
Bologna, Jacopo da P i toia, that is dedicated to the poet Cavalcanti; 11 and we
have everal Latin commentaries on Cavalcanti' poem, one or them com po ed
by another professor of medicine a t Bologna, Dino del Garbo. " Al o other
vernacular poets received Latin commentarie : for example, iccolo Rossi and
Cecco d'A coli. u Dante's Commedia i not only the first large poem in
Tu can, but also the first attempt to d i cus in this language t he philo ophica l
a nd theological doctrines of med ieval scho lastici m. Dame' ources and
models are almo t exclusively Latin. The dense and difficult intellectua l content of the Commedia gave ri e to a large literature of commentarie a early a
the fourteenth century. •• T hese commentarie are partly in the vernacular and
partl y in Latin. The vernacu lar commentarie of the fourteenth century, with
the exception of Jacopo della Lana, are all written by Tu can ;" the Latin
commen taries, all by non -Tuscan . •• Thi show that the language of Tu can
prose, in cont ra t to the poetic language, was not yet u ed out ide of Tu cany
and somet imes not even under t0od , as we learn from everal te timonie . The
juri t Alberico da Rosciate fro m Bergamo translated Jacopo della Lana' commentary into Latin in order to make Dame' philo ophical and scientific doctrine available to tho e who understand Latin but not Tu can; it is characteri tic of the stubbornne of Roman tic prejudice that great scholar uch a
Savigny and Bu rdach claim that Rosciate translated Lana' commentary from
Latin into the vernacu lar. '' For the literature of commentarie il i al o important that from 1373 on there were chair and public lectures on the Divina
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Com media, first in Florence and soon at Pisa and Bologna.' 1 The fir t Dante
lecturer at Florence was Bo caccio, 19 and hi incomplete commentary on the
Inferno i ba ed on hi lecture . The ame i true of Francesco da Buti at Pisa
and of Benvenuto da lmola at Bologna. Both were experienced professor of
grammar and a pplied to the Commedia the 1e ted method s of interpretation,
a they had been developed in lectures and commentarie on the classical Latin
poet .
Among Dante' other writing , t he Vita 11ova and the Convivio are commentarie on hi own poems and are among the earliest examples of learned
prose in Tuscan. 20 These two works, and especially the Convivio, apparently
had no wide diffusion; for further example of learned Tuscan prose we have
to wait , except for the Tuscan commentaries on the Commedia, until the
fifteenth century. On the other hand, it is important to note that Dante him elf
wrote some works in Latin. The Quaestio de aqua et terra is a typical scholastic
treati e; the De vulgari eloquentia is a comparison between Latin and vernacular and a defen e of the vernacu lar; and the Monarchia, a political treati e,
had ome influence for a long time. Dante wrote the e works for a learned
public. He did the ame with his letters, most of which are now considered
au then tic and which belong to the tradition of medieval rhetoric, the o-called
ors dictaminis. The two Latin eclogues which Dante wrote in imitation of
Vergil and at the request of his contemporary Giovanni del Virgilio have a specia l ignificance. 21 Giovanni wa profes or of rhetoric and poetry a t Bologna
and one of the ma in representatives of the so-called protohumanism. Dante's
poetic correspondence with Giovanni del Virgilio (who al o wrote a famous
epitaph on Dante), the imitation of Vergil in the eclogue , and the ancient elements in the Commedia show that there wa in Dante, besides the medieval
and chola tic element which is always emphasized, a classical and humanistic
strain which should not be overlooked if we wi h 10 under tand his historical
position and his influence in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries.n
Pet rarch owes his modem fame mainly to hi vernacular poetry. The Canzoniere prcsuppo cs th e earlier Tu can poet , but it attains a variety of co ntent
and a fo rmal perfection and phonetic beauty which greatly urpa es that of
his predece sors. Thus hi s collection of poems became for centuries the model
of Tu can, Italian and European lyrical poetry. His Trionft are indebted in
t heir form and in occasional allusions to the Commedia. But Petrarch was
above all a great humanist scholar and author. He wrote Lat in poems, in
which he imi tated Vergil and Horace, and a large number of Latin letters, oration and treati e , which by far surpassed in volume hi Tu can poem and
which for ome time had an equally great influence. It seems significant to me
that Petrarch who pent most of his life outside of Tuscany compo ed nothing
in Tu scan prose, a language in which he did not feel at ease. Only one Tuscan
leuer i auributed to him, but its authenticity is subject 10 doubt. Petrarch's
coronation as a poet was prompted by his Latin and not by hi Tuscan writings,
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a can be hown from many documents. The concept of poetry then prevailing
was very different from the one we have inherited from Romanticism. Petrarch
also made a Latin tran lation of the novella Grise/dis from the Decameron of
hi friend Boccaccio, and thus set an example that wa followed by everal
humanists of the fifteenth century."
Boccaccio, unlike Dante and Petrarch, pent mo t of his life in Florence,
and he also wrote in both languages." His Latin production includes several
long learned works which were widely used, and some letter and poems. In
Tuscan he wrote a number of longer poem and, above all, the Decameron
which pre uppo ed a rich tradition of prose literature and also of Novelle. But
it became in turn a clas ical model for Tu can narrative pro e, ju t a the
Commedia wa for epic and didactic poetry and the Canzoniere for lyrical
poetry. From this time on, the "three crowns of Florence" dom inated the entire
vernacular tradit ion in Italy and influenced Neo-Latin literature as well as the
vernacular literatures of the other European countrie .
We should not forget, however, that the Tuscan literature of the Trecento
was not limited to the three crowns. It included a large number of other poem
and prose writings, and at the same time a large Latin literature flourished in
all of Italy and to ome extent in Tuscany. Especially important for our purpo e are the numerous Tuscan translation from the Latin . H Besides some
popular and religious writings, some Latin classical authors were translated,
for example, Vergil and Ovid, some orations and rhetorical writings of Cicero,
and also Seneca, Livy, Boethius and the Ethics of Ari totle . There were , in
addition , Tuscan translations of some medieval and contemporary works that
had been written elsewhere in Latin, such as the influential writings of Albertano da Brescia, Guido de Columnis, Petru de Cre centii , and some of the
Latin works of Petrarch and Boccaccio. On the other hand , prior to the fifteenth
century a few vernacular prose writing and a few translations from the Latin
originated outside of Tu cany . There are but a few interesting exception , such
as the tran lation of Bartholomaeu Anglicus by ivaldo Belcalzer of
Mantua." Hence we may a ert without exaggeration that Tu cany-tha nk
to the quality of her three great authors and to the quantity of her other poet ,
prose writer and translators -had gai ned by the end of the fourteenth century
an advantage in terms of vernacular production over all other provinces of Italy,
whereas the con tempora ry Latin literature wa hared in more or less equal
portion by all regions of Italy, including Tuscany.
The fifteenth century to which we must now turn i in its phy iognomy very
different from the fourteenth, though many traditions of the fourteenth century were con tinued and no real break occurred. The fifteenth cenrury itself i
not uniform in its character; the second half i different in man y way from the
fir t, and the difference between Tu cany and the rest of Italy continues to be
notable. We must distingui h again between poetry and pro e, between Latin
and Vernacular, between medieval and humani tic Latin , and between Tuscan
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and the other dialect . Moreover, the rise and dilfu ion of humanistic studie
and the direct and precise knowledge of classical Latin and , for the first time,
of ancient Greek literature is apparent in all areas of literature. The vast number of extant texts, many of which are not yet published or studied or even
inventoried, i hardly known to the layman or even to many specialists who are
not concerned with manuscript research . Moreover, the under tanding of the
Qua11rocento is still hampered by some old or new prejudice-S. The purists of
the sixteenth century who enthroned the Tuscan language of the fourteenth,
while often working with normalized texts and unaware of the orthographical,
linguistic and grammatical irregularities of the manuscri pt text , condemned
the Tu can language of the fifteenth century which had deviated in some traits
from that of the fourteenth. The Tuscan literature of the fifteenth century
which u ually followed the language of its time and not the model of the fourteenth century was often dismissed as uncultivated , making a silent exception
for Machiavelli and Alberti because one did not wish to do without them . Furthermore , the fifteenth-century dialect literature, far larger and more interesting than that of the fourteenth, is dismi sed by labeling its language a hybrid,
as if uch a label could be a substitute for a preci e study of this language and
for a careful distinction between its local and Tuscan features. Romanti cism
later proceeded to pro cribe Latin altogether, and I am afraid this attitude is
respon ible for the fact that the modern study of the Romance literatures
pretty much ignores the learned Latin literature of Renai ance Italy and take
note of its Latin poetry but reluctantly and selectively. As an outsider who i
not a pecialist in Romance literature I may be permitted the heretical remark
that in this respect the literary history of Tiraboschi is better and more balanced than that of De Sancti and of many of hi successors. I must add that
the eo-Romantic aesthetics of Benedetto Croce, which recognizes only the
great and creative poet , rejects the literary genres (in which the smaller writers
might have found a refuge), and thus forces the cholar either 10 ignore the
mailer poet and writers alwgether or to overrate them beyond their true
value in order to ju tify our concern with them before the throne of literary
criticism . From this perspective, the entire Quattrocento has been di mi ed a
a "secolo enza poe ia," only because it did not produce a Dante or Petrarch,
an Ariosto or Tasso. In contra t with all the.se preconceptions, I maintain that
it i the task of the intellectual historian and of the bibliographer, if not of the
literary historian or cri tic, to register the entire volume of the literary production which has been preserved, and to study both great and small poets, poets
and pro e writer , popular and learned writings, pure and impure Tuscan and
other impure dialects, vernacular and Latin. Seen in this per pective, the
Qua11rocento offers a rich panorama of intellectual and literary production
and materia l for man y investigations and surprises.
I cannot mention in detail the rich literature of the humani st or the equally
rich vernacular and in part popular literature of fifteenth-century Tuscany.
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However, I should like to emphasize that ju t during the fifteenth century the
Tuscan prose language conquered many areas that had previously been a Latin
monopoly, and that during the same century-especially during its second
half - the vernacular prose literature made great advances outside of Tuscany.
During the fifteenth century tbe vernacular was used for the first time to a ignificant extent in the court and chancery records and internal correspondence
of various regions, whereas the external correspondence continued in Latin. 17
Thi ha been well documented for Florence and Milan, whereas the other
chanceries have not yet been studied in detail, as far as I know (although the
papal curia continued to use Latin without exception). Another area in which
the vernacular made considerable progress, especially in Florence, was public
oratory. The sermons were for the most part recorded in Latin, although San
Bernardino and later Savonarola undoubtedly delivered their sermons in
Tuscan when they preached in Florence. A Florentine specialty are the public
speeches given on special occasions before the people or before the Signoria;
some of these discu sion are called Proresti. 21 They are without exception in
Tuscan, and among their authors we encounter famous Tuscan humanists
such as Bruni and Manelti. E pecially popular were the public speeches given
by the Roman humanist and later conspirator Stefano Porcari when he held
office in Florence (many scholars believe that he used the Tuscan Buonaccorso
da Montemagno as a ghost writer). The text of these dicerie is found in numerous miscellaneou manuscripts copied during the fifteenth century in Florence.
These manusc ript usually contain a letter of Boccaccio, translated letters of
Petrarch and Bruni, translations of Cicero and Sallust, and some spiritual letter of the period . These manuscripts which have a slightly varying but on the
whole similar content are typical commonplace book for merchants and artians who had a popular Tuscan but no learned schola tic or humanistic education. 29 Typically Tuscan and Florentine are a.lso the sermons preached on holidays in one of the lay religious fraternities. They have been pre erved mostly in
three miscellaneous manu cripts, one of which has recently come to this country. Jo The authors are young Florentine patricians who enlisted perhaps the
help of their tutors, but also some famou s humanists uch a Landino and
Scala; two pieces of thi s type appear also among the writings of Poliziano.
Many humanists wrote only in Latin, but we should not forget that many
other humani ts-e peciaUy Tuscan humanists-wrote not only in Latin but
also in the Tuscan vernacular. There was a literary debate about the relative
value of the two languages, in which also Bruni participated in his Dialogi ad
Petrum Histrum, and another interesting debate between Bruni and Biondo in
which Bruni defended the view that even in Roman antiquity there wa ,
be ides literary Latin, a different popular language. 31 Among the authors of
Tuscan poems from the early fifteenth century, we find scholar who are otherwi e known on.ly through their Latin writings, such as Salutati, Francesco and
Benedetto Accolti, Antonio degli Agli, and Cyriacus of Ancona who visited
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Florence at the time when he wrote his verses." The Venetian humanist
Leonardo Giustiniani wrote many vernacular love songs and religious hymns
which show a few traces of his dialect, and we know that he acquired Tuscan
manuscript in Florence in order to have some models for his poetry.H
Leonardo Bruni wrote several poems, orations and letters in Tuscan, and his
lives of Dante and Petrarch are in Tuscan,,. as are many important works of
Palmieri and Alberti, Landino, Ficino and above all Poliziano. 3 ' Some scholars composed the same work in Latin and in Tuscan, 36 or translated their own
Latin works into Tuscan, or had friends translate them.l' We have entire collections of Tuscan poetry by authors otherwise known to us primarily through
their Latin works." Those typical collections com posed in praise of a deceased
person often contain, besides Latin verses, a few in Tuscan. 39 Typical humanist genres as the description of tournaments and other feasts , the praise of a
ci ty, or the consolatory dialogue on the death of a person, were also cultivated
in Tuscan. • 0 Authors continued to write historical works in Tuscan, as well as
treatises and dialogues, and, above all, biographies.' ' There were many
Tuscan tran lations of Latin and of Greek authors, the latter usually translated on the basi of an intermediary Latin translation." These translations,
however, could not compare in volume and diffusion with the numerous
humanist Latin translations from the Greek. In many instances, Latin writing
of the humanists were translated into Tuscan by other humanists, as was
Bruni' history of Florence by Donato Acciaiuoli and Poggio's by his son
Jacopo Bracciolini. ' 3 Lorenzo de' Medici's Altercazione originated as a verse
translation of two Latin letters of his teacher Ficino."
Some non-Tuscan humanists who visited Florence, especially during the
Council of 1438- 39 and during the long Florentine stay of the curia under
Eugene JV, took an active part in Tuscan literary culture. In addition to
Porcari and Cyriacus whom we have mentioned, we shou ld cite Aurispa, who
made while in Florence a Tuscan translation of the well-known treatise on
nobility by Buonaccorso da Montemagno;" and especially Francesco Filelfo,
who was a profe sor at the university, learned Tuscan, held lectures on
Dante and delivered several speeches in Tuscan or had them delivered by his
students.••
Another development of the fifteenth century which has not yet been sufficiently explored is the increasing use of the vernacular in the prose literature
outside of Tuscany, especially during the second half of the century. We find a
number of North Italian author who wrote only in the vernacular or wrote in
both Latin and the vernacular." The extent to which the language of these
author followed their native dialect or tended to imitate the Tuscan literary
language is still a subject for further investigation. In some cases an author
proudly asserts that his Ferrarese Italian is as good as any other; 0 and in one
case when the work of a Lombard humanist was copied in Tuscany, the scribe
claim to have translated the text from the Lombard dialect of the author into
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Tuscan," thus following a tradition of Tuscan and Tuscanizing scribes which
we may trace back to the thirteenth century .
A special place in the non-Tuscan prose of the fifteenth century belongs to
the vernacular translations from Latin and from Greek . Some of the translators are humanists, and it clearly appears from the prefaces and dedications
that these vernacular translations were intended for princely patrons who
knew little Latin and preferred the vernacular. This tendency begins with
Filippo Maria Visconti in Milan and cont inues during the second half of the
century not only with the Sforza in Milan, but also with the Este in Ferrara,
the Aragonese in aples, the Bentivoglio in Bologna, and st ill later with the
Gonzaga in Mantua (the immediate pupils of Vittorino da Feltre knew their
Latin too well to need vernacular translations, as did Federico of Urbino, Leonello d'Este, the pupil of Guarino, or Alfonso of Aragon). Pier Candido
Decembrio translated for Filippo Visconti both Caesar and Curtius into an
Italian whose form is still in need of investigation.'" To Ferrante of Naples
many vernacular translations were dedicated, including the lsocrates of Bartolomeo Fazio {who refers in his preface to his Florentine experiences and
models)" and the Pliny of Landino.'2 The same Landino dedicated 10 Ludovico Sforza his Tuscan translation of Giovanni Simonetta's history of Francesco Sforza and to Ercole d'Este a formulary of Tuscan letters and speeches."
Borso and Ercole d'Este are responsible for a large number of vernacular
translations of classical and humanistic writings." Among the translators we
find Boiardo, Ludovico Carbone, Niccolo Leoniceno, and the court scholar
Carlo di S. Giorgio called Polismagna. A manuscript in Berlin contains a
translation of Petrarch's De vita solitaria by Tito Vespasiano Strozzi whose
family, though of Florentine origin, had resided in Ferrara for several generations." Vice versa, the Duchess Eleonora of Aragon, who reportedly knew no
Latin, had a vernacular work dedicated to her by the Neapolitan Diomede
Caraffa translated into Latin by Battista Guarino. 56
Landino states in one of hi s prefaces that the Tuscan language by his time
had conquered not only all of Italy (a development to which he had contributed through his ded.ications to the rulers of Milan, Naples and Ferrara), but
a]so foreign countries and especially France and Spain ." I have no evidence
for France from this period, but there are several interesting testimonies for
Spain. A Spanish nobleman, Nuno de Guzman, who spent several years in
Florence and learned Tuscan rather well, had Cicero and Bruni translated
from Latin into Tuscan for his own use, " and Decembrio dedicated to him a
translation of Plutarch ,,. Inigo Davalos, an Aragonese nobleman at the court
of Alfonso of aples, owned Decembrio's Italian translation of Polybius, and
this translation survives only in this copy and in a Spanish retranslation based
on it. 60 Angelo Decembrio, Pier Candido's brother, who lived in Ferrara,
translated for the Marques de Santillana Bonaccursius' De Nobilitate (ascribing it to Plutarch) into Italian, and this translation survives only in a Spanish
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retranslation. 6 1 The same Marques de Santillana had a rich library which has
been largely preserved and which contains many Italian texts and many
Spanish translations of classical and humanist writings. 62 He also had Decembrio's partial translation of Homer's Iliad retranslated into Spanish. 61 His son,
Cardinal Pedro de Mendoza, donated 10 the Colegio de Santa Cruz in Valladolid an important collection of manuscripts which contains, among other literary works, Petrarch's Can1.oniere. •• In other words, the Tuscan literary language had penetrated by the end of the fifteenth century all of Italy as well as
Spain,•• and only one more step was needed to make it the official literary
language for all of Italy. This happened, as we said before, only during the
sixteenth century.
In conclusion, I should like to describe briefly the influence of Dante,
Petrarch and Boccaccio during the fifteenth century, for they were by no
mean neglected, a is often believed. I mentioned the Florentine debate early
in the century which culminated in Bruni's Dia/ogi ad Petrum Histrum. The
second book, perhaps wriuen at a later date than the first, contains a praise of
the Tuscan languag~ and of its three great masters, attributed in the dialogue
10 Salutati. The fifteenth century left us many biographies of the three great
authors, some in the vernacular and some in Latin. 66 The authors include
Filippo Villani, Sicco Polenton and Giannozzo Manetti, all of whom wrote in
Latin, but also Leonardo Bruni who wrote his lives of Dante and Petrarch in
Tuscan, and Pier Paolo Vergerio the Elder who wrote a Latin life of Petrarch .
There is also a vernacular life of Petrarch which usually ha been attributed to
Antonio da Tempo but probably belongs to Pier Candido Decembrio. 67 Lectures on Dante's Commedia were given intermillently in Florence, and the lecturers include Filippo Villani, France co Filelfo and Cristoforo Landino 61
(who lecmred also on Petrarch). We have a voluminous Latin commentary on
the Commedia by Giovanni da Serravalle; a vernacular commentary on the
Inferno alone by Guiniforte Barziz.za who wrote it at the request of Filippo
Visconti , and the famous commentary of Landino, dedicated in 1481 to the
Signoria of Florence. Landino often follows in his textual interpretation the
earlier commentaries, but he also tries to give an allegorical interpretation of
Dante in accordance with the Platonism of his time. 69 There were also several
auempts 10 translate the Commedia into Latin. 70 The Monarchia was twice
translated into Tuscan, the second time by Marsilio Ficino who in his preface
praises Dante as a Platonic philosopher, imitates him in a brief poem of his
youth and later gives his blessing to Landino's commentary with a Latin
preface." There are also some imitations of the Commedia, especially the
Ciuii di Vita by Matteo Palmieri, a didactic work in terza rima which was
made the subject of a Latin com mentary by Leonardo Dati." Lorenzo de'
Medici's commentary on his own sonnets follows the model of the Vita Nuova
and Convivio, as does Pico's com men tary on Girolamo Benivieni's Canzone
d'Amore. Lorenzo's Rocco/ta Aragonese, with a preface often allributed to
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Poliziano, how a new interest in the dolce stil nuovo ; Ficino and his De
Amore, a commentary on Plato's Symposium, cites Guido Cavalcanti, part ly
in order to please his friend Giovanni Cavalcanti; and al o Antonio Manetli
wrote a biography of Guido for Giovanni. 73 The Olivetan monk Antonio da
Barga repeatedly praises Dante in his unpubli hed writing . "
Petrarch found several biographers in the fifteenth century, as we have
een, and a few commentators. Filelfo' commentary on the Canzoniere i
dedicated to Filippo Vi sconti, and that of Bernardo llicino on the Trionfi to
Borso d'E te. Jacopo Bracciolini wrote on the Trionfo dellafama, and Bartholomaeus Fontius explained a few selected passages. 75 Occasionally we encounter some Latin elegies that were free translations of sonnets by Petrarch. 76
Al o Boccaccio's Decameron was often u ed as a literary model. There are
Tuscan novelle by Bruni, Alberci, and Antonio Manetti as well as Latin novelle
by Giovanni da Ravenna, Bartolomeo Facio, Francesco Tedaldi, Benedeuo
Colucci, Luigi Pa erini 77 and above all by Enea Silvio Piccolomini. 71 Several
humanists followed the example of Petrarch's Grise/dis and translated individual novelle of the Decameron into Latin. 79
The widespread admiracion for the three great poets also explains the devotio n with which their tombs were maintained. Boccaccio's tomb was renovated
by Lattanzio Tedaldi 10 and Dante's tomb in Ravenna by Bernardo Bembo.
Furthermore, at the beginning of the ixteenth century, an attempt was made
by an Academy whose members included Francesco da Diacceto and Michelangelo to transfer Dante's bones from Ravenna 10 Florence. 11
In the ixteenth century , the Tuscan language assumed the role which it had
not attained in the fourteenth century, excepc in the imagination of many hi torians: it became the literary language used in all of Italy and for all forms of
literature. The poets and writers of the fourteenth cencury served as models,
but all too pecifically local and idiomatic peculiarities of the Florentine dialecc
were intentionally avoided. The language was subjecced 10 a kind of regulation
that it had not received at any previous time (from the fifteenth century we have
one short grammar which has been auribuced to Alberti), and thi regulation
followed in many ways the model of Latin, as was natural. In the e tabli hment of an accepted vocabulary, Latini ms were avoided as much as po si ble.
Yet the language had absorbed many Latinisms long before, even in the work
of Dante; and thi was inevitable if a popular language which in it origin
hardly had any ab 1rac1 words wa 10 serve as a vehicle for learned , philosophical and scientific prose. Above all, spelling and grammar, which fluctuated a good deal during the fifteenth century, and also syn tax and entence
stru ct ure, which are quite loose and unclear even in Boccaccio, had to be normalized; finally the composition of a speech and of a treati e had to follow the
rule of ancienc rhetoric.
The Italian language of the ixteenth century had great poets and many
important and influential prose writers who were admired and imitated also
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in other countries. The Italian language, understood and read in other countries as early as the fifteenth century, as we have shown before, became in the
ixteenth and early seventeenth century an elegant international snob language
as French did at a later time. The French court under Catherine de' Medici and
her sons had a trong Italian orientation, and Queen Elizabeth knew Italian .
An otherwise little-known Englishman, George Rainsford, dedicated to Philip IJ
of Spain, who for a short time was also King of England, two political treatises. One of these was apparently translated from English into Italian, whereas
the other was composed in Italian. Rainsford had both works copied for
Philip's Burgundian chancellor Cardinal Granvelle. 12 In the seventeenth century, the great Ruben who had spent no less than eight years in Italy, conducted hi entire correspondence, even with his French friend s, in Italian."
The Italian influence lasted in literature a well as in painting, architecture and
music down to the eighteenth century.
We hould not forget, however, that in the six teenth century and later
Latin continued to be cultivated both in Italy and in the other European countries. There was a flouri hing tradition of Latin poetry in which Sannazaro and
Bembo participated, and poets like Marcantonio Flaminio and Girolamo Vida
enjoyed a great European fame down to the eighteenth century. At the same
time, Latin flouri shed as an international language of science and scholarship,
of academic inst ruction and or the learned professions, and as the language of
diplomacy down to the eighteenth century, and as the language of the Catholic
Church and of classical scholarship far into our own century. In Italy Giovanni
Pascoli (d. 1912) sti ll wrote poems in Latin.
In a comprehensive history of Italian culture, if not in a history of Italian
literature, the de pised Tuscan of the fifteenth century, the works written in
the various dialects, and above all the Latin literature in all its form , including
learned prose, should find a place. Many texts are preserved only in manuscripts or rare editions and are not even mentioned in the leading literary hist0ries . ot all of them deserve a printing, let a.lone a critical edition; but they
should at least be inventoried and recorded, and if they eem to deserve it,
studied and perhap edited. Many of them are quite mediocre (which is also
true of many which have been edited), but many of them are interesting
because of their form, language or content; all of them are important if we
wish to ascertain the diffusion of particular authors and writings , literary
genre and themes. In so me instances the title or mere existence of a text is
sufficient to refute a co nventional or fashionable theory or to enrich the total
picture by a new facet . In the present climate of opinion, we might argue that
the limitation to famou authors is elitist and undemocratic and that not only
popular documents or the opinions of illiterates, but also the works of literature
written by modest author deserve our attention.
From thi per pect ive, we may a.lso belier understand Dante and his historical po ition. He was not only a great and perhaps the greatest Italian poet-
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something nobody doubts-but also a learned medieval philosopher and theologian, a classicist and individualistic protohumanist, and a highpoint in a great
bilingual or multilingual cultural development which Hourished in Italy and in all
of Europe from the High Middle Ages to the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. He wrote the first great didactic poem and the first philosophical prose
treatises in Italian and made the first successful attempt to translate the technical terminology of scholastic philosophy and theology from Latin into
Italian - that is, into a language that up to his time had been notoriously poor
in abstract words. He wrote also in Latin when he chose to, and he defended
the use of the vernacular in a Latin treatise. Through his great poem and
through his language, through his style and his thought, Dante became the
model for many other poets in Italy and elsewhere, and his influence has extended through many centuries. It is still alive in our time, and I hope it will
remain alive for a long time to come.
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31. Han Baron, Crisis. Riccardo Fubini, "La coscienza negli umanisti," S111di Medie••ali, 3rd ser., 11 (1961), 505-50. Mirko Tavoni, "The 15th Century Controversy on the Language Spoken by the Ancient Ro mans," Historiographia ling11is1ica, 9 (1982), 237- 64.
32. Francesco Flamini, la lirica roscano def Rinasci111e1110 ameriore ai 1e111pi de/ Magnifico (Pisa: istri , 1891) .
33. Berthold Fenigstein, Leonardo Gi11s1iniani (Halle: Niemeyer, 1909), p. 61. laudario Giu tinioneo, ed. Francesco Luisi, 2 vols. (Venice, Fondazione Levi, 1983).
34. Leonardo Bruni Aretino, H11111a11is1isch-Philosophische Schrijten, ed. Han
Baron (Leipzig and Berlin : Teubner, 1928), pp . 50-69, 149- 56, cf. 176- 80. EmiLio Santini, "La produzione volgare di Leonardo Bruni Aretino e ii uo cu lto per le tre corone
Fiorentine," Giomale srorico de/lo le11era1t1ro i1aliana. 60 (1912), 289-339. Gianfranco
Folena (Rassegna def/a le11era1t1ro italiono, 51 [1953) , 160 and in la Trad11zione
[Trieste: Lint, 1973), pp. 89-91) also refers to a tran lation of Cicero's Pro Marcello by
Bruni which dilfer from the Brunetto Latini tra nslation.
20.
21.
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35. Matteo Palmieri, Vita civile, ed. Gino Belloni (Florence: Sansoni, 1982). Leon
Bani 1a Alberti, Opere volgari, ed. Cecil Grayson, 3 vols. (Bari: Lalerza, 1960-73).
Cri 1oforo landino, Seri/Ii critici e reorici, ed. Roberto Cardini, 2 vols. (Rome: Bulzoni, 1974). Reden Cristoforo Landinos, ed. Manfred Lenizen (Munich: Fink, 1974).
Manfred Len1zen, Studien zur Dante-Exegese Cristofaro Landinos (Cologne: Bohlau ,
1971) . La critico de/ Londino, ed. Roberto Cardini (Florence: Sansoni, 1973). Mario
San1oro, "Cris1oforo Landino e ii volgare," Giornale storico de/la /e//erotura ito/iona,
131 ( 1954), 504-47. Pompeo Giannamonio, Cristofaro Landino e l'Umonesimo volgore
( aple : Liguori, 1971 ). Kris1elle r, "Marsilio Ficino as a Man of Lellers," see note 29
above. Angelo Poliziano, Prose volgari inedite, ed. Isidoro del Lungo (Florence:
Barbera, 1867), republished in Opera omnia, ed . Ida Ma"ier, 2 vols. (Turin: Bottega
d'Erasmo, 1970). Vi11ore Branca, Poliziono e l'umor,esimo de/lo porolo (Turin: Einaudi;
1983). There are also vernacu lar peeches and wri1ings by Dona10 Acciaiuoli (cf. Eugenio
Garin, " Dona10 Acciaiuoli ci11adino fiorcn1ino," in Medioevo e Rir,oscime11to [Bari :
Laierza, 19541, pp. 211 - 87), Alamanno Rinuccini (Le11ere ed orazior,i, ed. Vi10 Giustiniani (Florence: Olschki, 19531), Giannozzo Maneui (Dos Corpus der Orotior,es, ed.
H. W. Wi11schier (Cologne: Bohlau, 1968)), Bartolomeo Scala (edition being prepared
by Ali on Brown), as well as by other humanisis from Tuscany.
36. I refer 10 the following examples: Dona10 Acciaiuoli, Questio 11tn1111 ber,e an male
operori sit Jaci/ius (in Giovonr,i Rucel/ai ed ii suo Ziboldor,e, ed. Alessandro Perosa (London: The Warburg lnsti1ute, 1960), I, 91- 102, 125-33); Giannozzo Manetti, Diologusconso/atorius(Vat. Pal. lat. 1601 and 1607, ed . Alfon o De Petri , Rome, Edizioni di Storia e
Le11era1ura, 19 3); Marsilio Ficino, De religior,e Chrisria11a (cf. Supplementum Ficir,ionwr, [Florence: Olschki, 1937), I, pp. LXXV II -LX.X lX); Bartholomaeus Fontius, De
per,itier,tia (cf. Charles Trinkau s, "A Humanisl' Image of Humanism," Studies ir, the
Rer,oissar,ce, 7 (1960) , 132); Cristofaro Landino, "Speech abou1 Donalo Acciaiuoli"
(Reden, ed. Manfred Lenizen, pp. 65-76, 1- 89); Francesca da Diacceto, De omore and
Ponegyricus in Amorem (cf. Kris1eller, S111dies, pp. 308-11).
37. On Ficino see Kristeller, "Marsilio Ficino as a Man of Lener ," pp. 20-27. A
Tuscan 1ranslation by Andrea Cambini of Landino's Disputatior,es Camaldulenses is
documemed though no copy has survived (ed . Peter Lohc [Florence: Sansoni, 1980) ,
pp. XXVIII-XXJX).
38. I refer 10 the following examples: Leonardo Dati (Vinorio Ros i, II Q11a11rocento,
ad indiccm); Tommaso Baldinotti (DBI, 5 [1 963!, 493-95, by Armando Peirucci); Alessandro Bracce i (DBI, 13 (1971), 602--08, by Alessandro Perosa), Bartolomeo della
Fonle (Trinkaus, op. cit .) and Bartolomeo Scala.
39. The collection honoring Co imo de' Medici (Laur. 54, 10) contains one sonne1 by
France co d'Ahobianco degli Alberti (Bandini, Cotologus, ti , 643-51), and the one
honoring Antonio quarcialupi (Laur. Med. Pal. 87) begins wi1h a sonnet by Lorenzo
de' Medici (Bandini, Bibliotheca Leopoldina, Ill , 248-60). The prin1cd collec1ion
honoring Ale andro Cinuzzi contain s son nc1s by Agos1ino S1accoli, Baccio Ugolini
(two) and Ciriaco Fiorentino (Federico Pa1ena, " Di una raccolta di componimenti e di
una medaglia in memoria di Alessandro C inu zzi Senese," Bolle11ino Senese di S toria
Patria, 6 I1899), 151-78). The 1498 colleclion, honoring Fra Mariano da Genazzano
(Bologna, Biblioteco Ur,iversitaria, ms. 26 18), contains 20 llalian and 13 Latin poem
(Filippo Cavicchi, "Una raccol1a di poesie i1alianc e latine per la mortc di Fra Mariano
da Genazzano," Giomale s1orico de/la le11erat11ra iraliana, 40 ( 1902), 15 I -69, cf. Ruga,
p. 39).
40. On description of 1ournaments see Kristcllcr, Studies, pp. 437-50. A description
of a town and a consolatory dialogue, both composed in Tuscan by France co Bandini ,
are also publi hed there (pp. 395-435).
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41. Vespasiano da Bisticci, Le vile, ed. Aulo Greco, 2 vol . (Florence: lstituto nazionale di studi sul Rinascimento, 1970-76).
42. Translators of classical and patristic texts into Tuscan who merit mention here are
Girolamo Benivieni (Moschos, lier ltalicum, I, 14 1; Johannes Cassianus, Laur. Acquisti
SS) ; Alessandro Braccesi (Appian, ed. l502 and 1519; DBI, 13 , 602-08); lacopo Bracciolini (Xenophon's Cyrupaedio, Scriptores Historiae Augustae, DBI, 13 , 638-39);
Andrea Cambini (Cicero, De senectute and De amicitia, Magi. XXI 72 and Vat. Chigi M
IV 93 , Iter l ta/icum, I, 138 and II , 489); Filippo Cor ini (Leo Magnus, Hain 10016);
Bartholomaeus Fontius (Aristeas, Lucian , Phalaris, sec Trinkaus, pp. 90- 147, esp.
pp. 127-31); Cristoforo Landino (Plinius, ed. 1476, Preface in Scriui critici, ed. Roberto
Cardini, I, 81-93); Bernardo uti (Aristotle, Nicomachea11 Ethics, Iter Italicum, I, 89);
P iero Parenti (Cicero, Lellers, Iter ltalicum, II , 124); Antonio Ridolfi (Basilius, lier
l talicum, I, 141).
43 . Donato Acciaiuoli's Tuscan translation of Bruni's Historia Flore111i11a wa published in 1476 (GW 5612), as was Bracciolini's translation of Poggio's Historia Florentino (Hain 13172- 73). The two translations were reissued together in 1482 (GW S613).
Bruni's De primo be/lo P1mico was also translated (GW S604). Andrea Cambini translated Biondo"s Decades (DBI, 17, 132-34, cf. lter ltolicum. I. 114), Alberti's Canis and
Donato Acciaiuoli's speech addressed to Sixtus IV were translated by Picro Parenti (lier
llalicum, I, 110-11, also Fondazione Horne, ms. 2790. cf. lier lto/icum, 11, S1 8).
44. August Buck, Der Platonismus in den Dich1unge11 Lorenzo de' Medicis (Berlin :
Junker, 1936) . Kristeller, Studies, pp. 213 - 19.
45 . Remigio Sabbadini, Biogrofia docume/1/ata di Giovo1111i Aurispa (Noto: Zammit,
1890), pp. 66-67 . Carteggio di Giovanni Aurispa, ed. Remigio Sabbadini (Rome:
Senato, 1931), pp. 174-75 .
46. Giovanni Benadduci , Prose e poesie volgori di Fro11cesco File/Jo (Pel centenario di
Francesco Filelfo, Allie Memorie de/lo R. Deputazione di storia potrio per le provi11ce
de/le Morche, S (1901), XLl-262). See also Lavinio Agostinelli and Giovanni Benadduci,
Biogrofio e bibliografio di Giova11 Mario File/Jo (Tolentino: Filelfo, 1899). In Florence,
Bartolomeo P latina translated eri Capponi's Commentori from Tuscan into Latin (ed .
Ludovico Muratori, Rerum /talicarum Scriptores, 20 [1731), 476-516}. Cf. P/a1y11oe
liber de vita Chrisri ac omnium pontificum, ed . Giacinto Gaida (Ren1111 ltolicorum
Scriptores, 3, l, Citta di Castello, s. a .) , pp. IX - X. The source i probably Magi. trozz.
IX 140 (lier ltolicum, I, 25).
47 . For example, Giovanni Sabadino degli Arienti (DBI, 4 [1 962] , 154-S6, by Ghino
Ghinassi; Arr and Life at the Court of Ercole d'Este: The "De triumphis religionis" of
Giovo11ni Sobodino degli Arie/Iii, ed. Werner L. Gundersheimer, Geneva: Droz, 1972);
Bornio da Sala {DBI, 12 [1970] , 801-03, by Gianni BaJlistreri ; Bianca Bianchi, Ei11
Bolog11eser Juris/ und Humanist, Bomio do Sola (Wiesbaden: Steiner, 1976); an Italian
tract on ethics directed to Borso d'Este is in ms. Hamilton 112 in the Deutsche Staatsbibliothek in East Berlin); Pandolfo Collenuccio of Pesaro (Opere//e moroli, ed.
Alfredo Saviotri [Bari: Laterza 19291); Antonio Cornazzano (GW 7S48- 63). The
chronicler Marin Sanuto and Antonio Vinciguerra should be mentioned a representati ves of Venice .
48. Giulio Bertoni, Lo biblioreca es1e11se e lo coltura ferrarese oi tempi de/ Duca Ercole I
(Turin: Loescher, 1903), p. 123.
49. Magli. XX l ll 45 contains Curlius in Decembrio's translation "tradocta in volgare
lombardo da Candido ed emendato in Firenze e ridocto in lingua toscana" (lier ltalicum, I, 139).
SO . The catalogues of the princely libraries are an important source: Giu lio Bertoni,
Lo biblioteco estense (Turin: Loescher, 1903). Elisabeth Pellegrin, Lo bibliotheque
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des Visconli el des Sforza (Paris: C . . R.S. 1955). Tammaro De Marini , la bib/ioleca
napole1ana dei Re d'Aragona, Vol. II (Milan: Hoepli, 1947). On Decembrio's translation see Vittorio Zaccaria, "Sulle opere di Pier Candido Decembrio," Rinascimento, 7
(1956), 13-74; Kristellcr, "Pier Candido Decembrio and His Unpublished Treatise on
the lmmonality of the Soul," in The Classical Tradition, literary and Historical Studies
in Honor of Harry Caplan, ed . Luitpold Wallach (Ithaca: Cornell Univ. Pres , 1966),
pp. 536-58, esp. 541-42.
51. Valencia, Biblioteca Universitaria, ms. 727. The Flemish mu ician Johannes Tinctoris, who lived at the court of Naples, translated for Ferrante the statutes of the Order
of the Golden Fleece "de lingua di Borgogna in lingua ltaliana" ( aples, Biblioteca
ationale, m . XJV D 20, Iter ltalicum, I, 409) . In 1479 Francesco Biscont ini of Pavia
tran lated Barcelona's maritime law tatutes "da Cathalano in Italiano idioma" (Palermo,
SocietA Siciliana per la storia Patria, cod. Fitalia I B 4, lter ltalicum, 11 , 552).
52. See Landino, Seri/Ii critici e 1eorici, I, 77-93 for the text of the preface.
53. The prefaces are in Landino, Seri/Ii critici e teorici, I, 183-91 and 175-80. Cf.
Eugenio Garin, "La cuhura a Milano alla fine del Quattrocento," in Milano nell'eta di
Ludovico ii Moro, I, 21-28, esp. p. 23.
54. Giulio Bertoni, op. cit. (note 48). Giuseppe Fatini , "Le 'Rime' di Ludovico
Ario to," Giornale storico de/la le11erat11ra i1aliana, Supplemento 25 (1934), 3-41 : "II
volgare preariosteo a Ferrara."
55. East Berlin , Deut che Staatsbibliothek, ms. Hamilton 494 (lter ftalicum, Ill , 366).
The translation is dedicated to Lorenzo Strozzi, the a uthor's brother. Cf. Die Borsias
des Tilo Strozzi, ed. Walter Ludwig (M unich: Fink, 1977).
56. On Diomede Caralfa, see DBI, 19 (1976), 524-30 (by Franca Petrucci). Batt ista
Guarino' translation is found in Modena, Est. lat. 679 (fter ft alicum, I, 38 1). At the
direction of the au th or, Diomede Caraffa, Colantonius Lentulus translated the same
text into Latin (De luxe manuscript in Leningrad, Ermitage, Otdelenic Rissunkov,
m . 78 159), a well as another work dedicated to Beatrice of Hungary, Eleanor's sister
(De luxe manuscript in Par ma, Biblioteca Palatina, ms . Parm . 1654, fter ftalicum, II ,
49) . Naymerius de Comitibus translated the Italian tract on immortality by the Dominican Jacopo Camphora into Latin for Ercole 1 of Ferrara (British Library, ms. Add.
22325).
57. "nella fiorentina lingua, la quale e comune non solo a tuue le genti italiche ma per
la nobilita d'alcuni scrillori di quella e spar a e per la Gallia e per la lspagna" (Landino,
Scrilli critici e teorici, p. 190).
58. Cicero, Tusculanae Disputationes: Paris, Bibliotheque ationale, Fonds italicn,
ms. 1703 (dated 1456), lter /talicttm, Ill , 313. Bruni, Cicero 11ov11s: Milan, Biblioteca
Nazionalc Braidcn c, ms. AC IX 33 (dated 1459), fter ltalicum, I, 354. The copyist L. de
Colic worked for Vespasiano da Bisticci and should not be identified with Lorenzo Lippi
(communication from Dr. Albinia de la Mare) . Vespa iano da Bisticci repons that
Guz.man al o commi sioned the translation of Cicero's De oratore, Quintilian's Declamationes and Macrobius' Sa111malia into Tu can (Vespasiano da Bisticci, Le vite, 1,
441).
59. Decembrio dedicated to uilo both his vernacular translation of Plutarch' Alexander, Palermo Naz. I E 15 and Vat. Barb. lat. 4044 (!ter ltalicum, 11 , 30 and 464) and a
tran lat ion of Seneca's Clattdii Apocolocy111osis, which has urvived only in a retranslation into Spanish (Madrid, Biblioteca Nacional, m . 18136). Cf. Mario Schiff, la bib/iotMque du marqttis de Sa111il/a11e (Paris: Bouillon , 1905; rpt. Amsterdam: Van Heusden,
1970, p. 129, cf. pp. 449-59) . Manelli dedicated to Nuiio the first edition of hi Vita
Socratis et enecae, ed. Alfon o De Petris [Florence: Olschki, 19791) and wrote for him
an Apologia wmii directed to his father fo r him (lier ltalicum, I, 398 and 594). Nuilo
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himself translated a speech of Manetti fro m Tuscan into Spanish for the Marques de
Santillana (British Library, ms. Egcnon 1868, f. J46- J89v, cf. Schiff, pp. 364- 65).
60. Madrid , Bibl ioteca acional, ms. 10301 , with the note: "est mci Ynici de Davalos"
(cf. Schiff, pp. 37-38). The Spanish version is in ms. 8 22 in the ame library.
61. Madrid, ms . 863 1 (cf. chiff, pp. 114- 18). Prince Carlo de Viana i credited wit h
the Spanish vcr ion.
62 . Schiff, op. cit. He also owned the Dame manuscript Madrid Vitrinas 23 .2 and
10186, the la11er with a Castilian translation by Enrique de Villena (Schiff, pp. 275-303 ,
cf. p. 326). A 10 his knowledge of Tuscan, cf. Vespasiano da Bi ticci, Le vite, I, 205--06.
63. British Library, ms . Add. 21245 , cf. Schiff, pp. 1-7. Thi manu cript al o contai n
Spanish tra nslations of excerpts from Decembrio's Peregrino HisJoria and Gramma1ico11. Cf. Pedro-Manuel Catcdra, "Sobre la Biblioteca del Marq ues de Santillana," Hispanic Review, 51 (1983), 23- 28 .
64 . Va lladolid, Biblioteca Universitaria, ms. 332. The manuscript includes poems by
Dame and Cavalcanti as well as two of Dame's lcuers tra nslated into Tu can.
65. There is much more to be said about the Spani h translmions of Italian writer,
including the Latin writings of Ita lian hu manists. Dr. Christoph StroseLzki has kindly
drawn my au cm ion to a Vocabulario de las dos lenguas Toscano y Cas1ellana by Christoval de las Casas primed in 1516 in Venice; a copy is owned by the Bibliotheque
Nationale, Paris. The preface to the book contains a warm prai e of the Tu can
language a nd literature.
66. Le vire di Dante, Perrarca e Boccaccio scri11e fino al secolo decimosesto, ed. Angelo
Solert i (Milan: Vallardi, I904- 05).
67 . Solerti , 329- 38, indicates as author Antonio da Tempo (inc. "France co Petrarca
fiorentino per nazione") . The writing is auc tcd for Dcccmbrio and is expressly anributed to him in two manuscripts: Vat. Barb. lat. 3954 (/rer /Jalicum, II , 453) and Gotha
B 239, f. 85v-92v (lter lta/ic11111, 111, 398).
68 . Cf. Gherardi (sec note 18 above). On the commcmary of Serravalle sec note 70
below.
69. Guiniforte' comme ntary is found in Paris, ms. Ital. 1469 and 2017 (lter /Jalicum, Ill , 305 and 307) as well as in Madrid, ms. 3658. Cf. Marcella Roddewig, "Eine
unbeka.nnte Handschrift des Barzizza-Kommentars zu Dantes In ferno in Madrid ," in
Italia viva: Studien zur Sprache 1111d Literarur llaliens: Festschrift f,1r Hans Ludwig
Scheel, ed. Willi Hirdt and Reinhard Klesczcwski (Tiibingen: arr, 1983) , pp. 353-68.
On Landino's commentary see Michele Barbi, "Dante net Cinquccc nto," Amwli de/la R .
Scu o/a Normale S11periore, 13 (1890) , pp. 146- 79. Manfred entzen, Studien zur
Danre-Exegese Cristofaro Landinos (Cologne: Bohlau, 1971) . Roberto Cardini, La
cririca de/ Landino (Florence: San oni, 1973). Landino al o made u c of Antonio
Manctti's studies on the topography of Dame' h ifem o (Barbi, pp. 131 - 35).
70. The translation by Giovanni da Serravalle OM i printed together with hi commentary: Fratri Johannis de Serravalle Translatio er Commenwm rorius libri Da111is
A ldigherii, ed. Marcellino da Civezza and Teofila Domenichelli (Prato: Giachelli,
1891). E cerpt aside, the complete tran lation of Maueo Romo is in Laur. Redi 8 (/ter
ltalicum, I, 77), Laur. Ashb. 1070 (lier /ta/ic11111, I, 86), Parma Pal. 103 (lier llalic11111,
II , 33- 34). Cf. 0 110 Gri llnberger, "Ma tteo Ronto," Smdien und Mi11e/u11gen aus dem
Be11edicriner- 1111d Cistercienser-Orde11, 12 (189 1), 17-28, 31 4-26. Dr. Roddewig
made me aware ofan anonymous and apparently older translation of !11/em o JV-VII in
Sandaniele del Friuli ms. 200 (Mazzatinti, 3, 144).
71. Kri steller, "Marsilio Ficino as a Man of Lct1cr ," pp. 8- 10.
72. Mauco Palmieri, Libra de/ poema chiamaro Cillo di vita, ed. Margaret Rooke, 2
vols. ( orthampton , Mass.: Smith College, I927- 28).
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73.
ngelo Lipari, The "dolce stil 1111ovo" According 10 Lorenw de' Medici ( ew
Haven: Yale Univ. Press, 1936). Amonio Manetti, Opereue istoriche, ed. Gaetano
Mi la ne i (Florence: Le Monnier, 1887), p. 167.
74. A short article about Antonius Bargensis will appear in the forthcoming econd
volume of my Studies.
75 . On Filelfo and llicino sec Hain 12763- 78, cf. Paris ital. 1203 and Modena Est.
Ital. 397. On Braccioli ni see Hain 13167- 68. On Foniius' Ragio11ame111i sopra alch1111i
/11oghi de' Triumphi de/ Petrarcha, see Trinkaus, pp. 134-47. The imroduction to a lecture Landino gave on Petrarch' son nets is preserved: La Critica de/ Landino, pp. 34254; Landino, Seri/Ii critici e teorici, I, 33-40.
76. Alexander Bracciu s, Carmina, ed. Alessa ndro Perosa (Florence: Bibliopolis,
1944), no. 11, p. 21 : Carmina Petrarcae in /atim1m versa, inc. Caesar honoratae cervicis, cf. p. 148 (Son. 81), inc. Cesare poi che'l traditor. aldus Naldiu , Epigramma1011
fiber, ed. Ale andro Pcrosa (Budapest: yomda, 1943), no. 35, p. 12: Carmen Petrarchae i11 Latinos co11 vers111n ,111meros, inc. Abs/11/it he11 nullis parcens, cf. Son. 283, inc.
L 'aura e l'odore. aldu de aldi , Elegiar11111 /ibri fl/, ed . Ladislaus Juhasz (Leipzig:
Teubner, 1934), 19, p. 7: Ad La11re111i11111 Medicen in La11ra111 Petrarcae, inc. Cum tibi
11obili1as, cf. on. 179, inc. !11 nobil sang11e; J 15, p. 11; fn carmen Petrarcae ad Renatum Pac1i11111, inc . Si potero vitae duros, cf. Son. 11 , Inc. Se la mia vita; I 20, p. 14: In
carmen Petrarcae ad Johannem Cavalca11tem, inc. Permix tum gem mis a1mm1, cf. Son.
38, inc. L 'oro e le perle. Cf. Kristeller, Studies, p. 385. Filippo Beroaldo en. translated
Petrarch' Canzone 29 ( Vergine be/la) into Lalin. GW 4148, analysed by Konrad Krautter, Philologische Methode 1111d lrumanistische Existen;. (Mu nich: Fink, 1971), 190-192;
DBI, 9 (1967), 382- 384. by Myron Gilmore.
77. Giovanni da Ravenna, Viofu1e pudicitie narratio (Benjamin G. Kohl , "The Works
of Giovanni di Conversino da Ravenna," Traditio, 31 {1975] , 349-367, p. 356, no. 9) .
Banholomaeu Faciu , De origi11e belli illler Gallos e1 Brita1111os his1oria (cf. Kri teller,
"The Huma nist Bartolomeo Facio and Hi Unknown Correspondence," in From the
Renaissance to the Counter-Reformation: Essays i11 Honor of Garren Mattingly [ ew
Yo rk: Random House, 1965], pp . 56-74, esp. p. 73, n. 45) . Jacopo Bracciolini translated thi novella into Tuscan (Della origine de/la guerra tra fnghilesi e Fra11ciosi), ed.
1547, cf. DBI, 3 (1971), 63 - 39 by Cesare Vasoli. Francesco Tedaldi : Kri teller, "U na
novella latina e ii uo autore France co Tedaldi ," in Stud/ leuerarii: Miscellanea in
onore di Emilio Santini (Palermo: Manfredi, 1956), pp. 159- 80. Benedello Colucci,
Serini inediti, ed . Arsenio Frugoni (Florence: Olschki , 1939), pp. 6 1- 68: Historiola
amaloria. Aloysiu Pas erinus, Historia /epida de q11ib11sdam ebriis merca/oribus, ed .
Brescia 1495 (Hain 12436). Cf. Lellerio Di Francia, La novellistica (Milan : Vallardi,
1924- 25), I, 302- 34. There are also two anonymous Latin novellas in Florence, Biblioteca azionale, Nuovi Acquisti 227 , f. I 18v- 30 (fter ftalicum, 1, 173) and in Var. Onob.
Jar. 2853, f. 153v- 163v (lter /1a/ic11111, II , 437).
78. Aeneas Sylvius Piccolomineus, Historia de d11ob11s amantibus. This novella was
printed everal time and translated into several languages (Hain 213-40). Alamanno
Donati tra nslated the novella into Tuscan (Hain 246-48) as did Alessandro Braccesi
(Copinger 77- 78) .
79. Leonardo Bruni translated the tale of Tancredi (Decameron, IV, 1) u nder the title
De duobus a111a111ib11s Guiscardo et Sigismundo. The novella was printed a number of
times and appears in many manuscripts (GW 5626-42). Antonio Loschi translated the
fab11/aCapel/e1i(Decamero11, I, I), Ambr. C 141 inf., f. 53v-60v(fterftalicum, I , 319).
Bartholomaeus Facius translated the Jabula Rogerii (Decameron, X, 1), Magi. XXV
626, f. 76-77v (fter /1alic11m, I, 140) , ed. Carlo Braggio, Giomale Ligustico, 11 (1884),
379-87 and Valladolid 227, f. l- 2v. Franciscus Di edu tra nslated the tale of Tito and
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Gisippo (Decamero11, X, 8), Va1. lat. 5336, f. 45-72v (lter /ta/icum, II , 374). lacopo
Bracciolini translated 1he same novella, Laur. 89 inf. 16 and A ngelica 141 (DBI, 13
[1971] , 638-39, by Cesare Vasoli). Filippo Beroaldo 1ransla1ed the tale of Tancredi in
verse (GW 4106- 12), as well as the tale of Tito and Gisippo (GW 4501) and 1he novella
of Cimone (Decameron, V, I, GW 4437). All three translation are in the publication of
his Orationes et poemata (GW 4148), cf. Krautter, 190- 92. Cf. Eugenio Garin , La cu/Jura filosojica de/ rinascime11to italia110 (Florence: Sansoni, 196 1), p. 365; Ritra11i
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The Dialogues ro Pier Paolo Vergerio are a fairly brief, rather unassuming ,
yet much defamed work by Leonardo Bruni (c . 1370- 1444), the Italian humanist from Arezzo who lived most of his life in Florence, the hub of early Renaissance civilization.' Composed of two parts, the second of which is, apparently, a retraction of the first, and dating probably from the years 1401 and
1405-06, respectively, the Dialogues constitute, because of the contradictions
contained in them, a puzzling text that has elicited a variety of interpretations
from critic in the historical as well as the literary field . Although much research has been done in recent times on Bruni, his writings and his times, most
notably by Han Baron,' a fresh reading of the troublesome Dialogues can be
derived, perhaps, by casting on them the light of some basic truths taught by
ocial amhropologi ts. This seems especially applicable now that historians are
making us increasingly aware of the importance of ritual in Renaissance culture, and literary critics are finding ritual patterns in the writings of the period.>
Bruni' text deals with a number of major Renaissance concerns: an optimal
educational program, reminiscent of theories advanced by many humanists;
prai e of the dialogue genre, a literary form that was to be utilized frequently
by authors like Castiglione; and the much-disputed question in the field of
literary criticism a to the relative merits of modern Italian writers-that i ,
the three crowns, Dante, Petrarch and Boccaccio-vis-a-vis the classical tradition . In its discussion of these issues, the work offers a lively picture of the
learned individuals who compo ed the scholarly world of early fifteenth-century
Florence. The most eminent among the characters is Coluccio Salutati (d. 1406),
the author of, among other things, brief epistolary tracts in which he exalts the
srudia humanitaris, especially the verbal arts of the trivium, and praises the
achievements of the rrecentisri, who di stingu ished themselves for their wisdom
and eloquence. Master of a whole generation of humanists, he is generally
recognized as having provided the link in the development of humanism from
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Petrarch to the scholars of the Quattrocento. Ii is this historical role which he
plays in Bruni's Dialogues. Several of Salutati's followers also appear in the
text, namely, Niccolo iccoli (d. 1437), a zealous clas icist; Roberto Ro i,
noted for hi expertise in ancient languages; Piero di ser Mini, a young student';
and, finally, the au thor himself, Bruni , who wa eventually 10 win considerable
fame a a writer for his contribution to the field of historiography. His History
of Florence of 1415-44 has been ha.iled a one of the fir t pieces of modern hi torical writing. 5 Furthermore, on the basis of his active political commitment
as chancellor of Florence from 1427 to 1444, Bruni represents fully the phenomenon of civic humanism.
The Dialogues, Bruni claims in the dedication 10 the educator Vergerio
(d. 1444), 6 are a fa ithful transcription of a debate that took place in Florence
among several scholars, pecifically bet ween the rwo chief interlocutor , Salutati and Niccoli. In th is "disputat ion about disputation" (p. 31), as the author
terms it, Salutati receives a visit from his disciples and, after a period of
ambiguous silence, reproaches them for not cultivating the art of dialogue adequately. He proceeds to deliver a full-Hedged oration in praise of dialogue
whose utility, he stresses, is manifold: it is invaluable in the search for truth, it
sharpens the intellect, it polishes the practitioner's peech and prepares him for
effective relations with his fellowmen . Recalling perhaps a proverb from the
Bible condemning id leness (Proverbs 24: 30- 31 ), Salutati warns hi listeners
not to be like the farmer who ploughs barren woodlands and neglects the richest part of hi s land (p. 22).
In reaction 10 Salutati's scolding and with another example of epideictic
oratory, just as carefully wrought as Salutati's, Niccoli takes up the defense of
the younger genera tion of humani ts. He place the blame for their possible
shortcomings on the "wretched" (pp. 25, 27) times in which they live-an era
characterized by ignorance , cultural confusion, a dearth of books and, on the
other hand, a plethora of modern Aristotelians, who know nought, and of
men of letters, who are ignorant of Latin and Greek and whose snori ng, consequently, is more pleasant than their speech. This diatribe recalls the polemical
stance Petrarch took with regard to the culture of hi day when, in a let1er 10
Boccaccio, he bemoaned the dark ages in which he was born, since men of letters, having lost the book of the ancients, had become like blindmen groping
in the shadows of their errors. 1
Defamatory as it i , Niccoli's peech allows him to delineate, albeit indirectly, a comprehensive program of humanist st udies, in which, a he point
out, all disciplines are connected and must be pursued : philosophy, mother of
all liberal ans, letters, eloquence, dialectic, grammar and rhetoric. Disappointed, however, by the modest attempts made in modern times in each of
these branches of learning, iccoli exalts the ancients who distinguished themelve for their excellence, especially Cicero and Aristotle. At the out et of the
exchange of view , the two di putant a re fully in agreement a to the value of
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Liberal srndies since Salutati too stresse that one must strive for distinction in
every aspect of culrnre.
A first discordant note is sounded in this harmony, though, when Salutati
voices his considerably more optimistic outlook : he i unreservedly confident
in the ability of the moderns to reach the level of culture achieved by the
ancients. For iccoli, instead, their "greatness" (p. 29} could never again be
matched. The true controversy between the two adversaries heats up when
Salutati, although admitting there has been a slight fall in the liberal arts,
tares that it is fruitless to wish for the impossible past and that one must learn
to appreciate what the present has to offer. As proof of the worth of recent culture he cites the example of the three crowns of Florence, writers "who," he
say , "by the consensus of all are exalted 10 the heavens" (p. 34}. This assertion
is refuted by Niccoli as reflecting the opinion of the populace and, echoing
once again Petrarch's arrogant and polemic attitude, this time toward the
popular author of the Divine Comedy, • he breaks out in that negative judgment on Dante that was to gain longlasting notoriety for Bruni's treatise and
wa to taint the reputation of humanists in general. He states: "I shall remove
that poet of yours from the number of the lettered and leave him to wool
workers, bakers, and the 1.ike" (p. 36). However, when the discussion is resumed
the next day, as recorded in the second book of the Dialogues, Niccoli, who
had scandalized hi colleagues, changes his mind and he now says of Dante:
"This man, then, so elegan t, so eloquent, and so learned, I yesterday removed
from the num ber of the lettered so that he should be not with them but above
them" (p. 46}. He goes on to praise Dante, and also Boccaccio and Petrarch,
the latter principally because he had opened the way to the cul tural formation
of subsequent generations, conclud ing that, in actual fact, the triumvirate was
to be rightly judged at least equal and probably even superior to the ancients. 9
As might be expected , cri ticism on the Dialogues has concentrated precisely
on this perplexing retraction by the main speaker and on the relation between
the two books that comprise the work. Since in the te1tt itself the characters
insist on the "stratagem" and "dissi mulation" (pp. 42- 44} used by Niccoli, and
since iccoli him elf admits he had condemned Dante simply in order to provoke a reaction in Salutati who, he e1tpected, would have defended the poet
with all the force of his eloquence, interpreters have often sought to explain
Niccoli's recanting as a simple recourse to rhetorical techniques. The most
obvious literary precedent wou ld be the Ciceronian one in which a polemical
pose is feigned at first and then negated by the same character. 10 This rhetorical solution to the contradictions in the te1tt - a reading advanced quite
staunchly by Jerrold E. Seigel 1 1 - is not lacking in foundation if we recall that
Salutati himself points out the ambiguity inherent in Niccoli's derogatory comment : by attacking present times which have seen the death of eloquence,
Niccoli in fact offers proof, th rough hi carefully designed invective, that the
an of oratory i alive and well.
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On the basis of his rhetorical interpretation, Seigel is able to maintain that
a basic structural unity links the two books of the Dialogues. According to
other exegetes, the arguing for and against the three crowns, first undermining
then glorifying their merit, has instead ideological significance in that it reveals
the so-called indecisiveness, wavering and bipolarity of humanism. 12 On the
other hand, Hans Baron," one of the major Bruni scholars, well-known for
his thesis on the rise of civic humanism in early fifteenth-century Florence, has
detected an evolution of thought that took place in the interval of time between the composition of the first and second books. He attributes the development in Bruni to the historical events culminating in the victory of the
Florentines over the Milanese in 1402-an event that, according to Baron,
heightened the civic sense and patriotism of the Florentines. These sentiments
are reflected explicitly in the latter part of Bruni's work . Consequently, the econd point of view expressed by iccoli is significant not because it indicates
one of the poles of humanist ambivalence but because it shows that the early
position has been rejected, or at least modified, and that a new compromising
vision has been formulated which allows for the reconciling of Niccoli' more
extreme version of Petrarchan classicism with Salutati's promotion of vernacular culture or trecentismo. In this way, as Eugenio Garin states, a new equilibrium replaces the earlier antitheses."
This depiction of Niccoli's conversion, however, does not correspond to
the historical personage whose contrary nature and contemptuous attitude
were familiar to those contemporaries who had dealings and subsequently
polemized with him, including Bruni who was 10 break off relations with Niccoli
at a later date. " Why, then, critics have asked, does Bruni distort the historical facts? In spite of bis convincing theory of the two di tinct moments of
composition and of a progression in the author's thought, Baron too claims
that Niccoli's transformation in the latter part of the Dialogues is a device that
allows the author to unite the two parts of his work. 1 '
This is not a completely satisfactory explanation, however, if one believes
that the palinode, the basic structure of the work, must have a meaning within
the text itself. Niccoli's turnabout is perhaps not simply a rhetorical game
played out by the main character or a mere literary expedient devised by the
author. Rather it may be the expression of a fundamental human experiencean archetypal experience of transition that i inevitably accompanied by sacred
rituals. Even if the trajectory of human experience traced in the iex1 doe not
mirror the unrepentant iccoli of history, it would seem that the author is projecting on his character a logical evolution that will culminate in the exaltation
of a renewed and more widely encompassing form of humanist culture.
Briefly, he portrays iccoli as an initiand in the intellectual field .
Coming now to a more detailed analysis of the text of the Dialogues, let us
single out those elements that suggest the special quality of this experience of
initiation into humanist studies. First of all, the framework of the lreatise,
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which has not received ufficient attention, proves 10 be, at close observation,
richly evocative of symbols of sacredness. The frame is used by Bruni first to
de cribe the selling for the conversations. He begins in the dedicatory Introduction with praise of the city which is flourishing with human culture, where
the seeds of liberal arts grow, and from which the light of culture is to shine.
This paean to Florence, Bruni's adopted patria, is based on a contrast wilh
other less perfect locales, especially the one now inhabited by the addressee
Vergerio who, Bruni lament , has returned 10 Padua and abandoned Florence.
Insisting on Vergerio's absence (p. 20) and on the fact that his ex-colleagues
who have remained in Florence miss him a great deal , the author suggest that
Vergerio is indeed in exile and that he has been excluded from a place of privilege, a veritable intellectual paradise.
This celebration of Florence as the ideal habitat for man intensifie at the
beginning of Book II (perhaps for the historical reasons adduced by Baron)
when Bruni quotes another of his works, the Panegyric to the City of Florence
that he had compo ed in the meantime (in 1403-04), and in which he similarly
compares the city to her counterparts of antiquity, only to conclude that
Florence outshines them all. Strategically located at the umbilical cen ter of the
region and described a a true Eden for her natural beauties, Florence can also
boast of having perfectly harmonious systems of politics and justice. 17 In the
Dialogues the specific backdrop for the characters as they engage in their di cussions changes, however, from the first to the second book. Ia the first, the
elite company arrives at Salutati's house and this dwelling acquires an almost
sanctified atmo phere when the disciples enter, are seated and, after exchanging lhe usual small talk, they keep what is in essence a reverential silence in the
presence of their mentor, to whom they att ribute almost divine qualities. If
Salutati's home cannot be designated a true temple, it may be filling to recall
the description Garin gives of it when, on the basis of comments made by the
author's contemporaries, he calls it "un sacrario di stud i" (a sanctuary of
tu die ). 18
The company of scholars, grown slightly in number, moves the next day
aero the Arno to the villa owned by Roberto. Here they admire the fine
garden for a few moments before resuming their discussions. Significantly,
iccoli pronounce hi recantation in the portico of Roberto's "realm" (p. 43),
in a natural selling, that is, which may recall man's complete self-realization in
the earth ly paradise. Again , the preparations for the talk indicate formality
and tylization : the di ciples stand in a circle around their teacher, who is
seated and rapt in himself for a short time. Then, following Bruni's orders,
they si t down , in a manner that suggests the performance of a ritual.
Through thi s change of selling the author presents his characters dynam ically as they walk from one area of Florence to another: from the center of
town they move centrifugally toward the suburban villa and then at the end of
the treatise they proceed again toward the center. In granting his characters
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thi freedom of movement , Bruni expresses hi civic pride in Florence and its
urrounding territory and he also exhibits hi more accommodating and openminded attitude toward cultural values. He doe not confine the interlocutors
10 an elitist contemplative retreat, as the traditional structure of dialogic treatises might have demanded 19 ; rather, in this work that truly stresses dialogue,
not dogma , he widen the spatial and intellectual horizons enjoyed by his
per onages.
At both ends of the path or radius these individual move along, at both
the center (Salutati's house in Florence) and the circumference (Roberto's
villa), figuratively speaking, there is evidence of ritualizing and paradisiacal
sacredness. Even more transparent is the symboli m evoked by the references
to the time in which the dialogues take place, namely when "the feast days for
Chri t's Resurrection were being celebrated" (p. 20). This periphrastic but
nevertheles clear reference to Easter is not likely to have been a casual one. In
all probability it has the value of a "hierophany" -that is, according to the
terminology of the anthropologist Mircea Eliade, it manife t the sacred 2°: the
mention of Easter recalls of necessity the Biblical accounts of the pas age from
ervitude to liberty (Exodu 14), of the Lord' passi ng over the houses of the
Israelites (Exodus 12), or, in Christian terms , of the Passion and Resurrection
of Christ and the liberation from sin as told in the Go pel . 21 Through the
reference to this important feast in the liturgical calendar, a sense of recurrence, of ritual and myth is created, since at Easter tho e Biblical events are
reactualized . The essential typology is alway the ame: a transition from evil
to good, a rebirth after death, a celebration after fasting, all taking place, of
course, in conjunction with pringtime in the natural cycle of the seasons.
An important role in the Biblical passover is played by the barrier of water
that has to be overcome: the Red Sea during the Exodus (Exodus 14: 15) and
the river Jordan (Joshua 3: 16) to be forded, by means of the miraculou parting of the waters, before the exodus from the desert and the arrival in the
Promised Land can be effected. A similar passageway occurs in the Dialogues.
In the ontological landscape created in Bruni' text we find the river Arno and
it i crossed three ti mes: once in the first book when, in a sort of flashback ,
Salutati relates that as a young student he u ed to go to visit hi mentor Luigi
Marsili (d . 1394) across the Arno and, on the way, he would reflect on the topic
to be discussed with hi s master. This is how he de cribes his trip: "I had made
the river [Arno] a sort of mark, so that from the time I cro ed it until I reached
hi house, I occupied myself with the topics I proposed to talk about with him"
(p. 23) [italics mine] . This reference to the Arno as a mental mark (a" ignum
et monumentum"" in the Latin original) reveal , indeed, the profound significance of this landscape. It goes far beyond the purely topographical and almost
tourist-like intere t Bruni shows in the Arno in the Panegyric, where the river
is listed si mply as one of the beauties of Florentine scenery whose bridges provide a practical linking of the two banks.
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Salutati's more meaningful passing over the river is reactualized when in
Book II the whole group cros es the Arno 10 get to Roberto's villa where
iccoli will pronounce his retraction. Clearly the division of the city caused by
the river (and the division of the work marked by a blank pace) highlight a
break or change, an interruption in continuity. The river in Bruni's text does
not become a symbol for the flux of time or a symbol of life; nor is it restricted
to being an image for verbal eloquence, although such an analogy is made by
Bruni in connection with Cicero and with Dante (pp. 26, 45). It is not the
aqueous conten t of the river that is stressed but the body of water a a line of
demarcation . Nevertheles , the river in Bruni may relate to the symbolism of
purification generally a sociated with water, often in connection with the baptism of Christ in the Jordan (Matthew 3:5)." Another features strikes the
reader: Bruni's Amo contains no creatures or sou ls and, instead of providing
access to infernal or paradisiacal worlds in an ecclesiastical sense, 2• it leads to
the world of culture as it is being propounded by the author. As a result, what
we have here is basically an exodu from a world of error, namely an exaggerated form of literal classicism, and entry into a more balanced cultural domain.
According to some anthropologists and psychologists, crossing a river is an
archetypal act of tran ition." This transition can be represented equally well
by movement across a doorway similar to the one Machiavelli traverses when,
as he narrates in his letter to Vettori, 26 he executes rituals of purification,
removing his daily mudridden clothi ng and donning regal and courtly robes
uitable for entering the ancient courts of ancient men. There is also the limen
or threshold the ancients them selves have to step over when they come to converse with Petrarch in his modest study in Vaucluse or the boundary on which
the poet finds himself and from which he can view the sleepy present and the
brighter times of the future." These sym bolic frontiers serve the purpose,
explains Eliade, of separating the profane world from the sacred world. 21
Interestingly enough, it i from th i category of symbols that Renaissance
writers often draw when they wish to exalt the world of humanism; it is a kind
of topos 29 that points to a feature of humanism that has been singled out by
the con tempora ry philo opher Georges Gusdorf, namely that the sacredness of
ecclesiastical th ings, typical of an earlier age, gives way, in the early Renaissance, to the sacredness of culture. 30
Bruni's particular brand of river symbolism might appear to have been
inspired by the Dantesque model since Dante, on his Eastertime journey,
pas e over "un bel fiumicello" (Inferno JV , 108) en route to the "nobile castello" (v. 106) where he is welcomed by a circle of the "spiri ti magni" (v. 119).
Yet there is a ba ic difference between the two texts: whereas Dante's visit to
the world of the ancient pagans is a temporary stopover, and will be superseded by a literal passage to the heavenly spheres, the transit made by Bruni's
protagonist brings him to his ultimate goal of cultural self-fulfillment.
In the very last words of his work, Bruni refers to the Amo for the third
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time when he relates that the group left the villa and was accompanied by
Roberto "as far as the Ponte Vecchio" (p. 52). Bruni thus closes his work with
a stress on the dividing river. Yet now the divisiveness has been overcome and
here Bruni speaks of the "ponte" (bridge) rather than the body of water itself,
probably to underline the bridging or harmonious reconciliation that has been
accomplished.
From these observations one can deduce that Bruni's text depicts fundamentally an archetypal situation, the experience of initiation, indeed a true rite
of passage, as it was studied earlier this century by Arnold van Gennep.l ' According to this social anthropologist, human life is made up of a series of
transitions, all following a basic pattern. This philosophical concept is shared
by more recent theorists like Eliade who writes:
when brought to birth, man is not yet completed;
... he becomes complete man by passing from an
imperfect, embryonic state to a perfect adult state.
In a word, it may be said that human existence
attains completion through a series of 'passage
rites,' in short, by successive initiations. 32
According to van Gennep and his followers right up to Victor W. Turner, u
the basic modalities of this transition are arranged in a tripartite diachronic
pattern. Passages (including the feasts of Easter and Passover) consist of a first
phase of separation (the preliminal stage) in which the novice dies to the profane; in the second or liminal phase the transition takes place th rough the
crossing of a limen or a river, for example, and the th ird or last stage brings
about incorporation or aggregation through communal rites, whereby the individual is accepted by the community.
Thi theory of the rites of passage helps elucidate Bruni' text which,
clearly, insists just as much on the change that occurs in iccoli as on the specific opinions he voices. In the first stage iccoli is an outcast since he repudiates the opinions of what he calls "the multitude" (p. 34) bu t, before being able
to go beyond this phase of detachment, or to elevate his status, he must
undergo a form of degradation. In fact he is treated like an ingenuous neophyte when on the second day Salutati remarks that even a "clumsy" (p. 42)
person would be able to refute his assertions. The rites of self-mortification he
enacts correspond to the anthropological pattern: the aberrant Niccoli attempts
to overturn the normal order of things making pronouncements that are radically polemic, "at variance" (p. 52) with those of the rest of the group. He
admits openly that by criticizing the three writers he must "fear the attacks of
the whole people" (p. 36). Yet, like all liminal personae, he not only invite
danger but he himself is a menace to the order prevailing within the humanist
establishment .
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Niccoli' actual transmon occurs during the interval between the two
books, as Roberto explains al the end with the tatement: "The night has
returned you 10 us, Niccolo, for the sort of thing you were saying yesterday
was clearly at variance with our company" (p. 52). Thi declaration can be
compared, as many critics advi e, 10 a similar phrase in Cicero's De Orarore
referring to Antonius's conversion during the night 10 a belief in the value of
studying rhe1oric; but, it migh1 also fit the paradigm of the Christian Easter in
which the passage from fasting to the celebra1ion of 1he Eucharis1 1akes place
at daybreak afler the night-long vigil. The reminiscences are, then, not necessarily rhe1orical ones; they may very well be acred ones.
Before he can be accepted by the learned community, however, iccoli
mu t in a certain sense jus1ify himself. In these circum tance he has recourse
to 1he face-saving artifice of rhe1oric-a pretext tha1 is generously accep1ed by
Salu1a1i whose kind and discreet words migh1 conceivably veil an underlying
reproach. Niccoli also use the Ciceronian excuse of dissociation when, 10
excu lpate himself he tates that the day before he had expres ed not hi own
true opinions, but those of other , whom he term "silly fools" (p. 50) . At
this point the character Bruni, who at the beginning was introduced as a friend
and equal of iccoli, but who has been acting as a judge albeit a neutral one,
in this latter capacity pronounces his entence: Niccoli who has accused the
triumvirate must now be thei r defender. In this court-like situation iccoli
becomes a criminal who must be puni hed and also a sick man who must be
healed, for Salutati lauds the "remedy" Bruni has prescribed, an antidote 1ha1
will clean e "opposite with opposites" (p. 43). Accepting the "decree" (p. 43)
and carrying out the punishment with his encomium of the triad, Niccoli can
finally proceed to the communal status. The tension of the drama is now defused
and the group i pervaded by a sense of relief that Salutali expresses when he
exhorts that "the doors .. . be opened, for we can now go forth without fear
of calumny" (p. 52)-14 After Niccoli's palinode, Piero, the last to join the company and the supreme judge of the case, absolves him and prai e the great
oratorical ability of the former rebel who now submissively and humbly
accepts 1he words of commendation. As Baron has ob erved, iccoli must
gain pardon from the whole party."
Through this elaborate ritual a new cu lture is propo ed that will keep its
ties with the Trecento tradition as well . In this connection the repeated citing
of masters of the past and present is of signal importance. Salutati and Niccoli
were in.spired, they admit, by Marsili; Niccoli remembers his Greek profe sor
Chry oloras, and the whole circle, including Bruni, exhibits its deference
towards Salutati. Niccoli who had tried centrifugally to detach him elf from
this strong center of influence is made to reenter the hierarchical cheme. The
dialectic of "structure and anti-structure," as Turner defines the ocial process,
i controlled again . Yet, if order is re-e tablished, it is probably only temporary . Bruni's work is, in fact , open-ended since the character peak of meeting
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on the rollowing day. Moreover, as already shown, dynamic movement i
allowed for in the setting, and the questioning or values is part and parcel or
the ongoing debate.
For the moment, though, iccoli' pa sage from expulsi on to reincorporation in the company or humanist will be accomplished at a dinner to be "celebrated with a convivial discussion" (p. 52) scheduled to take place the next day.
The invitation to dinner is made by Roberto but, because or hierarchical law, it
is filtered to the others through Salutati, who thu pre erves hi s role as leader
or the collectivity. Some acred overtones are evident in this last pan of the
framework too as Salutati asks Roberto to prepare "a twofold banquet" (p. 52}.
What is being celebrated here, as indicated by means of this traditional food
image (used elsewhere in the text too [p. 27) to de cribe Cicero's sweetness} is
not a spiritual rebirth, but more properly an intellectual purification. A human
mind not sou l has been saved. The climax of the event will take place at the
communal meal of re urrection. This rite will have the function of e tablishing
stronger links between the participants and it i , of cour e, in perfect unison
with the Paschal season evoked in the text .
According to this analysis, then , Bruni's Dialogues portray an initiation
rite of pa age 10 be carried out in three days , each one correspond ing to a
fundamental phase of the experience. The initiand enact his rites of contrariness and mortification and , cro sing a liminal river at Eastertime, he redeems
himself by carrying out the sentence and ultimately he wins acceptance at the
communal supper. This reading is in line with the interpretations of the Dialogues offered by Baron and Garin, both of whom have stressed that the basic
structure of the work is one of progression . Past interpreters have argued correctly, moreover , that Bruni's proposal for a renewed form of humanist culture is linked to the author's own situation at the time . 36 Baron, for example,
notes that the two parts of the treatise mark the evolution of Bruni as he passes
from being a "junior member and mere observer" to becoming an equal member with full rights in Salutati' intellectual society.l' An approximately thirtyyear-old student of ancient letters, Bruni wa beginning 10 emerge as a scholar
in his own right. At the time he composed the Dialogues he was tran lating
classical works, and in 1405 he embarked on his first career as Secretary in the
Papal Curia. Therefore, it is possible that the author or the Dialogues, as he
reache a turning point in his own life, reveals in his composition an acute
awareness of passages and translation .
Bruni' mature thought is generally characterized by a tendency toward
syncret ism and reconciliation of differences. In an introductory letter to hi
tran lation of Aristotle's Politics (1438), as an illu tration , Bruni states that the
moral ideas expressed by both Chri tian and pagan philosophers are essentially
the same. 11 A simi lar attitude prevails in his political ideology as well. He
believes that factional truggles are inevicable but that they mu t be resolved
internally, withou t the intervention or external arbiter and without resorting
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to the expul ion of the city's enemies. 39 In 1he text of the Dialogues the pronouncements, or lack thereof, on the part of the judge.s confirm this point:
Rossi reserves judgment in Book I and Piero offers the final absolution in
Book 11 , but it is the adjudicator Bruni who decides upon an internal solution
when he has Niccoli redress himself in order to bring about harmony in the
community .
Concerned as previous critics have been, though, with identifying the rhetorical models Bruni may have utilized or, in Baron's case, with establishing
the chronology of the works and measuring the influence of political events on
t hem , ome of 1he allusive particulars of the Dialogues have been overlooked.
What the analysis presented here is intended to add is a deeper appreciation of
the imagery and symbolism which serve to establish an unsuspected unity for
the 1ext. The sacred nuances found repeatedly in the description of the time
and place of the debate and in the port rayal of the characters suggest that it is
no1 an anomalous and disjunctive work but one that has inner coherence and
necessi ty. Furthermore, Bruni presents his cultural program through a precise
anthropological st ructure- the archetypal one of liminality- by examining the
experience of a specific individual as he moves in sequential order through the
various ritual phases of his pas age from one form of culture to another and as
he attempts to fuse novelty with tradition. Thus Bruni's Dialogues prove
indeed 10 be man-centered, as humanism in general purported to be, and they
lend concrete proof to the affirmation, made by Charles Trinkaus , that the
ideas of the humanists constitute the basis of the first modern di cussion on
man and of modern anthropological thought.' 0
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Great Black Goats and Evil Little Women: The Image
of the Witch in Sixteenth-Century German Art
by
Jane P. David on
niversity of Nevada-Reno

Witch imagery in German Renaissance art may trike the modern observer
as somet hing incongruous in an age noted for interest in humanism, reformation, science, appreciation of beauty and the like. onetheles , it exi ted. Further, we find a number of prominent German artists who depicted witches. The
operative point here is probably an intere t in realism. Renaissance artists,
north and south , were preoccupied with reality. To this end, their art stre ed
optical accuracy, factual anatomy, convincing natural details and so on.
We may not be able to accept the literary description of witches from the
ixteenth century as reality, bUl Germans did and we must al o presume that
the German artists did as well. In thi ense witchcraft theme in art are just as
much a study of everyday human activities as are any other works of genre. The
German artists who depicted witches stressed the reality of witches by showing
what were perceived to be accurate descriptions of the activities of witches ,
witches' paraphernalia, their demon associates, and witch physiognomy.
If we wish to consider the image of the witch in German sixteenth-century
art, we cannot do so withoUl placing this image in the context of contemporary
literature on the ubject of witchcraft. Almost every aspect of witchcraft
iconography was derived from printed ources or from sermons based on such
book s. Only in a few cases does one see arti t using their own imagination
when depicting witches. A major, although not the only literary source, for
what became a tandardized popular artistic conception of the witch was the
Malleus Maleficarum of lnstitori s and Sprenger. 1 The justly famous (or i it
notorious) Dominican inquisitors outlined in thi work of 1487 the blueprint
of what witches were and how they functioned in their realm of evil. The
Malleus was not illustrated (intere tingly enough it never was even in later editions), bUl it contained numerous detailed descriptions of activities of witches.
lnstitoris and Sprenger spoke graphically of night ride on pitchforks and
broomsticks, of per ons turning into beasts by sorcery, of exual excesses, of
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maleftcia uch as bewitching caule, causing storms, ruining grain, milking axe
handles, and the like, and of the so-called witches' sabbath. In short they used
all the imagery which appeared in art thereafter. Because the description in
the Malleus were o detailed, and because they were believed to be authentic
and factually accurate, they were easy for artists to adapt into further "accurate" depictions of witches' activities. The imagery becomes remarkably
uniform. Just as one would not add features to the face of a well-known public
figure today, one would not then change around the images of what witches
did. One did not tamper with facts . This uniformity is carried to the extent that
one finds the exact same images being used from book to book or print to
print. However difficult it may be now for a modem observer to accept, we
must try to understand that these illustrations and other art works had the
same effect as newspaper photographs have on us today. They represented
truth. And, this "truth" most often represented the activities of women as
witches. The Malleus did note that there were male witches. These will appear
to a lesser degree in the art depicting witchcraft.
The Malleus Malejicarum is a notoriously misogynous piece of writing.
While lnstitoris and Sprenger did note that men also became witche , they
believed that women were far more likely to fall into the traps of Satan . This
they held to be fact because women were inherently more evil, less intelligent,
more talkative, more sensual, and of less value as human beings than were
men. 2 To prove their point they quoted Scriptural passage and Apocrypha,
such as Ecclesia ticus xxv. 3 In Part I Question 6, they state," ... what else is a
woman but a foe to friend hip, an unescapable punishment, a necessary evil, a
natural temptation, a desirable calamity, a domestic danger, a delectable detriment, an evil of nature, painted with fair colors .... "•
The Malleus went into great detail when describing the exual urges of
women and the deleterious effect on male sexuality which a witch could cause.
It went so far as to state that witchcraft stemmed from the unbridled exual
nature of women. It was no wonder then that artists immediately selected the
female witch's sexual deviance and licentious behavior as a fit topic for study.
This was al o a part of the et of known "facts" about witches. And of cour e it
was also a component of the Renai sance style to eek out rea ons 10 depict the
human nude. This lent itself nicely to showing examples of witches' exual
activities. So, our picture of what a witch is and what she does was well established by the beginning of printing, as the Malleus was both an early printed
book and an early treatise on witches. The Malleus contributed much to this
image, but did not create it entirely. ln stitoris and Sprenger drew upon the
work of many other writers and religious theoreticians. Perhaps the very popularity of the book and its images came from the fact that it was a printed book.
The Malleus was well-written and quite readable and this must account for part
of its impact. It was reissued frequently throughout the late fifteenth and the ixteenth century and went through many subsequent editions in later centuries.
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When Johannes Trithemius, the Benedictine abbot, wrote of the Malleus in
the early sixteenth century as, "a volume against maleficent liule women," he
was merely echoing what had already become a prevalent idea.' Witches were
nearly always women. Since women were the witches, one wou ld naturally
expect 10 see art depicting witchcraft which contained women. One might also
expect to see men depicted as the Malleus d id note that men could be witches,
but the general thrust was that women were the witches. This becomes all the
more interesting 10 consider when one notes that one of the earliest illustrated
books on witchcraft contained a male witch as well a females. Ulrich
Molitor's De lamiis el pylhonicus mulieribus, in spite of its tit.le, contained an
image of a male.• Molitor's book was first published in Constance in 1488 in
Latin. It was dedicated 10 Archduke Sigismund of Austria and was an immediate success. De /amiis wa reissued in 1489, 1494, 1495, 1496, 1498 and in
two editions dated about 1500. Later editions appeared in the next century as
well. All fifteenth-century editions were in Latin except one German edition
printed in 1493 entitled, Von den Hexen und Unholden. '
All edi tions of De lamiis contain the same illustrations. There is a serie of
woodcuts of male and female witches and demons repeated from book to
book. These illustrations remained the same in illustrated editions until 1545.
Then a new German edition was published with new prints of more elegant
renaissance style. Even these new illustrations depicted the same scenes made
famous in earlier editions.
The illustrator of the fifteenth-century editions of Molitor wa directly
guided by the descriptions of witch activities in the Malleus. In these illustrations one finds a witch who is shown as an ordinary peasant woman embracing
her incubus who has assumed for the most part the shape of a man. His animal
feet how the reader that this is the demon, for they are a visual reference to
the well-known dictum of Thomas Acquinas that a demon may mimic nature,
but not mimic it perfectly. Only God could create perfection. This lack of creative perfection in demons becomes a useful iconographic tool for artists.
Another Molitor illustration shows a male witch riding (probably to a sabbath) on the back of a bewitched beast. Thi beast could also be a demon , as
demons frequently transported witches in this fashion. A third illustration
depicts the flight 10 the witches' sabbath of three witches who have transformed themselves into beasts and who have also mounted a forked stick . The
Malleus commented that witches flew by various means of locomotion; millstones, pitchforks, and brooms, but it was the pitchfork which these early German artists usually u ed when showing flying witches .
Hundreds of books dealing with witchcraft were publi hed in Germany in
the sixteenth century. However, there are only a relatively small number of
these which were illustrated. The number of illustrated books increased as the
end of the century approached and the witch craze expanded. But, the iconography of witchcraft remained quite uniform throughout the century.
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One of the earlie t ixteenth-century German treatises on witchcraft is Die
Emeis (The Ants) written by Johannes Geiler von Kaiser berg, the cathedral
preacher of Strassburg (Strasbourg). Die Emeis was published in Strassburg as
a posthumou work in 1517. Contrary to what Rossell Hope Robbins has written concerning this book, it wa not the fir I German treatise on witches as Von
den Hexen und Unholden predates it by twenty-four years. 9 Die Emeis i a serie
of Geiler's Lenten ermons dealing with various topics including witchcraft
and lycanthropy (people turning into werewolves). It was illustrated by several
hands.
A woodcut in a rather crude style from Die Emeis depicts witches preparing
for a sabbath. (Plate I) This particular illustration has been frequently compared with similar prints by the contemporary Strassburg arti t, Hans Baldung
(Grien). This scene of a preparation for a sabbath is based on works by
Baldung, but is not by his hand . We should note however that Baldung had
produced illustrations for other Geiler books published before Geiler's death
in 1514. As with the witch and demon cene in Molitor, these witches are not
hown as anything but ordinary human women. This is all the more remarkable in an age in which persons studied physiognomy and at a time when ome
writers were going to great lengths to describe the peculiar physiognomy (such
as ugly feature ) of witches as one of the "indications" (indicia) or guideposts
to identifying a witch. 10
The witche in this scene are preparing for flight to their sabbath . They are
accompanied by a male demon who urges them on from his perch in a tree at the
left. The witches have with them two pots of flying ointment - a necessary element in flight to a abbath - a concoction of poisonous herbs, dead animal flesh
or, especially prized, unbaptized baby fat, and the like. They also have wine and
more palatable food as the sabbath usually consisted in part of a feast and all the
food served was not necessarily fetid. One witch has a pitchfork, but another i
apparently going to ride to the sabbath on her stool which she has charmed. It is
literally walking into the cene. Women of several ages are shown here. This is
iconographically correct as older witches were always trying to recruit younger
members for the ect. This seemingly lively illustration is actually rather tame
when it is compared to ome of Baldung's works from which it was derived.
The Die Emeis illustration most closely resembles a chiaroscuro woodcut
by Hans Baldung. (Plate 2) The Baldung print is inaccurately titled Witches'
Sabbath, as it actually depicts a departure for a sabbath with witches preparing
their flying ointments. The print exi ts in several states; a grey toned and
orange toned chiaro curo are known. It bears Baldung's monogram and the
date, 1510. Witches of several ages are shown with their pots of flying ointment and foods, notably the phallic sausage draped over a witch's pitchfork
and a wine vessel. Present are also two male goats and a familiar (demon) in
the form of a cat. Male goats frequently sym bolize Satan, but these are more
likely to be lesser demon since there are more than one of them.''
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Wirches' Sabbarh (Woodcut) Unknown (after Hans Baldung Grien) From J.
Geiler von Kai er berg. Die Emeis. 1517, Strassburg.
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Witches' Sabbath (Engraving) Hans Baldung Grien , 1510.
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One witch is flying on the smoke and vapor issuing from the ointment pot.
Thi vapor itself is a fitting symbol of the magic qualities of the ointment.
Another witch rides a male goat and carries with her a pot of food supported
by a pitchfork. Baldung has depicted witches with their hair flying out from
their heads. This iconography denotes the evil being engendered by the witches
and also may depict the generally vile atmosphere of the place. In later witchcraft writings, sabbath are often portrayed taking place in stormy weather.
Most of the Baldung witch scenes are also erotic art. A drawing from the
Louvre, dated 1514, is such an example. The drawing is on green tinted paper
and most Likely al o depicts a preparation for a sabbath. ll is also traditionally
titled, Witches ' Sabbath. Witches are seen with a familiar demon , again a hellish cat, in a etting not unlike that of the previous print. They engage in sexual
excesses so often the concern of contemporary writers . These witches are
shown using pi tchforks and sausages as phalli. An evil cupid, his foot pressing
on the pitchfork, seems almost reluctant to continue his role of symbol and
participant in the cene. Baldung seems to have used his depiction of witches as
a vehicle for erotica and vice versa. A drawing related to the previous work is
entitled, Three Witches. This drawing is actually a New Years design and bears
the inscription, "To the clergy, a good year." Still another Baldung drawing
from 1514 of a Witches' Sabbath also has sexual overtones. Here the imagery
i more complete in the sense of showing witches cooking their feast and consort ing with demonic beasts-activities part of witches' sabbaths.
Baldung's Weather Witches from 1523 is an elegant and erotic painting of
two voluptuous nude witches and a male goat. One witch has disrobed and the
other is being undraped by a cupid. She holds aloft a flask likely filled with
urine. The fluid is urine-colored and not vi cous. ll cannot therefore be ointment , because the ointment, made of baby fat, was of necessity greasy in consistency. To influence weather, the witch usually urinated into a hole or furrow
in the earth. Then, she might dip a broom into this and shake the broom at the
sky as she spoke her incantations. While the Wea1her Witches is iconographically correct, it is also the artist's interpretation of the story as these witches are
actually more nude studies than anything else.
A final Baldung witchcraft theme appears in the woodcut, The Bewitched
Groom from about 1544. This is an enigmatic print. The witch is certainly
depicted as a malicious being, but we do not clearly understand what Baldung
i tating in this print. Perhaps the witch has caused the groom to fall into a
stu porous condition, that is to say in the parlance of the day, she has "fascinated" him. Or, she may have bewitched the horse and made him kick the
groom. It may a.lso be that the groom himself is a witch and has caused himself
to become unconscious by having used a drug-ladened ointment. We may be
witnes ing a "flight LO a sabbath" induced by drugs.
Hans Baldung was not the only German Renaissance master to use the
theme of witchcraft in his works . A drawing by Albrecht Altdorfer from 1506
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depicts a similar scene of witches leaving for a sabbath. Again, as in the
Baldung works, these are elegant and ensuous female nudes . The witche
mount demonic beasts to ride to the sabbath and at least one has changed her
form into that of an animal. The witch at the extreme lower right sits beside a
sieve. It was frequently stated in the literature and popular lore that a witch
could carry water in a sieve. Again, like Baldung, Altdorfer has been faithfully
guided by literary sources.
There are two engravings by Albrecht Durer which depict witchcraft. The
earliest is the Four Witches from 1497. A second Witch dates from about 1500.
(Plate 3) The Four Witches contains iconography similar to the Baldung
Weather Witches in that Durer was essentially studying the female nude form .
The Wirch may be identified by her flying hair and by the male goat on which
she is seated. She carries a broom a well to further identify herself. She is not
especially horrific, but we should note that her hair flies outward from the back
of her head in contradiction to the laws of nature as the goat is flying in the
same direction as her hair.
A pattern emerges in ixteenth-century German art of very exact and faithful iconographic repre entations of witches. The artists who worked as illustrators were extremely careful to closely follow the dictates of the printed
word. Artists like Baidung and Du rer may at times have felt free to use the
image of the witch as a study of the nude, but even they did not invent magical
paraphernalia or show deeds of witches that could not be found in the contemporary literature. This close adherence to what was known to be "true" about
witchcraft is one of the best examples of how seriously most Germans took the
idea that there were witches in their midst. It i interesting that the book illu trators generally depict their witches doing more awful acts like engaging in ex
with demons and cooking baby corpses. One does not find such tintillating
scenes in the works of the belier known artists. Again, in this connection, we
should note the que tion of the physical appearance of the witch in sixteenthcentury German art. We have already mentioned that witches generally do not
appear with extremely distorted features. The artists again seem to have
adhered to the literary "reality" of the situation showing witches as real men
and women, just as people believed witches to be. German Renaissance artists
seem to have been very dependent on what we might characterize as the
eyewitness approach to witches. This approach is clearly seen in illustrations
from H istoria de gentibus septentrionalibus written by Olaus Magnus bishop
of Upsala."
In this book we have detailed literary descriptions of what witches do. Following the text , the illustrators show readers male and female wi tches engaging
with demons in a variety of acts . This book was published in Rome, written by
a Swede, and dedicated to the Archbishop of Cologne. It had a great influence
on German witchcraft art. The first edition of his Historia de gentibus seprenrrionalibus (1555) contained iJJustrations of the activities of witches and demons
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The Wilch (Engraving) Albrecht Dilrer, about 1500.
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which were then copied in a second edition published in Basel in 1567. While
we do no1 know which arti ts illustrated the 1555 edition, we do know the
Basel illu trator only by monogram. Master C. G . based his illustrations
directly on those of the earlier book. La1er, he would use the Claus Magnus
illustrations in another work of an entirely different character.
The illu 1ra1ion of the first and second editions of Claus Magnus, contain
ma11er-of- fac1 depictions of witchcraft. For example, one illu tration hows a
male witch providing favorable winds for sailors. He is shown holding a rope
which i knolled in three places. This rope was an essential item for doing
weather malejicia, such as causing storms or influencing 1he winds.
In another Claus Magnus illustration a female witch has rai ed a dreadful
rempes1 causing a ship 10 founder . She is exercising a variation of the weather
mak ing acts already described in connection wi1h Baldung's Weather Witches.
She has also bewitched beasts which are shown foundering in a nearby field .
All the cene in 1his illus1ra1ion are ordinary maleficia, 1he doing of evil 10
one's fellow humans. Yet another illustration shows a witches' sabbath. This
print, used to illustrate a chapter entitled, " De Eluarum spectorum nocturna
chorea," depicts demons dancing wi1h a male witch in a magic ring. These
rather playful a1yr-like demons are unusual for their neoclassical connotations and we probably should auribute them to I1aliana1e influences in view of
the fac1 1hat the book was published and illustrated in Rome. It is unusual to
see a male witch dancing with male demons, although male witches were
po ited by Olau Magnu and appeared in other illustrations in this book as
has been noted above. This print stresses sexual imagery and the deception of
demon a one holds a flower while another holds a serpent.
As noted before, these illustrations from the first edition of Clau Magnus
were copied by Master C. G . in 1he 1567 edition of the book published in Basel
by Seba tian Henricpe1ri. Master C . G. also provided a frontispiece for Hermann Witekind's Christliche Bedencken unnd erinnerung von Zauberey ( ic)
(Plate 4) published again by Henricpetri in Basel in 1593 . In thi frontispiece
ma ter C. G. again depicted witches and demons dancing in a ring. The
engraving seems obviously derived from the original in the 1555 Claus
Magnus, as ii contains almos1 exactly the same imagery. We see the same musician demon and the ame satyr-demons dancing. Some more specifically German elements are added here so that we now have a female witch included in
the scene. This made i1 more iconographically acceptable to the German reader,
as Germans would have been expecting to see female witches- more traditional
depiction rather than the more neoclassical satyrs. One must wonder whether
Master C .G . was acquainted with the con tent of the book he illustrated for
his illus1ration erved e entially as a smokescreen for the book's central thesis.
Witekind discussed witchcraft according 10 rather traditional sounding
chapter division , but his point was that of criticism of the belief prevalent at
the time. This work has been described by the historian George Lincoln Burr
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as "a bold and startlingly eloquent protest against the worst features of the
(witch) persecution."" Witekind was a professor at Heidelberg and a close
friend of Melanchthon. Most likely the illustration is a foil designed to molify
the reader into think ing that probably after all Witekind was pretty orthodox
in his views on witche . We are not saying that Witekind did not actually
believe in witches, but he certainly did not succumb 10 all the credulity generally found in sixteenth-century German religious texts on witchcraft.
Thi credulity is wonderfully illustrated by the writing of the suffragan
bishop of Trier, Peter Binsfeld . Binsfeld himself was responsible for the condemnation for witchcraft of probably hundreds of individuals. There has not
been an exact total determined, but Binsfeld was one of the major persecutor
at the height of the witch craze. In 1S91 Binsfeld's Tractat von Bekanntnis der
Zauber und Hexen was published in Munich by the well known press of Adam
Berg. Thi wa not the first edition of this book, but it was the first to be illu trated. Rossell Hope Robbins has called the Tractat, "a bigoted and savage
work." 1 • Binsfeld incorporated all the standard group of beliefs and superstitions concerning witchcraft into his book and he included a lengthy section on
the justification of torture which he referred to decorously as "the painful
question. " The frontispiece of Binsfeld's book is by an unknown printmaker
and depicts a number of different activitie of female wi tche . (Plate 5) Once
again, as we have seen in other German works, the witches are depicted for the
most part a realist ic-looking human being . Here are actually well dressed
witches, for it wa believed that not only peasants became witches, but also
members of the upper classes, the clergy, and the nobi lity could be followers of
Satan. The illustrator depicts witches flying to a sabbath. One even issues from
a chimney. A wi tch is shown causing a hailstorm , while another spoil wine
and two witche nearby consort with demon lovers. A witch at the right of the
scene is shown also with her demon familiar. Both are very elegantly dressed .
At the left a witch fondles a demon dres ed as a Catholic priest (Binsfeld was a
Catholic). This demon may repre ent the Antichrist as well as a prie t, as the
Antichrist is often hown req uiring homage from his followers in a imilar
fashion . Lastly, the central witch in the print is happily boiling a baby.
We see a wide range of witches' activities, the flight, maleficia, and the abbath as well as sexual license. The artist of the Binsfeld Tractat, like German
artists before him , has been absolutely faithful to the printed word in his iconography. All the scenes depicted in this frontispiece can be found described in
the text. Binsfeld wrote such an intense book (a work which we feel can safely
be described as bloodcurdling) that it must have been easy for the artist-illustrator to render the sort of detailed and complicated iconography which he ha
given us in the frontispiece.
A la I example well illustrates the journali tic nature of German Renaisance witchcraft art. This is a pamphlet describing the fall into witchcraft and
subsequent trial and execution of Wlllpurga Hau mannen in 1S87. 1 ' (Plate 6)
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Acriviries of Wirches (Woodcut frontispiece) Unknown From Peter Binsfeld .
Tracrar van Bekannrnis der Zauber und Hexen. 1591, Munich .
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This pamphlet contains an illustration of Walpurga and her demon friend
has all the tabloid qualities of later broadsides such as those wh.ich were popular in England in the seventeenth century. It shows us Walpurga and the
demon (whom she met at the side of the road) who convinced her 10 become a
witch. Walpurga was primarily a practitioner of maleficia, but she was nonetheless tried, condemned, and burnt. Her trial comes just over one hundred
years after the publication of the Malleus Maleficarum. Like most sixteenthcentury witches, Walpurga is shown as a normal-looking woman . Illustrated
tria l records such as thi seem to be rather rare, at least from the number of
surviving represen tative . However, a large number of trial accounts have been
preserved and we may presume that some others were illustrated .
We began this discussion by noting that witche were real to the sixteenthcemury German . We further noted that their existence was probably accepted
as real by the artists who illustrated them as well . Witchcraft was a component
of Renaissance Germany and witchcraft themes were a component of German
Renaissance an. In another sense, the e themes are also medieval. By this is
meant that many ideas about witches and demons were formulated prior to
this century. Even the ideas of the Ma/leus Maleficarum cannot be construed
10 be entirely those of the Renaissance. lnstitoris and Sprenger wrote out of a
longstanding tradition of religious attitudes towards women and witches. It is
a nice problem , thi witchcraft craze in Renaissance Germany. Because he
belief and the persecutions existed·, they were a part of the period. If we have
difficulty in accepting that Renaissance artists such as Durer and Altdorfer
could have depicted witches and may have believed in them, it is perhaps
because we are imposing on these arti ts our own notions about what the
Renai s ance was. othing quite so well reveals the great intellectual complexity of this period than does the presence of hundreds of German book s on
witchcraft and the impact that these had on art.

NOTES
I. Editions of the Malle11s Malefican,m consulted in this st udy include, the first edition
(Speier, before 15 Apr., 1478), and the second edition (Speier, 1490). A workable
modern translation may be obtained in M. Summers, Malleus Malefican,m (London,
1948).

2. In Part I, Quest ion 6, the Malleus carefully de cribes women as being les moral,
less intellgent, and more sensual than men. ln stitoris and Sprenger describe in great
detail the exual dy function of men that witches can cause in Part I, Question 9, and to
a les er extent elsewhere in the text . They describe various witches' modes of fli ght such
as broomsticks anointed with ointment in Pan II , Question 3.
3. The Malleus quote from Ecclesiasticus xxv in Pan I, Quest ion 6, for example, "I
had rather dwell with a lion and a dragon than keep house with a wicked woman ...
All wickedness is but liule 10 the wickedness of woman . . . " Ecclesiasticus or the Book
of the Wisdom of Jesus, Son of Sirach, was regarded as part of the Apocrypha by
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St. Jerome, and eventually incorporated into the Vulgate. For a modern translation, see
the New Oxford Annotated Bible Revised Standard Version, 1973 . A discussion of St.
Jerome's Treatment of the Ecclesiasticus can be found in Vol. I Schqff Her;.og Encyclopedia of Religious Knowledge (New York, 1909), p. 215 .
4. Malleus Malejicarum, Part I, Question 6.
5. I am indebted to Professor oel Brann for calling this to my a ttent ion . Trithemiu •
comments on the Malletis can be found in his catalog of German luminaries, published
after his death in the early sixteenth century.
6. The British Museum owns an edition of Molitor from 1488. The earliest editions
which I have been able to find in the United States are fro m 1489 (Constance). One is
owned by the Huntington Library, another by Cornell University and a third may be
found in the Library of Congress.
7. U. Molitor, Von den Hexen und Unholden (Strassburg, 1493).
8. J. Geiler von Kaisersberg, Die Emeis (Strassburg, 1517).
9. R. H. Robbins, Encyclopedia of Witchcraft and Demonology ( ew York, 1959),
p. 213 .
10. Indications of witchcraft included ugly facial features, physical deformities, bad
reputations, habitual cursing, and the like. They were much discussed by Roman writers
on witchcraft. And they were well known and discussed by German writers as well. For
example, Peter Binsfeld's Trac1atus de Confessionib11s Maleficorum et Sogorum (Trier,
1589), and editions from 1590, 1591, 1592, and 1596, describes indicia on pp. 232,236,
240-43, and 248-49.
11 . The use of the male goat to symbolize the Devil may come from France. One finds,
for example, trials from the early fifteent h centu ry in which French witches confessed to
having talked with or having kissed the rumps of male goats who were demons. For
descriptions of such accounts see C.H. Lea, Materials Toward a History of Witchcraft
(New York , 1957), Vol. I, pp. 231-232.
Another acco unt is found in Robbins, Encyclopedia, p. 209. The poem, Le Champion des Domes, written by Martin le Franc about 1440, specifically mentions goats as
demons in its description of a witches' abbath. Illustrat ions from French fifteenthcentury manuscripts concerning witches and the Waldensian heretics, such as Johannes
Tinctoris' Contra sectam Volde11sium, from about 1460 depict witches kissing a goatdemon's rump.
12. 0 . Magnus, Historia de gentibus septentrionolibus (Rome, 1555), De Viotti .
13 . Burr made this comment in a notation on the inside cover of the original. It is also
discussed in R. H. Robbins, ed., Catalog of the Witchcrqft Collection in Cornell
University Library (Millwood, N. Y.), p. liv.
14. Robbins, Encyclopedia, pp. 49-50.
I 5. This pamphlet was published at Dillingen (apparently Walpurga Hau mannen's
home) in 1588, after her execution.
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Correspondence with Women: The Case
of John Knox
by
A. Daniel Frankforter
Pennsylvania State University

The Reformaiion opened an ambiguous era for women. There were risk
of losses and opportunities for gain for women who made the transition 10
Protestant faith. Protestant women gave up some traditional religiou supports. The Virgin Mary and the female saints, who provided Catholic women
with role models and isterly patronage, were thrust aside.' Priestly intercession ended, and Protestant women, like men, stood alone with their consciences
in the presence of God. Women were denied the option of career as nuns in selfgoverning female communities, a nd virginity ceased to be a respected female
vocation. All women were expected to marry, and both church and state ordered
them to ubmit to the "spi ritual control of their spouse ."'
There was promi e, however, in the fact that the Reformation accorded
marriage the dignity of a spiritual vocation.l Sexuality was given greater
respect.• Mothers were recognized as having responsibility for the spiritual
nurture of their children. Wives were expected to be sufficiently informed
about religious matters to offer companionship in faith to their mates. Protestantism may or may not have had a positive, long-term effect on the level of
female education.' Some women, however, did study Scripture and seek to
understand theological issues, and their efforts were encouraged by corre pondence with leaders of the Reformation .
The auention accorded noblewomen wa often a response to the privileges
of their cla and their political u efulness. Charma rie J enkins Blaisdell has
shown that John Calvin's "interest in aristocratic women was the same a his
interest in aristocratic men: political. " 6 The situa tion was different for ome of
the other reformers.
Women of all ranks earned th e palm of martyr and the reputations of
heroines in the truggle of the Reformation .' Despite this, society preferred,
when possible, to exclude them from positions of leader hip in chu rch and
tate. • They were encou raged to become a new generation of Pri cas and
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Phoebes, the aides and helper of the male revolutionaries who directed the
fight for the new religion. In these roles they met for prayer and spiritual conversation. They helped others through agonies of con cience and the dark days
when even the most faithful doubted the efficacy of God's grace for the forgivenes of their sins. They urged men on and applauded their victories. Many
of these women accepted their dependent status without question• and, perhaps because of it, felt entitled to a share of attention from the reformers . The
correspondence of John Knox offers glimpses into the lives of two such
women. It reveals the personal struggle the Protestant faith created for its fol lowers , and it casts light on the subtle influence some ordinary women had on
the famous man from whom they sought advice and reassurance.
Knox's letter and tracts have caused his attitudes toward women to be
variously interpreted . Robert Louis Stevenson thought that he was all too preoccupied with sex . •0 Pierre Janton suggested that he might have had a neurosis, a mother fixation that made him ambivalent toward females.'' Agnes
MacKenzie believed him to have had a marked need for the approval of submis ive women. 12 He was certainly capable of virulent, misogynistic rhetoric, 11
but his opinion of women may have been no worse than those of most males
of his generation. John Aylmer, who wrote to defend queens against Knox's
attack on female authority, saw nothing inconsistent in championing royal
women while asserting that ordinary females were "doltified with the dregges
of the Devilis dounge hill."''
Jasper Ridley has attempted to mitigate the impression made by Knox's
antifeminist statements by suggesting that Knox pandered to popular prejudices he did not hare. Ridley believed that Knox's true attitude toward women
was revealed in his private corre pondence. Half of Knox's extant letters were
written to women, and Ridley argued that they" how the high opinion which he
had of the sister in the congregation . . . (and demonstrate that] he obviously
preferred the company and friendship of women to the company of men."''
It is impo sible to determine how many letters Knox wrote to women . He
le ft no log of his correspondence. The extant letters were preserved only
because the women who received them protected or published them. On the
ba is of the known correspondence, however, Ridley's advocacy of Knox goes
too far . About fifty of Knox' letters to women survive. Only six women are
individually named as recipients of his private correspondence: Elizabeth
Bowes, Marjorie Bowes, Anne Locke, Mrs. Hickman, Janet Adamson, and
Janet Henderson (Mrs. Guthrie). Only two of these women received multiple letters . Thirty letter which Knox sent to Mrs. Bowes survive and thirteen which
were received by Mrs. Locke. Knox did not write to an unusually large number
of different women, and the volume and content of the correspondence hardly
upports Ridley's claim that Knox had unusual re pect or affection for women .
Knox' letters to Mr . Bowes and Mr . Locke permit close examination of
one reformer's personal relationships with female members of hi s communion.
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In the case of Mrs. Bowes Knox is very much a Protestant priest-con fessor.
The relationship with Mrs. Locke began in the same way, but in its final phases
Knox used Mrs. Locke as an agent to circulate information about and garner
support for the Scottish reformation . He wrote her quasi-public lellers whic h
she was instructed to circulate among their friends. Although none of the letters from Mrs. Bowes or Mrs. Locke to Knox survives, the two women were
formidable correspondents. Knox's replies to their questions reveal that they
often pushed and challenged him. He even admitted on rare occasions to
receiving spiritual consolation from their words (Ill, 337-38, VI , 129).
The Bowes and Locke correspondences cover relatively brief periods in
Knox's life. Following Ridley's recon struction of the chronology of the Bowes
lellers, • 6 two are to be ascribed to 1551 , fifteen to 1552, eight to 1553 , two to
1554, and 1 to 1555 . The Bowes letters were written durin g Knox's residency in
England and a t the beginning of his Marian exile on the continent. The correspondence with Mrs. Locke began in 1556 when that with Mrs. Bowes faded .
There are three letters to Mrs. Locke from 1556; then none until the eight written in 1559; and, finally, one each for the years 1560, 1561 , and 1562. They
begin with Knox in exile and end with report of his activitie in Scotland .
John Knox was ordained a Catholic pri est before he made the acqua intance
of the Cambridge humanist, George Wishart, and came under the influence of
Protestant ideas. Wishart was executed in 1546, and Knox emerged as one of
his spiritual successor . In 1547 a group of Protestants occupied St. Andrew's
Cast le and called Knox as its pastor. By September of that year the Catholic
government of Scotland, assisted by its French allies, had retaken the ca tie,
and Knox found himself a prisoner of war on the French galleys. After a term
of eighteen months he wa released in an exchange of prisoners, and he emigrated to England . He obtained a post as minister to the church of Berwick, a
town on England's border with Scotland. After two years he succeeded to a
more prominent pulpi t in nearby Newcastle.
Knox's English ministry brought him the acquainta nce of hi s major female
correspondent, Elizabeth Bowes. The Bowes family wa of ome significance
among the country gen try. Elizabeth's husband, Richa rd, commanded
Norham Castle, the largest fortress on the Scotti h border. or ha m Ca tie
was seven miles from Knox's post in Berwick.
Not much is known about the biography of Elizabeth (Aske) Bowes . She
was nine year o lder than Knox and, when they met , a wife of thirty years and
a mother of fifteen ch.i ldren. She was born a Catholic and her family converted
to Protestantism only so far as was necessary to retain good relations with the
government. Elizabeth Bowe at some point made the transition from nominal
to enthusiastic Protestantism and found in Knox, her local pastor, an ally in
her struggle with her more moderate relative . She promoted a match between
Knox and her daughter that her family considered to be socially inappropriate
(Jll , 378). After Knox's exile she and her dau ghter fl ed England into Scotland
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where the wedding probably took place in 1555. Knox then took his wife and
hi mother-in-law 10 Geneva. Richard Bowes may not have approved of these
arrangements, for he st ruck his wife and daughter from his will. He died
before Knox's return to Scotland in 1559. Marjorie (Bowes) Knox died in 1560,
and Elizabeth Bowes assumed the care of her daughter's two son until Knox'
second marriage in 1564 . She ultimately returned 10 England and died not long
before Knox' demi e. 11
Elizabeth Bowes does not seem 10 have been convened 10 Prote tantism by
John Knox . Knox's letter suggest that she was already a Protestant of his
frame of mind when they met. Knox noted that they took to each other at fir t
sight, and their relationship was not one-sided. Knox never allowed her to
forget that he wa one "to whom God hes gevin greauer giftis" (III, 340) and
she was only a weak woman . But he wa fa scinated by the way in which her
piritual odyssey paralleled hi own. In June of 1553 he wrote 10 her from London reflecting on their relationship (III, 337-38):
Since the first day that it pleasit the providence of
God to bring yow a nd me in familiaritie, I have
alwayi delytit in your company; and when labouris
wald permit, ye knaw I have spairit houris to talk
and commune with yow, the frute whairof I did
not than fullie understa nd nor perceave. But now
absent ... I call to mynd how that oftyme when,
with dolorous hartis, we haif begun our talking,
God hath send greit comfort unto bai1he, whilk
now for my awn part I com mounlie want. The
expo itioun of your trubillis, and acknawledging
of your infirmitie, war fir I unto me a verie mirrour and glass whairin I beheld my self sa rychtlie
paynit furth, that nathing culd be mair evident 10
my awn eis.
In the mid I of the composi tion of thi le11er Knox received another note from
her which confirmed hi feeling that they were on the same track . The le11er
indicated that the two friends, although separated, were suffering from the
sam e spiritual trials: "I myself was complenyng evin the elf ame thingi at
that verie in tant moment that I ressavit your letter" (111 , 339). Knox was frequent ly amazed by the fact that hi cri es of faith were imi lar to those of Mrs.
Bowe , a nd he thought he hould be comforted by the fact that God granted
her the same afflictions of the sou l that H e visited on Knox , one of "Godis
cheif ministeri " (111, 340).
Elizabeth Bowes sough t gu idance from John Knox , but she was capable of
exploring spiritual territory on her own. Her ensitivity of conscience at times
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exceeded hi . he was adept at introspection and alert to every gli mmer of faith
or doubt that welled up in her soul. She was fond of clo e readings of the
Scripture . Knox's answers to her letters indicate that she did not simply seek
vague reas urances from him . She asked specific questions that Knox admitted
forced him to search the word of God " mair neir than ever I culd do for my
awn caus" (Ill , 379). When she was not content with an answer, he ri ked hi
impatience by repeating her inquiries (JII, 762). She pres ed Knox to explain
the meaning of Jacob's wrestling with the angel and the change of hi name to
Israel (JII, 397-402). She involved him in a rather embarrassing discussion of
the sins of Sodom and Gomorrah (Ill, 382-85). She wanted to know how God
could be said to have "repented" making Sau l king (III, 362-64, 356-58). And
she asked for a detailed explication of the st0ry of Jacob's sons slaughtering
the ci rcu mcised men of Sichem (11 1, 396- 97). Knox urged on her a more liberal
approach to the interpretation of Scripture than he later permitted other . "
He taught her that the Bible u e human terms to describe God, but it doe not
intend them to be applied literally. God is spoken of as having hands, a face,
anger, repentance-"yit na sic thing can be in the Godheid" (Ill, 364) . Knox
warned her that Scripture u ed sym bolic language and needed interpretation. 19
The Bowes-Knox corre pondence i very doleful. There is unending co mplaint about "maladie," "trubillis," and "infirmitie" of the spirit. There is consta nt a ppeal for comfort and reassura nce. Mrs. Bowe i the model of a soul in
torment before the awful fac t of God's omnipotence. Knox found her to be a
unique and admirable ca e. After her death he wrote of her: " I have heard the
complaintes of diver that feared God , but of the lyke conflict as he u •
teyned . . . till this hour, I have not knowen" (Ill, 513). Knox encouraged her
extraordinary piritual cruples. During a trip to London he wrote to tell her
that o ne of her letters arrived while he wa entertaining "t hrie honest pure
wemen" who had come to him to confe s "t hair greit infirmitie." He read portions of Mrs. Bowe ' note to his visitors, and one of them was moved to
exclaim, "0 wald to God I mycht peik with that per one, for 1 persave that
thair be ma tempted [sic] than I" (III, 379-80). Knox evidently did not fear
exciting Mrs. Bowe to the in of pride in her own humilit y, bu t sometimes her
extreme need for reassurance exasperated hi pat ience and el icited hi s complaint (Ill , 361-62, 364) .
The nature of Mrs. Bowes' "i nfirmitie" seems to have been entirely spiritual. After her dea th he wrote a n open letter about hi relationship with her in
which he expla ined (V, 513- 14):
For her tentation was not in the fle he, nor for a ny
thing that apperteyned to fleshe . .. , but it was in
spine: For Sathan did continually buffette her ,
that remission of si nnes in Chri t Jesu appertey ned nothing unto her , be reason of her former
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idolatrie and other iniquities: for which .. . I
have ene her ... powre furth teares, and send to
God dolorous complaints, ofter than ever I heard
man or woman in my lyfe. Her company to me
was comfortable ... but yet it was not without
some croce [ ic] : for .. . my mynde was eldome
quyet, for doing somewhat for the comfort of her
troubled conscience.
Mr . Bowes was a victim of the spiritual anxiety that the Prote tam doctrine of
alvation by grace imposed on converts. She had grown up in a medieval
Catholic world that had taught her that salvation could be acquired by acts of
virtue. She had subsequently come 10 believe that all her former piety was
"idolatrie" and a sinful usurpation of the prerogative of God. No human act
merited God's favor. All per on were lost in sin and deserved damnation .
Only by the gift of undeserved divine grace in election would some be saved .
The church and the sacraments could guarantee nothing . The sinner was alone
and defenseless before God .
Mrs. Bowe de perately wanted to be among the saved but could never
quite believe that she was. She constantly sought help from Knox in identifying
the signs of her election. Knox taught her that "trewlie nether thocht nor deid
salbe imput unto yow, for the.i ar remittit in Chrystis blude; but thair foir do ye
not rejois in thochtis and workis repugnyng 10 Godis expres commandement;
but dois lament and murne that any sic motioun suld remaine in yow" (Ill ,
365). Knox followed Paul in believing that human actions counted nothing
toward salvation but that human sin wa still important and still to be resisted .
He encouraged Mrs. Bowe to deny her own worth and throw herself totally
on the mercy of God, "wha requyris nathing mair than that we knaw and confes oure imperfectionis" (Ill, 375). Knox wrote that "the cheif sign of Godis
favur i , that we knaw and under Land oure selves unfeanidlie to be na thing
without his support, and that we dispair of all things within oure selves" (Ill,
374).
Mrs. Bowes took hi advice very much 10 heart and condemned virtually
every impulse of her will. But , as hard as she worked at elf-loathing, she knew
that her fate was beyond her control. Knox taught her that true repentance was
not possible without the a i tance of divine grace (Ill, 341):
To confessioun of synnis ar theis thingi requisit:
fir t, we man acknawledge the syn; and it is to be
notit , that symtymes Godis verie elect, albeit they
have synn it mai t haynouslie, dais not acknawledge
syn, and thair foir can not at all tymes confes the
ame; for syn is not knawin unto sic tyme as the
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vaile be taken fra the conscience .... And then
(whilk is the second thing requisit LO confessioun)
begynnis the haitred of syn, and of oure selves for
contempnying of God and of hi halie law, whai rof
last springis that whilk we call hoip of mercie;
whilk is nathing els but a sob fra a trubillit hart,
confoundit and aschamit for syn.
The punishment due human sin has been taken by Christ, and "God hes ressavit alredie at the handi of his onlie Sone all that is dew for our synnis, and sa
can not hi justice requyre nor craif any mair of us" (111 , 342). othing
remains to the sinner but, with the assistance of the Spirit, to acknowledge her
wickedness and need . Mrs. Bowes was eager to do this at every opportunity,
and Knox assured her that her endless "dolour for syn" was evidence of God's
work in her (Lil, 381).
Mrs. Bowes' letters were filled with self-indictments. She confessed to
thinking that the Scripture were only a "vaine taiU inventil be man" (Ill, 366).
She believed herself to have denied the existence of God (Ill , 360). She had
moments of exhau ted indifference to her guilt (11 1, 386). In the only quotation
surviving from her writing she went o far a to accuse herself of the sin of
Sodom and Gomorrah:
Allace! wreachit woman that I am, my bodie i far
wrang, for the self same synnis that ringit in
Sodome and Gomore, whairfoir they perissit,
ringe in me, and I have small power or nane to
resist.
This was too much even for Knox . He charged her with ignorance of the
nature of the ins of Sodom and Gomorrah and with the error of confessing
sins she had not committed (111, 382-83).
The pressure which P rotestant doctrine and Knox placed on Mr . Bowes
wa considerable, and she occasionally bent under it. There were times when
she felt the exhilaration of faith and assurance of salvati on. But there were
others when he was totally bereft. Knox tried to comfort her with the thought
that "Yea, Sister, the maist perfyt is oftymes left without all sence and feilling
thairof [i.e., of God's mercy]" (111, 353). In her darkest moments she uccumbed to nostalgia for the rituals of her Catholic past. Knox shamed her out
of these moods by claiming, " I am sure that your hart neither thirstis nor
desyris to invocat or mak prayer unto breid, nor unto any uthir creature, but to
the leving God onlie" (Ill, 361). Knox assured her that the very intensity of her
struggle with doubt made him certain, "sa fer a creature can be," of her election, for where the devil till labors there he has not yet succeeded (III, 375).
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Knox reminded Mr . Bowes 1ha1 he sometimes felt what she felt, and even
hrist on the cross believed himself to have been abandoned by God (111 , 35860). Mr . Bowes was not easily convinced, and she pu hed Knox 10 audacious
extreme in hi a11emp1 to speak 10 her need . In some passages he went so far
as to imply that he wa certain of the mind of God and of her election to grace.
He swore: " In my conscience I judge, and by the Halie Sperit of my God, am
fullie cer1ifei1 1ha1 ye are a member of Chrystis bodie" (Ill , 352). "l am evin
equallie certified of your electioun in Chryst, as that I am that I myself preacheth Chry 1" (Ill, 369). Knox was a polemical writer ometime given to over1a1emen1 in order 10 make his case. These private words to Mrs. Bowes were
written with the knowledge that he would read them in the context of her long
history of inst ruction in Protestant theology. She would hardly have taken
them as a sign 1ha1 Knox intended to depart from his vigorous proclamation of
God's omnipotence and the mystery of divine election.
Mrs. Bowe probably carried her struggle with the concepts of salvation by
grace and the in ufficiency of all human works to her grave. No sign of its resolution appears in her correspondence. Her ensi1ivity 10 the implications of
Protestant doctrine was judged 10 be unusually acute by Knox him elf, but it
wa thi that earned her hi re pect.
His relationship with her provided hi enemies with material for malicious
rumor . Catholic propagandists routinely reacted to Protestant criticism of celibacy by accusing Prote tant clergy of exual irregularities. Knox and Mrs .
Bowe were not the most conventional of friends, and Knox was at least indirectly involved in the collapse of Mrs. Bowes' marriage. Only one passage in the
Knox-Bowes correspondence, however, might tir the u picion of the reader.
In context it is perfectly congruent with Knox's claim (V, 513- 4) that their relation hip wa purely pastoral. On 26 February 1552 he wrote her in response to
her complaint that she was tormented with doubts about her alvarion. Knox
reminded her that even Christ's disciples doubted him at moments, and then he
went on to confe that he too hared her feelings. He wrote (Ill, 350):
Call 10 your mynd what I did randin g at the copburd in Anwik : in verie deid I thought 1ha1 na
creature had bene temptit as I wes. And when that
I heard proceid fra your mouth the verie same
wordis that he ["your adversarie," Satan] trubillis
me with , I did wonder, and fra my hart lament
your sai r 1rubill knawing in my selfe the dolour
thairof.
This passage refers 10 personal crises of faith, not moment of mutual carnal
temptation . II wa evidently a time in their relationship when Knox and Mr .
Bowes achieved a new level of hone 1y with each other. Nothing in the leuers
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Lhey had exchanged before lhis suggests the scope of Mrs. Bowes' struggle. The
two inflamed Prote tants, who were under pressure from Lheir hoslile acquaintances, may have had a hard time confessing to each other that they had
serious doubts. Knox evidently handled her courageous self-revelation badly.
She complained 10 a Harie Wickleif, who communicated the remark to Knox,
that Knox did "stare bak" from her confession. Knox excused himself, saying
that this was a characteristic action for him when he was deeply touched (Ill,
350). He was moved by the discovery that this woman, whose faith he admired, shared his own secret doubts and anxieties. The "Anwik copburd" incident may have been a turning point in his relationship with her, but it was a
relationship without erotic content.
Knox's other female correspondent, Anne Locke, was a younger and more
sophisticated woman that Mrs. Bowes. MIS. Locke was the daughter of Stephen
Vaughan, a London cloth merchant and Henry Vlll's agent in Antwerp, 20 and
wife of Henry Lock, a scion of another mercantile family with close ties 10 the
coun. 21 She and a Mr . Hickman were among Knox's confidants in London at
the time of Edward Vi 's death. Knox was lodging with the Lockes when he
decided that he had 10 flee England and make a new life for himself on the
continent.
Knox was justifiably concerned about the implications of Mary Tudor's
ascension . Mrs. Locke and Mrs. Hickman shared his anxiety about a resurgence of Catholic "idolaLrie" in England, and Knox found a great deal of comfort in their company (IV, 239-41). He saw them as God's agents for his
support in a time of great personal difficulty, and he spoke of them as caring
for him as a mother cares for her child (IV, 220).
Knox's corre pondence with Mrs. Locke is different from that with Mrs.
Bowes. Eight of the thirteen letters come from the year 1559 when Knox was
deeply involved in the events of the Scottish reformation and had little leisure
for his friends. During this period Mrs. Locke was used as a conduit for information from Scotland to people Knox had known at Geneva (VI, 21, 27, 30,
78 , 85, 108), and Knox tried, with little apparent success, to turn her into a
fund raiser for the reforming party (VI, IOI, 103). Much less space is given to
private pa toral counsel in Mrs. Locke's letters than in those addressed to Mrs.
Bowes, but enough is written to indicate the nature of Mrs. Locke's religious
concern .
Mrs. Locke and Mrs. Bowes shared a common anxiety about the efficacy of
God's grace for their salvation, and both sought assurance from Knox that
they were among the elect. Knox, however, was more impressed by Mrs.
Bowes' spiritual struggles than Mrs. Locke's. In one of his earliest letters to
Mrs. Locke (addre ed jointly to Mrs. Hickman) Knox explained that Christ's
sacrifice alone sanctified the saved- "of whi lk noumber, as my assureit hop is
that yow ar" (IV, 222) . His language here is more cautious than that he used to
reassure Mrs. Bowes (above: 111, 352). It may be that Knox feared that Mrs.
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Locke had yet to confront the full extent of the problem of human sin. In the
first of his private letters to her he urged her to "fei r not to be plane with me"
touching her spiritual troubles. He also rejoiced that she was experiencing a
period of anxiety about God's love. He confessed that he had been worried
about her, for things had been too easy for her. In prosperity, he reminded
her, it is not difficult to "think weill of God," but the Christian should learn to
"call upon him for help whome we think armit to our distructioun" (IV, 237- 8).
The only other reference in the Locke documents to the kind of personal
spiritual anxiety that filled Mrs. Bowes' letters comes from a note addressed to
Mrs. Locke three years after her correspondence with Knox began. She wrote
to complain that her doubts kept her awake in steri le prayer at midnight and
that she felt completely alone. Knox assured her that God fought the battle
with her and suggested that her problem lay in pride. He urged her to be content "to enter [salvation) under mercie," and he comforted her with the assurance
that the best weapon against pride was the experience of despair that presently
troubled her (VI, 79).
The other major issue that rose in Knox's notes to Mrs. Locke concerned
her participation in the church of England. Mrs. Locke became Knox's friend
during the last days of Edward VI, and Knox claimed to have been more open
with her than he was with anyone about his predictions for England's future
under Mary (IV, 220). When his worst expectations materialized and he fled 10
the continent, he wrote to urge Mrs. Locke to surrender home and possessions
rather than risk God's wrath by compromising with Mary's "idolatrie" (IV,
220). Mrs. Locke eventually joined Knox as a guest in his home in Geneva, and
she stayed on there after he returned 10 Scotland . The ascension of Elizabeth
opened the way for her return to England, but the English church remained
short of the highest Reform ideals. Mrs. Locke, therefore, was in a quandary
about her duty. She wrote to Knox from Geneva in March of 1559, and he
answered a month later. He took what he admitted to be a very hard line with
her and warned her that he could never counsel anyone to submit to the
"dregges of Papistrie" left in English services (VI, 11 ). He argued that it was
not simply a matter of externals that corrupted the English service, but the fact
that Reform preaching was not central to it. It was distorted by human inventions to the point where he considered it no divine ervice at all. The decision
whether or not to countenance it was nothing less than a choice between obeying God or following men (VI , 14). Mrs. Locke continued to press him with
questions on the same 10pic, and he in exasperation reminded her that "I have
ofter than once answered [your doubts)" (VI, 83). In no way would he encourage her to participate in a "bastard religion" like the "mi ngle mangle" practiced
in the English parishes (VI, 83). He stopped short, however, of commanding
her to take a martyr's stand and advised her that the extent of her compromise
with England's state church was something she would have to work out in her
own heart with the guidance of the Holy Spirit (VI, 84).
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Mrs. Locke's youth and long association with Knox may account for the
suspicions harbored by some scholars of a romantic attachment between them .
There is certainly little evidence in their correspondence of erotic interests.
Stanford Reid's claim that Anne Locke was "the only woman whom Knox really
loved"" is impossible to substantiate. Patrick Collinson committed a gross
over tatement when he declared that Mrs. Locke's ties with Knox were so intimate that she might as well have assumed hi s name as she did the names of her
three husbands." Lewis Lupton's speculation that Henry Locke might have
warned his wife about the potential for candal of her relationship with Knox
is substant iated by nothing more than Lupton's claim that "these things do
happen.""
As in the Bowes' correspondence, only one passage in Knox's letters to
Mrs. Locke can be construed or misconstrued as a declaration of carnal love.
Shortly after his marriage to Marjorie Bowes Knox wrote to Mrs. Locke to
comfon her in her "tru billis (Spirituall I mene)" (IV, 237). Knox was then
residing in Geneva, and Mrs. Locke had evidently written to tell him how
much she missed him since he left England. He gallantly assured her that he,
on his side, felt deprived of her company (IV, 238):
Deir Sister, yf I su ld expres the thrist [sic] and
langoure whilk I haif had for your presence, I suld
appeir to pass measure ... . I weip and rejoise in
remembrance of you; but that wold evanische by
the comfort of your presence, whilk I assure yow
in so deir to me, that gif the charge of this Ii till flok
heir, gatherit together in Christis name, did not
impeid me, my presence suld prevent my letter.
That i not unlike the kind of thing that Knox occasionally wrote to Mrs.
Bowes (Ill , 370). In context it suggests the desire of one troubled soul for the
company of another, not a declaration of love. Knox occasionally expressed
his loneliness for absent male friends in similarly emotional language, and this
has not caused any of his critics to assume that he was subject to homosexual
attractions (VI , 27).
Knox did invite Mrs. Locke in December of 1556 to flee the corruption of
Marian England for the spiritually pure atmosphere of Geneva (IV , 240). Her
husband opposed the move, but his reasons may have had nothing to do with
anxieties about his wife's feelings for Knox. Knox admitted in his invitation
that she had no pressing reason for leaving England at the time, and she was
the mother of two smaJJ children who might be put at risk by the journey. 20 Six
months later the situation apparently had changed. Mrs. Locke, her children,
and a maid appeared in Geneva and took refuge in Knox's home with his wife
and mother-in-law. Knox returned the hospitality that he had earlier received
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from the Lockes in London. Mr. Locke did not accompany his family. He
may have remained in England or moved to Antwerp where he had connections and could keep a clo er eye on business than he could have from Geneva.
No sign of a break occurs between husband and wife. While in Geneva Anne
Locke produced a translation of some of Calvin's sermons, and the Briti h
Museum preserves the inscribed copy which she pre ented to her husband. 26
Knox greets Mr. Locke in his letters, and he on several occasions reminds
Anne Locke of her obligation to obey the man who wa her God-appointed
"heid" (IV, 219, 239-4 1).
The extant correspondence sugge ts that Knox's close female friend s were
few and his relationships with them were primarily pastoral. Hi con tant preoccupation was 10 help them with their struggles of conscience and their earnest efforts to trust the promises of God's grace for their alvation. He freely
acknowledged that their doubts, anxieties, and failures in faith were similar 10
his own. He provjded aid and encouragement 10 them, and he confessed that
his relationship with them was not entirely one-sided. He needed their words
of assurance as they needed his (VI, 129). Knox's correspondence with women
survives as witness to the struggle of the first generation of Protestant faithful
to under 1and and meet the terms of their rigorous faith. It chronicles the private struggles of three individuals to live with the awfu l fact of God's omipotence and thei.r need to trust totally in His mercy for their salvation.
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The 1970's witnessed a number of major anniversaries relating to Dante,
Petrarch, Boccaccio, and Chaucer. 1971 marked the 650th anniversary of
Dante's death in 1321; 1972-73, the 600th anniversary of Chaucer's first known
trip to Italy; 1974, the excentenary of Petrarch's passing; 1975, the sexcentenary of Boccaccio's demise; and 1978, the 600th anniversary of Chaucer's econd known journey to Italy. Many of these events were commemorated by
special lectures or symposia, the written results of which have been appearing
in print ever ince. Perhaps because of the anniversaries' chronological closeness, scholars were also encouraged to devote considerable attention 10 comparative analyses of the fourteenth-century authors' works. Assuredl y uch
studies do not con titute a recent phenomenon and may be traced at least 10
Mario Praz's seminal 1927 article in The Monthly Criterion on "C haucer and
the Great Italian Writers of the Trecento" (rpt. in The Flaming Heart in 1958)not to mention the pioneering studies of A. Rambeau in German , C. Chiarini
in Italian, and J. L. Lowes in English. evertheless comparative scholar hip in
the period from 1974 to 1984 remains remarkable for its qualit y and quantit y.
I am thinking, specifically and initially, of the booklength studie focu ing on
the famed Boccaccio-Chaucer parallels or the larger Boccaccio-and- nglish
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Literature relationship - e.g., // Boccaccio nella culrura inglese e anglo-americana, ed. Giuseppe Galigani (1974); Piero Boitani, Chaucer and Boccaccio
(1977); and Chaucer's Boccaccio: Sources of "Troilus" and the "Knight's" and
"Franklin's Tales," ed. and trans. . R. Havely (1980)-all of which have
been, I believe, favorably reviewed elsewhere. But three more recent books
have covered either the general problem of Chaucer and Trecento Italy or the
more narrow Chaucer-Dante connection. In this review I shall a ess the contributions of these latest studies, listed at the outset of my essay .
Professor Boitani's well-edited collection of thirteen articles (counting an
extremely helpful bibliography) by eleven contributors is entitled Chaucer and
the Italian Trecento. It is dedicated "To the memory of Jack Bennett," a Chaucerian and comparatist of note who taught at the Univer ity of Cambridge and
who has the lead article in the second part of the volume (devoted to Chaucer's
relationship with the great Trecento writer). An initial triad of essaysmedieval historian John Larner's "Chaucer's Italy," political cienti t Janet
Coleman's "Engli h Culture in the Fourteenth Century," and hist0rian Wendy
Childs's "Anglo-Italian Contacts in the Fourteenth Century" - make up the
book's first part and are directed to comparative cultural hist0ry. For the
litterateur, these contain numerous reminders of and insights into the complexities of fourteenth -century Italian and English cu lture, from period politics and economics to artistic currents and sy terns of education. Larner, for
example, chronicles the far-reaching changes in Italy between the death of
Dante and the flourishing of Petrarch's generation -not just the outbreaks of
plague but also the hifts in philosophy from Thomism and scholasticism 10
Augustinianism and humanism . Coleman, on the other hand, stresses the
importance of the papal court in Avignon as a meeting place for Italian and
English humanists trained in or familiar with civil and canon law. Childs
details England's longstanding mercantile, clerical, and diplomatic contacts
with Italy, as exemplified by a number of Chaucer's well-travelled Canterbury
pilgrims and a auested to by a variety of documents in the Public Record
Office: "English awareness of Italy came through both Englishmen (churchmen, pilgrims, envoys and mercenaries) returning from Italy, and Italian
(merchants, envoys, churchmen) coming to England" (p. 65). The plethora of
Anglo-Italian cultural ties arising from merchant trade-a fact underscored by
all three scholars in this first section -suggests the reason for the richne s of
the fourteenth-century literary theme of economic exchange. As we shall see,
R. A. Shoaf provides, in a separate book-length study, an in-depth examination of this Leitmotiv in Dante and Chaucer.
Benneu's "Chaucer, Dame and Boccaccio," as noted, sets the stage for the
collection's econd group of essays, where a primary concern is that of literary
influence. This venerable cholar is well aware of Chaucer's debts to Boccaccio, direct and otherwise-e.g., II Filosrrato as the immediate source for
Troilus and Criseyde; II Teseida, the free adaptation of which con titute the
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Knight' Tale; the tory of Griselda (Decameron X. 10) as the indirect source,
via Petrarch's Latin translation , for the Clerk' Tale; and De claris mulieribus
and De casibus virorum illustrium as two important sources for the Monk's
Tale. But perhaps more importantly, he is also aware of Boccaccio's profound
admiration for Dante and of the myriad Danteisms in Boccaccio' works. Following in the tradition of J . H. Whitfield, Bennett explores how Chaucer dealt
with Dante's poetry, both directly and through Boccaccio. Furthermore, he
argues that "[i)t is thanks to Chauc-er's reading of the Comedy that English
verse joins the main stream of European poetry" (p. 108). This article, as
Boitani indicate in the Introduction, focus e attention on critical area of
concern to be treated in the subsequent essay .
In Boitani's "What Dante Meant to Chaucer" the author reminds us that
Dante and Chaucer were not contemporarie and that we must not forge t the
chronological and geographical distance that eparated them. Nevertheles the
poets hared much: they loved the classics, especially Virgil and Statius; they
were widely read in medieval philosophy and literature, with Boethius being a
key figure for both; they were fascinated by science; and they both started their
literary careers a love poets. Moreover, "[i]n the House of Fame, the Friar's
Tale, the legend of Good Women and the Knight's Tale Dante i for Chaucer
the poet of Hell and Heaven, the poet of the muses, of Thought, of 'engyn,' of
cience and light" (p. 126). Boitani goes on to consider the potential impact of
Dante's Convivio on Chaucer's concept of "gentilesse." He proffer that one
might even view the moral ballad "Gentilesse as Chaucer's ver ion of Dante's
great moral canwne ['le dolci rime d'amor, ch'i' olla' discussed in the Convivio)" (p. 132).
David Wallace, in "Chaucer and Boccaccio's Early Writing ," argues that
Boccaccio's Amoroso Visione, with its fifty canto of Dantesque terza rima,
"offers parallels with the House of Fame both in its general enterprise and in its
specific engagements with particular literary models" (p. 143). While admi1ting
the difficulty of demonstrating "that the House of Fame consciously borrow
from the Amoroso Visione" (p. 145), Wallace insists on the importance of the
poets' analogou approaches to similar problems. Certainly the two works in
que tion hare a dream-vi ion framework, but it is not an uncommon mise en
scene for the times. The author also note that "[o)f all Chaucer's works, [Boccaccio's) Caccia di Diana most resembles the Book of the Duchess: in each
poem, cene of hunting - passively observed by a love-struck narrator -serve
as prelude to the impressive emergence of the poem's chief character" (p. 147).
The noteworthiness of such an observation i of course greatly dimini hed
when Boccaccio and Chaucer are not tudied in isolation: Italian cacce and
French hunting poems were fairly common in the fourteenth century. In the
end Wallace does acknowledge a fundamental difference between the two
poets, ahhough I find unconvincing hi speculation on why Boccaccio's name
never appears in any of Chaucer' works (p. I 59):
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Chaucer, although of bourgeois origins, received a
courtly education. Boccaccio, however, remained
an outsider to the courtly world; his conception of
cortesia is inevitably impoverished and debased .
In Boccaccio's early writing , the popular appropriation of courtly vocabulary ... is made ab elute. It was perhaps for this reason that Chaucer
nowhere acknowledges Boccaccio by name.
Barry Windeatt's "Chaucer and the Filosrrato" perceptively discusses the
"paymed proces" (Troilus and Criseyde, II , 424) by which the English poet
adopts and adapts Boccaccio's love poem to his own purposes: "Chaucer in
translating paints over his original with the language of a more courtly love"
(p. 168). The poet also "encrusts his translation with added references to classical figures" (p. 171) and "floods his translati ng with an alertness to death"
(p. 172). Boitani' econd essay in the collection, "Style, Iconography and
Narrative: the Le on of the Teseida," follows Windeatt's article and is similarly insightful. The point of the essay is that the Teseida, although one of
Boccaccio's assuredly minor works, enjoyed a considerable public in the late
Middle Ages and Renaissance; it follows, therefore, and hardly surprises "that
Chaucer used the [Italian poem in ollava rima] throughout his career, from
the House of Fame, to the Anelida, the Parliament of Fowls, the Troilus, the
Legend, the Knight's Tale and the Franklin's Tale" (p. 188). Boitani makes a
fairly strong case for the Teseida's being placed alongside the Divine Comedy,
the Consolation of Philosophy, and the Romance of the Rose as "the book
that mo t influenced Chaucer, that most stimulated him in his experiments as a
narrative poet and a sty list" (ibid.). The Italian scholar's assertion, however,
that the Decameron may disappoint because of "its relative lack of characterization" and the "absence of that most obvious of Chaucerian qualities- irony"
(p. 226) is puzzling indeed . While Dame (and Chaucer) may be superior to
Boccaccio in power of characterization and while the potential of irony may
not be fully realized in Italian letters until Ariosto, characterization and irony
often go hand in glove in Boccaccio's masterpiece, from the depiction of Ser
CeppereUo in the first tory of the first day to the tales of the hardheaded
Calandrino in the later days .
The next two articles, "The Wake of the Commedia: Chaucer's Canterbury
Tales and Boccaccio's Decameron" and "The Griselda Story in Boccaccio,
Petrarch and Chaucer;" are by Robin Kirkpatrick and are both in the best
comparative tradition. The first treats the "dissimilarities [emphasis added) between the Canterbury Tales and lhe Decameron" and points to the dearth of
"clear evidence that Chaucer ever used the Decameron as a source of material"
(p. 201). More specifically, Chaucer' traightforward and realistic portrayal
of the Pardoner i contrasted with the highly creative recreation of such a
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figure as Fra Cipolla in Boccaccio. In the second essay Kirkparrick stresses
"how close Chaucer stays [in retelling the Ori elda story] in most respects to
the text of Petrarch" (p. 238), but the author al o provides close readings and
examples of how Petrarch and Chaucer modify their respective sources for
their own purposes. Kirkpatrick's discussion of the image of Griselda in the
Trecento might have been better informed had he consulted Marga CouinoJones's "Fabula vs . Figura: Another Interpretation of the Griselda Story," in
lralica SO (1973), 38-52. It is a brilliant article analyzing (Boccaccio's) Griselda
as a figura Christi.
Nicholas Havely's "Chaucer, Boccaccio and the Friars" addresses the two
poets' anticlericalism and trace their somewhat divergent attitudes on the subject to "the French anti fraternal rradition deriving largely from the evenements
at the University of Paris in the mid thirteenth century" (p. 255). Havely also
reviews possible artistic reasons for including friars in the Italian and English
narratives: such men were, in the traditional mendicant mould, inveterate taleteUers. Peter Godman's "Chaucer and Boccaccio's Latin Works" distinguishes
"what Boccaccio's Lati.n prose offered to its earliest English adaptor" (p. 269).
In Boccaccio's Latin biographies, the author, notwithstanding his claims to
historical veracity, "follows his sources when it suits him"; when it fails to
please him , "he alters them to his own ends" (p. 290). Chaucer acts in a similar
vein: for example, "[i]n the Legend of Good Women he asserts the authority of
the texts upon which he draws, yet employs Boccaccio's account of Cleopatra
to reverse Boccaccio's interpretation of her" (p. 291 ).
The final article, Enrico Giaccherini's "Chaucer and the Italian Trecento: a
Bibliography," is what its subtitle suggests. After a half-page of explanatory
remarks - e.g., the selection of books and articles is not intended to be
complete-the bibliography is divided into six sections: I. General Studies;
11. Chaucer and Italy; 111 . Chaucer and Dante; IV. Chaucer and Boccaccio;
V. Chaucer and Petrarch; and VI. Varia. For not intending to be complete,
sections II through V are remarkably exhaustive and most valuable. Howard
Schless's Chaucer and Dante: A Revaluation, listed as an unpublished 1956
Pennsylvania dissertation, has of course since been published. (In fairness I
should add that Giaccherini, quite attentive to detail, does acknowledge in a
note that he has seen the publication announcement of Schless's book.)
Professor Boitani, known also as the author of English Medieval Narrative
in the Thirteenth and Fourteenth Centuries (1982), is to be praised for collecting and editing this varied and generally distinguished group of es ays. It will
undoubtedly prove an important resource to students and scholars interested
in the interrelationships of Italian and English letters in the Trecento. The
book itself is handsomely printed, replete with jacket cover and frontispiece
illustrations germane to the subject-the frontispiece, for ex.ample, is from the
Last Judgment fresco in the Strozzi Chapel of Santa Maria Novella in Florence
and shows Dante and, perhaps, Boccaccio and Petrarch. 1
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H . H . Schless's Chaucer and Dante: A Revaluarion ha a more restricted
purview than the previous study; il largely "deals with the literary indebtedness
of Chaucer to Dante on the basi of an inve tigation of all the reasonable suggestions of parallels and sources that have been made to date" (p. ix). The
author acknowledges his great debt to the unpublished doctoral dissertation of
J . P. Bethel, "The Influence of Dante on Chaucer's Thought and Expression"
(Harvard University, 1927), whose appendix contains mot of the Dante
ascriptions di scussed by Schiess. The Preface to Chaucer and Dante outlines
the author' procedure for presenting and analyzing the parallels in the two
poetS: first, he cites the ascription, indicating whether it comes from Bethel's
list and, if so, whether it is original to him; second, he provides the full citations or texts from Chaucer and Dante, supplying the context when needed;
third, he includes an English translation of the Italian (C. S. Singleton for the
Commedia and W. W. Jack on for the Convivio); and, finally, he discusses
the individual entry (often questioning or "revaluating" the rea onableness or
validity of the ascription). He sees the bases on which ascription can be made
a three: " (I) direct tran lation or citation, (2) verbal parallelism, and (3) contextual parallelism" (p. x). Throughout the study the author argues eloquently
that with the fir I ba is for ascription or with 1he combination of the latter two,
there is proof or reasonably certain evidence of direct borrowing or noteworthy paralleli m. But when the second or third basi exists alone, Schiess
reexamines the ascription in an effort to determine whether or not the two
writers are drawing on a third element-e.g., a common classical or medieval
source or even common knowledge. Thi cholar, in brief, wisely refuses 10
study Dante and Chaucer in vacuo; rather he persistently strives "to revaluate
the Chaucer-Dante relationship in the light of the social and literary background of the period" (ibid.). Because of the soundness of such a methodological approach and because of the book's high ly readable format-with
individual investigations of each sugge 1ed instance of Chaucer's indebtednes
to Dante, plus a detailed Index of Comparisons-this elegantly and expensively printed volume is destined to become the fundamental sourcebook for
Dante-Chaucer studies for decades 10 come.'
A Revaluation comprises nine chapters. The first, "Chaucer and Fourteenth-Century Italy," discusses at length the problem of when Chaucer
learned Italian. That in the Trecento "Italian was the language of international
business and finance" (p. 4) points to the po sibility, if not probability, that
Chaucer knew Italian before his 1372 mi ion to Italy. In a similar vein Schiess
urges caution 10 those who believe that Dante wa unknown in England until
after Chaucer's return from Italy: too many Tu can merchants dwelt in
England for everal decades before Chaucer's trip for that ea ily 10 have been
the ca e. Schles does note tablish the year in which Chaucer learned Italian,
but he does indicate 1372 as the year by which he must have learned the language. In the initial chapter, moreover, the author carefully outlines differences
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between Chaucer and Dante. Nowhere in Chaucer, for example, is "the outspoken political view or the aggre ive didacticism that informs Dante's
writing" (p. 20). Becau e of uch fundamental differences between the two
poet and because of the tendency of some scholars to view Dante and Chaucer
in an i olated context, Schiess warns that "the constant reference 10 Dante that
one finds in Chaucer criticism ... seems frequently more a function of the
scholars' need than of Chaucer's poetry" (p. 26). Strong words, but not without justification, for the point i that Dante i repeatedly invoked for comparion becau e his well-ordered encyclopedic opus is more accessible than many
other medieval treasuries, such as that of Vincent of Beauvais. Schiess closes
the first chapter with the reminder that, in the number of derived lines, Boccaccio, Boethius, the Roma11 de la Rose, Ovid and several other works and
authors are ahead of Dante. Because Schiess i in istent on keeping everything
in perspective, his subseq uent judgment , harsh or revisionist as they may be,
inevitably strike one as objective and ju t.
Chapters 2 through 8 treat, re pectively, the Dante ascriptions in The

House of Fame, A11elida and Arcite, The Parliament of Fowls, Troifus and
Criseyde, The legend of Good Women, the Canterbury Tales, and The Minor
Poems. Each chapter contains a brief review of pertinent scholarship and/ or
an overview of the significance of Dante's influence in the particular work to be
studied. Chapter 9 is the author's Conclusion . After the previously mentioned
Index of Comparisons, the book close with a lengthy Bibliography and a
detailed General Index.
Throughout the book, 1 found Schless's thorough familiarity with classical
and medieval sources, not to mention hi command of Chaucer criticism and
his scholarly caution , truly commendable . A few examples from the second
and longe I chapter will suffice to demonstrate this fact. The chapter begin
with a review of Dantesque interpretations of The House of Fame (hereafter,
HF) , from Lydgate's famous and cryptic description of ihe poem as "Dante in
ynglyssh" to the views of ten Brink and Kittredge, Chiarini and Robinson, and
Ruggiers. This early work, "the first major poem to show the influence of Dante"
(p. 29), i een a a reflection of how "Chaucer .. . could seriously employ the
framework of the Commedia to express hi inmost feelings ... and yet, at the
same time, satirize Dante' poem to the point of ridicule" (p. 33). The significance of Dante's ascriptions within a given work, therefore, may vary; more
certainly, the import of Dantean allusions from work to work wiU hardly be contant. Before pre enting the li t of parallel passages, SchJess offers one final note
of warning: "Considerations of the two poets in vacuo .. . entail so many questionable assumption that uch a basically exclusive procedure should only be
employed with the utmo L caution" (p. 42). Shared references to God as the
mover of all things, 10 cite an example from the Ii t, fail to how influence when
there is no contextual parallel, ince "one certainly does not need a source for a
medieval reference to God as the prime mover of the universe" (ibid.).
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Other parallels are "due rather 10 the common genre of the two passages"
(p. 52). Later and more precisely, in comparing HF 534- 39 with Paradiso I.
74- 75, 92- 93, Schiess emphasizes that "[t]he whole genre of love visions, as
well as visio literature, was common knowledge of Chaucer's time, and it
would be a mistake to force connections with the Commedia that could only
show Chaucer's complete misunderstanding of the work" (p. 53). In discussing
HF936- 59 and Convivio II. xiv. lff., both of which deal with the origins of the
Galaxy, the author comment that "Chaucer's source here in all probability is
not the Co11vivio but rather a combi nation of common knowledge, folk
etymology, and (at least in the case of the Metamorphoses) the same source
that Dante had used" (p. 62). In the case of an obvious source in Dante e.g., HF 523-28 and /11/erno 11 . 8-9 and Paradiso I. 11, when Chaucer invokes
his Thought - Schiess strives to show "the way in which Chaucer molds his
sources to fit his poetic intention" (p. 50), always keeping in mind that
"Dante's influence was never as extensive as Boccaccio's, but ... it served an
entirely different function in the poetry of Chaucer" (Chapter 4, p. 89). In
Chapter 5 Schiess explains that eventually, as in Troilus and Criseyde, Chaucer
"turned to Dante for support in verses expressing the mystical quality of
religion in much the same way that he turned ... to Boccaccio for narrative
stimulus" (p. 101).
Schiess, in his su mmarx statements, outlines Chaucer's debt to Dante as
two-fold: "the few direct adaptations and translations made for purposes of
their content and the many shorter images borrowed for their verbal and dramatic force" (p. 246). He maintains that "poetry 10 Chaucer was primarily
entertaining, moral, and undoctrinaire," while "to Dante [it) was a medium for
expressing . . . the fiercely held theological and political doctrines that he had
formed into a philosophic whole'' (ibid.). The author, by the end of the book,
has made a strong case for the incorrectness of considering that Chaucer, when
he doe borrow from Dante, "necessarily believed the entire doctrine that
informed the borrowing" (ibid .). This belief may run slightly counter to the
view taken in the approach to Dante and Chaucer which we shall next consider.
Richard Shoaf, an Associate Professor of English at Yale University, approaches Dante and Chaucer with the sophistication of a highly trained
theorist in modem literary criti cism and the sensibility of a widely read scholar
of the Middle Ages. The result is an often challenging but frequently illuminating study of, as the subtitle suggests, Money, Images, and Reference in
Late Medieval Poe1ry. While it is true that imagistic and referential coinage is
discussed primarily in relation to Dante and Chaucer, the conclusions reached
have much wider application (to other medieval authors) and significance (i.e.,
for medievalists other than Dantists and Chaucerians). Shoars basic thesis, or
the analogy that he explores, is that "[m]oney and poetry are both fictions ,
... and they are both strangely alike-so much so that the problem of the
meaning of money is analogou to the problem of the meaning of language,
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especially poetic language" (p. 8). The arguent for st udying this problem in
relation to Dante and Chaucer runs omething like this: both men are love
poets; love involves an exchange; hence the love poet is typically preoccupied
with economics; hence there is a "profound similarity between Dante and
Chaucer" (p. 9). While agreeing to differences between the two poets (Dante
"begins in a blurred and fragmented vision of his own condition but ends in a
whole vision of primal unity"; Chaucer, "in Troy/us and Criseyde, begins in a
p eudo-unity of vision but ends in a whole vision of human fragmentarines '')
and recognizing that the language-money analogy "is of some modern interest,
especially since Saussure and Derrida," Shoaf nevertheless make a creditable
argument for Dante's and Chaucer' cognizance and acceptance (on the
authority of Boethius) of "the tructural relationship between language and
money" (ibid.) .
His study is divided into an Introduction ("The Di cour e of Man ' By
Nature a Pol itical Animal'"), three long essays (Part One: "Dante's Com media
and the Promise of Reference," with four chapters; Part Two: "Troy/us and
Criseyde and the 'Falsing' of the Referent," with five chapter ; and Part Three:
"The Canterbury Tales and the Et hics of Reference," with four chapters), plu
an Epilogue, Notes, Bibliography, and Index .
Shoaf maintains, somewhat problematically, that Chaucer not only read
the Commedia but also interpreted it, as would a specialized Dantista;
Chaucer then incorporated that interpretation into hi s mature poetry. The
English poet, in other word , upposedly derived his poetics of reference from
the Comedy's poetics of exchange. Many Chaucerians, uch as Schiess, will
undoubtedly question such a revisioni t, if not revolutionary , as ertion; Dante
cholars, on the other hand, will likely view such a claim with more sympathy.
In either case the author, "to read Chaucer, with Dante's help" (p. 22), turns
hi attention in the first part (pp. 17- 100) to the Florentine poet's coin imagery,
as found in the context of narcissistic allusions in Inferno XXX, Purgarorio
XXX , and Paradiso XXX . He concludes that Hell's " images refer without a
referent," while in Purgatory "reality is experienced as a confu ion of signs and
referents" and in Paradise there "is perfect reference" (p. 23). In the second part
(pp. 101 - 57) Shoaf examines coin and exchange imagery in Troilus and Criseyde
and relate it to parallel imagery in Dante's epic. The third part (pp. I 59- 227)
sh ifts the focus to the poetic of reference in the Canterbury Tales and analyzes the figures of the Wife of Bath, the Merchant, and the Pardoner- each of
whose tales reflect a significant relationship between language and money.
Such a hon summary perhaps provides more of a notion of Shoars
"trendy" vocabulary than of his analytical powers. It is meant, however , to
convey an idea both of his critica l jargon (nOI to mention ubiquitous wordplay ) and of his fresh insights. For a more balanced as essment of the Yale
scholar's contribution I hould add that while he tresses what Chaucer ostensibly shared with Dante, he also sketche fundamental difference between the
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poets. This fact shines through the one-line summary he offers of his study.
Speaking of each poet's desire to communicate, the author epigrammatically
states that "what for Dante is a problem of the expression of transcendence is
for Chaucer a problem of the transcendence of expression" (p. 235). In the
end, Shoafs highly original and largely a-historical interpretation of the two
Trecento figures nicely balances the more traditional but imilarly important
evaluations found in Boitani's and Schless's volumes. 3

NOTES
I. The few (very minor) misprints 1ha1 I noticed in the essays, so care fully edited by
Boitani , were these: "scutiny" for "scrutiny" (p. 23), "sumblime for "sublime" (p. 121),
"predistined" for "predestined" (p. 241), and "Fitzralph for "FitzRalph" (p. 257).
2. The only significant erratum in Schless's volume seems 10 be the omission, a l least in
my copy, of one sheet - pp. 253- 54. This is disturbing not only because of the high co 1
of the book ($85 .00) but also because those pages are 1he first two of the Bibliography
and are necessary to decipher a numbe r of citations within the text. I checked with Pilgrim Books and discovered that a number of defectively bound volumes, with various
pages missing, were sold. The press has replaced and will continue 10 replace defective
copies as they are brought to its auemion.
3. Shoars text, like the other two, has a minimum of printing errors . I did find "lanruage" for "language" (p. 33), "echos" for "echoes" (p. 45), "la" for "Iii" (p. 61)," i" for
"si" (p. 87), "serves serves" for "serves" (p. 108), "peititon" for " petitio n" (p. 157), and
"Freidrich" for " Friedrich" (p. 232). As in note I above, these are picayune misprints
mentioned only so they will be corrected when the books are reprinted.
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Announcements
THE JOHN DONNE SOCIETY
At the December meeting of the Modern Language Association, a group of
intere 1ed Donne scholar agreed to begin a J ohn Donne Society. Since then,
they have formed a steering commiuee and have made plan 10 ponsor a conference on John Donne. These efforts a re being su pported by The John Donne
Journal, The Donne Voriorwn, and The Pennsylvania State University.
Members of the steering comm ittee are th e following: Diana Benet, Eugene
R. Cunnar (chair), Dennis Flynn, M. Thomas H ester, Albert C. Labrio la,
Ted-Larry Pebworth, John R. Roberts, John T. Shawcross, Edward Sichi, Jr.
( ecretary-treasurer), Gary A. Stringer, Claude Su mmers, and Julia Walker.
The first conference a nd initial meeting of The John Donne Society will be
held at the Gu lfport Conference Center of the Univer ity of Southern Missi sippi on 20-23 February 1986. Those interested in submiuing papers for the
conference (complete, 8- 12 pages, 3 copies) should end them by I October
1985 to Prof. John R. Roberts, Department of English, Univer ity of Misouri, Columbia, MO 65211.
Those interested in information concerning The Donne Society or the Conference should write LO Prof. Edward Sichi, Department of Engli h, The Pennsylvania State Univcr i1y, McKeesport, PA 15132.
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MEDIEVAL PUBLICATIONS
The Committee for Medieval Studies at the University of British Columbia
intends to publish a teaching and research aid: CHRONOLOGICAL TABLES
OF MAJOR NARRATIVE SOURCES (AND LETTER COLLECTIONS)
500-1500 A.O. (J. Bak, D. Bethell ½ , H . Quirin eds.), as part of a planned
handbook on medieval sources. They hope to be able to supply copies for class
use for cost (about $3.50-4.00) by this coming Fall. "Examination copies"actually copies of the unrevised draft- are already available on request (in
limited numbers); write to "Medieval Publications", c/ o Dept. of Hist., UBC,
Vancouver B.C. V6T I W5 , Canada and include $1.00 for postage and handling (if cheques, please write them to "UBC").
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T hom as Max Safley, let

o Man Put
A<wufrr: Tfi, Controf of Marriage 111 tfre

Ger111a11 So11tfr11,-st, 1550-1600. [ Winru,r

of tfie Brewer Pnu of t!it An1'1'iron .SOCU,ty of Churcf1 History] $25.00.
VOLUME Ill
Carter Lindberg, ecli to r, Piety, Pofiti<,S,
mu/ Etfii<,S: Refomuuian Studies in No,wr of

Georg, Woffga119 Fordf. $25. 00

• CML seeks submissions on all aspects of Clo ssicol and Modern litera tures
that reflect the knowledge and depth of the scholar's own discipline used
to examine problems recurring in both a Classical ond a Modern literature.
CML Subscript ion
Please check one of the fallowing :
Individual
Institutions
1 year
S14.00 D
S12.00 D
2 years
20.00 D
23.00 D
29.00 D
34.00 D
3 yea"

AMOUNT
ENCLOSED

s _ ___
(U.S.)

Countries outside U.S. odd 52.00 to each year's subscription to cover postage.
Indiana Residents odd 5% Sales To• .
CML is publ ished in October, Janua ry, Apr il, and July.
NAME
ADDRESS _ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

CITY _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ STATE _

_ _ ZI P _ __

Address-all correspondence, subscriptions, and submissions (SASE ) to:
CML, Inc.
P.O. Box 629
Terre Haute, Indiana 47808-0629

A sampling of forthcomi ng articl es :

Karen Edwards on Milton
Robert Hume on the Brown Playlists
Anne Janowitz on Shelley
jack Kolb on Tennyso n
ally Mussetter on Dante
William Stull on Raymond Carver

Philological Quarterly
THE U IVERSITY OF IOWA
Iowa City 52242

GEORGE HERBERT
JOURNAL

The George Herbert Journal is published twice a year, in the
Fall and Spring . Subscri ption rates are $7 .00 per year ($1 0.00
foreign ). Back issues are available, as are sample copies for
those interested in placing a standing order.
Send all commun ications to:
Sidney Gottlieb, Editor
George Herbert Journal
Eng lish Department
Sacred Hea rt University
Bridgeport, Conn . 06606

CJHE CEI{jHTEENTH
CENTURY
CZJieory and G/nterpretation
Published Winter, Spring, and Autumn
by Texas Tech Press

Editors
Jeffrey R. Smitten
Joel C. Weinsheimer
Editorial Board
A. Owen Aldridge
Paul K. Alkon
Michael fried
Alexander Gelley
Josue Harari
J. Jean Hecht
C. P. Ives
Isaac Kramnick
Lawrence I. Lipking
Christie V. McDonald
Earl Miner
Walter Moser
Mark Poster
Ralph W. Rader
Ronald C. Rosbottom
G. S. Rousseau
Remy G. Saisselin
Hayden White

Selected Contents of Volume 21 (1980)

Leopold Damrosch on Johnson 's Criticism
Robert Adams Day on Epistolary fiction
Alexander Gelley on Character
Richard Harp on Goldsmith Biography
Dayton Haskin on Richard Baxter
George Armstrong Kelly on the New Hero
C. R. Kropf on Organic Unity
Christie McDonald on the Encyclopedie
Donald Marshall on Richard Hurd
Michael Murray on Heidegger and Holderlin
Jayme Sokolow on Count Rumford
Subscriptions are $9.00 (individuals) and
$12.00 (institutions) per year, plus
$2.00 for mailing outside North America .
Address subscriptions to:
Texas Tech Press
Sales Office
Texas Tech University Library
Lubbock, Texas 79409
Other correspondence should be addressed 10:
The Editors
The Eighteenth Century:
Theory and Interpretation
P.O. Box 4530
Texas Tech University
Lubbock, Texas 79409

€omitatus
A Journal of Medieval and Renaissance Studies
is pleased 10 announce 1he publica1ion of Volume 14 (1985) . T he ann ual deadline
for submi ui ng manuscri p1 s is January 3 I Lo The Ccmer for Medieval a nd Renaissance S1udies, UCLA , Los Angeles, C A 90024. Manuscrip1s are accepted from
graduate students throughout No nh America. Anicles may be in any fie ld of
Medieval or Renaissa nce st udy. Each i suc's best article is awarded the fifty dollar
St . Nicholas P rize.

Comitatus 14:
$ 7.50 per i uc, individual

$12.50 per i sue, ins1i1u1ion

Order from:
UNDENA PUBLICATIO S
P.O. Box 97
Malibu , CA 90265

Comitatus 1- 14:
$100.00 per SCI
S 7 .50 per single issue

Po 1age and handling, St.40. California
residenlll, please add 6% sales 1a,.
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OF LANGUAGE .S.. LITERATURE

Journal of the Rocky Mountain Modern Language Association
crctariat at Boi e tate niversity, Boise, Ida ho

F or sc hola r s inBriti h. American . clas ical. German. French, Indian. Slavic, Italian.
Portugue e. and pani h literature:
teaching foreign language , Engli h. compo ition, in univer itie . col •
lege . and junior college :
compa rative literature. literary critici m , film , science fiction . ethn ic
Ludie , chi ldren' literature. ora l/trad itional art . computers in language and literature. humor, ar.d other pecial topic :
li ngui stics. dialects. popu lar culture. and women 's tudi s.

Publi she d four times a year. including a late summe r is ue with the program
for the annual convention of the RM M LA ,

Ma nuscr ipts from the above areas should be 15 lo 25 pages long. documented
according to MLA tyle, and sent in duplicate to:
Carol A. 1artin
Editor. Rocky fountain Revi w
Department of English
Boise tale University
Boise. Idaho 3725

To joi n the RMM LA and r eceive the REV IEW. the Call for Papers for the
annual convention. and convention registration information. write:
Charles G. Davi
Executive Director. RMMLA
Department of Engli h
Boi e tale niv rsity
Boise. Idaho 3725

